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Abstract 
Challenges to the idea of an industrial revolution and growing interest in the use of flexible 
production methods have encouraged a new look at the artisan sector in historical societies. 
This research uses a network of provision framework, adapted from Ben Fine's 'systems of 
provision' theory, to offer new insights into the wider importance of a much neglected 
industrial sector. The deadstock processing crafts were central to what was 
overwhelmingly an organic economy, but they have previously been neglected in academic 
studies because of their lack of technological advance. This research argues for the 
recognition of smaller scale, intra-household transitions, identified through micro-level 
studies of the experience of the individual craft worker. A related aim was to determine 
how far one could rely on contemporary occupational labels, and hence to examine the use 
of occupation as an explanatory variable in wider economic and social change. 
The core analysis is based on an intensive study of probate documents from three 
contrasting English counties. The results also synthesise data from a wide range of other 
source materials, including: census returns, excise records, trade accounts, parliamentary 
papers and contemporary social commentary. 
The results increase the confidence with which one can use occupational labels as 
designated in historical documents, by revealing a more coherent occupational experience 
than one had expected to find at such an early date. Significant differences were identified 
between the production and consumption experiences of the different crafts. This 
emphasised the problems of using an all encompassing craftsmen category to examine the 
process of industrial change. 
The main conclusions challenge the simplistic dichotomy between artisan and factory 
forms of production. It is seen that the artisan sector continued to `grow alongside factory 
production at least until the mid-nineteenth century. Detailed analysis of artisan production 
methods show how it was possible to increase productivity without major changes in the 
technologies used. A new view of the place of artisan trades in the early industrial 
economy emerges from the results. This places the artisan sector firmly within the 
developmental history of industrialisation, rather than in its more common position at the 
pre-history of industrialisation. 
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The industrial revolution will either be abandoned or must seek out new 
frontiers of primary microeconomic research and new frameworks of 
analysis. ' 
The industrial revolution has been an area of continual debate among social and economic 
historians. 2 Research over the last twenty years has recognised that the changes taking 
place were much slower and more locally differentiated than was previously thought. 3 
Many historians now emphasise slow continuous growth rather than a dramatic break with 
the past which the term `industrial revolution' once conveyed. However, by focusing on 
macroeconomic changes in the indices of economic growth many of these discussions have 
neglected the processes and microeconomics of industrial change. 
There is agreement that the speed and form of industrial change after the mid-seventeenth 
century have been overstated in the use of the term `revolution'. Nevertheless there were 
transformations taking place at many levels, not all connected to advances in technology. 
More recent attention has been given to the experience of industrialisation, involving a 
closer look at transitions in work and lifestyle. 4 De Vries highlights a set of earlier intra- 
household transitions, which he has termed an `industrious revolution', based on the 
reallocation of productive resources. This complex of changes in household behaviour is 
Berg, M (1994): The Age of Manufactures 1700-1820: Industry innovation and work in Britain. (Second 
edition) Routledge. London. p. 4 
The term 'industrial revolution' is classically applied to the period c. 1750-c 1850. The term was coined by a 
French en` o\ to Berlin, Louis Guillaume, in 1799, and was later used b\ Engels in his Condition of the 
Working Classes in England (1845). 
Crafts has gi\ en us new quantitative estimates of economic growth. His new estimates found no radical 
discontinuity in national income, industrial output, capital formation, gross domestic product per head and 
productivity. Wrigley also argued for limits to growth before the mid-nineteenth century, offering ne« %ý avs 
of thinking about the agricultural and resource base of the economy. Crafts. N. F. R. (1983): British Economic 
Growth, 1700-1833 l: A Revie\\ of the Evidence, Economic History Review, XXXVI. 2. pp. 177-199. 
Crafts, N. F. R. (1985): British Economic Growth during the Industrial Revolution. Oxford. Wriale\, E. A. 
(1988): Continuity Chance and Change: The Character of the Industrial Revolution in England. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge. 
4 Berk. NI (1994): op cit. 
Chapter one 
thought to have paved the way for the later -industrial revolution, which was largely 
fuelled by technological advance. 
Focusing on changes in the work and lifestyle of the individual craft-worker, this thesis 
examines the degree of transformation and extent of restructuring, in a much neglected 
industrial sector. The deadstock processing crafts were a set of traditional industries, 
largely untouched by technological advance. ' For this reason they, along with much of the 
artisan sector, have been largely neglected in academic study. not for being unimportant in 
the economy, but rather for being static. In line with Berg and De Vries, this study argues 
for the recognition of smaller-scale intra-household transitions, identified through micro- 
level studies of the experience of the individual craft worker. 
This thesis uses a `network of provision' framework in which to analyse the production and 
consumption strategies of deadstock processors between the seventeenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. The main study focuses on the century and a half preceding the 
classic industrial revolution, and hence searches for possible developments that could be 
thought of as part of De Vries' `industrious revolution'. The identification of such 
transformations would place the artisan sector firmly within the developmental history of 
industrialisation, rather than in its more common position at the pre-history of 
industrialisation. 
The development of specialist occupations was an important step towards industrialisation. 
While focusing on several occupations this study does not uncritically accept contemporary 
categorisation. This raises a further set of questions as to how far one can rely on 
occupational labels recorded in historical documents, and what exactly it meant to be 
referred to as a `butcher' or `shoemaker' in pre-industrial and early industrial England. 
The terms `artisan' and `artisan sectors" can also be used to cover a wide range of 
activities. Section 1.1 details how artisan sectors are defined within this study and briefly 
examines the existing literature on the role of artisan sectors in English economic 
development. Section 1.2 introduces the theoretical framework of a `network of provision' 
which has been adapted from Ben Fine's `systems of provision' theory. Although informed 
by theory. this thesis is very much empirically based. Empirical studies which make use of 
Fine's 'systems of provision' concept, have so far been very small-scale and short-term. 
By 'deadstock' products, I mean the range of products derived from livestock after their death. This is 
distinct from strict-sense livestock products such as, milk. wool, young animals, dung and urine. 
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This work differs in that it addresses practical issues in the use of this theoretical 
framework for more long-term empirical research. The sources used in this research are 
outlined in section 1.3, and the scope of the thesis is mapped out in section 1.4. 
1.1: The role of artisan sectors in English economic development. 
Contemporary interest in flexible production techniques has encouraged a new look at the 
much neglected artisan in historical societies. ' As yet, little is known about the exact nature 
of their contribution to the development of the English economy. Lack of studies in this 
area can be attributed to both difficult data sources and the favouring of the more visibly 
dynamic area of factory production. With speculation of a move into a post-modern and 
post-Fordist society, increasing attention is being paid to the role of artisan producers, with 
a focus on individualised rather than mass consumption; and the ability to quickly adapt to 
fashion changes and consumer demands by producing smaller batches of goods, using 
more skilled labour and flexible technology. Questioning the advantages of such 
production forms to newly industrialising and immature economies has led to an interest in 
looking at their place in the early economic development of England. 
The terms `artisans' and `artisan sectors' are often used to span several, in many ways quite 
diverse activities. In early modern England, `there were great differences of degree 
concealed within the term, artisan from the prosperous master craftsman, employing labour 
on his own account, to the sweated garret labourers'. ' Rather than work with an 
inappropriately rigid definition, I define artisan production in terms of several 
characteristic features: 
" Production is organised on the basis of small independent workshops. household based, 
and employing only a handful of workers, if any. 
" Concepts of skill and status centre on understandings of `skill' as a high standard of 
expertise across a wide range of skills, establishing a craftsman as versatile and adaptable. 
Typically this was maintained through the enforcement of a seven year apprenticeship. 
`' Sabel, C: Zeitlin, J (1985): Historical alternatiN es to mass production: politics, markets and technology in 
nineteenth century industrialisation. Past and Present 108 pp. 133-176. 




This contrasts with factory production, which increasingly involved an orientation of 
training only to tasks immediately at hand. ' 
" Apprenticeships and restricted entry to trades were reciprocally associated with a 
characteristic attention to status among artisans. Ideals of long training and difficult skills 
were thus associated with cultural and economic capital, and political control of trades. ' 
" Capital requirements for the practice of a trade were generally modest, and even if artisan 
enterprises could sometimes reach a considerable size, this was a pre-requisite for only a 
few 
" Artisans commonly owned the tools of their trade, and their raw materials (as distinct from 
proto -industrial out-workers). 
10 
" Divisions of labour were hierarchical, but these were based at least as much on life-cycle 
stage and experience (for example distinguishing masters, waged journeymen, and 
apprentices), as on task specialisation. 
" Artisans, especially master artisans, generally exercised considerable control over the 
speed, intensity and rhythm of their work. 
" Artisans usually sold at least part of their output directly to consumers (hence the use of the 
term `artisan-retailers'), or through local shops. There were some exceptions, where 
specialised production regions, for example, shoemaking in Northamptonshire, supplied 
much of their output to middlemen. 
It is important to note that artisan production is linked to a particular form of organisation 
and not to specific industries. It was possible for a trade such as shoemaking, to exist 
simultaneously in artisan, proto-industrial and factory forms. In specialised production 
regions, artisans' sales were through open markets, rather than proto-industrial `putting-out 
8 Glennie, PD. (1992): Early modern English labourers: work, income, consumption. Oxford 
University/ Welcome Trust History of Poverty Social Science Papers. 
9 Goodman, J; Honeyrman, K (1988): Gainful Pursuits: The Making of Industrial Europe 1600-1914. Ed\\ and 
Arnold, London.; Be-. M (1994): op cit. Unwin, G (1925): The Guilds and Companies of London. 2nd ed. 
Methuen & Co. Ltd, London. 
10 Proto-industrial workers often manufactured their product domestically vv ith little or no change in 
production techniques. They differed from artisans in the le\ el of control the\ exerted over their work. the 
individual producer no longer being an independent master. 
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arrangements. These regional concentrations co-existed with the proliferation of locally 
oriented artisans rather than replacing them, at least until after 1850. " 
It is essential to emphasise the very large aggregate size. and in some branches the 
continuing growth, of the artisan sectors in England well into the second half of the 
nineteenth century: that is, a century after the beginnings of the industrial revolution. '2 This 
artisan production, very large scale in terms of the number of workers, was still dominated 
by small scale workshops. For example, as late as 1871, the average production unit in 
tanning, the largest scale of all the deadstock processing trades, employed fewer than 
twenty workers. 13 Therefore, judging by their contribution to the basic needs of the home 
market and by the substantial numbers employed, this sector was far from negligible. 
The persistence and continued expansion of small-scale artisan enterprises alongside the 
industrial world of the Victorian era, can be attributed to several factors. First, the localised 
supply of, and demand for, artisan products, restricted the size of the markets and helped to 
keep production at a small individualised level. However, in so far as this characterisation 
underwrites a view of artisan sectors as primitive and static, it ought not to be over 
emphasised. 
Second, since the early middle-ages, the various deadstock trades have attracted much 
central and local government intervention, related to issues such as food supply and `fair 
`prices; securing supplies of leather for military clothing and equipment, and the protection 
of water supplies from noxious pollutants. ' The most direct form was legislation by 
statute. For example, the leather act of 1604 not only regulated the manufacturing process, 
but also restricted the scale of production units by preventing vertical integration of tanning 
with currying. ` Economic historians have also long recognised the impacts of indirect 
taxation, especially the excise, on the scale and organisation of artisan enterprises. An 
excise tax was first introduced in 1643 and was later applied to several predominantly 
Everitt, (1979): Country, county and town: patterns of regional evolution in England. Transactions of the 
Royal Historical Society. 5th series, 29 pp. 79-108. Spufford, M (1984): The Great Reclothing of Rural 
England. London. 
12 Chartres, JA; Turnbull, GL (1981): Country Craftsmen. In: The Victorian Countryside. ide. Vol. 1. (Ed: 
Min`gav, GE) Routledge and K. Paul, London, pp. 314-328. Wrigley. E. A. (1986): People, Cities and Wealth: 
The transformation of traditional society. Black\v ell, Oxford. 
Church, RA (1980): The Shoe and Leather Industries. In: The D\ namics of Victorian Business. (Ed: 
Church, RA) George Allen and Unwin, Boston & Sydney. pp. 199-21 1. 
For further details on the extent of government regulation of the deadstock processing crafts see section 
?. 2(e). 
j' Church, R. A. (1980): op cit. 
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artisan products, including beer, malt, leather, candles, hats, and copper. 16 In addition to 
increasing the cost of goods to customers, the excise intruded upon traders by restricting 
work premises, tools, time of work, transportation and sale of goods. " These regulations 
obviously influenced the scope for particular forms of production. However, there is no 
consensus as to exactly what the effects were. Clapham views the excise rules as an 
impediment to industrial integration and a force working for the maintenance of the small- 
scale, almost medieval, organisation of tanning and its allied trades. " On the other hand, 
Brewer takes the opposite view, pointing to the inhibiting effect of the excise on household 
self-provision. " To some degree, both accounts may be correct. However, the wide variety 
of artisan activities and organisational processes affected by the excise tax means that a 
more sensitive account is required. 
The durability of small workshops has most often been associated with their portrayal as 
technologically inert. In Wrigley's view they were passive beneficiaries of industrialisation 
elsewhere in the economy, rather than contributors to it. -)° It is true that the artisan sector 
saw few technological advances. However, it is hard to see artisans as `passive 
beneficiaries' of proto-industrialisation and industrialisation, since they were the users of 
some of the producer goods involved. If the tools used by artisans were becoming available 
in greater numbers, superior qualities, and at lower prices, artisans' working practices, 
work-rates, and output quality were all likely to benefit. In short, increasing 
industrialisation could and did affect different parts of the artisan sector in a variety of 
ways. It created work opportunities and could provide better tools for some sectors, as well 
as destroying other sectors such as the handloom weavers, through competition and de- 
skilling. `' 
In contrast to proto-industrial or factory forms of production, the major innovations which 
influenced the productivity of artisan production were not technological ones. Shifts in 
16 Kennedy, W (1913 ): English Taxation 1640-1799: An Essay on Policy and Opinion. G. Bell & Sons, 
London. 
17 Breve er, J (1989): The Sinews of Power: war, money and the English state. 1688-1783. Unwin Hyman, 
London. 
18 Clapham, JH (1930): An Economic History of Modern Britain: The Early Railway Age. Menthuen and Co. 
Ltd., London. p-3124. 
19 Brewer, J (1989): op cit. 
10 Wriýleý , 
E. A. (1988): op cit. 
ý' Tann. J (1981): Country Outworkers: the men's trades. In: The Victorian Countryside. Vol. 1. (Ed: 
N ingav, GE) Routledge and K. Paul, London. 329-340. Breuilly, J (1985): Artisan economy. Artisan politics. 
Artisan Ideology : The Artisan Contribution to the Nineteenth Centur\ European Labour Movement. In: 
Emslev, C; Walv in, J (eds) . Artisans, Peasants & Proletarians 1760-1860. Croom Helm, London, pp. 187-225 
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work organisation, work intensity and work duration. have not been investigated 
previously in any detail, but are all possible methods of raising productivity levels. " The 
sheer size of the artisan sector means that even very minor changes in productivity could be 
of major aggregate economic importance when multiplied by the overall number of 
workers involved. Even quite subtle changes in work practices had potentially large overall 
economic impacts. Yet the lack of productivity change in artisan households has been 
almost axiomatic, with the exception of Jan De Vries. 23 
Debates among analysts of societies from the antiquity to the middle ages through to the 
present day, and across the development of a wide variety of contexts, have paid more 
serious attention to the dynamic possibilities of artisan production. 2' De Vries highlights 
various key areas, of which intra-household specialisation appears particularly important. 
In a study of many socio-economic groups across Europe, De Vries found that by the mid- 
eighteenth century, many households had redeployed their labour and reduced their leisure 
time to simultaneously increase their marketed output and their monetary income. De Vries 
referred to these intra-household changes as an `industrious revolution', which as a 
counterpoint to the much debated industrial revolution, shifted attention away from new 
technologies and on to new supplies of labour, new forms of behaviour, and new 
aspirations. The implications of this work meant that those studying economic 
development could not simply explain the transformation in society from producers to 
consumers, through the movement of enclosure and the consequent lack of access to land. 25 
In order to fully understand a household's strategy for marketed production, one also 
needed to investigate its consumer preferences. 
It is in new research on consumption that the most surprising results arise. Far from being 
backward and archaic, artisans considered as a group, are seen as dynamic and innovative 
in the purchasing of new/novelty goods. This is well illustrated in Weatherill's study of the 
 -- Clark found that output per worker rose by over 50 per cent and that technological change could only 
account for fifteen per cent of this. The further 35 per cent increase, Clark attributed to more labour per 
worker, i. e. less leisure time, and to more intense work practises. Clark, G (1987): Productivity growth 
without technological change in European agriculture before 1850. Journal of Economic History xlvii 
pp. 419-13 2. 
De Vries, J (1974): The Dutch Rural Economy in the Golden Age. Berkeley, Ca., Berkelev University 
Press. De Vries (1993) and (1994) op cit. 
24 Chartres, J. A. (1989) 'Country trades, crafts and professions' in Thirsk, J. ed. The Agrarian History of 
England and Wales VI 1750-1850. Cambridge University Press pp. 416-466, Sabel, C; Zeitlin, J (1985): op cit. 
Wri`glev, t . 
A. (1988): op cit. Berg, M (1994): op cit. 
For a general introduction to enclosure see, Yelling, J. A. (1977): Common Field and Enclosure in 
England. 1450-1850. The Macmillan Press Ltd. London. 
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domestic interior, in which she found that `the lesser tradesmen tended to have more varied 
domestic possessions than did the husbandman or even the yeoman. ' and 'in spite of the 
gentry's superior wealth and social standing, many expressive, decorative goods such as 
pictures, looking glasses, and china, and even pewter, earthenware, and saucepans, were 
less frequently recorded in their inventories than those of the lesser-ranking tradesmen. '26 
Artisan's readiness to innovate within the domestic sphere produces a striking contrast to 
their image as backward producers, so strongly resistant to innovation in the workplace. 
Although difficult to comprehend, such differences in behaviour are not an impossibility. 
However, if they did exist, this has important consequences for writing about consumption 
as linked to changes in production. 
1.2: Systems of provision approaches and their reception. 
Over the last ten years there has been an increasing assertion of the need for more 
integrated treatments of production and consumption in both theoretical and empirical 
work. -17 Most of the methods suggested, have emerged from the growing body of academic 
literature addressing historical and contemporary consumption patterns and processes. 28 
This thesis differs in that it does not begin primarily from a central interest in consumption, 
but rather addresses directly the practical issues of using an integrated approach to studies 
of long-run change. The research uses as a structuring framework, a modified concept of 
Ben Fine's `systems of provision' theory, to highlight the wider economic and social 
importance of a much neglected industrial sector. 29 
Fine sees current theories of consumption as debilitatingly partial and a barrier against the 
formation of a truly interdisiciplinary approach. In his reading, the field is characterised by 
_26 Weatherill, L (1988): Consumer Behaviour and Material Culture in Britain 1660-1760. Routledge, London. 
p. 177 and p. 169. 
,l Miller, D (1987): Material Culture and Mass Production. Basil Blackwell. Oxford. Weatherill, L (1988): 
Consumer Behaviour and Material Culture in Britain 1660-1760. Routledge, London. Fine, B (1993): 
Modernity, Urbanism and Modern Consumption: A Comment. Environment and Planning D: Society and 
Space 11, pp. 599-601. Fine, B; Leopold, E (1993): The World of Consumption. Routledge, London. De 
Vries, J (1993): Between Purchasing Power and the World of Goods: Understanding the Household Economy 
in Early Modern Europe. In: Consumption and the World of Goods. (Eds: Brewer, J; Porter, R) Routledge, 
London, pp. 85-132. De Vries, J (1994): The Industrial Revolution and the Industrious Revolution. The 
Journal of Economic History 54, pp. -149-270. 28 For a good introduction to work in this area, see Miller D (1995): Acknowledging, Consumption: 
Disciplinary Perspectives. Routledge, London. 
In earlier NN ork Fine used 'chains' of provision. This terminology was then modified to 'systems of 
provision', in response to criticism of the over-linear connotations of the 'chains' metaphor. Fine, B (1994): 
Towards a Political Economy of Food. Review of International Political Economy 1(3), pp. 519-545. Fine, B 
(1994): A Response To M\ Critics. Review of International Political Economy 1(3), pp. 579-586. 
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an incoherent eclecticism of approaches, arising from the prevalent strategy of interpreting 
consumption through existing theories and disciplinary concerns. Treatments of 
consumption in different academic disciplines are fragmented, suggests Fine, because each 
discipline applies discipline-specific explanatory factors. Fine terms these factors 
`horizontal', and gives as examples the concepts of utility maximisation. distinction, 
symbolism, and identity, relating to the disciplinary pre-occupations of neo-classical 
economics, sociology, anthropology, and psychology, respectively. Commonly, Fine 
believes, `horizontal factors' are treated as general factors that apply across society and 
consumption as a whole, with limited differentiation between commodities. In other words, 
analysts of all sorts have developed general concepts of `consumption' and `consuming' 
which are then taken to apply with only minor variations, to all commodities. The 
disciplinary specificity of these notions then militates against synthesis: different concepts 
of `consuming' can only be heaped one upon another, not synthesised in an integrated way. 
They are non-commensurate, and result in a situation of inter-disciplinary approaches 
rather than an interdisciplinary approach. Thus Fine disputes not the presence of common 
themes in consumption such as commodification and fragmentation, but that `horizontal 
approaches are capable of analysing them effectively. 
For Fine `horizontal' factors are important only in commodity-specific forms whose extent 
and intensity varies. They are not part of a general activity called `consuming. ' This 
commodity-specificity necessitates analysis focusing on the `vertical' study of `systems of 
provision' for individual or grouped commodities such as food, housing, energy and 
clothing. Systems of provision involve commodity specific material and symbolic chains 
connecting production, distribution, marketing and consumption. Theorised in this way, 
consumption's role and significance depend on the structure and process of the system as a 
whole. `Horizontal' factors are present within each system of provision, but in varying 
combinations, roles and significance, from one commodity system to another. 
Fine's diagnosis of analysts" failure to locate theories of consumption within an 
understanding of wider systems of provision has been broadly welcomed. His emphasis on 
considering how all the actors, entities, and phenomena constituting a system interact with 
one another is shared by many writers, including some from very different philosophical 
positions. '(' However, major misgivings have been voiced over Fine's remedy for the 
situation he identifies. The following brief synopsis of major criticisms of Fine's approach 
30 For example see Latour, B (1994): We Hase never Been Modern Harvester \Vheatsheaf, New York. 
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is divided into five overlapping groups. and synthesises responses from scholars in several 
disciplines. 31 
The first is that Fine treats horizontal and vertical approaches as mutually exclusive. 
Several critics have disputed this, pointing to examples of work which seems productively 
to integrate the two, and noting that Fine largely ignores previous work which many feel 
does attend to 'vertical' themes. A second, linked criticism rejects Fine's characterisation 
of current explanatory concepts as specific to, and restricted to, individual disciplines. On 
the contrary, critics suggest, concepts such as masculinities or identities are emphatically 
inter-disciplinary. Thus Fine is seen as forcing concepts into unjustifiably narrow domains 
in order to dismiss them, rather than engaging with the concepts as applied. 
Thirdly, Fine's viewing of each commodity system as essentially self-contained has been 
widely criticised. Boundaries between systems cannot be drawn as tightly as Fine implies, 
especially in terms of the reception and interpretation of commodities' symbolic 
dimensions. Indeed, one could extend Fine's overall scheme to embrace all commodities 
within one system of consumer goods. Numerous examples have been cited in which 
systems of provision have clear `horizontal' interactions with other commodity systems, on 
the parts of consumers, producers, and/or those involved in trading and distribution. The 
problem appears particularly acute with regard to consumption, where the material object 
can be used and interpreted in many different ways depending on user and context, since 
use values are socially constructed and therefore historically/contextually specific. The 
differences are generally seen as themselves topics for investigation rather than to be 
glossed over because of similarities in their material content, as in Fine. 32 
Fourth, commentators have generally felt Fine to be offering what is essentially a strategy 
for maintaining the Marxist production-centred view of consumption that runs through 
Fine's own previous work. Put crudely, some have felt Fine's interest in consumption 
Principally, StvvIes, J (1993): Manufacture, consumption and design in eighteenth-century England. In: 
Consumption and the World of Goods. (Eds: Brewer, J; Porter, R) Routledge, London, pp. 527-554; 
Glennie, PD, Thrift, NJ (1993): Modern consumption: theorising y commodities and consumers. Environment 
and Planning D: Society and Space 11, pp. 603-606; Campbell, C (1993): Understanding Traditional and 
Modern Patterns of Consumption in Eighteenth-Century England: A Character Action Approach. In: 
Consumption and the World of Goods. (Eds: Brewer, J; Porter, R) Routledge, London; Urry, J (1993): The 
Tourist Gaze: Leisure and Travel in Contemporary Society. Sage, London.; Miller, D (1995) op cit. 
Murdoch, J (1994): Some Comments on 'Nature' and 'Society' in the Political Economy of Food. Review of 
International Political Economy 1(3), pp. 571-577. Friedmann, H (1994): Premature rigour: or, can Ben Fine 
have his contingency and eat it, too? Review of International Political Economy 1(3), pp. 553-561; Watts, M 
(1994): What Difference Does Difference Make? Review of International Political Economy 1(3). pp. 563- 
570 
For example, see Fine. B; Leopold. F (199)) op cit. p. 253. 
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activities to be an illusion, whose wider goal is to denigrate the importance of consumers 
and consumer cultures, other than those 'produced' by product advertising or other media 
images, as 'independent' components of chains of provision. While Fine's scheme 
incorporates influences driving the system from both ends of the chain, at numerous points 
he still places production in a dominant position. His critics have not been convinced that 
his theoretical position `weds but does not subordinate consumption to production. "" Such 
sentiments have been read as a minor key counter point to Fine's argument that this does 
not place production and consumption in a symmetrical place relative to each other as there 
are systematic influences on the structure and development of production that have a 
profound effect on how consumption is organised, what is consumed. and who 
consumes. 34 The countervailing influences of consumption on the organisation of 
production do not, in the end, receive nearly such serious attention from Fine. 
Fine's concentration on the production side is exemplified in his empirical work on food 
and clothing systems (which have also been criticised as limited in scale and scope to bear 
the weight of the overall argument). These studies are dominated by the material content of 
commodities, with consideration of their cultural content limited to analyses of advertising. 
For many, this does not amount to taking the cultural economy of goods seriously. Scope 
for symbolic cultural factors to be major elements in Fine's case study systems of 
provision seems written out from the start. It should be emphasised that this is not 
inevitable within a 'systems of provision' approach, but more the consequence of Fine's use 
of it. One of Fine's reasons for a partial coverage of particular topics, is that he is only 
seeking to demonstrate the potential value of the systems of provision approach. It would 
be far more honest to present the limitations of this approach, and therefore to accept 
multiple perspectives, rather than to indirectly apologise for an incomplete picture which 
lends itself to the interpretation that if his studies were not part of a larger theoretical piece, 
that these gaps in his analysis would disappear. 
Fine's studies of both food and clothing are very general in content. '' The current literature 
in different academic fields, yet within the same subject area, is used to exemplify the 
limitations of particular approaches. This, however, is the strongest part of Fine's 
argument, his own examples lacking detail and depth. This is most evident in his sweeping 
Fine. B. Leopold) Ibid. p. 263. 
'4 Fine, B; Leopold, I' Ibid. p23. 
Fine, B, Leopold, E Ibid.: Fine. B. Heasman, M, Wright, J. (1996): Consumption in the Age of Affluence: the 
World of Food. Routledge. London. 
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coverage of the food system of provision both historically and geographically, looking at 
cannibalism in Aztec society on one page and McDonald's burger bars in present day USA 
on the next. 36 
At no point does Fine attempt to map out any systems of provision, or to provide any 
systematic approach to his study. What he has done, is to choose particular areas of interest 
and to explore these by looking at the possible impacts of both the production and 
consumption of the selected commodities. (As opposed to looking at the actual production 
or consumption processes in detail. ) In this respect, it is not entirely justified to criticise 
Fine's work on consumption as being restricted to theories of advertising. Although, he 
does see a strong link between the two, saying, `however consumption is interpreted 
analytically, a theory of advertising lurks not far behind. '37 The basic conclusion is that 
items often grouped together such as food and clothing, have their own distinct systems of 
provision, which in turn effect the way in which they are advertised. New insights are 
brought to bear on the advertising of these goods through Fine's approach, but his analysis 
raises the question of how far one should go in dissecting commodity groups? Can all 
items of clothing or all food products be judged in the same way? For some types of 
research they can, but judging from the completely different methods of advertising for 
example, baked beans and ice-cream, this is not always the case. 
This study chronicles systems of provision in a time before factory-based mass production 
and widespread product advertising. The central concerns of Fine's empirical work are 
therefore not directly applicable here. While each product has its own system of provision, 
these systems do not exist in isolation, but are inter-linked to other systems. For this reason 
I have chosen to modify Fine's terminology again, using `networks of provision,. Viewing 
production or consumption strategies in a wider network, reduce one's tendency to search 
for a definitive coherent picture of any industry, but is useful in highlighting new areas of 
interest and offering perspectives on long-run change that might not have been apparent 
from more enclosed studies. The use of a network of provision as a structuring tool for 
research is practically applied in chapter two. 
36 Fine. B, Heasman. M. \Vright, J. (1996): Ibid. 




The data for the thesis synthesises a wide range of different source materials including. 
census returns, probate inventories, excise records, trade accounts. parliamentary papers 
and contemporary social commentary. A full list of the primary documents used can be 
found in the bibliography. This section simply provides a brief introduction to the main 
sources. 
The main findings of this study are supported using information from a number of cross- 
referenced sources. However, the core of the evidence is provided from information 
contained in probate documents. The decision to focus the analysis on probate data was 
taken after a systematic search of relevant documents at the National Register of Archives 
in London. The results of this search can be seen in appendix A. In general it revealed a 
scarcity of account book material which was widely scattered both temporally and 
geographically. Also, the surviving accounts often represent the richer craftsmen, and 
hence are not able to withstand generalisation to other issues without comparison with a 
broader based analysis. In contrast, probate data could be used to provide a more 
historically and geographically specific picture for a greater number of craftsmen working 
in selected deadstock industries. As there is so little research on these crafts, it was thought 
more appropriate to examine broader changes based on a larger number of craftsmen. From 
this base, additional research can add a further insight into the workings of these crafts, 
through the more detailed study of individual trade accounts. 
Probate inventories, are lists of an individual's moveable goods compiled shortly after their 
death, and have been widely used in historical research. The content and use of these 
documents are discussed in detail in chapter four. This study differs from previous work 
using probate inventories, in that it focuses on occupational differences on a much smaller 
scale. This allows questions on the economic position of craft activity within the household 
and the coherence of occupational groups with regard to lifestyle experience, to be 
addressed more directly. 
There is no available systematic information on the scale and distribution of the deadstock 
trades during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Using probate inventories it was not 
possible to map the geographical distribution of different crafts since inventories are much 
more numerous for some parts of the country than for others. It vas also not possible to use 
the inventories statistically, to show whether a given craft was flourishing or declining in 
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this period, since the number of surviving inventories, and the proportion which name the 
occupation of a testator fluctuate. Another major pre-census occupational source is the 
militia ballot lists, which record between 1757 and 1829. with a few exemptions. (e. g. 
clergymen, seamen, apprentices, the infirm, the impoverished, previous servers. etc. ) the 
names, ranks and occupations of all males between the ages of 18 and 50. and from 1762, 
between 18 and 45.38 However, these lists only exist for selected parts of the country and 
therefore did not allow one to produce a national picture. It is from the nineteenth century 
censuses that the first clear picture of the numbers and geography of those working in the 
deadstock crafts can be established. The census of 1831 provides data at the county level 
on the numerical and geographical distribution of the deadstock crafts. The 1851 census 
marks the end of the study period. It was chosen because of the additional information it 
provided, recording data at the smaller scale of the registration district, and on the size of 
enterprises, by listing the number of employers and their employees. 
1.4: Scope and outline of the thesis. 
The thesis continues in chapter two by introducing the practical application of a modified 
version of Fine's `system of provision' theory, which I have termed, 'networks of 
provision', as a structuring framework for research examining long-run change in the 
processing, distribution, and consumption of deadstock products. This chapter provides the 
backdrop to the later more detailed studies, placing the selected deadstock trades in a wider 
context, with pointers to areas for further research. The chapter begins with details of the 
deadstock products themselves and their various processing tasks. These are then located 
within their network of provision. Unlike other practical applications of Fine's theory, here 
the full extent of the network is mapped out in a skeletal form to demonstrate the wider 
impact of developments in these products. Historical and geographical variations in the 
network are influenced by several what I have termed, `fluid factors'. The main fluid 
factors are discussed to varying degrees, using data from several primary sources to bring 
new insights into these areas and to identify other areas for further research. The remainder 
of the thesis concentrates on one aspect of the network, with a detailed examination of the 
personnel involved in the various processing tasks. 
38 Glennie, P. D (1990): Distim, uishino men's trades: occupational sources and debates for pre-census 
England. Historical Geography Research series no 25. 
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Historical source materials providing occupational data are rare. The first clear national 
picture of the numbers and geography of those working in the deadstock crafts comes from 
the nineteenth century censuses. This information recorded in the censuses of 1831 and 
1851, is used in chapter three as a base from which to move backwards into a less-well 
documented pre-industrial period. 
The scope of the thesis narrows in chapters four to nine, by looking in detail at a select 
number of deadstock trades, before the onset of the classic `industrial revolution. ' The 
main findings of these studies centre on new evidence derived from probate inventories. 
covering several areas of England between the early seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
with a focus on three contrasting regions: Hertfordshire; Worcestershire and East Sussex. 
The data is used in conjunction with other more scattered sources, to provide new insights 
into transitions over time and between regions, in the work and lifestyle of deadstock 
processors. 
Chapter four is a methodological chapter which examines the use of probate inventories as 
a historical data source, and clearly sets out my own use of this data in the following 
chapters. Chapters five to eight each concentrate on a different deadstock trade. The main 
aims of these chapters are to determine the coherence of occupational labels at an early 
date, and to identify any transitions in work and lifestyle which could be indicative of a 
shift in household resources. Moving away from both ideas of revolution and continuity, 
this thesis focuses on transformations in production, which challenges the idea of artisan 
production as a static sector, without overstating the degree or speed of change. 
Chapter nine compares the results from the four trades. Joining studies of production with 
those of consumption, this chapter also examines the role of the artisan as consumer, 
through a comparison of household wealth and the ownership of selected domestic 
possessions. The main conclusions of the detailed studies are discussed with reference to 
the original aims to determine the form and extent of transitions in work and lifestyles. and 
the coherence of occupational labels in seventeenth and eighteenth century England. 
The thesis concludes in chapter ten with a summary of the main conclusions, offering some 
more general thoughts on the use of a network of provision framework and the value of an 




Tracing the Deadstock Network of Provision: Commodity Networks as a 
Framework for Research. 
The merits and downfalls of a `system of provision' approach as suggested by Ben Fine 
have been discussed in chapter one. This chapter introduces a modified concept of a 
`network of provision' as a structuring framework for research examining long-run change 
in the processing, distribution and consumption of deadstock products. Section 2.1 details 
the deadstock products and their associated manufacturing processes. In section 2.2, these 
products and processes are located within a wider network of provision. The full extent of 
the network is outlined here to demonstrate the impact of developments in these products 
on aspects of social and economic change, and hence also to emphasise their value as 
research topics, before focusing in more detail on particular aspects of the network in later 
chapters. The main factors influencing changes within the network are identified and 
discussed in varying detail, with pointers to areas for further research. This section 
concludes with an analyses of the personnel involved in the processing tasks, detailed 
examination of which will form the main focus of the following chapters. 
2.1: Products and processes 
As we approach the millennium one can live comfortably without consuming any animal 
derived products. In today's environment it is therefore easy to overlook their central 
importance in a pre-industrial world. Without the present day benefits of electricity, rubber, 
plastic and textured vegetable protein, pre-industrial societies found uses for a vast range of 
animal products in a wide variety of ways. Some use was made of virtually every part of an 
animal, even including the hair, which was used as a component of plaster for building 
w\ ork. From the available range I have chosen to focus on the three most widely used 
products: meat, tallow and skins. 
II'. 1(a):. lleat 
Meat is defined in the Oxford dictionary as the 'flesh of animals, especially mammals 
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rather than fish or birds, used as food. ' While this appears on one level to be a very simple 
concept, the type of flesh thought to be edible is not naturally defined. Often there is no 
nutritional reason to refuse to eat some flesh while readily consuming others, or to value 
some parts of an animal's flesh more highly. These preferences are best explained with 
reference, not to biological necessity, but to changes in cultural attitudes and behaviour, 
(See section ii(b) below). In this study I am chiefly concerned with meat derived from the 
flesh of cattle (beef and veal), pigs (bacon and pork), and sheep (mutton and lamb). 
2.1 (b): Skins 
Skins are simply the outer covering of an animal's body from which the hair or fur has 
been removed. However, several different terms are used to describe skins depending on 
their size and the animal from which they are derived. The term `skin' is used when 
referring to the skins of smaller animals such as calves, goats, sheep and pigs. `Hide' is 
used to describe the skins of larger animals, such as fully grown cattle or horses. I Another 
term often used in describing animal skins is `kip. This refers to an intermediate size cattle 
pelt between a calf and a fully grown animal. 
Leather was the main product manufactured from skins via one of two processes, tanning 
(for cattle hides and calf skins) or tawing (for sheep, goat and calve skins). 2 The different 
methods formed two distinct branches within the leather industry: the heavy leather trades 
of tanning, currying, shoemaking and saddlery, which dealt with tanned leather; and the 
light leather trades of gloving, tawing and leather dressing. which dealt in tawed leather. 3 
Tanning was a lengthy process which could take as long as three years to complete. 4 First 
the hides had to be prepared by removing the hair and the fatty layer underneath. This 
involved soaking them in a lime solution to loosen the hair and then scraping both sides 
with a knife. Depending on the kind of skin being treated, on the strength of the lime and 
on local practice, liming could take between a few days and several weeks. The hides were 
During the early modern period for the purpose of export administration, a calf skin was usually regarded 
as under 2 or 3 lb. in weight. A cattle hide was therefore any skin weighing more than 3 lb. 
2 Parchment, vellum and rawhide are not leather, but are merely raw skins preserved against putrefaction by 
a liming process. 
Clarkson, L. A. (1960) The Organisation of the English Leather Industry in the Late Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries. The Economic History Re\ ie\ý, 2nd Series XIII, pp. 245-256 
4 For further information on tanning see: Dublin Society: The Art of Tanning and Currying Leather (London, 
1774): Maple, W: A Compleat & Effectual Method of Tanning without Bark (London, 1739): Wilson J. A. 
(1941): Modern Practice in Leather Manufacture Reinhold Publishing Corporation. New York. 
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then bated by soaking them overnight in an infusion of dog or bird droppings. ' This 
process removed the excess lime and biochemically altered the hide structure which 
softened it by producing a finer, more flexible grain. The next stage was a much longer 
process. The prepared hides were soaked in solutions of water and a vegetable tanning 
agent, most frequently oak bark, for between six months and two years, depending on the 
thickness of the hides and the intended use of the leather. 6 Tanning solutions of increasing 
strength were held in a series of pits or vats; the hides being moved between one solution 
and another during the process. When the tanning process was complete the hides were 
rinsed and smoothed before being hung up to dry. Once dry, the leather was curried with 
train oil and tallow to replace the natural oils lost in the process and hence to make the 
leather supple and waterproof. The finished product was then used in a multitude of 
manufactured wares including the soles of boots and shoes, harness and saddlery, and 
? industrial belting. 
In contrast to tanning, the manufacture of tawed leather was a much shorter process, taking 
only a few weeks. In this method, a paste of alum, salt, flour, egg yolks and water was 
applied to the skins. The skins were then left to dry and the process repeated until the skins 
had turned into leather. Light leather could also be produced using train oil. For this 
method, the skins were hung in wood smoke to loosen the hair or wool. They were then 
placed in troughs and soaked in train oil. The skins were removed and beaten before being 
re-soaked. The process was repeated several times after which the skins were piled up and 
left in the open air to dry. The light leather produced by these processes was used in the 
manufacture of many goods, including, shoe uppers, shoe linings, gloves, clothing, 
drinking vessels and upholstery. 
2.1(c): Tallow 
Tallow is animal fat that has been separated from any proteinous matter which might 
putrefy. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries its use was widespread, being used for 
Bird droppings were used for the heavy cattle hides and dog faeces for the lighter skins. 
`' Tanning required access to large water supplies. It took 250 gallons of \vater to tan one hide. The amount of 
bark needed can not be as accurately estimated. Houghton reckoned that it took two bushels of bark for a vat 
of fresh solution, but more bark was also required to sprinkle between the pile of hides. (J. Houghton: A 
Collection for the Improvement of Husbandry and Trade ed. R Bradley, 1727 pp. 319-21. ) 
For more detail and illustrations on the range of leather products see: J. W. Waterer (1946), Leather in Life 
Art and industry Faber and Faber Limited, London. J. W. Waterer, (1950) Leather and Craftsmanship. Faber 
and Faber Limited. London. 
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medicinal purposes, in wall covering, and to curry leather. Its main uses. however. were for 
soap and candle-making. 
2.1(ci) Candle-making 
Most animals yield tallow, but candle-makers usually took the fat from bullocks and sheep. 
Bullock or beef tallow comprised the fat of oxen, cows and bulls. Sheep or mutton tallow 
was obtained from rams, ewes, bucks and she-goats, and was preferable for candle making 
because of its gloss and hardness. The commercial value of tallow varied considerably 
according to its hardness and melting point. Generally the cheaper candles were made 
solely of beef tallow while the better quality kinds contained roughly equal portions of beef 
and mutton tallow. Pig's fat was sometimes used in the cheapest candles, but was 
unpopular for making `em gutter, give an ill smell, and a thick black smoak.. 8 
Candle making was a relatively short process which could be completed in the space of one 
day. In preparation, the tallow was first rendered. This involved melting the tallow in a 
large cauldron or boiler to remove any impurities. During the process the cellular 
membrane, skin and other waste material rose to the surface and could be skimmed off. 
Water was then added to precipitate out any remaining impurities, before straining the 
melted tallow. 
The wicks for the candles had to be prepared from spun cotton, which was bought in large 
balls or skeins. At least three threads, depending on the thickness of the intended candle, 
were wound together and cut to the length required. Before use, the wicks were then 
straightened and pulled free of knots. 
After these preparatory stages, candles could be made either by dipping or in moulds. 
Dipping produced the cheapest candles. For this process wicks were arranged on rods or 
broaches, which were about 3 feet (1m) long. Holding the rods at each end, the wicks were 
lowered into the molten tallow. Coated with a thin layer of tallow, the wicks were raised 
and hung on a rack until the tallow hardened. They were then re-dipped, gaining another 
coat of tallow. The process was repeated until the candles had reached the required 
8 Ephriam Chambers' C\ clopaedia. 1728 quoted in Monier-Williams, R (1970) The Tallow Chandlers of 
London vol I The Mystery in the Making. Kav e& Ward. London p. 3 
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thickness, after which the peaked ends were removed by passing them over a heated brass 
plate. 
Mould candles were much simpler to make than their dipped counterparts. but required 
better quality tallow as the cheaper types were too sticky to be used in moulds. The conical 
end of the mould had a hole through which the wick was inserted. At the other end the 
wick was usually doubled or looped so that a wire could hold it in place. The molten tallow 
was then poured into the moulds and left to set. When removed from the mould, the 
finished candle had a more regular appearance than the dipped candle. 
2.1(cii) Soap making 
Soap making was another short process, which commonly took up part of two days. In 
addition to tallow, the other raw material inputs were lime and the salt of vegetables 
obtained by burning. A lee was made by mixing the ashes of vegetables with a quantity of 
lime-water. When the lee had stood long enough to extract all the salt from the ashes, it 
was then drained off and put into a boiler with a proportion of tallow. The mixture was 
boiled to a thick consistency, and poured into a frame to cool. The finished soap was then 
cut into lengths with a wire and laid out to dry. 
2.2: Commodity networks 
In early modern England deadstock products formed a significant input into a wide range 
of personal, household, farming and industrial goods. The diverse selection of goods, 
highlighted above, are all linked in being relatively commonplace commodities, produced 
using traditional methods. Paradoxically, while this points to their central importance in a 
pre-industrial economy it also helps to explain their relative neglect in academic research. 
Much of the academic literature to date has focused on atypical or novelty goods and 
nascent but fast growing industries, i. e. areas of noticeable change which captured the 
imaginations of contemporary commentators. In chronicling long-run change it is therefore 
very easy to overlook sectors that while in themselves are important, do not immediately 
seem to play any significant part in modern social or economic development. However, 
when placed within \\ ider production-processing-distribution and consumption networks, 
these seemingly mundane everyday objects can be seen to have far-reaching impacts upon 
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areas which at first sight can appear unrelated. 
One major drawback of using a networking framework is its tendency to continuously 
expand to such an extent that one could argue any frame of reference is lost, and everything 
can be traced through some tenuous link to everything else. However, the potential to 
become unwieldy can be avoided if one concentrates on the merits of fresh and multiple 
perspectives offered through exploring particular flows, rather than on unrealistic 
expectations of comprehensive network coverage. 
Figure 2.1 below, traces the core elements in the network of provision for the deadstock 
products and processes outlined above. To keep the main flows clear I have omitted inputs 
of non-deadstock products to the main processes and details of the use of other minor 
deadstock products. 
The degree of inter-linkage between the three networks is most striking. The deadstock 
products of meat, skins and tallow were not only linked by necessity at their source, but 
also at various points in their processing, trading and consumption. The scope of their 
influence is also apparent in their relation to aspects of changing ideas on diet, clothing, 
and domestic comfort etc., at one end of the chain, and livestock rearing at the other. What 
is difficult to convey in diagrammatic form is the dynamism of the system. The size, nature 
and meaning of all the linkages depicted are not fixed. In this sense it is better to think of 
them as flows. Changes in one element will reverberate along the network to influence 
change to a greater or lesser extent in other elements. 
The flows do not have arrow heads attached, because while the product movements are 
unidirectional, flows of influence between the elements can act in any direction. The main 
forces of influence are themselves changing and for this reason have not been included in 
the diagram. However, the location and analyses of these extraneous factors are crucial to 
the understanding of any network of provision. While the skeletal network depicted in 
figure 2.1 clearly shows a set of inextricably linked products with the potential for far 
reaching knock-on effects, it is the study of what I will call, `fluid factors' that will add 
historical and geographical specificity, and hence determine the strength and nature of 
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In the deadstock network of provision several `fluid' factors. can be identified. The main 
ones: developments in pastoral farming; social and cultural impacts: substitute products; 
technological change; government intervention, and associated processors. are introduced 
below. 
Developments in pastoral farming, and social and cultural impacts. addressed in sections 
(a) and (b) below, are topics that could easily sustain extended studies of their own. For 
this reason a comprehensive coverage has not been attempted; the aim here being to 
highlight their significance in the network and point to possible areas for further study. 
Section (a), highlights the need to integrate the discussion of processing deadstock 
products with the contexts of their original production, and to consider the 'signals' sent to 
farmers by changes in the processing of, and demand for finished goods incorporating 
deadstock products. 9 
The social and cultural impacts are equally as wide ranging. In a more extended account, 
section (b) focuses on one area; the social meanings attached to meat and their influence on 
its preparation and consumption. It is seen that aspects of diet have political as well as 
biological implications, and as such are a much neglected sector in discussions of social 
change. Although not discussed here, aspects of lighting, clothing and cleanliness are areas 
which would benefit from individual study, as they all strongly impact on both social and 
individual identities. 10 Indeed the development of artificial light was one of the major 
breakthroughs altering sleeping, dining, leisure and working hours. 11 While the effect of 
the candle in creating a lighter night-time environment was not as dramatic as later 
developments in electric lighting, its significance lies in initiating a change in attitude 
9 De Vries, J (1993): Between Purchasing Power and the World of Goods: Understanding the Household 
Economy in Early Modern Europe. In: Consumption and the World of Goods. (Eds: Brewer, J; Porter, R) 
Routled e, London, pp. 85-132. Shammas, C (1990): The Pre-industrial Consumer in Endland and America. 
Clarendon Press, Oxford. 
10 For an introduction to some work in this area on clothing see: St\ les, J (199'))- Manufacture, consumption 
and design in eighteenth-century England. In: Consumption and the World of Goods. (Eds: Brewer, J: 
Porter, R) Routledge, London, pp. 527-554. Styles, J (1994): Clothing the North: The Supply of Non-elite 
Clothing in the Eighteenth-Century North of England. Textile History 25(2), pp. 139-166. Lemire, B (1988): 
Consumerism in pre-industrial and earl\ industrial England: the trade in second hand clothes. Journal of 
British Studies 27, pp. 1-24. Lemire, B (1992): Fashion's Favourite: The Cotton Trade and the Consumer in 
Britain 1660-1800. Pasol Research Fund. Oxford. Lemire, B (1997): Dress, Culture and Commerce: The 
. 
Trade before the Factory, 1660-1800. Macmillan Press Ltd. Hampshire. English Clothing 
Schi\ c lbush, W (1988) Disenchanted Night. Berg . 
London. Falkus, M (1976): Lighting in the Dark Ages. 
in Coleman. D. C. & John. A. H. (eds) Trade. Government and Economy in Pre-industrial England pp. 248- 
27,. Weidenfeld and Nicolson. London. 
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towards darkness; breaking dependence on the hours of sunlight being significant in the 
move towards a modern consciousness. 
In the context of the deadstock product trades it is important to recognise that household 
consumption is effected by the nature of substitute goods as well as particular products. 
Section (c), identifies possible substitutes for meat, leather and tallow before the nineteenth 
century, highlighting the degree to which they provide satisfactory alternatives in both 
theory and practice. 
The introduction of new technology (addressed in section (d)), is a vital consideration in 
any network of provision. Increasing mechanisation could effect both the speed and nature 
of industrial processes as well as labour involvement. However, the invention of new 
technology does not coincide with its widespread use. Therefore the possibilities of 
advanced mechanisation have to be considered in terms of their availability and use. 
The large body of legislation controlling the manufacture and sale of these products is a 
clear indication of the central role of these industries in seventeenth and eighteenth century 
England. Section (e) traces the changing face of government intervention; from the early 
dominance of the trade guilds to the greater autonomy of the fiscal military state. The main 
acts of legislation regarding deadstock trades are examined in their wider economic context 
in order to understand why, in a period famed for its praise of liberty, these trades 
continued to attract government attention. 
Section (f), addresses the most central of these fluid elements for this study: the personnel 
associated with the processing tasks, detailed examination of which will form the main 
focus of the following chapters. Establishing the roles and levels of occupational 
specialisation within the deadstock trades is a pre-requisite for any further research into the 
network of provision. In an economy where most households had some, if only minor 
farming interests, the raw materials, if not the skills, to manufacture deadstock products 
must have been widely available. It is this fact that has led to a general acceptance for the 
widespread domestic production of goods such as candles, based on very little evidence. If 
the majority of households were manufacturing a variety of deadstock products for their 
own use, then identifying the processors of particular goods becomes more problematic 
than simply mapping occupational labels along a series of product movements. One has to 
examine the significance of occupational labels, to determine who was processing 
deadstock products. and to establish the meaning of occupational titles within the 
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economics of the artisan household. 
2.2(u). Pastoral farming 
Many agricultural historians have concentrated attention on changing practices and 
productivity gains in the arable sectors of early modern agriculture. Indeed the arable 
sector does appear to have seen several dramatic changes over this period. 12 However, this 
focus has been to the detriment of research on the less well documented pastoral sector. 13 
It would be useful to look at areas of livestock rearing such as, changes in the feeding, 
growth rates and reproductive cycles of a range of animals, and discuss the findings in 
relation to their use as raw materials for the deadstock processing trades. To date, the most 
interesting work in this area is Copus's study on the marketing and development of sheep 
breeds. 14 In this study Copus finds that the development of sheep breeds in southern 
England between 1750 and 1900 was not merely a scientific interest restricted to the more 
wealthy gentlemen farmers, but was a response by 'ordinary' farmers to changes in the 
relative prices of cereals, mutton, wool and tallow. It is most surprising that tallow, usually 
thought of simply as a by-product of meat production, was, prior to the nineteenth century, 
the most influential factor in sheep breed development. Studying the price indexes for 
mutton and tallow, Copus found that before 1755 they fluctuated more or less in parallel. 
In the following fifteen years, however, the index for tallow rose above that for mutton. 
The high price of tallow led to the improvement of the old horned breeds, producing a fatty 
carcass in which tallow was maximised. Therefore, not only was tallow an important 
product to the farmer, but its production was the primary concern. In a reversal of common 
beliefs, the amount and quality of meat could almost be seen as a by-product of tallow 
12 Thirsk, J (ed) (1967), The Agrarian History of En land and Wales volume 4 1500-1640. Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge. Thirsk, J (ed) (1984): The Agrarian History of End land and Wales volume 5 
1500-1640 Cambridge University Press. Cambridge; Campbell, C & Overton, M (1991) (eds. ) Land, Labour 
and livestock: historical studies in European agricultural productivity. Manchester University Press, 
Manchester. 
I' Although see Campbell. C. (1992): Commercial dairy production on medieval English demenses: the case 
of Norfolk. in Grant, A. (ed): Animals and their Products in Trade and Exchange (Anthropozooloaica, xvi. 
numero special 4 Paris) pp. 107-118: Stephenson, M. J. (1988): Wool yieldsin the medieval economy. 
Economic History Review, 41,3 pp. 368-391; Biddick, K (1991): Agrarian productivity on the estates of the 
Bishopric of Winchester in the early thirteenth century: a managerial perspective. in eds. Campbell, C & 
Overton, M (eds. ) Land. Labour and livestock: historical studies in European agricultural productivity. 
Manchester University Press, Manchester, pp. 95-124. 
14 Copus. A. K. (1989): Changing markets and the development of sheep breeds in southern England 1750- 
1900. in Agricultural History Review. 37.1. pp. 36-51. 
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production. When tallow prices fell with expanding imports. the demand for smaller, less 
fatty joints of mutton increased. This was again reflected in breeding techniques; attention 
being directed away from maximising external fat. towards the production of leaner flesh. 
2.2(b) Social and cultural impacts: regulation and avoidance in food patterns with 
reference to meat eating 
Our attitudes to meat.. . are a reflection of our world view, and changing 
habits in meat consumption may well indicate a changing perception of 
the world we inhabit. ' 
The ubiquity of food often results in it being viewed simply as a by-product of biological 
or economic necessity, such a perspective portrays certain dietary trends as 'natural fact', 
nothing more than habit. There are often strong beliefs behind tradition even if the original 
ideas have faded from consciousness, disguising the social meanings, rituals and rules 
expressed through food consumption. When meanings become so established over time 
that they are seen as natural, the original ideas behind the beliefs are harder to determine. 
While it would be too simple to suggest that dietary changes induce or simply reflect 
cultural change, there is a connection between the two, which is often ignored. It is clear 
that many complex agents play a part in the development and maintenance of food 
restrictions, these often being strongest when incorporated into religious practice. 
Meat has a long documented history as a focus of taboo, regulation and avoidance in food 
patterns. 16 As a category, meat is not statically defined. Both the edibility and economic 
Value of animal flesh are explainable only in terms of social practices and cultural beliefs. 
The meanings and rules of meat eating can take many forms, and do not necessarily 
conform to an obvious rationale. There are blanket rejections of the flesh of some animals 
within communities on the grounds of both familiarity and unfamiliarity. Other rules are 
more select in their application, being adhered to only at certain times, or by particular age, 
sex or status groups. 
Fiddes, N (1991): bleat A Natural Symbol. Routled-ee. London & New York. p5 
16 Simoons, FJ (1961): Eat not This Flesh: Food Avoidances in the Old World. Madison, Wisconsin. 
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Early modem England witnessed great social and cultural upheaval with rapid urbanisation 
and industrialisation, alongside changing scientific orthodoxy which substantially modified 
the way in which people viewed the world. These changing beliefs strongly commended 
the virtues of environmental conquest and were paralleled by a continuous increase in meat 
eating. A series of agricultural innovations stimulated meat consumption. New fodder 
crops and the enclosure of land removed the need for the slaughter of animals for salting 
before the onset of winter; giving the possibility of meat all year round. Further stimulus 
came with expanding use of horses for draught, gradually releasing oxen from the working 
landscape to become human food; hence the rise of the national roast beef. ' 7 By the 
eighteenth century, with the exception of the Netherlands, England had the highest ratio of 
domestic beasts per cultivated acre and per man. '8 Williams, estimates that in 1850 the UK 
produced 900,000 tons of meat, equivalent to approximately 72 lb. a head; imports adding 
about another 3 lb. 19 However, although production was high and rising, it was thought by 
some contemporary estimates that `not more than one third of the people... consumed 
animal produce more than once a week'. 20 
There are many complex meanings attached to dietary habits and meat eating all of which 
can not be addressed in such a short space. I have therefore chosen to focus on three issues: 
(i) Meat as a category 
(ii) Aggregate patterns of meat eating and their connected meanings. 
(iii) The impact of broader aspects of cultural change and social mobility, on meat eating, 
exemplified through significant changes in the treatment of animals which were eventually 
reflected in the preparation and serving of meat dishes. 
Meat is simply defined as the `flesh of animals destined for our consumption'. 21 However, 
it will be shown that there is still much room for debate within this, in terms of the type of 
flesh thought to be edible and also in recognising some edible parts of an animal as meat. 
Often there is no obvious or nutritional reason to refuse to eat some flesh whilst readily 
I' Edwards, PR (1979): The Horse Trade of the Midlands in the Seventeenth Century. Agricultural History 
Review 27, pp. 90-100. Thirsk, J (1978): Horses in Early Modern England. Reading Universit\ Press. 
Reading. 
18 O'Brien, PK (1977): Agriculture and the Industrial Revolution. Economic History Review 2nd ser. xxx, 
166-181. p. 16. 
19 Williams. E F (1976) The Development of the Meat Industry. In The Making of the Modem British Diet 
(Ed. Oddv, DJ and Miller. DS) Croom Helm. London, pp. 47-62. 
20 Caird, J (1880) The Landed Interest and the Supply of Food, Cassell, Petter, Galpin. London. 
21 Fiddes, N (1991): op cit. P-3 
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consuming others, or to value some parts of an animal's flesh more highly. Values placed 
on different parts of an animal are neither natural nor obvious. For example, there is more 
steak to the cow than there is tongue, but steak remains the more expensive because 
demand for it is so much higher. It is the social value of steak, as compared with offal that 
underlies the difference in economic value, and this, Sahlins argues. is because steak has 
symbolic connotations of wealth and virility. 22 
Harvey, in her study of the Benedictine monks of Westminster Abbey during the Middle 
Ages shows how definitions of meat were altered to enable the restriction on meat eating to 
be lightened, without breaking the Rule of their ministry. One way they did this was to 
distinguish `between the muscle tissue of animals- 'butcher's meat'. -... and the offal and 
entrails, which were not to be regarded as 'meat'; and between fresh meat cut from the joint, 
on the one hand, and salted, pre-cooked or chopped meat, on the other. ' Hence, a `pork 
fritter, for which the meat was pre-cooked, ' was not considered as meat and was therefore 
within the Rule, but eating of fresh roast beef was forbidden. ' That these rules were 
adapted as a result of the social conventions of the monks at the time, becomes more 
obvious later with the building of a special room, the misericord. In this room food not 
permitted by the Rule might be eaten, as long as a proportion of the community stayed 
behind in the refectory, (The only room known to Saint Benedict and therefore the only 
room mentioned in the Rule. ) to maintain a degree of observance there. Thus it is the 
cultural code that defines edibility and it is this symbolic logic that organises demand. 
24 
Even a very obvious taboo concerning potentially edible flesh, cannibalism; has not always 
been perceived universally with distaste. It is clear that some human flesh was consumed in 
Celtic Britain, but exactly which pieces, by whom and in what circumstances is not 
certain. 25 
Closeness to human beings was a firm reason to abstain from certain types of meat. For 
example, `many travellers reported that monkeys were delicious, but, as the naturalist 
William Bingley observed, there was 'something extremely disgusting in the idea of eating 
what appears, when skinned and dressed. so like a child. The skull, the paws. and indeed 
22 Sahlins, M (1976): Culture and Practical Reason. University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 
23 Harvev, B (1993): Livinö and Dying., in Endland I 100-1X40: The Monastic Experience. Clarendon Press, 
Oxford. p. 40. 
24 Sahlins, M (1976): op cit. Horigan, S (1988): Nature and Culture in Western Discourses. Routledge. London. 




every part of them remind us, much too strongly, of the idea of devouring a fellow- 
creature". 26 This view extends to encompass the refusal to eat domestic pets like the dog 
and cat; not because of their taste, but because of their close relationship to human society. 
For similar reasons horses were not consumed, although here the taboo was reinforced by 
the association of horse-flesh with Northern paganism. Only in the extreme famine of the 
1620s or the civil war would these prohibitions be broken. This anthropocentric view also 
prejudiced the killing of working animals for food, such as horses, dogs and oxen. 
Another factor determining edibility was the creature's diet. The animals most generally 
eaten were vegetarian, feeding on grass or berries. Carnivores were avoided, being thought 
of as too 'strong'. Domesticated carnivores were usually kept as pets, most other species 
being too difficult to control in a farming environment. The general belief about their 
strong taste could therefore be related to economic concerns. Not only was it difficult to 
keep carnivores other than pets, it was also uneconomical to feed meat to an animal 
destined for human consumption. 
Aggregate patterns of meat-eating reveal hierarchical differences as more striking than 
regional ones, with income playing a significant role in the quantity of meat eaten. Price 
fluctuations of meat and other household goods often resulted in the withdrawal of meat 
from the diet. For example, in 1841, a detailed survey of the earnings and expenditure of 
19 working class families in Manchester and Duckinfield, for the Statistical Society, 
revealed an increased proportion of earnings spent on bread, and a decreased proportion on 
butcher's meat as income fell. 27 It was also then the usual practice for butchers to slaughter 
their beasts on just one day a week, and this along with the lack of proper ventilated 
storage space in the poorer households would have contributed to their infrequent meat 
eating. 28 
Increasing meat consumption with rising income is, however, not a necessary effect. 
Today, meat is declining at a time of rising affluence, leading the British Meat and 
Livestock Commission correctly to reason that as lifestyle and priorities change, so too do 
26 Thomas, K (1984): Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England 1500-1800. Penguin 
Books, Middlesex. pp. 54-15 
27 Burnett, J (1989): Plenty and Want: A Social History of Diet in England from 1815 to the Present Day. 3rd 
ed. Routleduc. London R. New York. 
McNamee, B (1966): Trends in Meat Consumption. In: Our Changing Fare. (Eds: Barker. TC: 
McKenzie, JC: Yudkin, J) Macgibbon K. Kee. London, pp. 76-93. 
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eating habits,. 29 This leads one to look more closely at the meanings of meat eating. as 
more than just a broad difference due to income. Once the majority can regularly afford to 
eat meat, as is true now in twentieth-century England, it is not used in the same way as an 
expression of wealth. Meat eating in early modern England was used as a means of social 
differentiation and hence an expression of wealth, status and power relations. Meat was 
high status, often used to judge the standard of living, and as such, was an indicator of 
social position. In many cases, interest in food was materialistic, using large amounts of 
meat to impress, with emphasis on the cost of the meal. 
It is evident when one looks at the fluid hierarchy within the edible meats, and the select 
restrictions placed upon certain groups, that the use of meat as a status symbol involved 
complex meanings, going deeper than economics. Red meat, in which the blood is most 
vividly evident, had the highest status; bacon, the labourers' meat, was already processed, 
unbloody and hence of lower status. However, outside of these general distinctions, the 
image and status of certain animal flesh was not fixed. Between the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, poultry, previously despised as the poor man's food, became 
accepted more on its true nutritional value. 
In the culture of early modern England, meat was man's food in a very literal sense; any in 
the poorest households being saved for the male. Although the women were responsible for 
cooking, purchase of meat was often controlled by a man. Other gendered rituals included 
both carving and distributing the meat; particular honours for the master of the house or a 
distinguished guest. 30 
It was generally believed that the type of food eaten affected one's character. The animal in 
meat was widely reputed to stimulate the passions; making men lusty, impulsive and 
warrior like. These properties were thought to be strongest in red meat, where the symbolic 
connections to many masculine qualities were most evident in the red blood. 
" Drawing on 
these ideas, meat was a medium for men to express their natural control over women as 
well as animals. This is reflected in sexual language often still in use today. (For example. 
"' Meat Trades Journal (1989): Chicken sales 'hit more' by poison scare. London: International Thomson, 27 
Jul\ : 20 p. 20 
Elias. N (1978): The Civilising Process: The History of Manners. Translated by Edmund Jephcott. Basil 
Blackwell. Ltd., Oxford. pp. 84-129. 
(1983): Vegetarianism and the Meanings of Meat. In: The Sociology of Food and Eating: Essays 




'A bit of meat meant firstly sexual intercourse (from the male standpoint) and later a 
prostitute. j)32 
Contemporaries often thought that the stimulation of qualities of redbloodedness was 
inappropriate, to the 'feminine' condition. As a result, women, especially if pregnant or 
lactating were encouraged to reduce their meat intake. Other groups recommended loxv 
meat diets included, the elderly; those in sedentary occupations; children showing signs of 
temper; and male adolescents to discourage masturbation. 33 
It was shown earlier that edibility of animal flesh was largely determined by perceived 
closeness to humans. In early modern England there was a strong belief that the world had 
been created for human's sake. Maltreatment of animals was justified on the grounds of 
their distance from humans. Animals were of a different kind to man. They had no souls, 
no Divine right, being placed on the earth merely for human's benefit and profit. This 
anthropocentric view, in part, led to the prevalence of cruelty towards animals. For 
example, in most towns it was compulsory to have a bull baited before it was slaughtered 
by the butcher. 34 Such pastimes provided amusement, but, despite the fact that bull meat 
was mainly eaten by dogs, were justified on gastronomic grounds, believed to make the 
flesh more tender and digestible. Pullar, graphically describes these ritual tortures, telling 
how `... turkeys were bled to death by hanging them upside down with a small incision in 
the vein of the mouth; geese were nailed to the floor... [and] Calves and pigs were whipped 
to death with knotted ropes'. 3' 
Although difficult to comprehend, such rituals were not viewed at the beginning of the 
period as cruel. For most of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries animals were outside 
the moral reference, their pain being justified by ideas of human supremacy. Concern over 
unnecessary cruelty did not originally reflect an interest in animal welfare. Where cruelty 
to animals was morally deplored, it was because it was thought to have a brutalising effect 
on human character, making men cruel to each other. Such ideas revealed a fear of 
anarchy: violence to animals was evidence of the frightening savagery of the lower 
classes. ' 
Mills, J (1989): Womanwords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Patriarchal Society. Longman, Essex. p. 155. 
Miles, E (1904): A Boy's Control and Self Expression. E Miles, Cambridge. Punch, M (1977): Progressive 
Retreat. A Sociological Study of Dartinggton Hall School. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
'4 Thomas, K (1984): op cit. 
Pullar, P (1970): op cit. p. 150 
'e Thomas, K (1984): op cit. 
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Pain in its modem sense is a cultural construct. Prior to scientific developments which gave 
hope to the contrary, pain had been something to be faced with equanimity: an inevitable 
part of life, and maybe even a punishment from God. As it became clear. with 
improvements in medicine, particularly anaesthetics. that pain could be overcome, cruelty 
became defined through pain. It was on these grounds that the suffering of animals began 
to be considered. As Primatt highlighted in 1776: `Pain is pain, whether it be inflicted on 
man or on beast, being sensible to the misery of it while it lasts, suffers Evil... '. 37 
At this time pity, compassion and a reluctance to inflict pain, whether on men or beasts, 
were identified as distinctively civilised emotions. Concern for animal welfare was thus 
part of a much wider 'civilising' movement, which involved the spread of humane feelings 
not just to animals, but also, towards previously marginalised human beings, like the 
criminal, or the insane. Empathy with any others' pain, human or otherwise was a new, 
socially constituted, emotion. 38 Increased social mobility, encouraged by urbanisation and 
industrialisation was a very important factor in arousing empathy by bringing people from 
many different communities together on an unprecedented scale. At a time when old social 
ties, such as landlord-tenant; village or clan. were weakening as a result of growing social 
mobility, empathy was a new way of uniting people, being a new common factor to which 
people from all backgrounds could relate. 
With the onset of industrialisation, a growing proportion of people, for a variety of reasons, 
moved out of agricultural occupations, and hence away from production of their own food. 
Distance from any personal involvement with livestock also increased with the 
development of steam power, with animals becoming increasingly marginal to the 
production process. As a result animals became an unthreatening outlet for humanitarian 
impulses in the urban districts. However, the concern was little shared by farmers, rather it 
was a NN ay in which urban dwellers, outside the poor, could feel kinship with their rural 
past. 39 
Industrialisation and urbanisation increased sensitivity to suffering, but it was the major 
scientific revelations in the late seventeenth century which challenged most strongly the 
predominant anthropocentric view. As experiments on animals became more common, 
Quoted in Turner, J (1980): Reckoning, with the Beast. The John Hopkins Univ ersit,, Press, Baltimore and 
London. p. 11 
38 Elias, N (1978): opp cit. 
39 Turner. J (1980): op cil. 
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similarities between man and beast were being uncovered. Darwin's controversial 
evolutionary theory posited that humans were not above the rest of nature, but directly 
descended from beasts. Some used Darwinism to elevate animals. "It provided 
simultaneously a powerful argument for kindness to animals and an antidote to the threat of 
man's own animality'. 40 Astronomers, botanists, zoologists, and geologists all contributed 
to the knowledge that, whole species of animals and plants had come into existence, lived, 
and been obliterated, long before humanity appeared. This was an important belief in 
collapsing the view that the world existed exclusively for humanity. 
While such ideas were slow to develop they did penetrate deeply into society and were 
reflected in the regulations and meanings, attached to meat eating. A minority abstained 
from meat eating, yet the numbers were significant enough to found the Vegetarian Society 
in 1847. More widely the new beliefs meant that rituals like bull-baiting were reduced and 
then banned by acts of parliament in the early nineteenth century. Public slaughter was no 
longer enjoyable. In 1756 Gilbert White planted four lime trees at Selbourne between his 
house and the butcher's yard opposite, to hide the sight of blood and filth. ' This action 
4 symbolised a wider movement to remove the distasteful behind the scenes of social life. ' 
Animals that are made use of as food should either be so small as to be 
imperceptible, or else we should.. . not 
leave the form standing to reproach 
us with our gluttony and cruelty. I hate to see a rabbit trussed, or a hare 
brought to the table in the form which it occupied whilst living. 42 
Another significant change was the move away from serving large parts of an animal at the 
table. The ritual changed to avoid reminders that the meat dish has something to do with 
the killing of an animal, in addition to being linked to a reduction in household size; and 
the removal of production and processing activities such as slaughtering, from the 
household to the specialist. 
40 Turner, J (1980): /hid. p. 62. 
41 Quoted in Thomas, K (1984): op cit. p. 299. 
42 William Hazlitt: 1826, Quoted in Thomas, K (1984): Ibid. p. 173 
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The associations with environmental control which underpin meat's 
generally high status in our communal system of values do not have to be 
held consciously to be effective. It is rather that the principle of power 
over nature is an omnipresent thread running through the culture in which 
we are raised, and which forms the context of our thought and debate. 4 
Meat eating in early modern England is a clear example of the intimate connection between 
habitual practices, cultural change, gender and social mobility. In this section I have only 
been able to outline some of the many relationships between meanings attached to meat 
eating, and cultural change. While the examples here do not present comprehensive 
coverage, they do illustrate how both everyday and 'special' eating, are not without their 
political implications. The political nature of diet becomes visible when deep rooted values 
are debated and brought into explicit discussion. Since this is particularly likely in times of 
cultural change, the politics of diet provide a potentially potent source of identifications for 
social movements. 
2.2(c): Substitute products 
Prior to the nineteenth century any discussion of substitutes for meat, leather, or tallow is 
limited. In terms of direct alternatives, there were no substitutes for meat or leather, and 
while there were alternatives to tallow candles, they still remained the main source of 
artificial illumination in the household throughout the period. 
Many of the goods made from leather, such as clothing and gloves, could be produced 
from cloth. While these were alternative goods, they were not substitutes for the waterproof 
and durable quality of leather. It was not until the nineteenth century that substitutes 
became available in the form of rubber and cheap glass for bottles. Similarly, although 
there were other foods, there was no direct substitute for meat. 
In contrast, tallow had direct substitutes for candle making in wax and spermaceti. Wax 
candles, produced from bees wax, were of a higher quality in so far as they burned with a 
brighter flame, were a lot less smoky, and did not produce the unpleasant smell associated 
with tallow candles. Naturally they were more expensive and as a result their market was 
4' Fiddes. N (1991)- op cit. pp? -3 
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more restricted than that of the tallow candle. the main consumers being religious 
institutions and the very wealthy. 44 
Spermaceti is the oil derived from the head cavity of the sperm whale. Its use as a raw 
material for candle making began in the eighteenth century. However, again the market 
was restricted by the expense of the finished product which bore more relation to the wax 
than the tallow candle. Spermaceti candles were made in moulds, burned with a bright 
white flame, and were only a little cheaper than wax candles. 
The cheapest alternative form of artificial lighting to tallow candles was the rushlight. 
Rushlights were made simply by drawing a stripped rush through waste kitchen fat. 
Scattered anecdotal references indicate their use4', which although thought to have 
continued in parts of Wales into the early twentieth century, was not as widespread as the 
use of tallow candles. In the eighteenth century. Gilbert White directly compared the 
economics of the two sources. He calculated that a half-penny candle produced about two 
hours light, whereas a farthing rushlight gave 5.5 hours light. Despite the apparent saving 
he found the poor continued to buy the more expensive candle. 46 This was probably 
because they lacked the necessary waste fat from which to make the rushlights. Meat was 
still a semi-luxury food which could only form a significant element in the diet of most 
families when the price of staple food was low. When meat was eaten, any excess fat was 
not wasted, but eaten with bread as dripping. Without access to waste fat, if such families 
wanted light they had to buy a candle. Nevertheless, whatever the reason, it seems that 
rushlights were not satisfactory alternatives for candles, or at least were not being used 
with the same frequency. Therefore, in pre-industrial England, the tallow candle was the 
most important source of domestic lighting. 
2.2(d): Technological change 
The deadstock processing trades, in contrast to many other industries, increased their 
output without the aid of any significant technological improvements. By the mid- 
44 Dummelow, J. 1973 The Wax Chandlers of London: A Short History of the Worshipful Company of Wax 
Chandlers. London Chichester: Phillimore 
4' G. Markham, The enrichment of the Weald of Kent', 10th edn. (London 1660) pp. 1 15-7. Reproduced in 
Thompson, EP (196 3): The Making. of the English Working, Class. Penguin Books Ltd., Harmondsworth. 
46 White G. 17-10-177, The Natural History of Antiquities of Selbourne with observations on various parts of 




nineteenth century many of the manufacturing processes remained fundamentally 
untouched by machine. By 1850, apart from small improvements in tallow-rendering, 47 
wick spinning48, and the invention of the dipping frame49, candle making proceeded in a 
form recognisable centuries earlier. Similarly, heavy leather tanning processes were hardly 
affected until the introduction of quebracho and chestnut extracts towards the end of the 
century. 50 However, the lack of reported technical innovation does not necessarily mean 
that these were static industries in every sense. Output continued to increase, which means 
that one has to look to other developments relevant to productivity change. These include 
changes in labour organisation in terms of processing tasks; increases in work intensity and 
duration; and shifts in industrial location based on emerging comparative advantage. 
Insight into these areas cannot be gained from aggregate indicators of economic 
performance, but require detailed study on the working lifestyles of those individuals 
following these particular crafts. 
2.2(e): Government intervention 
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries various acts of government legislation 
impinged upon virtually every aspect of the deadstock network of provision. In many ways 
this narrowed the scope of the network by regulating not only the products themselves, but 
also the way in which they were produced and marketed, and by whom. At the start of the 
period, legal restrictions on the practice of these trades were enforced and largely 
influenced by their respective trade guilds and companies. The trade guilds came into 
prominence in England during the fourteenth century. They were associations of persons 
following the same craft, with the purpose of protecting and promoting their common 
4' In the improved method of rendering tallow, two separate vessels were used instead of one. After the 
impurities had been skimmed from the surface, the melted tallow was passed through a sieve into another 
copper where it was washed with boiling water. The remaining impurities settled x ith the water at the 
bottom of the copper, and the tallow was lifted out in buckets, to cool before use. 
48 The cotton for the wicks was twisted into cords of different thickness. Balls of the cord would then be 
placed into a drawer and the ends of several balls doubled around a stick. A sharp blade could then be used 
to cut several cottons simultaneously to the length required. In this way, one man alone could prepare the 
wicks for up to sixteen candle-makers. 
49 The dipping frame was a device which increased the number of candles \Nhich could be dipped at any one 
time. The new dipping vessel was suspended from the ceiling relieving the worker from supporting the 
tight of the candles. 
For details of the new technologies introduced during the nineteenth century see Eveleigh, D. J. (1985): 
Candle Lighting Shire Publications pp. 17-22, on candle making, Church. R. A. (1980): The Shoe and Leather 
Industries in Church, R. A. (ed) The Dynamics of Victorian Business. George Allen & Unw in, Boston and 
Sydney pp. 199-211, on tanning, and Nlounfield. P. R. (I978): Early technological innovation in the British 
footwear industry Industrial Archaeology Review pp. 129-142, on shoemaking. 
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s interest' In addition to advocating a collective responsibility for high standards of 
craftsmanship, the guilds were also empowered by the government to enforce laws 
regarding the practice of their craft. Many of the regulations were largely influenced by the 
guilds themselves, particularly the London companies. Often they represented the only 
source of economic information available to the government, and as such acted in the role 
of both advisor and lobbyist; cloaking their own views in terms of the public good in order 
to bring government attention to their cause. During the seventeenth century, guild control 
weakened in response to a wider philosophical development that stressed the importance of 
individual rights and liberties. It is therefore surprising that in an atmosphere of laisser- 
faire, central government tightened its legislatory framework on these particular trades, 
most notably through the introduction of an excise tax in 1643. 
Most of the legislation to affect the deadstock trades was introduced during the sixteenth 
century. This was an economically volatile period, with rising prices and falling real 
wages. In such circumstances the government were keen to control the country's industries 
through direct intervention. Specific acts of legislation dealt separately with each of the 
leather, meat and candle trades. However, in general their objectives were the same; that is, 
to maintain the quality of goods; ensure supplies, and control price levels. 
A central act which affected all deadstock trades equally was the 1563 Statute of Artificers 
that included several clauses regarding apprentices. 52 Prior to this training had been 
controlled through a system of apprenticeship under the complete authority of individual 
trade guilds. After completion of an apprenticeship, to become a master and an employer of 
labour, one had to become both a freeman of the city and a member of the craft company. 
Many young craftsmen waited to become a freeman of the city until they could afford to 
join their respective company and in the meantime worked as a waged journeyman for an 
established master craftsmen. Under this new act, the artisan sector maintained its 
hierarchical structure from apprentice to journeyman and finally master craftsman. Local 
guilds were still very influential and acted as administrators of the legislation. 53 The main 
difference was that the industrial framework was now devised by central government and 
51 Unww in, G (1925): The Guilds and Companies of London. 2nd ed. Methuen & Co Ltd, London. 
S Eliz. I c. 4. 
Penalties for those who practised a craft without having served their seven year apprenticeship wt ere 
specific to particular companies, but usually involved a monetary fine. For example, in Bristol, the Company 
of Soapmakers, fined and non-chandler selling candles, forty shillings for every offence. (Bristol Record 
Society's Publications vol. X The Company of Soapmakers 1562-1642. 
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represented the statutory control of apprenticeships; creating a national system of technical 
training. Under this scheme, an apprentice entered into a written agreement with a master 
of the craft. In this contract the young apprentice would promise to serve his master well 
and faithfully in return for full training in his chosen craft, as well as the basic necessities 
of food, shelter and clothing. 54 Such a lengthy training ensured high standards of 
workmanship, but more important for the network, controlled the numbers following a 
particular trade. Some contemporaries viewed the apprenticeship regulations as 
inconvenient to Trade and to the Encrease of Inventions. ' 55 However, it must be 
remembered that contemporary opinions were largely influenced by a theoretical rather 
than a practical idea of individual liberty. For many craftsmen apprenticeship along with 
membership of a craft guild or company, brought considerable benefits. Apprenticeship 
controlled the quality of workmanship and companies protected the craftsman from outside 
competition as well as giving support to sick members, to late member's widows and to 
poor journeymen. Later in the eighteenth century there was a general erosion of 
apprenticeship restrictions; the Elizabethan statute being repealed in 1814. This was 
followed by an expansion of the artisan sector, which would lead one to believe that the 
apprenticeship regulations had been a significant barrier to entry into particular 
occupations. However, while growth of the sector could be judged as beneficial for the 
industry as a whole, this change occurred at the expense of reduced status for the individual 
craftsman. 
The Elizabethan Statute of Artificers was the most significant piece of legislation to control 
occupational entry in that it affected every apprenticed trade in the country. However, 
during the sixteenth century many trade specific pieces of legislation, which were 
introduced to ensure supplies of particular products and control prices, also indirectly acted 
to reinforce barriers to entry. One such barrier was to make it difficult for those not 
apprenticed in particular crafts to obtain raw materials. All deadstock trades relied on the 
by-products of meat production. In most areas throughout the country, a butcher bringing 
meat to the market was ordered to `bringe his hydes, skynnes and fells and tallows with 
him. ' 56 Sale of these products was then controlled to the advantage of other apprenticed 
deadstock trades. For example Jones notes that demand for, and shortage of artificial 
54 For an example of an apprenticeship indenture see Lane J (1996): Apprenticeship in England, 1600-1914 
University College London Press Limited, London pp. 249-251. 
$5 Extract from the Privy Council register, Oct. 29,1669 
56 Records of the Borough of Leicester, vol. IV (1924) p. 41 
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illumination in sixteenth century London, caused officials to forbid butchers to sell tallow 
to anyone except candle makers. '? Tallow was also needed in smaller amounts by curriers 
who used it to make tanned leather supple and waterproof. The curriers supply was ensured 
through an agreement negotiated between the London company of curriers and the tallow 
chandlers, in which the chandlers agreed to provide the curriers with 10 `weighs' of rough 
tallow every week, as well as with some waste grease . 
58 In this way, direct intervention 
both by the government and the trade guilds acted to limit the extent of the network of 
provision by restricting the groups of individuals involved in the processing stage. 
However, while interaction between the different crafts was strengthened, integration and 
the growth of individual enterprises was actively discouraged. 
In addition to restricting the size of the artisan sector, to some extent the Elizabethan 
statute also restricted the size of individual enterprises, in a further clause which stated that 
any one master could only employ a maximum of three apprentices. Again, however, the 
restraining effects of this on the growth of individual businesses, did not act alone. Many 
Companies already hindered entrepreneurial flair by limiting ownership of shops or market 
stalls. In London, for example, no butcher was allowed to own more than two stalls in any 
one market. 59 This was common in the Provinces too. The Charters of the Cordwainer's 
Society in Worcester stated that only one shop was to be kept, and further that members of 
the company were not to use anyone else's house or carry out the craft elsewhere in the 
country. 
60 
Besides employing more labour or expanding sales, enterprises could also grow through 
the integration of closely connected processes. The most readily combined were tanning 
and currying, but their vertical integration was prevented by statue in the leather act of 
1563.61 It is unlikely that this act seriously limited the size of most enterprises; but no 
doubt it did postpone the emergence of some large employers. After 1830, when 
integration was legalised it was the enterprises that chose to combine these occupations 
who became the industrial leaders. 
5' Jones P. E. (1976) The Butchers of London: A History of the Worshipful Company of Butchers of the Cit\ 
of London. London: Secker & Warburg 
, S, Repertories 2 1. fos. 90-91 (b) 
59 Jor. 47, fo. 198\ 
60 Worcester County Record Office Ref. 8447 899: 705 
61 5 Eliz. 1. c. 8. 
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The leather act, introduced in the same year as the Statute of Artificers, was one of the 
most significant pieces of legislation to affect the deadstock network of provision. It 
brought together new and existing legislation regarding the processing and sale of heavy 
leather manufactures. The history of the act has been comprehensively covered by 
Clarkson, and is interesting for the insight it provides into the influence of trade guilds on 
economic policy at this time. 62 Initially, the act emerged from a petitioned struggle 
between two rival pressure groups; the London Company of Cordwainers and the London 
Company of Curriers. Before the Restoration the London Company of Cordwainers were 
the most influential group representing the leather trades and this is reflected in the 
resulting legislation. The shoemakers managed to get the government to refuse to see 
curriers as leather using craftsmen and hence had them branded as middlemen. At this time 
contemporaries held middlemen largely responsible for the inflated prices of a wide range 
of goods. An earlier Act of Parliament had already criminalised their activity in the meat 
trade, by prohibiting the sale of cattle except in the open market, and their resale before 
slaughter in the same market. 63 Playing upon this hostility towards middlemen, the 
shoemakers gained control of the trade in tanned leather. A further clause stated that all 
trade had to be carried out in public markets. This not only facilitated the inspection of 
goods, but also made it increasingly difficult for middlemen to operate. For similar 
reasons, limiting trade to public markets was common for all the deadstock trades. 64 
Regulating prices by limiting the activities of middlemen was only one objective of the 
leather act. The other main objective was to maintain the quality of goods through direct 
technical control of manufacturing processes. In this area again, the role of the trade guilds 
in informing and influencing government policy is apparent. The technical regulations for 
curriers and shoemakers were few and simply instructed them on the quality and types of 
raw materials to be used. Those affecting tanning, on the other hand, were far more 
intrusive and in many respects reflected little understanding of the process. 
62 For a detailed discussion on the history of the leather act see Clarkson L. A. (1960): The English Leather 
Industry in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries Unpublished Ph. D. thesis: Nottingham University. 
Clarkson, L. A. (1965): English economic policy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: The case of the 
leather industry. Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research XXXVIII, pp. 141-162. 
63 Rep. ll, fo. 456 
64 In addition to trading in public markets, the meat trade had a more complex set of trading regulations. 
Some were directly linked to quality and price control, such as prohibition of sale by hawkers and the close 
season for pork. Other regulations, however, such as suspending, the slaughter and sale of meat during Lent 
and on Sundays \V ere linked more to ancient rituals and religious practices. For further details on 
contemporary rituals and rules of meat eating see section 2. ii. b. 
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The tanning process often made use of local conditions especially in the choice of raw 
materials. The leather act, however, left no room for regional difference. Only lime and 
bird droppings were to be used in the preparatory process and there could be no variation 
from the basic tanning agents of oak bark and water. Only certain types of skins could be 
tanned. The tanning of horse, bull, sheep and decaying hides was illegal, even though they 
could be used to produce adequate leather for many purposes. The rigidity of these 
regulations reflected a lack of understanding, but further regulations of the tanning process 
itself expressed an ignorance of what was required. The leather act stipulated set lengths of 
time for tanning leather. This varied according to the final use of the leather, for example, 
leather for the outer soles of shoes was to be tanned for at least a year and other shoe 
leather for nine months. A further clause, however, confused the regulations in stating that 
hides were to be tanned whole, even though single hides were not of uniform thickness, 
and were therefore suitable for several purposes. The contradictory and impracticable 
tanning regulations reflect the government's lack of knowledge of the process. This would 
suggest that tanners had been unable to influence legislation governing their craft in the 
same way that shoemakers and curriers had done. Clarkson attributes this to there being no 
tanners guild organisation in the city of London. 
Once implemented, onerous statutes could prove advantageous to the Crown; becoming a 
source of revenue either through fines or from enforcing and dispensing patents. Patents 
granted certain individuals freedom from particular legal restrictions and were common in 
many branches of the deadstock network. They were useful for granting privileges to a 
particular person or group. For example, some butchers, according to status and on 
payment of a fee, were issued licences to sell meat during the Lenten period in which the 
sale of meat was forbidden. Similar licences were issued to the sick and selected 
individuals to allow them to buy and eat flesh during this time. Patents were also useful for 
relaxing legislation which in practice proved difficult to implement. This was the case with 
the tanning regulations of the leather act. In 1575 the Crown granted a patent for twenty- 
one years to Sir Edward Dyer, courtier and poet, empowering him to enforce the 
regulations set out in the leather act or otherwise to sell dispensations to free tanners from 
its restrictions. 6' After the patent expired the leather act was revised. In 1604 the tanning, 
65 Brit. Mus., Lansd. MIS. 20 fo. 19. 
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regulations were altered on the grounds that they had `bene too sharpe and rigourous' and 
impossible for them [the tanners] to performe. '66 
Most of the seventeenth century passed with virtually no new legislation for any of the 
deadstock crafts. This largely reflected the more favourable economic circumstances of the 
time. The economy was beginning to grow; prices had stabilised and real wages were 
rising. The growing importance of capital in industrial development meant that mercantile 
and craft functions were becoming increasingly separated in many industries. Although this 
division was not the case for the deadstock crafts, in general middlemen had become 
tolerated members of society. Under the changed circumstances the original arguments 
against middleman and rising prices, which had formed the basis of so much of the earlier 
legislation, were no longer convincing. At least by the 1630s, the enforcement of many 
existing technical and marketing regulations had become lax and intermittent. Any further 
legislation that was passed acted to free rather than to restrict industrial practice. In this 
growing spirit of laisser faire the ban on middlemen was lifted and remained a prominent 
issue only within the meat trades. In this case, while the debate focused on price control, 
the middlemen held responsible for the inflated prices had arisen from a split within 
butchering itself. The concern now was with the growing division between the large 
carcass butchers, who were middlemen, and the smaller cutting retailers. 67 Several acts of 
parliament were passed and repealed preventing butchers from selling fat cattle and sheep 
to one another. At the end of the eighteenth century, despite a strong belief in free trade, 
the government believed `experience and facts to be better guides than theory. ' In their 
opinion controlling the trade in cattle `would materially serve to reduce the price of 
provisions. '68 An act was therefore passed preventing the forestalling, regrating and 
engrossing of live cattle. 69 With regard to the leather trades, export restrictions were 
removed, the ban on middlemen was lifted and the restrictions of the leather act were rarely 
enforced. 
During the seventeenth century the government's interests in industry changed, social 
motives giving way to fiscalism. To raise the extra revenue needed to finance the civil war. 
`'`' I Jac. l c. 1-1- 
67 Dix isions ww ithin the butchering trade are discussed in detail in chapter 5. 
`'R Parliamentary History Vol. 33 1797-1798 p. 8`? 3. 
01' For more details see chapter 5. 
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the fiscal apparatus of central government grew in strength and reach. 
7° This `ro«-th 
included a shift in emphasis from land and property based direct taxation, to indirect 
taxation, notably through the introduction of excise duties on some domestically produced 
commodities in 1643v 1. It was the first time an excise tax had been levied in England and 
its introduction spurned many debates over the compatibility of private interests with the 
public good. Previously such taxes had been regarded as a `mark of slavery' because their 
main burden fell on the poor. '` Their use was partly justified as a temporary solution; yet 
the acceptance that the poor should pay taxes of any sort was a turning point in English 
political history. 73 
At first an excise tax was applied for a limited period to a selection of alcoholic beverages, 
then by 1645 this had been extended to cloth, spirits, soap, starch, flesh, salt, copper and 
hats. 74 At the Restoration it was initially intended to dispense with the excise, but to 
maintain Charles Its ordinary revenue in view of the loss of income from the Court of 
Wards, it was decided to retain an excise on liquor. By 1691 the government was sorely 
pressed for money. The wars of William III were a serious drain on revenue and the 
existing sources of income, despite a doubling of the excise on drink, was not enough. A 
further excise on leather, candles and soap was proposed in 1694 but faced fierce 
opposition. These deadstock products were regularly used by all levels of society and as 
such were regarded by contemporaries as necessary articles of consumption. To introduce a 
tax on these goods was argued to be unjust and impolitic by diminishing the comforts of 
the labouring poor. 7 However, it was precisely because they were so widely used that they 
presented such an attractive source of revenue. As items of necessary consumption, 
demand tended to be inelastic. Therefore consumption was unlikely to fall sharply when a 
duty was imposed. In 1697 the government placed a 15% excise duty on all leather for an 
70 Brewer, J. (1989): The Sinews of Power: war, money and the English state, 1688-1783. Unwin Hyman, 
London. 
71 O'Brien, P. K. (1985): Agriculture and the home market for English industry, 1660-1820. English Historti 
Review 100, pp. 773-800. 
11 The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England by Edward Earl of Clarendon (Oxford, 1839), 
pp. 413,502-3, quoted in Seventeenth-Century Economic Documents, ed. J. Thirsk and J. P. Cooper (Oxford, 
1972), pp. 636-638. 
7' Wilson, C (1969) Government policy and private interest in modern English history. In Economic History, 
and the Historian, Chapter 9, pp. 140-155 Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London. Mathias, P (1979) Taxation and 
industrialisation in Britain 1700-1870 in The Transformation of England: essays on the economic and social 
history of England in the eighteenth century. Methuen, London pp. 1 16-30. Hartwell, R. M. (1981) Taxation 
in England during the industrial revolution Cato Journal I pp. ] 29-1531. 
-4 Kenned%. W (1913): En lish Taxation 1640-1799: An Essay on Policy and Opinion. G. Bell & Sons, 
London. 
'' Sec Hansard's Parliamentary Debates. (1830) Second Series , ol. 25 pp. 18-27. 
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initial period of three years. 76 The duty expired in 1700 but was revived again in 1710. 
Duties on soap and candles were added in 1711, including an extra clause for private 
makers of candles. Private candle making for domestic consumption became illegal 
without a licence costing one shilling per annum for every member of the household. 
Increasing the cost of goods was only a minor effect of the excise on the network of 
provision. To facilitate the collection of the duty, the new legislation was accompanied by 
a complex and intrusive body of rules and regulations. The leather act of 1604. (which 
although had not been repealed had largely ceased to be enforced) was to be implemented, 
and a series of new clauses intruded upon traders by restricting their work premises, tools, 
time of work, transportation and sale of goods. 
Excised goods could not be sold before the duty on them had been paid. Traders had to 
make either six weekly (in the provinces) or monthly (in London) returns of their goods; in 
which they had to state the weight, number, size and quantity of goods produced. Duty had 
to be paid within six or four weeks of entry. Failure to do so made the traders liable to a 
double duty. To prevent private transactions, all goods were to be sold in public markets. If 
goods were to be transported, they had to be marked in such a way as to indicate their 
quality, quantity, weight, by whom they were sold and where they were consigned. 
All producers had to register their premises. business equipment and tools of their trade 
with the nearest excise office. All the tools had to be marked and labelled by the excise 
officer and nothing was to be altered without a fresh entry in the officer's book. By Statute 
II George I c. 30 failure of candle makers to enter `each place, mold and utensil' at the 
office incurred a fine of £ 100 for each place or item not recorded. 
All work was monitored and could not commence without due notice in writing to the 
excise office. The amount of notice required varied from between twelve and forty-eight 
hours depending on both the process and the location of the trader. Tanners had to give at 
least one day's notice before taking goods out to dry. If they failed to take their goods out 
at this time a fresh notice was required as if no former notice had been given. Soap making 
also required notice of twenty-four hours before the process could begin. Manufacturing 
outside of this time was prevented with the use of locked doors and covers to the utensils. 
These could only be unlocked by the excise officer and were fitted at the trader's expense. 
Once the equipment was unlocked, if the process had not started within twelve hours of the 
'x'8&9Will Ill, cap. "1 
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stated time, the notice was void and the locks were replaced until fresh notice was given. 
Under the new regulations the size and shape of soap was standardised. Hard soap was 
only to be sold in the shape of cates or bars. Any soap not complying to these regulations 
was exempt from duty and could be returned to the copper to be re-made. Again, however. 
the rules were stringent. Twenty-four hours notice had to be given in writing of returning 
decayed or rotten soap to the copper; and at least two officers had to be present to weigh 
the returned soap and sign the record book. As with the locks, all weights and measures 
had to be provided by the trader. This was the case for every trade. 
The notice required to make candles regulated not only the time for the start, but also for 
each stage of the process. In addition to the starting time, the notice had to include, the 
number and size of the rods and moulds, and the number of times they were to be filled and 
drawn. The manufacturing process had to begin within three hours of the indicated time. 
Dipping had to start within five hours after beginning to spread the cotton or wicks, and 
was to continue until the process was complete. As with soap, supervisors had to witness 
the defacing of cracked or spoiled candles. 
Evading the excise was very difficult. To ensure that the stringent regulations were 
enforced manufactures had to endure frequent inspections by excise officers. Visits by the 
excise officer were at least once a day for tanners, and more often still for the quicker 
processes of candle and soap making. When silent (i. e. when no goods were being 
produced) soap and candle makers were visited at least twice a day; including Sundays if 
under suspicion of fraud. During manufacturing the frequency of visits increased. Soap 
houses were surveyed at least once every six hours. For candle making the excise officer 
visited within three hours of the start of the manufacturing process and for dipped candles, 
again within five hours of the time the wicks had begun to be spread. Two surveys of the 
premises and goods had to be made during the process at maximum intervals of four hours, 
until the candles had been weighed. 
In addition to the regular visits, tradesmen were required to admit excise men at all times 
and allow them to open any boxes and chests they requested to see. To prevent fraud, 
officers were instructed to alter the timing of their round, make sudden returns and include 
additional unexpected visits. The format of the visits were regulated nationally in a detailed 
set of instructions, which included information not only on when and how to check stocks, 
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but also how to spot fraudulent practices. 77 To further ensure these regulations were 
stringently enforced, the excise officers themselves were closely monitored by supervisors. 
Details of all inspections were recorded in three separate corresponding records. and if any 
visits were missed, the reasons had to be clearly stated in writing. 
There is no doubt that the excise regulations were a powerful force structuring the network 
of provision. Specific effects in terms of regulating the processing and distribution of the 
products are clear; but the role of the excise in determining the organisation of any of the 
deadstock industries is debatable. Clapham views the excise rules as an impediment to 
industrial integration and a force working for the maintenance of the small-scale, almost 
medieval, organisation of tanning and its allied trades. '78 These are effects that could easily 
be attributed to any of the earlier forms of government intervention. The excise differed in 
motivation and timing. It was implemented not for the interests of the deadstock industries, 
but for the purpose of raising revenue at a time when most industries enjoyed a period 
relatively free from government control. 
Church argues, in a similar vain to contemporary opposition of regulation, that all forms of 
government intervention not only acted to keep down the size of the manufacturing unit, 
but in doing so inhibited improvements in organisation and technical progress. 79 However, 
focus on the scale of enterprises and mechanised processes, can lead to an exaggeration of 
the impact of government intervention and to an idea of the artisan sector as the static pre- 
history of industrialisation. In some respects government intervention probably did help to 
maintain the artisan character of many industries, but it was not the only force acting in this 
way. When many of the regulatory forces were removed the artisan sector increased 
numerically, but although some enterprises grew in size the majority remained on a small 
scale. 80 This would suggest that there were other more potent influences on the scale of 
manufacturing units. In itself government legislation did not create any new linkages in the 
network of provision; yet it did act to strengthen some existing ones. While the objectives 
of intervention changed from social concerns to fiscalism, the government's continued 
Instructions to officers who survey makers of candles in the country. London: M. DCC. LXXXVI, 
Instructions for officers of the duties on hides in the country. London: M. DCC. XCVII: Instructions for 
officers of the duties on soap in the country. London: M. DCC. XCIX. 
Clapham, J. H. (19330): An Economic History' of Modem Britain: The Early Railway Age. Menthuen and 
Co. Ltd., London. pp. 324. 
71' Church, R. A. (1980): of, cit., pp. 199-21 1. 
80 See chapter 3 
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interest throughout the period is a clear indication of the central role of these industries in 
seventeenth and eighteenth century England. 
2.2(t): Associated Processors 
The development of specialist occupations was an important step towards the emergence of 
a modern society; with a movement away from land and self-sufficiency, towards a greater 
reliance on the consumption of goods produced outside of the household. There is some 
evidence for this transition by the early seventeenth century, with most individuals being 
assigned an occupation by local inventory appraisers, or claiming one for themselves in 
their associated wills. Such documents record various occupational labels associated with 
the processing of meat, tallow and skins; the main ones being: butcher, tallow chandler, 
soap-boiler, tanner, currier, saddler, collar-maker, shoemaker, and glover. However, there 
is a danger of recognising familiar occupations in historical documents and associating 
them with present day meanings. For example, the existence and frequent use of 
occupational labels such as 'butcher' and 'shoemaker' would seem to render redundant any 
discussion on exactly who was producing meat or manufacturing shoes. Yet such uncritical 
acceptance of contemporary categorisation assumes much about the nature of an 
individual's work, and as such is a narrowing concept, which pre-defines a large part of the 
network of provision. I do not dispute that shoemakers manufactured shoes, but in an 
economic climate where household subsistence is often treated by researchers as axiomatic, 
one cannot presume that they were the only producers, or indeed that shoemaking was their 
only or main economic pursuit. This does not mean that contemporary occupational titles 
have no significance for the study. Indeed they are an essential element; but to assert their 
position in the network with greater confidence, one needs to combine analyses of recorded 
occupational labels with more detailed research on the participants in particular 
occupations. 
By the seventeenth century most of the crafts involved in deadstock processing were long 
established, having formed their trade guilds in London before the end of the fifteenth 
century. Working practices were regulated either by their respective guilds and companies 
or by central government. This involved a statutory seven year apprenticeship, and 
restricted the commercial activity of these processes within particular occupations. 8' Such a 






tight legal framework would seem to imply a high degree of occupational specialisation; 
yet there is still a widespread belief that deadstock products were commonly processed 
within the household. This belief has not been substantiated with empirical research, but 
tends to have emerged from a scattering of anecdotal references which are themselves 
based on opinion rather than fact. However, outside of the legal framework, this view is 
quite feasible. In an economy where most households had some, if only minor farming 
interests, the raw materials, if not the skills, to manufacture deadstock products must have 
been widely available. Excluding the legislation for commercial manufacture, domestic 
processing must have been relatively easy; helped by the small scale of production and 
with the exception of tanning, low capital start up. The government of the time obviously 
believed this to be the case for candle making; finding it necessary when introducing an 
excise tax on candles in the early eighteenth century, to impose a further tax on domestic 
production, at a rate of one shilling per annum for each member of the household. 
The revenue raised from a one shilling tax on domestic candle production, although 
probably negligible in terms of total excise revenue, is an important indicator of the 
approximate scale of home production. However, no official figures of its collection exist, 
and other than one official reference to its abuse in Wales82, I have found no reference to 
this tax. To determine the enforcement of the one shilling tax, official revenue figures83 
were compared with Mitchell's calculations for the total weight of excised candles, for the 
period 1711-1830.84 Excise was charged at half-penny per pound between 1711 and 1712, 
and at one penny per pound thereafter. If the revenue calculated from Mitchell's figures did 
not match the official revenue figures, then it was assumed that the divergence must be 
made up of one shilling licences. For example, if Mitchell recorded 48 million pounds of 
candles, charged at one penny per pound, this would give a total revenue of £200000. If the 
official revenue figures for the same year record £210000, then £10000 must be made up of 
one shilling licences. When compared, however, there was no divergence between the two 
sets of figures. Although one cannot be sure that the one shilling license was never used, 
BPP Reports from Committees xi232b 
83 BPP Accounts and papers: 1822(88)xxi. 261; 1823(174)xiii 591; 1800(468)xxv. 281: 1830(607)xxv. 301. 
BPP Reports to Committees: xi256; xi257. 
84 Mitchell, B (1962): Abstract of British Historical Sources. Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. For 
the calculation to be valid Mitchell's figures had to be independent of the revenue figures. To determine 
whether Mitchell's figures had merely been calculated by dividing the revenue figures by the rate of duty, his 
values were compared with the official recorded weight of excised candles where available. (BPP Accounts 
and Papers: I822'(88)xxi. 261). Since there was no divergence in these \ears. it \ýas assumed that Mitchell's 
figures were independent of the re enue figures and so could be satisfactorily compared. 
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this result does imply that if it was enforced, home production must have been on an 
extremely small scale. This is not surprising considering an averaged size family of four to 
six persons would have to be making between 96 and 144 candles per year. (120-180 lb. ). 
to make possession of a licence worthwhile. 8 
Contrary to this result, Hughes suggests without evidence, that the one shilling tax had the 
`inevitable, if unforeseen, result of encouraging numbers of poor people living in cellars or 
garrets to make their own candles and so evade the duty. '86 It is impossible to dispute this 
entirely, yet considering the poorest did not even have the waste fat available for rush 
lighting, it is very unlikely that they would have had access to tallow to produce candles. 
Nevertheless, evasion is a possibility that must be considered in more detail. 
The domestic processing of all deadstock products was examined for a more extended 
period through the use of probate inventories. These are lists of an individual's moveable 
goods compiled shortly after their death, 87 and often include details of any equipment or 
raw materials that might be used in the processing of deadstock products. 
88 If domestic 
production was prevalent, then processing equipment would be found frequently in the 
inventories of individuals outside of the related occupational labels. Excluding inventories 
specifying a deadstock occupation, a sample of 2596 probate inventories taken between the 
late sixteenth and the late eighteenth centuries, was complied from available published 
inventories (from all areas of the country), and a selection of archival material (from 
Worcester county record office). 89 The inventories, covering 153 different occupational 
titles, were then systematically checked for the presence of any equipment or raw materials 
used in the processing of deadstock products. The results showed a surprising degree of 
specialisation of these processing tasks within specific occupational groups. 
90 
Only 1.5% of the sample had any equipment listed that could be related to the processing 
of meat, skins or tallow. Outside of the specified occupations, no individuals possessed raw 
R' Using the standardised weight of an excised candle at 1.25 lb., figures from Christopher Thomas' 
manufacturing, account book for 1766 and 1768, reveal an average profit of 0.5d per candle on the 
production of 1200 candles. (Bristol Record Office 7955(5)) 
ý`' Hughes, [ (1952) 1962 edn North Country Life in the eighteenth century: The North East 1700-1750 
Oxford Unix ersity Press, Oxford. p. 52. 
For a full discussion of probate inventories and their use in this study see chapter 4. 
ISS For details of the tools see chapters 5 to 8. 
For details of the published inventories used in this study see the bibliography. 
90 For further details see appendix B. 
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materials or equipment relating to any of the leather trades. Only two recorded candle 
making equipment and 38 listed butcher's tools. 
There was no relationship between the ownership of butcher's tools and either occupation 
or geographical area. In all but two of the inventories with butcher's tools, the cleaver was 
the only implement to be listed. None of the inventories listed either shops or 
slaughterhouses. In most cases the cleaver was kept in the kitchen, which would suggest 
that it was used for cutting large joints of meat rather than for regular slaughter. 
Two inventories record candle making equipment: John Wilkinson a gent from Ipswich 
whose goods on his death in 1583 included a candle mould, and Andrew Sockett, a mercer 
from Telford, who died in 1725 leaving amongst his possessions, five tallow tubs, one 
mould table and scraper; 18 dozen candle rods; one tallow sieve; one tallow trough; two 
knives; four wooden rails; fourteen and a half dozen candles: and four hundred weight of 
rendered tallow. Wilkinson appears to be manufacturing on a small scale and was probably 
only producing enough candles for use within his household. His livestock holding of ten 
sheep is modest, but could provide enough tallow for his own needs. Sockett, on the other 
hand, was manufacturing on a much larger scale and had a workshop solely for this 
purpose. It is most likely that he had a tallow chandler's licence and was manufacturing 
candles to sell in his shop alongside his mercer's ware. His livestock, two horses and pig, 
are unlikely to have provided the necessary raw material, and therefore Sockett must have 
been buying his tallow elsewhere. 91 
While both Wilkinson and Sockett led very different lives, it is clear that neither can be 
described as poor and unable to afford to buy their candles elsewhere. Therefore, even 
before the introduction of the one shilling licence very few people were making their own 
candles, and the poor did not begin to do so after the imposition of the excise. This leads 
one to wonder why the government felt it necessary to impose a tax on the domestic 
production of candles. My suggestion is that the revenue raised by an excise on candles 
was a much needed source of income. The government feared that when the duty was 
imposed, the cost of candles would be raised. As candle making was a simple process. 
increased costs could induce some people to make their own candles. To prevent this 
91 Trinder, B: Cox, J (ed) (1980): Yeomen and Colliers in Telford: Probate Inventories for Dawley, Lilleshall 
Wellington and Wrockwardine 1660-1750. Phillimore & Co. Ltd.. London and Chichester. Reed, M (ed) 
(1988): The Ipswich Probate Inventories, 1583-1631. Suffolk Records Society, 22. 
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outcome, and hence any loss of revenue. the government therefore decided to impose a 
further tax on candle making for personal use 
Although only two inventories recorded candle making equipment, tallow was listed in 
fifteen. These cases have several possibilities. One is that they possessed candle making 
equipment, but its value was so low that it was not listed separately in the inventory. 
However, even if this was the case, domestic production of candles would still be an 
activity confined to less than one percent (0.65%) of the sampled population. If they were 
not making candles, then this suggests that the reason was not simply a lack of raw 
material. A further possibility is that these individuals would sell their tallow to tallow 
chandlers either for money or in part exchange for a certain number of candles. 92 
The inventories listing tallow, even though very few in number show some surprising 
similarities. All were taken before 1650, much earlier than the excise period, and nine out 
of the fifteen (60%) were found in the south west of England. As an area of pastoral 
farming, this find again links the processing of deadstock products with their origins of 
production, (See section (a) above). However, despite this slight geographical 
concentration, those with stocks of tallow or candles were still very much a minority; 
accounting for only 3.8% of the inventories sampled from the Clifton and Westbury area of 
Bristol. 
These results show that outside of specified deadstock occupations only a very small 
minority were involved in the processing of meat, skins and tallow. One can therefore be 
confident that the occupational titles designated in probate inventories indicate the main 
processors of these products. This is an important assertion for studies on the development 
of the English economy as it points to an early reliance on the consumer purchase of 
frequently used, and often necessary, products. 
Occupational labels are significant in that they can briefly describe an individual's relation 
to the economy. However, outside of processing deadstock products, it is still unclear what 
exactly it meant to be referred to as a `shoemaker' or a 'tanner' in early modern England. 
I low coherent were occupational groups with regard to the lifestyle of individual workers? 
What part did the craft play in the economy of the artisan household? Was it the main 
Examples of shopkeepers buying tallow from customers and selling candles to the same customers can be 
found in \Villan. T. S. (1970): An Eighteenth Century Shopkeeper Abraham Dent of Kirkby Stephen, 




activity in terms of time and money; or were they practising a 'dual economy, ' combining 
domestic craft work with some form of agriculture? 93 These questions are addressed in 
detail in the following chapters, which identify transitions in work and lifestyles. and 
explore their effects on the artisan household. I argue that it is the history of these changes 
and not those of aggregate economic indicators that will prove most fruitful in explaining 
the role of the artisan sector in long-run economic development. 
9: 
Thirsk, J. (1961) Industries in the Countryside, in Fisher, F. J. ed. Essays in the Economic and Social 
History of Tudor and Stuart England. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. Thirsk. J (1970): Seventeenth 
century agriculture and social change in Thirsk, J (ed. ) Land, Church and People supplement to Agricultural 
History Rc \ ic\v 18 pp. 148-177; Thirsk. J (1978): Economic Policy and Projects: The Development of a 
Consumer Society in Earlv Modern England. Clarendon Press. Oxford. Frost. P Yeomen and metal smiths: 
livestock in the dual economy in south Staffordshire, 1560-1710 Agricultural History Review 29 pp. 29-41: 
D. G. Hey, D. G. (1969): A dual economy in south Yorkshire Agricultural History Review 17 pp. 108-1 19. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Looking Back From the Nineteenth Century: Tracing the Numerical and 
Geographical Distribution of the Deadstock Processing Crafts Through the 
Census 
In the previous chapter the processing of goods, where the main raw material input was 
either animal flesh, tallow or skins, was seen to be largely restricted to those individuals 
identified by particular occupational labels. While there were many people working with 
these products, the main users of flesh were `butchers'; of tallow were `tallow chandlers' 
and `soap boilers'; and of skins were `tanners', `curriers', `shoemakers', `glovers' and 
`saddlers'. Establishing specific occupations as the primary users of deadstock products is a 
crucial step in tracing the network of provision. However, while their identification tells us 
who was carrying out these processing tasks, very little is known about the place of these 
craft activities both within the artisan household and within the English economy as a 
whole. Gaining knowledge in these areas is problematic. No systematic information is 
available about the scale of these trades during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
The first official and nationally comprehensive occupational survey was not until the 
nineteenth century. 
By the mid-nineteenth century England had seen many changes in her industrial structure 
linked to rapid urban growth; the exceptional growth of new trades (most notably the 
cotton and iron industries); and the development and expansion of coal fields, which freed 
England from the limitations imposed by organic, land-based raw materials. ' The rise of 
the factory system was one result, but small-scale artisan enterprises persisted in large 
numbers well into the nineteenth century. Craft workers were still numerically very 
important in the population with almost 30% of the male adult work force returning an 
occupation in the 1831 census classified as retail or handicrafts. Although this sector saw 
few technical advances, its sheer size meant that even very minor changes in productivity 
could be of major aggregate economic importance when multiplied by the overall numbers 
involved. This in itself has great significance for the debates on the role of this sector in 
economic growth. 
' Wrigley, E. A. (1988), Continuity, Chance and Change: The Character of the Industrial Revolution in 
England. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
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This chapter extends the base of the thesis as set up in chapter two, by re-emphasising the 
importance of this much neglected industrial sector through the examination of data 
recorded in the censuses of 1831 and 1851. The census, although chronicling a much later 
stage in English industrial history, is invaluable as a framework from which to move 
backwards to the less well documented conditions of earlier centuries. It is from this data 
that the first clear picture of the numbers and geography of the deadstock crafts can be 
established. The census of 1851 marks the end of this study because unlike the earlier 
censuses it records data at the smaller scale of the registration district and includes 
additional information on employers and the number of employees. This latter information 
is crucial in interpreting the broader numerical and geographical data, because it provides 
an insight into the type of labour organisation in these industries. It is important to stress 
again that artisan production is linked to a particular form of labour organisation and not to 
specific industries. It was possible for a trade such as shoemaking to simultaneously exist 
in different parts of the country in artisan, proto-industrial and factory forms. 
If the census data is to have any relevance for studies of the artisan sector in earlier time 
periods then one has to be sure to what degree the returns relate to small scale artisan 
producers and not to waged factory workers. Section 3.1 uses data recorded in the 1851 
census to determine the size of deadstock processing industries at this time. Section 3.2 
moves on from the individual enterprise to look at the numerical size of the deadstock 
sector in order to comment on its significance for the occupational structure of the English 
economy as a whole. If the deadstock sector is shown to be of numerical significance as 
much as a century after the onset of the classic industrial revolution then one can 
confidently assume its importance in the early modern English economy. Section 3.3 
examines the geographical distribution of the deadstock processors at the county level for 
1831 and 1851, and at the smaller scale of the registration district for 1851. The two main 
aims here are to determine the extent to which the deadstock processing industries were 
regionally specialised and to identify particular factors influencing their location. This 
information is important to establish before embarking on a more geographically contained 
study, and is not available from earlier sources. The census provides the best indication 
from the sources available of significant differences between counties in the numerical and 
geographical distribution of the deadstock crafts. Although one cannot be sure that the 
same geographical pattern was to be seen just over a century earlier, sensitive use of the 
analysis is invaluable in raising questions for the earlier data sources and in improving 
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one's confidence in generalisations made later in the thesis from more geographically 
specific data. 
3.1: The size of enterprises 
Table 3.1, below gives the numbers employed by those returning themselves as Masters of 
selected deadstock trades. For example, 1034 butchers each employed one man, and 690 
employed two men etc. Where the number of employees is not stated, this means that these 
individuals returned themselves as Masters, but failed to state the number of men, if any, 
they employed. As the exact figures are uncertain, I have omitted these entries from my 
own calculations. However, since it is most likely that they represent one man workshops, 








Butchers Tanners Curriers Shoemakers Saddlers Glovers 
1 62 1 1034 26 150 3444 502 27 
2 58 2 690 25 139 2572 351 19 
3 33 5 279 32 108 1363 144 13 
4 30 4 109 22 93 867 77 1 
5 11 2 46 19 42 432 33 4 
6 15 3 26 22 36 492 30 4 
7 6 0 7 18 15 192 13 1 
8 10 2 7 22 15 191 9 1 
9 2 2 5 12 9 107 5 1 
10-20 13 7 5 68 38 444 34 25 
20-30 3 3 1 24 16 115 11 12 
30-40 1 0 0 7 5 46 0 4 
40-50 0 1 0 8 0 20 0 3 
50-75 1 1 1 7 4 31 2 5 
75-100 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 2 
100-150 0 0 0 0 2 12 0 1 
150-200 0 0 0 3 0 9 1 3 
200-250 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 
250-300 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 
300-350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
350+ 0 0 0 la 0 3b 0 1` 
Number not 
stated 
75 6 2430 31 159 7311 500 42 
Total 
employers 
320 39 4640 349 831 17665 1712 173 
Table 3.1: Masters and number of men employed, 1851 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil condition, occupations and birth place of the 
people. 
a employing 951 men; b3 masters employing respectively 1000,500 & 400 men; ` employing 398 men . 
One of the most interesting features of these industries is how they survived on a wide 
variety of scales. Small factories are evident for most trades, the largest enterprises being 
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recorded for shoemakers, tanners and glovers. Where no machine power is required the 
distinction between workshop and factory is blurred. Often these larger enterprises saw a 
continuation of artisan production methods in large warehouses, with some deskilling and 
loss of independence for the individual worker. While it is important to recognise the 
existence of such organisations, one must stress that very few individuals employed over 
one hundred men, and even employers of over twenty men were still very much the 
minority. Being so few in number, the larger enterprises were naturally restricted to 
particular regions. It is notable that in these areas the big employers did not dominate the 
industry but rather co-existed alongside many smaller enterprises. 
Throughout the country small enterprises remained common in all the deadstock industries. 
Even in shoemaking, which saw the emergence of many large enterprises, 70% of the 
enterprises still employed no more than three men. At this scale of operation it is very 
unlikely that there would be much de-skilling through the division of tasks. This scale of 
operation was typical for most of these crafts. Tanners and soap boilers tended to favour 
slightly larger work forces, but over 60% still employed less than ten men. 
From these results, one can be confident that as late as 1851, many of those working in the 
deadstock industries could be classified as artisans. The numerical and geographical data 
presented below, can therefore be approached with greater confidence, knowing that one is 
describing enterprises of a similar size to those seen in the previous two centuries. 
3.2: The size of the deadstock processing sector 
Even by the mid-nineteenth century the deadstock trades were still numerically a 
significant sector of the English work force. Table 3.2 below summarises the numbers and 
proportions of the employed population working in the main branches of these trades as 
returned in the occupational censuses of 1831 and 1851. Detail of the exact changes 
occurring between these two dates will not be addressed here, but it is interesting to note 
that a century after the beginnings of the `industrial revolution', despite competition from 
new industries, all the deadstock crafts continued to grow in number and also, with the 
exception of tallow chandlers, were increasing their proportion of the total work force. 
Even leaving aside the numerous minor crafts working with these products, such as leather 
dressers, collar makers, hatters and bookbinders etc. the deadstock crafts still accounted for 
6% of the occupied population in Victorian England. 
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Trade 1831 1851 
Number 0/00 Number 0/00 
Tallow 
chandler 
3219 1.0 3765 0.9 
Soap Boiler 19 0.01 1051 0.2 
Butcher 31026 9.6 46858 10.7 
Currier 5086 1.6 9284 2.1 
Glover 1441 0.4 3434 0.8 
Shoemaker 110122 34.0 1632279 37.1 
Saddler 5429 1.7 11882 2.7 
Tanner 4521 1.4 6513 1.5 
Table 3.2: Numbers of adult males employed in deadstock trades, 1831 and 1851 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil condition, occupations and 
birth place of the people. 
Within this group of deadstock crafts some occupations, notably shoemakers and butchers 
were far more numerous than others. Some of the more obvious reasons for this difference 
are linked to the position of these crafts within the wider network of provision. For 
example, one tanner could provide the leather for several shoemakers. Other reasons are 
more closely related to the processes and products themselves, in terms of labour intensity; 
capital start up costs; standardisation and perishability of the product. 
The figures for curriers and glovers, were respectively higher and lower than one might 
have expected. The number of curriers was higher than one might expect given that the 
task of currying could easily be integrated with either tanning or shoemaking. As was seen 
in the previous chapter, the trades were separated by legal statute for many years, but by 
1851 this was no longer the case. The continued increase of curriers suggests that the legal 
restrictions were not the only force keeping these trades apart. In contrast to this, the 
figures for glovers were much lower than one might expect. Given that the work of glovers 
was a labour intensive process which required little capital start up, and that gloves were 
standardised products regularly worn by the majority of the population, it is surprising that 
in numerical terms gloving appears as one of the smaller crafts. I suspect that these figures 
under-estimate the numbers following this trade. At this time, unlike the other deadstock 
crafts, gloving was predominately a female occupation. In 1851 the gloving industry 
employed more than seven times as many female workers. Although men monopolised the 
more highly paid and skilled occupation of glove cutters, it was mainly women who sewed 
gloves; and one cutter could provide enough work for twelve to fifteen sewers. 2 
2 The gloving industry in Worcester W. C. R. O. 7901 
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3.3: The geographical distribution of deadstock processors. 
Meat, candles, soap, and leather were general items of consumption, used by all except the 
poorest in society. While the consumption of these products differed not only in scale but 
also in use and meaning, the strong contemporary belief that they were items of necessity 
means one can confidently assert an equal need throughout the population for the services 
of these crafts. However, although one can confidently say that there was an equal need for 
these crafts one cannot consequently assume that they were equally distributed throughout 
the country. To determine the importance of particular locational factors and the extent to 
which these crafts were generalised or regionally specialised, it is necessary to establish to 
what extent they were concentrated in specific regions. 
At first sight absolute numbers point to a significant geographical concentration in all of 
these crafts, especially in and around London. However, if high numerical concentrations 
merely reflect the uneven distribution of population, then geographical clustering in this 
sense need not necessarily be linked to regional specialisation. 
To identify areas of concentration more specifically, the census figures were adjusted to 
take into account the regional distribution of the employed population. This was done by 
calculating location quotients for each of the trades in every English county. 3 A location 
quotient measures the degree to which a particular trade is concentrated in one region in 
relation to both the numbers practising a particular craft throughout the country, and the 
proportion of local labour resources engaged in that trade. That is: 
Location Quotient = the percenta eg of a specified occupation in a region 
the percentage of the occupied population in the same region 
If the occupations had been regionally distributed in exactly the same way as the total 
employed population, the location quotient would be 1.0. Figures above 1.0 suggest that an 
area had more workers in a particular occupation than one would expect from the size of its 
population. Similarly figures below 1.0 are equated with below average expectations. 
The modified Lorenz curves plotted from these results can be seen in figures 3.1 (a-h), 
below. If the location quotients for each county had been 1.0 then the chart would record a 
line at 45 degrees stretching from the bottom left to the top right hand corner of the graph. 
For details of the results see appendix C. 
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Increasing divergence from this line indicates stronger concentration of a trade in particular 
areas. The two plots for each of the census dates end at slightly different points. This is due 
to changes in the county boundaries between these two dates; there being forty-three 
English counties in 1831 and only forty-two in 1851. These adjustments affected only a 




Figure 3.1(a) The geographical concentration of butchers 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 
condition, occupations and birth place of the people. 
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Figure 3.1(b) The geographical concentration of tallow chandlers 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 


















Figure 3.1(c) The geographical concentration of soap boilers. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 
condition, occupations and birth place of the people. 
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Figure 3.1(d) The geographical concentration of tanners. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 
condition, occupations and birth place of the people. 
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Figure 3.1(e) The geographical concentration of curriers. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 
condition, occupations and birth place of the people. 
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Figure 3.1(f) The geographical concentration of glovers. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 
















Figure 3.1(g) The geographical concentration of shoemakers. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 
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Figure 3.1(h) The geographical concentration of saddlers. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 (1834) and 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil 
condition, occupations and birth place of the people. 
The charts show a strong correlation between the distribution of many of these crafts and 
the distribution of the occupied population. This relationship is strongest for butchers, but 
most of the other crafts also have strikingly even distributions throughout the population. 
In general, this points to the ubiquity of these crafts, and hence to the lack of any clearly 
defined areas of regional specialisation. In comparison, glovers and soap boilers show 
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more geographically defined location patterns. In the latter case, small numbers exaggerate 
the degree of concentration. With only nineteen returns from soap boilers in 1831 it is 
inevitable that several counties will not have any. However, within this small number there 
were still signs of regional concentration; thirteen of the returns coming from only three 
counties. From their Lorenz curves, soap boilers appear to be becoming less concentrated 
over time. This however, is due more to the numbers of counties with none, falling from 35 
to ten than to a more general spread of soap boilers throughout the country; nearly 70% 
still being located in only four counties. Unlike soap boilers, the concentration of glovers is 
not as easily explained by low numbers, or by the lack of workers in particular counties. 
Regional concentration in this case reinforces the points made earlier, that the finished 
products, gloves, were easily transported; personal contact with customers was often 
unnecessary, and hence nearness to markets was not as important. 
With the exception of soap boiling, all of these crafts were practised to some extent in 
every English county. This suggests that the needs of these crafts in terms of raw materials 
and skilled labour could be provided in most areas. The most important locational factor 
would appear to be access to markets, shown most clearly in the striking correlation 
between the numbers working in a trade and the occupied population. However, while 
there were no areas completely dominating the manufacture of any particular goods, there 
were some areas with a relative concentration of these trades. If it is true, as it seems from 
these results, that all areas could provide adequate conditions for the practise of these 
crafts, and consumption of their goods was universal, then it becomes more important to 
explore why particular regions might have relatively higher concentrations of these crafts 
than others. 
In the absence of striking regional patterns, defining the use of the terms, 'concentrated' 
and 'deficient' becomes more important. In his study of country trades and crafts, Chartres 
defines regional concentration as any area which has a location quotient more than one 
standard deviation above the mean relationship and similarly, deficiency as any area 
recording a location quotient more than one standard deviation below the mean 
relationship. 4 This basic method has been applied to the selected deadstock trades and the 
results are summarised in tables 3.3 a&b below. 
' Chartres, J. A. (1989) 'Country trades, crafts and professions' in Thirsk, J. ed. The Agrarian Histon of 
England and Wales VI 1750-1850, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. pp. 416-466. 
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1 S. D. 
above 
No > 




0.42 2 4 
Soap Boilers 1.31 7 0 
Butchers 0.20 6 7 
Curriers 0.61 2 0 
Glovers 1.32 6 0 
Shoemakers 0.29 2 1 
Saddlers 0.45 7 5 
Tanners 0.84 3 2 




I S. D. 
above 
No > 




0.34 5 3 
Soap Boilers 1.12 4 0 
Butchers 0.20 6 8 
Curriers 0.50 5 3 
Glovers 2.70 4 1 
Shoemakers 0.40 1 0 
Saddlers 0.30 4 8 
Tanners 0.50 7 5 
Table 3.3 a&b: Locational concentration in the deadstock product trades, 1831 and 1851 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1831 and 1851. Part II ages, civil condition, occupations, and birth place of 
the people. 
In the main, although several counties were identified for each trade in this way, their 
distribution throughout the country appeared somewhat random. There was no one county 
that consistently showed concentrations of each of these crafts; and in contrast to the 
results produced from absolute numbers, with the exceptions of tallow chandlers, soap 
boilers and curriers, London did not feature at all as an area of geographical clustering. 
Outside London, the most populous counties of the time, Lancashire and the West Riding 
of Yorkshire were also absent from the list. This would suggest that while nearness to 
markets was the primary locational factor, large populations alone would not act as a 
further pull to concentrate crafts in excess of local demand. 
Before looking at particular areas of craft agglomeration, it must be noted that 
concentration as defined here is relative and trade specific. The absolute numbers used to 
define concentration differ between trades. In this way the maximum location quotient 
recorded for butchers is still less than that needed to represent concentration in gloving. In 
terms of the butchers therefore, it is important not to overstate the significance of the 
deviant counties, because of all the trades considered here they display the least variation in 
location quotient. 
As with butchers, shoemakers too show a remarkably even distribution throughout the 
population. It is therefore of greater significance that, given the narrow margin around the 
mean location quotient produced using this method, so few counties display either 
concentration or deficiency. Using this method the only area experiencing a relative 
deficiency of shoemakers is Kent. By 1851 there are no deficient counties. In 1831, only 
York and Northamptonshire showed signs of concentration and by 1851 this was reduced 
to only Northamptonshire. While these results strongly testify to the general need for 
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shoemakers throughout the country, they also raise the question as to why a Midlands 
county of less than average population should have over three times as many shoemakers 
as one might expect. 
Northampton had long been recognised by contemporaries for its shoemaking. In the late 
seventeenth century Fuller commented that, `The town of Northampton may be said to 
stand chiefly on other men's legs; where (if not the best) the most and cheapest boots and 
stockings are bought in England'. Clarkson explains this concentration not in terms of 
economic factors, but through the county's long history of Puritanism and its strategic 
position during the Civil War. 6 Lying at a cross-roads of land routes travelling north, south, 
east and west, Northampton became a military town of crucial importance for the 
parliamentary cause during the civil war. As such it benefited from large orders to supply 
boots and shoes for Cromwell's New Model Army; which immediately increased 
Northampton's market to well beyond the size of it's local population.? Having 
successfully met previous demands, Northampton shoemakers continued to receive 
military orders to supply the army in Ireland with boots and shoes; aided again by its 
strategic geographical position on the direct road route between London and Chester. 
From their Lorenz curves, saddlers too show little sign of any regional concentration. 
Relative concentrations were identified in 1831 for several northern counties and parts of 
the West Midlands. By 1851 the earlier concentration seen in most of the northern counties 
was no longer evident, the main concentration now being in the adjacent counties of 
Staffordshire and Warwickshire. Although smaller concentrations were still to be found in 
Rutland and the North Riding of Yorkshire, the aggregation of saddlers in the West 
Midlands has been noted by other authors, linking this grouping to the manufacture of 
small metal goods in the district. 8 
While the locational choice of all the crafts was strongly influenced by population size, this 
was even more true for tallow chandlers. Tallow chandlers were predominantly an urban 
craft, congregating in the urban counties, especially London, in excess of what might be 
expected given their population size. By 1851, the counties of Gloucestershire and the Fast 
Nutall, P. A. ed. (1840) Fuller's Worthies of England II, p. 498. 
6 Clarkson L. A. (1966) The leather crafts in Tudor and Stuart England. Agricultural Histor\ Review XIV, 
pp.? 5-; 9. 
For examples of these orders see Records of the Borough of Northampton, ed. Cox J. C., 1898,11, pp. 294-5: 
Cal. S. P. D. 1689, pp. -176.300. 
Clarkson, LA (1960b): The English Leather Industry in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. 
Unpublished Ph. D thesis: Nottingham University 
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Riding of Yorkshire were added to London, Surrey and Middlesex as areas of relative 
concentration. In addition to the growing towns in these areas, concentrations in these 
coastal counties could be linked to an increasing reliance on imported tallow. 
Of all the deadstock crafts, currying seems to show the strongest locational links to other 
industries. Outside of London, curriers were relatively concentrated in Northamptonshire. 
linked to the high proportions of shoemakers; Worcestershire linked to tanners and glovers; 
and in the North and East Riding of Yorkshire connected to the high numbers of all leather 
trades found in these areas. 
In 1831 tanning was relatively concentrated in Surrey and in the two Northern counties of 
Northumberland and West Moreland. London and Oxford were identified as deficient 
areas, but on the whole the relationship between tanning and the occupied population was 
remarkably constant. By 1851 the numbers at both extremes had risen, but this is more 
likely to be due to a fall in the standard deviation of location quotient, than to the 
emergence of several tanning centres. Nevertheless, the counties identified as displaying 
either a concentration or deficiency of tanners in 1851 show a stronger geographical pattern 
than had previously been seen. In addition to the two Northern counties a further five areas 
of concentration were identified; all of which, with the exception of the East Riding of 
Yorkshire, were to be found in the west of the country. The possible significance of this 
fact becomes clearer when compared to the areas of deficiency which with one exception 
all lay in the east. 9 Although the raw materials for tanning were available in all regions, 
they were more abundant in pastoral and forested areas. While the pastoral areas of the 
west did not have such a significant comparative advantage that they completely dominated 
the trade in tanning, the supply of raw materials does emerge as a factor in supporting 
relatively more tanners in some areas than others. Given this fact one might be surprised to 
find the largest tanning operation, employing 951 workers within the Eastern district. 
However, it would seem that economies of scale were at work here which were out 
weighing the cost of transporting hides. Where raw materials were scarce, large producers 
could afford to import them into an area as long as other locational factors were favourable. 
Smaller rural tanners, on the other hand, relied more on the local supply of hides. When 
these were scarce, smaller tanners could be squeezed out of the competition, which would 
Q Areas of concentration for tanners in IV II were: Northumberland; West Moreland; East Riding, 
Herefordshire; Worcestershire; Somerset; and Devon. In contrast the deficient areas were: Oxford; 
Cambridge; Bedfordshire; Rutland and Staffordshire. The relative deficiency in Staffordshire is most likely a 
consequence of the abundance of tanners in the two neighbouring counties, Hereford and Worcestershire. 
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explain why there were very few tanners employing less that ten men in the Eastern 
district. 
The remaining two crafts, soap boiling and gloving were the only crafts that could, from 
their Lorenz curves, be said to show regional clustering. Soap boiling in 1831 was located 
in distinct areas in the South west, North west and in and around London. By 1851, the 
locational pattern was not significantly different. Gloucestershire was no longer identified 
as an area of relative concentration, but concentrations in the North West and South East 
had expanded to include the counties of Yorkshire and Kent. In addition, another centre 
emerged in the east of the country stretching through the counties of Northamptonshire. 
Leicestershire and Lincolnshire. 
In direct contrast to soap boiling, the areas specialising in glove making do not seem to 
have been firmly established. In 1831, several counties in the North, West Midlands and 
East Anglia had relatively high proportions of glovers. 10 By 1851 this situation had 
changed. While the industry had become more concentrated in particular areas this was not 
linked to the increasing dominance of already prominent regions. The largest groups of 
glovers were now to be found in Nottinghamshire (10.4 °/00), an area which recorded 
relative deficiency in 1831; Somerset (6.6 °/00); Worcestershire (6.4 0 /00) and Oxfordshire 
(3.3 °/00). Together these four counties accounted for over sixty per cent of all the glovers 
in England. These results, while at first confusing, point to an industry which was not 
locationally confined to any particular region but could significantly re-locate within the 
relatively short time span of only two decades, to take advantage of the best local 
conditions at any one time, be they social or economic. This is consistent with the earlier 
points on standardisation of the product, and decreased reliance on nearness to markets. 
However, why this trade should cluster in this way points strongly to factors of labour 
organisation. Gloving was a craft often followed by poorer members of society who relied 
on middlemen to supply them with small amounts of leather on a weekly basis. 
Agglomeration in particular areas could therefore be linked to the location of large-scale 
merchants, as well as to increasing proportions of low skilled workers. 
In general, with the exception of soap boiling and gloving, one is not seeing any clear 
development of national centres dominating the activities of particular crafts. Nearness to 
markets was the most important factor influencing location and the strong correlation with 
10 Relatively high location quotients were calculated for Northumberland, York, Shropshire, Hereford, 
Norfolk and Suffolk. 
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population is reflected in the ubiquity of these trades. Access to raw materials, strategic 
positioning and a reliance on related trades, all emerged as further factors influencing 
location. These factors influenced a relative concentration of particular industries in 
specific areas. However, even though some of these areas were renowned for their 
specialisation, e. g. Northamptonshire for shoes, this was based on the proportion of local 
employment resources devoted to the trade rather than to the area's dominance of the 
nation's shoemaking. 
The census of 1851 is very useful because it records data at the smaller scale of the 
registration district. In the following section the location quotients for each of the 576 
districts have been calculated and analysed in the same way as the county data above. The 
results have been examined for evidence of intra-county specialisation, looking to see if the 
strong relationship with population is maintained at a smaller spatial scale. The modified 
Lorenz curves plotted from these results can be seen in figures 3.2(a-h) below. 
Figure 3.1(a) The geographical concentration of butchers, by registration district, 1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain. 1851 (1854). Part 11 ages, civil condition, occupations 
and birth place of the people. 
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Figure 3.1(b) The geographical concentration of tallow chandlers by registration 
district, 1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1851 (1854). Part 11 ages, civil condition, occupations 
and birth place of the people. 
Figure 3.1(c) The geographical concentration of soap boilers by registration district, 
1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 185 1 (1854). Part 11 ages, civil condition, occupations 















Figure 3.1(d) The geographical concentration of tanners by registration district, 1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain. 1851 (1854). Part 11 ages, civil condition, occupations 
and birth place of the people. 
Figure 3.1(e) The geographical concentration of carriers, by registration district, 1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1851 (1854). Part 11 ages, civil condition, occupations 
and birth place of the people. 
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Figure 3. I (f) The geographical concentration of glovers, by registration district, 1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1851 (1854). Part 11 ages, civil condition, occupations 
and birth place of the people. 
Figure 3.1(g) The geographical concentration of shoemakers, by registration district, 
1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1851 (1854). Part 11 ages, civil condition, occupations 
and birth place of the people. 
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Figure 3.1(h) The geographical concentration of saddlers, by registration district, 1851. 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1851 (1854). Part II ages, civil condition, occupations 
and birth place of the people. 
In general, the strong correlation between population size and the distribution of these 
crafts is slightly weaker at the level of the registration district. Any tendency towards 
clustering is magnified at this smaller scale; although again the extent to which this is 
developed differs widely between different trades. The distribution of butchers, 
shoemakers and saddlers is still remarkably consistent with population. Butchers and 
shoemakers are to be found in every registration district across the country and saddlers in 
all but two. In comparison, the other crafts show definite signs of geographical clustering. 
The most striking change from the county level is the number of registration districts 
without the local services of many of these trades. It has been shown in the previous 
chapter, that self-subsistence in these products was very rare. Those living in the districts 
lacking particular services must therefore have purchased deadstock products manufactured 
in other regions. This in itself is not remarkable. There had been long distance trading of 
these goods to some degree for over a century; particularly between provincial centres and 
the capital. " What is surprising is that, at a time when the majority of trade was thought to 
he local, for some people local access to particular services was not an option. 
Table 3.4 below summarises the number of registration districts which can be classified as 
concentrated or deficient, as calculated for the county data above. An additional column 
has been added indicating the number of districts without the local services of these trades. 
' For examples of long distance trading at the time see Willan, T. S. (1976): The Inland Trade in the Sixteenth 
and Seventeenth Centuries. Manchester University Press, Manchester. and Willan, T. S. (1938): English 
Coasting Trade 1600-1750. Manchester University Press. Manchester. 
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Craft S. D. of 
L. Q. 
N° >I 
S. D. above 
N° >I 
S. D. below 
No with 0 
Tallow chandlers 0.79 73 - 104 
Soap Boilers 2.74 22 - 450 
Butchers 0.32 90 90 0 
Curriers 1.66 22 - 63 
Glovers 6.14 9 - 253 
Shoemakers 0.66 26 0 0 
Saddlers 0.56 63 69 2 
Tanners 2.43 29 - 145 
I able . 3.4: Locational concentration of deadstock product trades in registration districts, 1851 
Source: Census of Great Britain 1851. Part II ages, civil condition, occupations, and birth place of the people. 
Of all the trades butchers were the most evenly distributed throughout the population. 
There was a tendency to favour urban centres, but in contrast to the other crafts, there were 
no registration districts with very high concentrations; the maximum location quotient 
being only 2.3 for Barrow-on-Sour in Leicestershire. However, in an age before 
refrigeration, it is not surprising that nearness to markets was the primary factor in the 
location of butchers. 
Like butchers, shoemakers too were found in every registration district, but, unlike 
butchers, there were clear concentrations of shoemakers in some districts. Thirteen of the 
forty-three English counties, recorded a relative concentration of shoemakers in at least one 
of their registration districts. These districts did not, however, dominate trade in these areas 
to the extent that they could be thought of as regional centres. The highest concentration 
was to be found in Northampton with a location quotient of 8.9. However, this was not the 
main reason why Northamptonshire appeared as the only region with a relative 
concentration of shoemakers at the county level. A similar concentration was found in the 
Cumbrian district of Carlisle. What is striking about Northamptonshire is the concentration 
of shoemaking within eight adjacent registration districts, which unequivocally formed a 
distinct geographical centre. However, in contrast to some of the other trades, shoemaking 
still remained widely dispersed despite increasing concentration in Northamptonshire. 
The distribution of saddlers was similar to that of shoemakers in that regional 
concentrations co-existed with the proliferation of locally-oriented artisans rather than 
replacing them. The maximum location quotient for saddlers at 8.7 was also similar to the 
figure for shoemakers. but overall far more districts recorded a relative concentration of 
saddlers, and they were not geographically clustered. There is no Northamptonshire 
equivalent for saddlers. The concentration in the West Midlands. identified at the county 
level, was based not on the proliferation of saddlers in the region as a whole, but on their 
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concentration in particular registration districts: Walsall in Staffordshire and Birmingham 
in Warwickshire. 
At the county level the locational choice of curriers appeared to be strongly influenced by 
the distribution of the other leather trades. This pattern is emphasised at the level of the 
registration districts, very high location quotients being found in the registration districts of 
Worcester (7.52) in connection with the gloving industry, Northampton (10.33) for shoes, 
and Bermondsey (33.74), for tanning. 
Data from the registration districts reinforces the urban nature of candle making, seen at the 
county level. Over a quarter of the 73 areas displaying relative concentrations were to be 
found in London. Outside of the capital, no one county had relative concentrations in the 
majority of its districts. The geographical pattern which emerges is one of relatively small 
concentrations in most of the urban centres throughout the country. The highest 
concentration was in the Hampshire district of Ringwood, with a location quotient of 5.57, 
a relatively low figure in comparison with some of the other deadstock trades. However, 
this particular concentration seems to be linked more to the number of surrounding districts 
without the services of a tallow chandler than to the emergence of a centre for candle 
making. 
More interesting than the sites of relative concentration, are the locations of the 104 
registration districts without a tallow chandler, which are to be found mainly in the east of 
the country (See Figure 3.3). Note the absence of districts without a tallow chandler in 
pastoral Devon and Cornwall, and the large expanses without any tallow chandlers in East 
Anglia. These districts coincide with areas of pastoral farming and hence with source areas 
for the raw material, tallow. Although increasing amounts of tallow were being imported, 
these results illustrate the importance of access to raw materials, highlighting the need for 
caution when speaking of cheap and easy transport in this period. Soap boiling favoured 
coastal regions, but manufacturing was on a much larger scale than candle making, and 




Figure 3.3: Registration districts without a tallow chandler, 1851. 




Figure 3.4: Tanners per 1000 males: English Census Registration Districts. 1851. 




Access to raw materials was seen to be a factor influencing the location of tanners at the 
county level. This was reinforced at the scale of the registration district (See Figure 3.4). 
However, there also seems to be a locational factor acting to differentiate the north and the 
south of the country. At this time heavy industry was mainly concentrated north of the 
Severn-Wash line. Rapidly growing industrial towns generated an expanding demand for 
leather, not only for the needs of their growing populations, but also to satisfy industrial 
demand for machine belting etc. Therefore the concentration in the north differs from 
concentrated areas in the south, in that it is not closely linked to agriculture, but rather finds 
its strongest pull from the urban industrial market. Within these wider areas, however, the 
main concentrations do appear to be connected to raw material supplies. At this smaller 
scale one can see the most highly concentrated districts have coastal locations. This can be 
explained both by tanner's large water requirements, and by a growing dependence on 
imported hides. 
In contrast gloving did not show any locational dependence on its raw material source. The 
geographical concentration seen at the county level is strengthened at the scale of the 
registration district. Gloving was highly concentrated in only a few districts, the main ones 
being: Yeovil in Somerset (105.5); Worcester (75.1); and Basford in Nottinghamshire 
(50.6). Given the county data, although concentrated in fewer districts than one might have 
thought, these results are not entirely surprising. What is surprising, however, is that 
relatively few districts in the north of the country have any glovers at all. Given that 
gloving was an occupation that employed, `a great Number of Poor, many of which are 
incapable of following any other Employ, ' 12 it is likely that its absence in many northern 
districts was linked to the industrial structure of the region. With the growth of the factory, 
work for relatively unskilled labour must have been abundant in the industrial towns of the 
north. In the south, however, which was still mainly agricultural, lower-skilled crafts, such 
as gloving could have expanded to soak up excess labour in these regions. This points to 
the need to place the location of deadstock processors in the wider context of community 
and cultural traditions as well as considering industrial and agrarian factors. 
12 Commons' Journals, XI, pp. 766-7 
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3.1. - Summary 
Several interacting factors were at work in determining the location of the deadstock 
industries. Examination of the census data has highlighted this variety; demonstrating the 
merits of a holistic network approach. The results have strongly challenged the simplistic 
dichotomy between artisan and factory forms of production. They show a significant 
proportion of the work force were employed in the artisan sector, which continued to grow 
alongside factory production methods, at least until the mid-nineteenth century. Although 
some deadstock industries, such as shoemaking, existed in both artisan and factory form, 
there does not appear to be any necessary progression between one industrial form and 
another. The majority of enterprises processing deadstock products still employed less than 
three men, and survived in abundance alongside much larger employers. Rather than being 
exclusive, these different sectors were often mutually supportive. This is seen clearly in the 
tanning industry, which positively benefited from the increased demand for leather 
generated by the growing industrial towns of the North. Indeed the pull of the market was 
the primary influence on location for the majority of the deadstock crafts. The agricultural 
roots of these industries were still apparent, but access to raw materials was just one of a 
proliferation of other interacting factors, which seemed to play a greater role in explaining 
the absence, rather than the agglomeration of processors in particular districts. With the 
exception of gloving, national centres had not emerged. Where geographical clustering 
occurred, as for shoemaking in Northamptonshire, this did not replace the local shoemakers 
in surrounding districts. 
While there were no distinct regional patterns for most of the deadstock crafts, their 
distribution was not uniform. In this respect the deadstock crafts show some marked 
similarities, yet examination of their numbers and geography show them to be sufficiently 
different to warrant separate examination. To understand the differences highlighted in this 
chapter one needs to look more closely at both the processing techniques and the working 
practices of the processors. Using this aggregate information as a base, the following 
chapters move back into a less well documented, pre-industrial period, to examine the 




Using Probate Inventories to Explore the Activities of Deadstock Processors 
The findings in the remainder of this study centre on new evidence derived from probate 
inventories, covering several areas of England between the early seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Compiled at death as part of probate administration, these documents. 
if used with care, can provide unique insights into many household activities. The chapter 
starts with an examination of the form and content of the documents. While probate 
inventories provide valuable information on wealth and productive activities, there are 
restrictions in their use which must be recognised. This study both differs from and extends 
the previous use of probate documents in historical research. This is highlighted by a brief 
introduction to other studies using probate inventories, followed by a detailed discussion of 
my own use of the documents to explore the productive activities of deadstock processors. 
4.1: Probate inventories as a historical data source 
The act of 1529,21 Henry VIII c5, entitled, "What fees ought to be taken for Probate of 
Testament", is often seen as marking the start of the period when inventories were legally 
required. Although in some places inventories were commonplace before this time, the 
survival rate is considerably higher after this date until the abolition of the law in 1782. To 
determine the value of the deceased's estate, a `true and perfect inventory of all the goods, 
chattels, wares, [and] merchandises' needed to be compiled. Goods included, `all the 
testator's cattle, as bulls, cows, oxen, sheep, horses, swine and all poultry, household stuff, 
money', plate, jewels, corn, hay, wood severed from the ground and such like moveables. ' 
While this list appears comprehensive, it must be remembered that it covers only moveable 
goods, and therefore cannot be used as a complete account of an individual"s wealth. The 
main omission is real estate, which prevents the calculation of total farm acreage. Other 
items excluded from the records were trees and woodland, and untamed animals, namely, 
"fishes in the pond, conies in a warren, deer in a park, [and] pigeons in a dove house. '' 
In addition to cash, leases and debts owing by and to the deceased were recorded. 
I Burn, Ecclesiastical Law \ ol. IV p-2338 
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Outside the stated omissions one cannot identify excluded items, and must therefore be 
careful not to infer from negative evidence. In some inventories if an item is not listed this 
is due to lack of detail in the original recording. For example, it is evident from the 
wording of some inventories that minimal detail is being given on some items, such as, 'all 
the linen'. 
In addition to the lists of moveable goods, inventories contain other contextual information 
which helps to place the deceased in particular social, geographical and chronological 
groups. This information includes the deceased's name, parish of residence, date of making 
the inventory, and the names of the assessors. The occupation or status of the deceased, is 
sometimes stated, but if not, this can often be gained from the associated will. The 
moveable goods are listed after this, usually under room heading. This mixture of learning 
some personal information about the deceased and then taking a mental trip around their 
home, viewing each room and its contents through the assessors eyes, arouses interest in 
that individual. However, such personal information needs to be placed in a wider context 
if it is to be useful in furthering historical theory. Before making generalisations from 
probate documents it is important to consider how representative of the population they 
are, and how reliable is the information they contain. 
One of the main problems of representation is social bias in the original recording. This is 
thought to most seriously affect those inventories at the two wealth extremes. For example, 
there are few inventories for the very poor i. e. those individuals leaving goods with a value 
of less than five pounds. Also inventories for the very rich are often not found in 
collections. This is because the very wealthy, or those who owned property in more than 
one diocese would have their wills proved and their inventories lodged at the senior 
probate courts in Canterbury and York. It is difficult to say how this affects my own 
sample. One can be certain that the majority of deadstock craftsmen could not be classified 
as very poor and those that did fit into this category are likely to have retired and disposed 
of much of their movable wealth prior to their death. The inventories that do exist display a 
lot of variety in their valuations, ranging from John Willis a Worcestershire butcher who on 
his death left goods to the value of less than one pound, to John Rolfe a Sussex butcher, 
whose belongings were valued at over £6000. However, these examples are the extremes. 
Most craftsman tended to be of middling income. While I cannot give specific margins of 
error, I have no reason to suppose that my sample is not representative of this sector of the 
population during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. 
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While the range of those working in the different deadstock trades is probably well 
represented by the coverage of inventories, there is also the question of how representative 
is their content? One must remember that inventory lists are only a snapshot of a household 
at one, and not necessarily representative, point in time. This momentary impression might 
not be typical of the normal activities of the deceased. For example, in inventories with no 
trade goods or equipment, this could indicate a running down of the business due to illness, 
or retirement. Business activity also varies over time and the picture before and after the 
sale of goods could be quite different. Always keeping this in mind one has to, where 
possible, identify those inventories for retired craftsmen, and hope that divergence in any 
trade pattern can be evened out throughout the sample. 
Questions of representation also arise in the sampling process itself Collecting a 
statistically random sample of probate inventories is not possible as there is no national list 
of the total number of inventories and their chronological, geographical and occupational 
distribution. Outside the general bounds of the mid-sixteenth century and the mid- 
eighteenth century, it is impossible to generalise about the spatial and temporal survival 
patterns of inventories. The exception is for the period 1640-1660, when not only were 
many documents lost during the hostilities of the Civil war, but from 1653 to the 
Restoration in 1660 the Ecclesiastical machinery for probate was abolished. ' 
As a source, the information inventories yield is largely reliable. Deliberate fraud in 
evaluating cost was unlikely as the document was made under solemn oath, and the system 
achieved a degree of balance by involving both executors and creditors. Experts were 
usually brought in to assess trade items and Cox in a study of several thousand inventories, 
points to a reliable consistency in valuations. ' Others however, have recognised when 
making comparisons with other price series, that although valuations are consistent, there is 
a tendency towards under estimations. One clear example of this is the late seventeenth 
century inventory of the Cheshire tanner Edward Hankey. Clarkson notes that while 
Hankey's tannery was valued in the inventory at £24 and his leather at £200, one of 
Hankev 's creditors was prepared to accept the tannery in repayment of a debt of £40. He 
Overton, M (1980): English probate inventories and the measurement of agricultural change. A. A. 
Bijdra-en 2', pp. 205-21 >. 
4Cox, N: Cox. J (1985): Valuations in probate inventories: Part 1. The Local Historian 16(8), 439-447. Cox, N; 
Cox. J (1986): Valuations in probate in\entories: Part 2. The Local Historian 17(2). 85-100. 
O\ erton, N1 (1983b) p17 l: Probate inventories and the reconstruction of agricultural landscapes. In Reed, 
NI: Discovering Past Landscapes Cambridge VniversitY Press. Cambridge. pp. 167-19 4. 
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also claimed that the true value of the leather was nearly £300.6 Outside of a few examples 
such as this, it is difficult to tell the exact extent of under valuation. Nevertheless, as long 
as valuations are consistent, the trend of valuations, based on a number of inventories 
should still provide a good guide to relative price movements. 
4.2: Other work on inventories. 
Probate inventories are a widely used source for historical work. ' However, outside of the 
long tradition in agricultural history, and in the last fifteen years, studies of the domestic 
environment, much of this work remains anecdotal, based on relatively small collections 
which look at a particular individual, parish, or good'. Such studies are not uninteresting. 
Indeed their focus on particular inventories recaptures much of the human interest the 
researcher encounters, in imaginatively walking around the different rooms of a household 
and wading through the possessions found there. A problem with studies of this type, is 
that although they may seem alive with the past, they are little more than descriptive 
narratives. Lane is just one of many examples which uses a small number of inventories, in 
this case 22, covering a wide social range over a time period of more than two centuries. 
While Lane does provide information on the cottage interiors, furniture and equipment, the 
study barely extends beyond a description of the houses and their contents. 9 In any work of 
this kind, even when wider generalisations on some aspect of society are made from the 
material, the evidence remains unconvincing. After all, one can probably find evidence for 
almost anything if the discovery of one case is all the validity required. 
Criticisms of a narrative approach are obvious, but it is not surprising that studies of this 
type persisted as the norm for such a long period. Systematic use of information yielded 
from probate inventories is problematic. First of all it requires larger sample sizes which 
are very difficult to handle without the aid of computer technology. Even when this 
technology is available, the problem arises of how to standardise material that has been 
recorded in a variety of formats, while still making best use of the available detail. " 
6 Clarkson L. A (1960) The English Leather Industry in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries Unpublished 
Ph. D. thesis: Nottingham University. p. 403. 
Although now fifteen \ cars old, Mark Overton's Bibliography of British Probate Inventories Department 
of Geography, Newcastle upon Tyne. is still the most comprehensive listing of work using, this source. 
8 This type of writing has a long tradition, but for a typical example see Lane. J (1971) Farm and Cottage 
Inventories from Butlers Marston, l546-17_55 Warwickshire Historian 1 pp. 12-28 
9 Lane, J (1971): Ibid. 
10 For a discussion of how ins entory data has been standardised for use in this study see section 4.4 
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In this direction the changes were first made in research on agricultural productivity, by 
Yelling and Overton, who have systematically studied the mechanisation of agriculture, 
yield ratios, the size of livestock holdings and the development of agricultural 
implements. " In other research areas Weatherill, Shammas and Garrard, have made 
positive steps towards a more comprehensive look at the domestic environment and the 
consumer patterns of the early modern household. '' What still remains unattempted is any 
systematic study of probate inventories, themed by occupation. It is in this area that my 
study differs significantly from previous work. 
4.3: Differentiating occupational labels versus larger categories and sample sizes. 
In most studies of probate inventories, workers in the deadstock product trades have been 
grouped with many other occupations under a much broader heading of craftsmen. The 
economic activity of all craftsmen is of a similar nature, with some strong characteristic 
features which separate this sector from agricultural or proto-industrial workers. '3 
However, with over sixty trades to be considered it is not surprising that this group is far 
more diverse than the agricultural categories of yeoman and husbandman. 
It has been common for researchers to accommodate this variety by splitting the sector into 
manufacturing/productive and dealing/retailing tradesmen. While this may seem a sensible 
division based on a further economic distinction, it still groups together such widely 
differing occupations as butcher and tallow chandler, shoemaker and tanner. Not only are 
these groups just as heterogeneous as the single craftsmen category, but the division itself 
is misleading, in so far as any precise distinction between producer and retailer at this time 
is very difficult to establish. Networks of provision were not as segmented as they are 
today. While there was a high degree of occupational specialisation, the manufacture and 
retailing of goods were often combined in one man. 
In order to gain a richer understanding of the artisan sector, there is a need to explore the 
variety found both within and between specific trades. To determine exactly how distinct 
Overton, M. (1979) Estimating crop yields from probate inventories: an example from East Anglia, 1585- 
1 75. Journal of Economic History 39 pp. -')6-')--')78. 
Overton, M (1980) op cit. Overton, M (1983b) op cit. 
12 Weatherill, L. (1988): Consumer Behaviour and Material Culture in Britain, 1660-1760. Routledge: 
London. Shammas, C. (1990): The Pre-industrial Consumer in England and America. Clarendon Press: 
Oxford. Garrard. R. (1980): English probate inventories and their use in studying the significance of the 
domestic interior, 1570-1700. A. A. G. Bijdragen 23 pp. 5-5-81. 
1'See section 1.1 for the identifying features of artisan production. 
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were the characteristics of different occupational groups, one needs to look first at the 
individual trades and then to develop theories on the artisan sector in a comparative 
framework, focused on particular economic and social questions 
Clearly there are many merits of an occupational based approach. It is therefore surprising 
that work in this area remains so rare, amounting to little more than a couple of inventory 
collections devoted to textile workers, Roper's work on Worcester scythesmiths and 
Levine's collection of Goldsmith's wills, each of which is based on very small numbers of 
inventories, over extensive time periods. " Clarkson's sample of 167 leather workers 
inventories was a more comprehensive attempt at an occupation based analysis. However, 
although his sample size was much larger than many other studies, being as high as sixty 
for tanners, it was nationally based and stretched over two centuries. Clarkson's sample 
was therefore unsuitable for a wider based analysis as it was still too small to allow 
satisfactory comparisons to be made between different regions at different times. 
That work in this area remains negligible is less surprising when one considers the number 
of inventories one has to search through in order to get a sample of any particular size. The 
research process is considerably quicker if there is an occupational index to a collection. 
Unfortunately, many collections are indexed by name, which means that one might have to 
look through a hundred inventories before finding a relevant occupation. For example in 
their study of Lincolnshire Shopkeepers, Barley and Barley found only 21 chandlers 
inventories, and 180 butchers inventories between 1535 and 1700.15 Similarly in 
Weatherill's study of the domestic interior in which she sampled 2902 inventories between 
1660 and 1760, of the occupations relevant to this study, there were only 2 collar-makers, 7 
glovers, 4 saddlers or whittawers, 45 shoemakers; 3 curriers or skinners; 1 tallow chandler; 
12 tanners; 37 butchers; and 3 leather dealers/sellers. 
There is an obvious tension here between differentiating occupational groups, which 
necessarily involves working with smaller sample sizes, and working with much larger 
samples based on grouped occupations. Broader categories have so far been favoured, with 
14 Lo'vc. N (197? ): The Lancashire textile industry in the sixteenth century Chetham Society third series 20. 
Chapman, S. D. (1978): The Devon cloth industry in the eighteenth century: Sun Fire Office inventories of 
merchants' and manufacturers propert\, 1726-70 Devon and Cornwall Record Society new series 23. Roper 
JS (1967) Early North Worcestershire scythesmiths. A study from wills and probate inventories at Worcester. 
Roper JS (1969) ' I'arly North Worcestershire scythesmiths and scythegrinders, 1 41-1647. ' West Midlands 
Studies 3 pp. 7 3-87. Lev ine, G (1973): Some Norwich Goldsmith's Wills Norfolk Archaeology 335 pp. 483-90. 
15 Barle\. LB and Barley, MW (1962) Lincolnshire Shopkeepers in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. 
in Lincolnshire Historian vol. 2 pp. 7-21. 
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sample size as a central concern. However, focus on sample size overlooks other relevant 
considerations, not least the variety masked in any summary measures. Again this leads to 
the persisting question of representation. Obviously a few inventories widely distributed in 
both time and space is inadequate. However, if the smaller sample contains inventories 
from the same region over a relatively stable time period, problems of representation 
become less of an issue. Justification of summary measures in the use of smaller values. 
and their advantages over larger but broader samples are discussed in more detail in section 
4.6 below. 
4.4: Using probate inventories to explore the household activities of deadstock 
processors 
In analysing the productive capacity of the household all available resources must be 
considered, and not just those directly related to a specified occupation. It is important to 
examine changes in the distribution of wealth between different household activities, as 
these reflect the productive priorities of the craftsman and hence allow one to address 
central questions of occupational specialisation and coherence. Therefore, in addition to the 
analysis of goods directly linked to deadstock trades, I also examined the household's 
participation in agriculture and other subsidiary crafts, along with their ownership of 
selected domestic possessions. 
Probate inventories have many merits commending their use in an exploratory study of any 
household. However, while they are broadly consistent in providing values of different 
aspects of household wealth, the presentation of this information is extremely variable. The 
main items to be valued were legally stated but, with no pre-defined categories to follow 
within this, the appraisers' descriptions vary in detail and grouping, with several items 
sometimes given a common quantity or value. In some inventories, each item, no matter 
how small the cost, is listed and valued separately. At the other extreme, however, detail 
may be no more than a value for all the household goods, or trade implements. The first 
example, is a researcher's dream and too rare to be the only material used for a 
comparative study. Most inventories fall somewhere in between these two extremes, and 




4.4 (a) Standardising unsystematic data. 
Any standardisation of data is going to involve some loss of detail. To minimise this loss. 
the first stage of data collection did not immediately address the problem of data 
inconsistency. An example of the data sheet used can be seen in figure 4.1. It broadly 
separates into contextual information, i. e. reference number, date, occupation etc.: personal 
items; household possessions; debts and credits; farming goods; general provisions, and 
trade. With the exception of household goods, all available information on these different 
wealth areas was recorded. 
Household goods were treated differently because of the enormous amount of detail 
possible and the inconsistency of both listings and valuations. The total value of household 
goods was calculated, but within this the presence of only certain goods were noted. As 
separate valuations were so rare, the goods chosen were simply recorded on a simple 
presence or absence basis. The choice of goods is discussed in more detail in section 4.4(e) 
below. Basically it was a combination of fairly consistent listing, their use as indicators of 
wider behavioural patterns, and their use in other studies of the domestic interior which 
allow comparisons between my findings for craft workers and work on other occupational 
households. 
Within this classification most inventories had one or more blank fields, as can be seen 
from the example of the collar maker, John Halwood. The trade goods are listed in 
considerable detail, but apart from a little corn, Halwood possessed no farm goods, and 
very few household possessions. It is important to note the difference between the deceased 
not owning a particular good, and the assessors providing insufficient detail to determine 
whether or not certain items were present. This problem arises most often for household 
goods, but in general terms the amount of detail elsewhere in the inventory is a good guide. 
For example, if there is a valuation for, `all the brass and pewter', but no candlesticks are 
listed, one cannot tell if the deceased did or did not own a candlestick. Taking another 
example, when recording livestock, if there are cattle and sheep listed but no horses or 
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With the data assembled in a more readable format, the differences between inventories in 
terms of recorded detail became clearer. To use the sample to full effect, I opted for a 
multi-level analysis, using a coding system within a computer data-base to sort out which 
inventories were suitably detailed for particular calculations. Every inventory could not be 
used for all calculations. Sample sizes therefore differ between some calculations, but this 
is always stated. 
Most inventories provide information on the general composition of wealth. For general 
comparative purposes the inventory data was split into five, largely unequivocal categories: 
1. Gross valuation: The total value of all inventoried wealth. 
2. Trade: All the goods associated with the specified occupation. 16 
3. Household: All domestic possessions. 
4. Farm: Livestock, Crops, Agricultural tools and processing equipment. 
5. Other: All wealth unaccounted for in categories 2-4. 
This data was used to examine variation within and between trades, in terms of both actual 
and proportional differences in the distribution of wealth. Each of these wealth areas were 
then examined in more detail in conjunction with other more fragmentary source materials, 
to determine possible reasons for any temporal, regional or occupational variation. 
4.4 (b) Processing Deadstock Products: Trade Wealth and Craft Activity 
The exact use of probate inventories in examining craft activity differed between trades. 
However, for all trades this source provided new insights into the coherence of working 
experience, and hence allowed one to engage more confidently in discussion on the use of 
occupation as a identifiable variable. 
A lack of technological change and a highly differentiated product are two features often 
associated in the literature with artisan production. This has been examined further through 
a detailed look at the trade goods listed in inventories. The level of technological change 
was examined through a comparison of tools recorded in probate inventories, with those 
listed in contemporary trade dictionaries and manuals. This allowed a comparison of the 
16 In addition to candles. man-, tallow chandler's shops also stocked a selection of groceries. Where listed 
these have been valued in the trade category, and as can be seen in chapter six, should be thought of as 
integral to the chandler's occupational acti\ ities. 
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available tools and techniques of the time, as indicated through contemporary manuals. 
with what was actually being practised on an individual level. The range of tool valuations 
were also examined, to determine how differences in the value of tools were reflected in 
the practise of the craft. For example, if more money was invested in tools, were these 
tools different, and if so, how? Were more of the same tools being owned? Different tools, 
or the same tools in the same amount and therefore possibly newer or better quality? If new 
or different tools were becoming more common this could reflect a change in organisation 
and work practices. Similarly, if tool values were higher because more of the same tools 
were being owned, this could point to expanding activity through the employment of more 
workers. The price of finished goods, and their descriptions were used to explore the level 
of product standardisation. This has important implications for discussions on national 
level trading and industrial location, for if manufacture does not require personal contact, 
then markets do not need to be localised and hence it is possible for regional manufacturing 
centres to emerge. 
In studying the productive capacity of the household I was also interested in the separation 
of work and living space, and the development of specialist rooms or buildings for 
manufacturing or retail purposes. If a room was allocated solely to the practice of a 
particular trade, then this in itself gives some indication of the trade's place within the 
household. The most notable examples are the existence of shops or workshops. Other 
examples, providing valuable material on by-employment include, brew-houses, drinking 
rooms and dairy houses. 
4.4 (c) Participation in subsidiary crafts. 
The literature has presented some conflicting views on the involvement of deadstock 
processors in other trades. Clarkson suggests that because the tanning process was slow, 
with long periods when the hides could be left unattended, there was an opportunity for 
other activities. " To return a steady income from tanning required a large investment in 
hides. For this reason it is likely that small-scale tanners had some by-employment to 
augment the income obtained from tanning. Glovers, on the other hand, did not have this 
space in their working time and therefore Clarkson has assumed that consequently they had 
no time for other occupations. Woodward, however, comes up with conflicting evidence, 
7 Clarkson. LA. (1960) op cit. 
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which although is not substantiated by practical reasoning. does show glovers in Chester 
taking an interest in other trades, with tanners taking little interest in trades other than their 
own. '8 To comment with greater confidence on the extent of subsidiary craft activity, the 
probate inventories of deadstock processors were examined for evidence of equipment 
suggesting a diversification into other craft areas. 
The main subsidiary crafts identified in this study involve the processing of agricultural 
goods and include brewing, textiles and dairying. These activities were chosen because 
they were connected with processes most frequently performed by non-specialist 
households. They were also easily identified in inventories, the equipment used being 
consistently listed. 
In many rural areas, textiles dominated part-time as well as full-time participation in 
agricultural activities. The place of textile manufacture within the artisan household was 
examined by noting the possession of equipment, such as, spinning and linen wheels, along 
with stocks of wool and yarn. Water supplies in pre-industrial England were often highly 
contaminated and therefore hazardous to drink. Under these circumstances beer was the 
principal drink, and was commonly produced within the household. Home brewing has 
been identified from the ownership of related equipment such as furnaces and mashing 
vats, and from the allocation of specialised rooms such as brew houses. Dairying was 
another common activity which supplied frequently consumed products for the household. 
Activity in this area has been identified by the ownership of butter churns, cheese presses 
and vats, along with specialised rooms such as dairy houses and cheese chambers. 
The inventory sample was also examined for the overlap of deadstock processes. The 
ownership of any equipment or raw materials commonly used in the processing of another 
deadstock product was used as evidence to suggest an individual's participation in another 
deadstock craft. 
-4.4 (d) . 4gricultin"e 
There are many detailed agricultural studies which make use of probate data. 19 My study 
does not aim to add to this literature. Rather, agriculture is examined here to determine its 
18 W'oodwward, DM (1968): The Chester Leather Industry, 15-58-1625. Transactions of the Historic Society of 
Lancashire and Cheshire 119, pp. 65-1 11. 
19 See OvertonA1 and Campbell, B. M. S. (1992): Norfolk livestock farming 1250-1740: a comparative study 
of manorial accounts and probate inventories. Journal of Historical Geography. 18 pp. 377-96. Overton, M. 
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economic importance to the craftsman, and to identify any possible extensions of the 
network of provision into livestock breeding to provide raw materials for their craft 
activity. It is important to examine the possible reasons for change in agricultural 
involvement, as this could reflect a movement of productive resources between different 
household activities and therefore be an indirect influence on the productivity of the craft 
business by affecting the number of hours devoted to craft activity. 
The general agricultural category, can be broken down further into crops, livestock, 
agricultural processing equipment and agricultural tools. For the purpose of this study I 
was not interested in the composition of agricultural tools. Details of agricultural 
processing equipment have been used to provide evidence of subsidiary craft activity (See 
section 4.4(c) above). The size of arable interests has been used to indicate a commercial 
interest in farming, although the exact composition of crops was not thought to be relevant 
to the central discussion. Details of livestock ownership are examined further to determine 
whether or not animals were being kept to provide the raw material for the trade`? This is 
most likely for those dealing with the early levels of processing i. e. butchers, tallow 
chandlers, and tanners. 
It is impossible from inventory data to provide information on the output of livestock. We 
do not know the weights of animals, the age at which they were killed, or the yields of 
various animal products like meat, tallow, hides and wool. All we have from inventories 
are the number and type of animals owned. The most common livestock were horses, 
cattle, sheep, and pigs. Any others, such as bees and poultry were noted separately under an 
'others' category. There were multiple reasons for livestock ownership: agricultural labour: 
food; recreation and transport etc. In the case of horse ownership, particularly if a single 
horse was owned, most were for recreation and riding rather than ploughing or regular 
carting. This highlights the difficulties in classifying horses as stock, when agricultural 
work might be a minor reason for their presence. Pigs are also more appropriately seen as 
part of the industrial unit, rather than specifically associated with a farming interest. Eating 
(1979), (1980) and (1983b) op cit. Yelling, J. A. (1968): Common land and enclosure in east Worcestershire, 
15 10-1870. Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, 45 pp. 157-68. Yelling, J. A. (1969): The 
combination and rotation of crops in east Worcestershire. 1540-1640. Agricultural History Review 17, pp. 24- 
13. Yelling, J. A. (1970): Probate inventories and the geography of livestock farming: a study of East 
Worcestershire, 1540-1750. Transactions Institute of British Geographers, 51 (Nov. ) pp. 1 1 1-126. 
1'elling, J. A. (19733): Changes in crop production in east Worcestershire, 1510-1867. Agricultural Histor\ 
Rc\ ie\ww, "I pp. 18-34. Yelling, J. A. (1982): Livestock numbers and agricultural development 1540-1750: a 
study of East Worcestershire. In Field and Forest: An Historical Geography of Warwickshire and 
Worcestershire. eds. Slater, T. R. and Jarvis. P. J. Geo. Abstracts Ltd: Norwich, pp. 281-299. 
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scraps from processing activities such as dairying, they were of no cost to feed. and were a 
means of productively disposing of some forms of waste. 
4.4 (e) The artisan as consumer. 
Weatherill's study of the domestic interior revealed artisans to be more innovative in their 
consumption habits than either yeoman or gentlemen. 20 Using a similar method to that 
applied by Weatherill, this study examines the ownership of a select number of domestic 
possessions as recorded in probate inventories. Many of the goods chosen were also used 
by Weatherill, and were selected because they were consistently listed in probate 
documents, and were representative of innovative forms of consumer behaviour. As 
commonplace as these items may seem today, in early modem England they were all 
relatively new or novelty goods, and therefore their possession shows a certain degree of 
consumer innovation. 
Inconsistency in the original recording meant that for comparative purposes information 
had to be recorded on a simple presence or absence basis. Of the items chosen, beds, tables, 
chairs, cushions, pictures, earthenware, tea and coffee-pots, looking glasses, clocks, and 
books, were all consistently listed and all kinds were noted. Table linen included any 
reference to tablecloths or napkins. Where all the linen was valued together, these 
inventories were excluded from the calculations. Window curtains were noted where 
explicitly listed. This was to avoid any possible confusion with references to bed curtains. 
Where knives and forks were noted these were specifically cutlery associated with new 
meal time behaviour and did not include knives and flesh forks used in cookery. Silver and 
gold, were also noted, including references to any items made from these metals. 
4.5: Characterising the Sample. 
The main results of this study are based on a sample of 802 deadstock processors' probate 
inventories compiled from both published and archival material. 
\Veatherill, L. (1988): op cit. 
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4.5 (a) Published Collections: 
Many collections of inventories have been published by historical and genealogical 
societies . 
2' Table 4.1 below has grouped these collections by county and shows the 
numbers and places of the relevant published inventories. 
Butcher Tallow 
Chandler 
Tanner Shoemaker Glover Currier Saddler 
Bedford 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Buckinghamshire 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 
Cambridge 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Derbyshire 5 0 3 3 1 0 
Devon 4 0 1 2 0 0 0 
Durham 1 0 3 3 1 0 0 
Essex 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 
Gloucester 9 0 2 6 0 0 
Hampshire 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 
Lancashire 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 
Lincoln 2 0 2 2 2 0 
London 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Merseyside 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Northumberland 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 
Nottingham 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Oxon. 11 3 4 27 8 2 2 
Shropshire 1 0 2 10 3 1 0 
Staffordshire 1 1 5 6 0 0 2 
Suffolk 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 
Warwick 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Yorkshire 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 46 9 33 66 18 3 9 
Table 4.1: Published examples of deadstock processors probate inventories. 
Source: See bibliography for full details of the published collections used in this study. 
As a whole the published collections provide a useful base for exploring aspects of the 
artisan household. Taken from twenty-one counties between the mid-sixteenth and late 
eighteenth centuries, they form a collection of comparative exemplars for addressing 
specific questions of detail. However, for satisfactory chronological or geographical 
comparisons to be made, there was a need to compile samples both from smaller 
geographical areas and within shorter time periods. 
To achieve this I focused my archive work on three contrasting regions: Worcestershire, 
Hertfordshire and East Sussex. " 
-ý A full list of the published collections used in this study can be found in the bibliography. 
2' For a general introduction to the history of these areas see. The Victoria Histories of Worcestershire, 
Sussex and Hertfordshire. Several volumes, see bibliography for full details. 
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4.5 (b) Worcestershire 
There were many advantages in choosing Worcestershire as the location for the main 
study, relating both to the comprehensive coverage of the surviving inventories, its 
economic and geographical position in early modern England and its choice as a setting for 
many previous studies. 23 Although using a broader occupational base, other studies of 
probate inventories from the Worcestershire area provide an important comparative 
framework for placing the deadstock trades within a broader social and economic 
network. 24 
The position of Worcestershire in the early modern economy is an interesting one. Despite 
being far enough from London and the large English ports to escape total domination by 
their economies, Worcester was still important to the Crown, being one of the most fought 
over regions during the civil war. Its importance as a military base can be linked to its 
geographical position, at a crossing point for the main route between London and Wales, 
and as an inland port on the river Severn, on a route stretching from Shrewsbury to Bristol. 
After the need for a military town had gone, Worcester remained the centre for the trade 
between London and Wales, and also flourished as a centre of exchange between two 
different agricultural regions: arable farming which dominated agriculture in the east, and 
pastoral farming to the west. 
The sample of probate inventories is taken for deadstock processors who died during the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. During this time industrial activity was 
increasing. The West Midlands, as a whole was a site for major developments in rural and 
urban industrialisation based on the coal fields and iron ore deposits in the north east of the 
region. Traditional industries, especially tanning and gloving, continued to thrive; the 
benefits of the new industrial markets adding to the natural benefits of access to raw 
materials from the pastoral regions and the forest of Wyre which provided the oak bark 
necessary for tanning. 
The best population estimates we have for Worcester at this time come from the Compton 
census, which gives information on the number of inhabitants (or conformists), popish 
recusants and Protestant dissenters in each parish, which approximates to a count of the 
23 Man\ authors have used probate inventories from Worcestershire. See for example. Yelling, J. A. (1969), 
(1970), (197-33), (1982) op cit. Shammas, C (1990): op cit. and Weatherill, L (1988): op cit. 
24 For a comparati\ t discussion see chapter nine. 
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population for much of England in 1676.25 The 255 parishes of the diocese returned 45.638 
persons. Assuming that adult Anglicans and non-conformists made up three fifths of the 
population, and allowing for an underestimate of non-conformists, Johnson estimates the 
population of the diocese at this time as being 80,000.26 
-4.5 (c) Hertfordshire 
The county of Hertfordshire is centrally positioned within the metropolitan hinterland in 
what we now call the Home Counties. As such its economy was largely dominated by the 
needs of the capital, to which there were excellent transport links along the rivers Colne 
and Lea, and on land via the Great North Road and Watling Street. The trade with London, 
although thought to be draining by some contemporaries, 2' was mutually beneficial. 
Outside of proximity to London, Hertfordshire had few natural advantages. The county had 
no mineral wealth and its poor soils were well known throughout the kingdom. Farming in 
Hertfordshire thus heavily relied on fertilisation from sheep dung brought by boat from 
London. Sheep-corn husbandry was the general practice on the chalk uplands in the north 
of the county. Sheep were folded on the arable, and barley was the main crop. In the south, 
the proximity to London and the presence of the great North Road and Watling Street did 
much to encourage the breeding of horses; fattening of pigs, lambs and bullocks; and the 
growing of oats. 
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Hertfordshire did not industrialise on 
nearly the same scale as the west Midlands. Outside of agriculture, the majority of the 
population were occupied in malting, brewing and tanning. 
The sample of probate inventories was taken for deadstock processors who died during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The majority of the sample was taken during the 
25 Whiternan, A (ed. ) (1986): The Compton Census of 1676: A Critical Edition Records of Social and 
Economic History New Series X. Oxford University Press. 
16 Johnson, J. A. (1978): Worcestershire probate Inventories 1699-1716 in Midland History 4 pp. 191-21 1. 
27 Contemporaries had mixed views on the economic and social impacts of London on its surrounding 
counties. D. Walker writing in 1795 stressed the benefits: "Hertfordshire is deemed the first corn country in 
the kingdom, and very properly so, for with the requisite advantages of climate, and of the various manures 
brought from London, to aid the production of the most valuable crops, nearly the whole of the soil is proper 
tillage land. " (Quoted in The Victoria History of the County of Hertfordshire vol. 2 p. 129) Other authors, 
however, stressed the impact on rising prices and wages in the area. Commenting on the high price of ha\ 
and straw, Young remarked, "it is because London is so overgrown: and so crowded by horses that the 
consumption of straw is, within these few years, doubled. Consequently the adjacent counties that are much 
under grass cannot supply the metropolis as formerly. straw must then be fetch'd from afar. this devilish 
increase of London will in time cause a famine because it cannot be suppl%'d. " Young. A (1772): A Six 
weeks' tour through the southern counties. 3rd edn. London. p. 326. 
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latter part of the seventeenth century and is therefore useful in providing information on a 
time period not covered by either of the other two regional samples. 
The Compton census returns are missing for the Archdeaconary of St. Albans, so therefore 
one cannot estimate the population in the same way as for Worcestershire and East Sussex. 
The best population estimate for Hertfordshire at this time is calculated from Rickman's 
figures. Rickman was in charge of the early censuses, and on the basis of information 
collected from old parish registers made estimates of the earlier population figures for each 
county. 28 His figures for Hertfordshire give an population estimate for 1670 at 67788.29 
-4.5 (d) East Sussex. 
Sussex contrasts with the other two counties in that it was more rural, being strongly 
defined but also relatively isolated by the natural boundaries of water to the south and 
dense forest to the north. Sussex was one of the most thickly wooded of the English 
counties, which particularly suited tanning and the iron industry because of its many oak 
trees, but also made communication by road to London particularly treacherous, especially 
during the wetter seasons. Sussex also displayed striking contrasts in terrain. The Weald to 
the north, lay on clay and sandstone. This was the more heavily populated region of the 
county and was mostly under grass for meat production. The geology of the South Downs 
changed to chalk hills, which produced only a sparse covering of soil. As with the poor 
soils in Hertfordshire, manure was vital in the South Downs. The chalk provided lime for 
fertilising the soils, but large flocks of sheep were still commonly kept for their manure. 
The sample of probate inventories was taken for deadstock processors who died during the 
eighteenth century. The results produced from the early eighteenth century inventories can 
be compared directly with those from both Worcestershire and Hertfordshire. Intra-regional 
comparison between the early and late eighteenth century in Sussex, revealed differences 
.8 Rickman calculated population averages for 1570,1600,1630,1670,1700 and 1750. The figures were 
calculated by collecting the number of baptisms, burials and marriages recorded in as many parishes as 
possible in each county for three years and averaging them (i. e. 1599,1600 and 1601 for the 1600 return). 
To turn these figures into population totals, Rickman first found the proportions of baptisms, deaths and 
marriages to the total population as taken in the census of 1801. Then, assuming these proportions to be 
constant, totals of population N\ ere calculated from those of baptisms, deaths and marriages in each year. 
Rickman then had three separate possible population totals for each date and averaged these. 
Munb\, L (1963): Hertfordshire Population Statistics 1563-1801. Hertfordshire Local History Council. The 
Sidney Press Ltd. Bedford. 
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which indicated that it would unwise to extend the results of the Worcestershire sample, 
later into the eighteenth century. 
The best population estimates for East Sussex are for a slightly earlier period than that 
covered by the inventory sample. In the Compton Census of 1676, the Archdeaconary of 
Lewes returned 27974 persons. If this is taken to represent three fifths of the population 
then the total population would be 46623, rounded up to 50000 people in 1676. 
-4.5 (e) Composition of the samples 
Within the sample regions, in the selected time periods, almost every available inventory 
for the relevant occupations has been included. However, this does not necessarily mean 
that everyone who worked in these trades has been accounted for. Indeed many inventories, 
especially earlier in the period do not specify an occupation, and this can be difficult to 
identify if trade goods are not explicitly listed. It is also very likely that some inventories 
have been lost or damaged over the years. Therefore, the sample represents the surviving 
inventories. General problems of representation have already been discussed in section 4.1 
above. While one cannot state exactly how representative the sample inventories are of the 
actual population of workers following deadstock trades, there is no reason to suggest that 
they are not representative. However, as such, the number of tradesmen in particular trades 
cannot be taken as a genuine indication of their proportional distribution in the local 
population, but, a rough picture of the relative commonness of a trade can be sketched out. 
Table 4.2, shows the general distribution of the sample to be much as one would expect. As 
with the census returns, the largest numbers are to be found in butchering and shoemaking. 
The lack of soap boilers is not surprising when one considers that in the census of 1831 
there were only nineteen returns for soap boilers in the whole country. What is surprising, 
however, are the relatively low numbers of curriers and tallow chandlers. 
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Worcestershire Hertfordshire E. Sussex 
Butcher 85 69 46 
Tallow chandler 35 4 0 
Soap boiler 0 0 0 
Tanner 337 ;4 10 
Shoemaker 99 5; 42 
Glover 38 3 6 
Currier 6 1 1 
Saddler 12 0 3 
Collar maker 6 3 0 
Whittawer 2 0 0 
Leather dresser 1 0 0 
Leather worker 0 0 4 
Total 321 167 1 13 
I able 4.2: Number of inventories stating deadstock occupations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. &: E. S. R. O. 
The scarcity of curriers inventories has been noted by other authors, and used to suggest 
that despite legal regulations against the practice, many shoemakers were actually currying 
their own leather. " While this could have been true in select cases I very much doubt that 
this was common practice. It is clear from the high number of returns for curriers in the 
nineteenth century censuses that even after vertical integration of the different branches of 
the leather trades was legalised many curriers continued to operate as an independent trade. 
That there are so few surviving examples of curriers inventories across several different 
areas does strongly suggest that either fewer curriers left inventories or that many of those 
currying leather did not refer to themselves as such. The latter possibility is unlikely 
considering that currying was a recognised occupation organised by a long-established 
trade guild. Another more probable reason for the small numbers is that most curriers were 
too poor to leave inventories. While this is quite a likely possibility, this does not mean that 
all carriers can be classified in this way. From the small sample available, it is obvious that 
there was a wide range in curriers' inventoried wealth, the richest comparing favourably 
with the wealthier groups in any of the trades, leaving goods valued at over £525. -" 
A) See Dv er, A (1973)- The City of Worcester in the Sixteenth Century. Leicester University Press. Leicester. 




Speculating on the small number of tallow chandlers' inventories requires a different 
approach to that of the curriers as the proportions differ significantly between different 
regions. From the census results one would not expect the number of tallow chandlers' 
inventories to be as high as the number of surviving inventories for butchers or 
shoemakers. However, expectations of lower numbers cannot account for the complete lack 
of tallow chandlers in the East Sussex sample. It is very unlikely that there were no tallow 
chandlers in East Sussex at this point in time. 32 Indeed occupations listed in the Lewes 
town book and on marriage licences show that most of the towns between 1680 and 1730 
contained at least one tallow chandler. 33 It is possible however, given the strong rural 
character of the sample, that the inventories from the rural parishes survived in larger 
numbers than those of the urban parishes and since candle making was predominantly an 
urban craft, the few inventories that there were for this area did not survive. Another 
possibility is that the tallow chandlers were among the wealthier section of society who had 
their estates probated in the Prerogative Courts of Canterbury or York, rather than in their 
locality. This is likely to have affected some, but not all of the chandlers working in east 
Sussex during this period. 
The disappointing scarcity of tallow chandlers inventories is compensated for by the 
striking amount of detail recorded in those which do survive. The samples for 
Worcestershire and Hertfordshire were added to further seventeenth century archive 
collections from Lincolnshire and Berkshire. '' Broad geographical comparisons were not 
always possible, but the detail, especially with regard to their trade wealth means that many 
aspects of the chandler's craft could be examined in more depth than has been seen in any 
previous studies. 
'1 Earlier chandler's inventories have survived for the west of the county. For example, in their study of the 
town of Stevning in SW Sussex, Pennington and Sleight found four chandler's inventories between 1559 and 
1787, all of which were recorded before 1700 and none of whom were exceptionally wealthy. Pennington, J 
and Sleight, J (1992): Steyning town and its trades 1559-1787. Sussex Archaeological Collections 130. 
pp. 164-188. 
33 Taken from Lewes town book for years 1586,1592,1617,1624,1643,1651 and 1667. Occupations from 
marriage licences and from registration of Wills E. S. R. O. Salzman, LF. (ed. ) (1945): The Town Book of 
Lewes, 1542-1701. Sussex Record Society, Volume 48. Dunkin. E. H. W. (ed. ) (1902): Calendar of Sussex 
Marriage Licences. 1586-164? -3. Sussex Record Society, Volume 1. Dunkin, E. H. W. (ed. ) (1907): Calendar 
of Sussex Marriage Licences, 1642-3-1670. Sussex Record Society, Volume 6. 
'I The collection of tallow chandlers added to the sample from Lincolnshire Archives and Berkshire record 
office, \\ ere chosen on the basis of availability. Both collections hay ea published index which allowed 
relativel\ quick and easy identification of the relevant documents. 
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Table 4.3 below shows the composition of the three samples split by occupation. time 
period and identified as being from an urban or rural parish. For the purpose of this study 
3 an urban area has been defined as any area with a registered market by 1640. ' 
Due to the relatively small number of surviving inventories for many of the leather 
working crafts, all except tanning and shoemaking have been grouped into a leather 
workers category. The divisions within this category can be seen in table 4.4. While there 
is scope for more detailed work on these particular trades, the following chapters of this 
study will be mainly concerned with four deadstock occupations: butcher, tallow chandler, 
tanner and shoemaker. 
Within the sample period, five separate chronological divisions were made. Not all of the 
samples are represented by each division but the choice to keep time periods short reflects 
the original aim of exploring historical changes in the activities of these trades. The periods 
were chosen on the basis of a dot plot analysis of the available data, to search for any 
definite changes that might not coincide with divisions based on more traditional historical 
boundaries. No definite temporal changes were apparent within the chronological divisions 
chosen. Although sample size varies between the different regions, keeping the time 
periods directly comparable reduces the amount of variance, and hence allows greater 
confidence in any geographical comparisons which are made. 
For the sample period 1640-1669, most of the inventories were recorded after 1660. This 
affects the Worcestershire and Hertfordshire sample equally and is a result of disruptions in 
the original recording of the documents. Many probate inventories were lost during the 
hostilities of the civil war (1642-1646) and between 1653 and 1660 the ecclesiastical 
machinery for probate was abolished. In the case of the earlier period (1600-1639), most of 
the inventories from the Worcestershire sample were taken in the first half of the period. 
Being that this was a period of high inflation I therefore decided to reduce the period for 
the Worcestershire analysis to 1600-1612. Outside of this, there are no significant temporal 
differences between the samples. 
'' See Thirsk. J (ed. ) (1967): The Agrarian History of England and Wales vol. IV 1500-1640 Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge. pp. 467-47-5. 
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Number Market Town Rural Area 
Worc. Herts. Sussex Worc. Herts. Sussex \L orc. Herts. Sussex 
Butchers 
1600-1639 24 19 - 17 12 - 7 7 - 
1640-1669 21 10 - 11 5 - 10 5 - 
1670-1699 - 24 - - 11 - - 13 - 
1700-1721 40 11 27 28 5 10 12 6 17 
1722+ - 5 19 - 2 5 - 3 14 
total 85 69 46 56 35 15 29 34 31 
Tallow chandlers 
1600-1639 4 3 - 4 3 - 0 0 - 
1640-1669 11 1 - 9 1 - 2 0 - 
1670-1699 - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 20 0 0 18 0 0 2 0 0 
1722+ - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 
total 35 4 0 31 4 0 4 0 0 
Shoemakers 
1600-1639 12 18 - 10 9 - 2 9 - 
1640-1669 32 6 - 22 3 - 10 3 - 
1670-1699 - 20 - - 9 - - 11 - 
1700-1721 55 6 22 30 3 7 25 3 15 
1722+ - 3 20 - 0 7 - 3 13 
total 99 53 42 62 24 14 37 29 28 
Tanners 
1600-1639 9 11 - 6 7 - 3 4 - 
1640-1669 15 11 - 7 5 - 8 6 - 
1670-1699 - 9 - - 3 - - 6 - 
1700-1721 13 2 6 6 2 1 7 0 5 
1722+ - 1 4 - 1 0 - 0 4 
total 37 34 10 19 18 1 18 16 9 
Leather Workers 
1600-1639 12 0 - 8 0 - 3 0 - 
1640-1669 22 0 - 16 0 - 6 0 - 
1670-1699 - I - - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 32 3 9 26 2 6 6 1 3 
1722+ - 3 6 - 3 4 - 1 2 
total 65 7 15 50 5 10 15 2 5 
Grand Total 321 167 113 218 86 40 103 81 73 
Table 4.3: Occupational breakdown of the probate inventory samples. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. and E. S. R. O. 
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Number Market Town Rural Area 
Worc. Herts. Sussex Worc. Herts. Sussex \Vorc. Herts. Sussex 
Glovers 
1600-1639 9 0 - 6 0 - 3 0 - 
1640-1669 15 0 - 9 0 - 6 0 - 
1670-1699 - 1 - - 1 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 14 1 3 10 0 0 4 1 3 
1722+ - 1 3 - 1 1 - 0 2 
total 38 3 6 25 2 1 13 1 
Curriers 
1600-1639 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 
1640-1669 1 0 - 1 0 - 0 0 - 
1670-1699 - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 5 1 1 5 1 1 0 0 0 
1722+ - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 
total 6 1 1 6 1 1 0 0 0 
Saddlers 
1600-1639 1 0 - 1 0 - 0 0 - 
1640-1669 5 0 - 5 0 - 0 0 - 
1670-1699 - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 6 0 2 6 0 2 0 0 0 
1722+ - 0 1 - 0 1 - 0 0 
total 12 0 3 12 0 3 0 0 0 
Collar maker 
1600-1639 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 
1640-1669 1 0 0 1 0 - 0 0 - 
1670-1699 - 0 0 - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 5 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 0 
1722+ - 2 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 
total 6 3 0 4 2 0 2 1 0 
Whittawer 
1600-1639 1 0 - 1 0 - 0 0 - 
1640-1669 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 
1670-1699 - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1722+ - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 
total 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Leather Dresser 
1600-1639 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 
1640-1669 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 
1670-1699 - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1722+ - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 
total 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Leather worker 
1600-1639 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 
1640-1669 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 
1670-1699 - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - 
1700-1721 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
1722+ 0 0 2 - 0 0 - 0 2 
total 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Grand Total 65 7 14 50 -5 - 15 2 9 
Table 4.4: Occupational breakdown of the leather workers group. 
Source: Data set derived frone probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. H. C. R. O & E. S. R. O. 
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A simple mapping of the samples showed no systematic bias towards any particular part of 
the county. The geographic distribution of the inventories is sufficiently scattered to 
demonstrate that the diocesan probate administration effectively covered the whole 
diocese. Of course there are many parishes which are not represented by any of the 
inventories in the sample. This could, but does not necessarily mean that there were no 
livestock craftsmen in these areas. Since the `empty' parishes are not obviously clustered, I 
see no distinct geographical bias that cannot be explained by market location. 
The geographical distribution of probate inventories between market towns and rural areas 
in the Worcestershire sample confirms the urban concentration of the livestock crafts. For 
most crafts the urban sample was twice as large as the rural sample. Tanners are the only 
occupational group to favour a rural location. This finding supports the expected view of 
tanners, found on the outskirts of the main population centres, where their land and water 
requirements could most easily be met, and where the polluting and unpleasant nature of 
their work posed the least problems. 
4.6: Use and interpretation of summary measures. 
Section 4.3 highlighted the merits of an occupation-based approach to studies of the artisan 
sector. The frequently used category of craftsman was seen to be too diverse to address 
detailed questions concerning the development of this sector. However, when the sample of 
deadstock inventories is divided by occupation, geography and chronology, the resulting 
samples can appear to be questionably small as a basis for broader analysis. The use of 
summary measures therefore have to be justified with more care. This section explains the 
choice of summary measures as a base for the analysis in the following chapters. It is 
argued that when compared to larger but broader samples, one can have equal, if not more, 
confidence in summary measures produced from smaller yet more coherent samples. 
To distinguish the main features of the samples at different levels of analysis, requires the 
data to be summarised in some way. This inevitably involves some loss of accuracy, but as 
long as the summary methods are clearly stated and allow the central questions of analysis 
to be clearly addressed without adversely affecting the final interpretation of the data, this 
is outweighed by increased understanding through ease of presentation. 
The basic descriptive statistics of the arithmetic mean, trimmed mean and median are 
common calculations which summarise the data set as one number, indicating the central 
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tendency or `typical' value of the sample. 36 They are particularly useful for tabular 
recording, especially when comparisons are to be made between one set of data and 
another. The different measures illuminate different aspects of the data. and the choice of 
which measure to use therefore depends on the type and size of the data set being 
presented. 
Before deciding on a summary measure the data values were viewed as dot plots to look 
for any systematic variation in the data sets. While there was a significant amount of 
variation in some of the samples, this was random in so far as there was no evidence of 
dual peaks or strong positive or negative skewing of the values in any of the samples. The 
mean, trimmed mean and median were then compared to see if the differences between the 
measures would significantly affect any interpretation of the results. 
Tables 4.5(a-d) compare the three chosen measures of central tendency as calculated for the 
different areas of household wealth within the Worcestershire sample. The resulting figures 
have been ranked to highlight the relative position of the different trades. While the 
absolute values vary between the different measures, in general this does not affect the 
relative positioning of the different trades. The focus of this study is not on the exact 
magnitude of any particular change, but rather on identifying trends, patterns of change 
over time and the distinct nature of group characteristics. With these aims in mind, the 
difference between the measures would not seriously alter any inferences made from the 
choice of one as opposed to another of the summary measures. 
Rank 1600-1612 1639-1668 1700-1721 
mean trimmed median mean trimmed median mean trimmed median 
mean mean mean 
I ('handler Chandler Chandler Tanner Tanner Tanner Tanner Tanner Tanner 
71-12-00 72-12-00 70-05-05 181-15-06 158-10-00 86-13-10 261-01-09 258-18-01 194-05-08 
2 Butcher Tanner Tanner Chandler Chandler Shoemaker Chandler Chandler Chandler 
66-13-03 53-06-09 54-14-11 81-03-07 62-10-01 41-18-00 256-15-02 161-07-05 107-09-10 
3 Tanner Butcher Butcher Shoemaker Shoemaker Chandler Butcher Butcher Butcher 
53-06-09 37-04-06 23-17-07 64-05-06 55-00-01 37-14-05 113-01-11 94-05-05 47-16-08 
4 Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Butcher Butcher Butcher Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker 
27-14-04 27-14-04 22-06-10 34-18-10 34-18-01 19-14-00 63-06-03 50-03-02 21-10-00 
Table 4.5. a: A comparison of summary measures to examine relative changes in gross inventoried 
valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
'`' The arithmetic mean is simply the average of the data. The trimmed mean disregards a proportion of the 
highest and lowest values in the data set and is therefore not affected by a few extreme values. The median is 
the value half way along the rank order of values and takes no account of extreme values. Where data is 
symmetrical. the mean and median values coincide. 
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Rank 1600-1612 1639-1668 1700-1721 
mean trimmed median mean trimmed median mean trimmed median 
mean mean mean 
I Tanner Tanner Tanner "Danner Tanner Tanner Tanner Tanner Tanner 
24-06-09 24-06-09 16-05-00 73-16-08 62-17-08 45-00-00 108-02-01 92-02-06 111-15-00 
2 Chandler Chandler Chandler Chandler Chandler Chandler Chandler Chandler Chandler 
6-00-01 6-00-01 5-03-11 17-01-08 12-14-09 5-10-00 39-09-04 29-04-05 19-01-06 
3 Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker 
1-19-05 1-19-05 0-1 -06 4-02-07 2-13-07 0-08-00 5-07-01 3-03-10 1-01-00 
3 Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher 
0-12-10 0-06-01 0-03-00 0-07-09 0-06-11 0-02-06 1-02-05 0-14-01 0-02-03 
I able 4. ß. b: A comparison of summary measures to examine relative changes in inventoried trade wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
Rank 1600-1612 1639-1668 1700-1721 
mean trimmed median mean trimmed median mean trimmed median 
mean mean mean 
1 Chandler Chandler Chandler Tanner Tanner Fanner Chandler Chandler Chandler 
37-18-05 37-18-05 30-13-08 26-04-09 23-01-04 18-17-03 34-10-00 33-04-06 29-18-08 
2 Tanner Tanner Tanner Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Tanner -tanner Tanner 
15-04-07 15-04-07 17-01-09 18-08-10 16-01-07 13-14-00 28-16-08 22-15-08 24-10-00 
3 Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Chandler Chandler Chandler Butcher Butcher Butcher 
13-17-10 13-17-10 15-01-10 16-14-10 15-06-04 10-10-00 20-14-04 19-04-07 15-11-06 
4 Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Butcher Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker 
11-19-08 1l -07-09 9-12-07 15-01-04 12-02-10 10-05-07 13-06-08 11-17-09 8-02-01 
Table 4.5. c: A comparison of summary measures to examine relative changes in inventoried household 
wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
Rank 1600-1612 1639-1668 1700-1721 
mean trimmed median mean trimmed median mean trimmed median 
mean mean mean 
1 -banner Tanner Tanner Tanner Tanner Fanner Chandler Butcher Butcher 
7-13-00 7-13-00 5-00-06 48-10-11 37-07-04 31-03-04 50-08-10 33-03-01 8-07-06 
2 Butcher Butcher Butcher Shoemaker Shoemaker Butcher Butcher Chandler Tanner 
6-07-11 5-11-02 3-13-04 16-13-02 10-15-04 2-15-00 44-11-10 11-06-02 5-00-00 
3 Shoemaker Shoemaker Chandler Butcher Butcher Chandler Tanner Tanner Chandler 
4-02-05 4-02-05 1-17-08 13-18-05 10-12-01 1-15-00 15-06-02 9-01-10 3-10-00 
4 Chandler Chandler Shoemaker Chandler Chandler Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker Shoemaker 
2-03-08 2-03-08 0-17-08 10-14-09 8-01-10 1-02-06 8-01-05 5-02-06 1-01-00 
Table 4.5. d: A comparison of summary measures to examine relative changes in inventoried farm wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
The mean was chosen as a general comparative summary measure, because it is the only 
measure that includes all of the data values. However, the mean value is susceptible to 
outliers, which with small samples can have a significant effect on interpretation. Therefore 
to avoid interpretative differences caused by outliers, the mean values have been used in 
the following analysis in combination with box plots to identify any broad geographical 
and temporal changes within and between the selected trades. The box plots 
diagrammatically summarise the range of valuations within the sample. The central boxed 
area represents the upper and lower quartiles, the central line showing the median, or mid- 
point in the sample. Upper and lower limits are represented by the end points of the lines 
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drawn from the top and bottom of the box respectively. Any outliers can be seen as 
asterisks. For the most part, the results produced from the t«Vo methods are consistent. 
However, where the mean valuations have been susceptible to outliers, this has been 
detected in the box plots and the results interpreted accordingly. 
The more detailed analysis of selected wealth areas, examines the range of valuations 
diagrammatically through grouped frequencies. To aid comparison between geographical 
areas, the same groupings have been applied to all of the samples within a single trade. 
Specific examples, are used to highlight particular points raised by the summary data. The 
detailed examples are interpreted in conjunction with diagrammatic cross-referencing 
across different wealth areas, which can be found as matrix plots in appendix D. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
The Butcher 
`Butchers are necessary; yet it is almost the last Trade I should chuse to bind a Lad to. ' 
The word `butcher' dates only from the thirteenth century, as a term denoting a person who 
prepared and cut up any kind of meat. 2 It was a low status occupation which paid a 
journeyman little more than a common labourer. According to Campbell. the skill was in 
the ability to judge the weight and health of an animal before purchase, as well as knowing 
`how to kill, cut up, and dress their meat to advantage. ' 3 Strength and courage were seen as 
additional attributes, although by some these qualities were viewed as evidence of the 
frightening savagery of the lower classes, for `they have practised in cruelty hitherto and 
train'd up their right hand in blood, that by that time they come to you, they may be 
Butchers by occupation: they have taught their right hand terrible things against others, and 
'4 their right hand might teach them terrible things against you. 
Meat has a long documented history as a focus of taboo, regulation and avoidance in food 
patterns. ' For centuries the sale of flesh was entirely suspended during Lent and forbidden 
on Sundays. While at one level this must have contained demand and hence evened supply, 
it also begs the question of how the butcher spent his time during these lengthy periods 
when butchering was forbidden? 
Diversification into other pastimes and occupations will be a central focus of this chapter, 
with a closer look at the documented split in late eighteenth century London into the 
cutting and carcass butchers. 6 Cutting butchers were the smaller retailers who bought 
Campbell, R (1747) The London Tradesman. First published by T. Gardner, London. Reprinted by David & 
Charles Limited, Newton Abbot: 1969. p. 281. 
2 Toussaint-Samat, M. (1992): A History of Food. translated from the French by Anthea Bell ed. Blackwell. 
Cambridge. p. 107 
Campbell, R (1747) op cit. 
' J. Goodwin (1642) The Butchers Blessing or The Bloody Intentions of Romish Cavaliers against the City of 
London above other places Demonstrated by five Arguments. printed for Henry Overton, and are to be sold 
at his shop in popes-head Alley. 
For a more detailed discussion see section 2.2(b). 
6 See The Cutting Butchers. Appeal to the Legislature upon the price of meat: In which man} of the base 
practices of Smithfield Market are exposed, and a remedy pointed out for the poor. B} a Philanthropic 
butcher. London: printed for H. D. Symonds. 
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animals as they required them for sale. The carcass butchers, the majority of whom were 
originally cutting butchers, had diversified their business into livestock farming 
Carcass butchers were opulent men of large property, many of whom had retired from 
business. Owning land gave them the option of killing beasts or keeping them until market 
conditions improved. This led to a forestalling of the market whereby carcass butchers 
would meet the drovers before they reached Smithfield and buy up half of the cattle 
intended for market. The carcass butchers would then either keep the animals on their land 
or send them to private slaughter houses. The reduced numbers of cattle arriving at 
Smithfield market created an artificial scarcity, which in turn raised the price of butcher's 
meat. The carcass butcher, being a manipulator of market conditions, then sold to the 
cutting butcher at an advanced price. 
Carcass butchers had a further advantage over the cutting butchers, in that they were able 
to buy and dispense with a much larger quantity of cattle. The salesman would give 
preference to his greatest customer, which often meant that carcass butchers were given 
first refusal on animals, as well as buying at a lower price for greater purchases. Carcass 
butchers would buy large numbers of cattle and then resell them singly to the cutting 
butchers at an inflated price. In this way a considerable profit could be made. which 
produced huge wealth differences between the two branches of the craft. 
There were also a set of men called `jobbers' who purchased large quantities of cattle. and 
kept prices artificially high by monopolising the trade in cattle or sheep. After sale from the 
grazier, the cattle might pass through three or four jobbers before they fairly came to the 
London market. A witness in parliament stated that one of these jobbers cleared the sum of 
£2000 in 1795 for his share of jobbing in oxen. ' Such enormous sums of money are far 
removed from the very low wages paid to journeymen. 
This chapter examines these wealth differences in more detail to see how they were 
reflected in a butcher's work and lifestyle. Focus is placed on diversification into other 
activities and whether or not they can be thought of as extensions of butchering activity. In 
doing so the reported split into cutting and carcass butchers will be considered. to see 
whether it was a feature of the craft both at an earlier time and outside of London. 
Parliamentary History Vol 33 1797-1798. p. 823. 
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5.1: Changes in gross inventoried wealth and its composition: a summary. 
This section uses mean valuations in combination with box plots as basic comparative 
tools for exploring temporal and regional differences in the value and composition of 
butcher's gross inventoried wealth. 8 Table 5.1 below summarises this information showing 
how gross inventoried wealth was distributed between different household activities. 
Gross Valuation Trade Household Farm Other 
N mean N mean N mean N mean N mean 
£-s-d £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d 
Worcs. 
1600-12 14 66-13-03 13 0-12-10 13 11-19-08 13 6-07-11 13 16-09-06 
1639-68 22 44-18-10 21 0-07-09 21 15-01-04 21 13-18-05 21 16-09-03 
1700-21 40 113-01-11 40 1-02-05 41 20-14-04 39 44-1 1-10 41 46-03-08 
Herts. 
1600-39 19 55-19-03 19 0-12-10 19 18-06-04 19 11-07-09 19 27-10-00 
1646-69 10 116-18-11 10 4-06-00 10 21-07-02 10 44-03-02 10 47-02-07 
1670-99 22 119-13-03 23 2-01-06 22 32-17-10 23 32-16-09 23 50-06-08 
1700-21 11 95-06-08 11 0-15-11 11 20-02-03 11 36-01-01 11 38-07-05 
1722-76 5 181-05-05 5 1-00-04 5 31-01-11 5 81-07-04 5 67-15-09 
E. Sussex 
1700-21 27 441-10-05 26 1-06-04 25 30-15-02 24 76-11-09 27 343-01-04 
1722-76 19 189-19-07 18 1-04-00 18 29-06-02 19 32-07-01 19 128-14-04 
Table 5.1: The composition of wealth, mean valuations for selected wealth areas. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
The mean gross inventory valuations for butchers show an erratic picture which varies 
considerably both over time and between regions. In Worcestershire between the early and 
mid-seventeenth century, mean gross inventory valuations fell by a third. By the early 
eighteenth century, this situation was dramatically reversed with mean gross wealth more 
than doubling. Closer examination of the sample using box plots showed that these 
changes in mean valuations had been overstated. While there was a definite rise in 
valuations between the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the two seventeenth century 
samples showed little change. The much higher mean valuation in the earliest period 
resulted from one exceptionally large valuation, for which further divisions of wealth were 
not possible. Removing this value gives a mean inventory valuation between 1600-12, at 
£37 4s 5d, which in line with other areas of household wealth reflects the general increase 
seen over the period. 
In Hertfordshire, the results produced from mean valuations and box plots were more 
compatible. Between the early and mid-seventeenth century, mean gross valuations more 
8 For details on the methods of analysis used in this study see section 4.6. 
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compatible. Between the early and mid-seventeenth century, mean gross valuations more 
than doubled. This was followed by a relatively stable period before doubling again after 
the first quarter of the eighteenth century. The opposite was seen in Sussex, with a fall in 
mean valuations by more than half in the same period. However, as with the 
Worcestershire sample, again extreme outliers were responsible for the large proportion of 
this fall; yet even when the highest value was removed, the resulting mean at £218-12-08 
was still much higher than for the other regions at this time. 
Looking at the composition of wealth, while there was no definite pattern to change over 
time, the variation was not as chaotic as it appears from mean inventory totals. For 
example, in Worcestershire, with the exception of mean trade values which fell slightly 
between 1600-12 and 1640-69, there was a continual growth of wealth in all household 
areas. 
Looking across the samples at the different components of inventoried wealth the most 
striking features are the concentration of investment in agriculture and the negligible 
investment in trade goods. The very small and varying amount invested in trade goods, can 
largely be explained with reference to the nature of the craft. Butchers worked with few 
tools of little value, and both their finished product, meat, and their rax, ý- material, animal 
carcasses, were perishable, and hence rarely recorded in inventories. Some examples do list 
stores of salted meat and the price of slaughtered animals, but such information is not 
consistently recorded; the material from inventories alone, failing to account for the 
important part played by the weekly market. For this reason the butcher's craft can appear 
relatively insignificant in such wider wealth comparisons. However, one must remember 
that these valuations alone tell us nothing of the income derived from butchering and hence 
little of the economic importance of the craft activity to the tradesman. Other information 
available in inventories, such as the existence of specialised rooms for craft activity and the 
tools owned do provide a valuable insight into the butcher's craft, and these will be 
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Figure 5. l : Changes in gross inventory valuations 
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Figure -52: 
Changes in trade valuations 






























(c) East Sussex 
Figure 5.3. Changes in farm valuations 


























(c) East Sussex 
Figure 5.4: Changes in household valuations 


































(c) East Sussex 
Figure S. 5: Changes in credit valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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In all samples, on aggregate, agricultural goods account for a significant proportion of 
gross inventoried wealth. In Worcestershire farm wealth saw the most significant increase 
over the period, growing both in value and in its proportionate share of household wealth. 
This rise was most rapid between the mid-seventeenth and early eighteenth century. when 
mean farm values more than doubled to account for almost 40% of mean gross wealth. 
Agricultural investment was also high in Hertford and Sussex, although the change over 
time in mean valuations, was not as clearly defined. However, if one compares this 
information with the box plot data in figures 5.3(a-c), then one sees again that the changes 
were not as marked as mean values suggest, Worcestershire and Sussex seeing little change 
for most of the sample. That said, while the actual size of the changes were not as marked, 
the relative movement of valuations is seen to be the same in both summary methods. For, 
example, the mid-seventeenth century did see a general increase in agricultural investment 
for the majority of butchers in both Worcestershire and Hertfordshire. There was also a 
further increase into the eighteenth century, but this was caused not by a general rise across 
the majority of butchers, but rather by an increasing range of valuations with the 
emergence of some much larger farming interests. These changes are examined in more 
depth in section 5.5, which discusses the composition and range of farm wealth to 
determine to what extent investment in this area can be related to craft activity. 
A significant proportion of butcher's wealth was invested in the heterogeneous 'other' 
category. One would expect this category to be large, but since it accounted for a rapidly 
expanding proportion of inventoried wealth, to over 40%, it needs to be looked at in more 
detail. What is important to discuss with reference to this category, is not its overall size, 
but whether or not any of the individual components were on a scale comparable with one 
of the other three main wealth areas. Most of the elements comprising the category were 






N N with % with Mean for those 
with any credit 
£ -s-d 
Worcestershire 
1600-12 9-02-07 14 7 50.0 16-09-00 
1640-69 9-01-04 22 10 45.5 19-00-09 
1700-21 36-16-02 41 25 61.0 60-07-04 
Hertfordshire 
1600-39 11-19-10 19 9 47.4 25-06-04 
1640-69 29-12-08 10 5 50.0 59-05-04 
1670-99 36-16-04 23 13 56.5 65-02-09 
1700-21 35-01-01 5 4 80.0 77-14-01 
1722-61 62-15-09 11 6 54.5 64-05-04 
E. Sussex 
1700-21 322-18-10 27 21 77.8 415-04-03 
1722-76 70-00-04 19 10 52.6 133-00-09 
Table 5.2: Mean credit valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
The mean amount of money owing to the deceased increased during the seventeenth 
century, the main rise occurring earlier in Hertfordshire than in Worcestershire. This rise 
continued into the eighteenth century, before falling slightly after the first quarter of the 
eighteenth century in both Hertford and Sussex. The fall in Sussex is not as pronounced as 
mean valuations suggest and has been distorted by a very large value in the earlier period 
(See figure 5.5). However, even taking account of extreme outliers, the overall distribution 
does show a fall, albeit of much smaller proportions. The early eighteenth century also saw 
the highest proportion of butchers involved in a crediting network. From the inventory data 
it is not possible to tell the exact reasons for this, yet it is interesting that it seems to be a 
feature of all the sampling regions. 
Increases in the amount of credit could be linked to growth or changes in trading activity. 
To examine this further, where it was possible to identify money owed for trade goods and 
services as opposed to money owing having been lent out, this was taken as a proportion of 
total credits to see if there was any relationship between the two which could then be 
applied to the wider sample. The results are summarised in table 5.3 below. 
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% Shop credit 
Herts. 1649 13-00-00 13-00-00 100.0 
Herts. 1663 100-00-00 1-05-00 1.3 
Herts. 1667 125-06-08 125-06-08 100.0 
Herts. 1669 50-00-00 30-00-00 60.0 
Herts. 1671 40-00-00 40-00-00 100.0 
Herts. 1683 31-00-00 31-00-00 100.0 
Herts. 1715 25-10-00 12-10-00 49.0 
Herts. 1716 10-10-00 10-10-00 100.0 
Herts. 1720 41-03-00 41-03-00 100.0 
Herts. 1729 152-16-04 152-16-04 100.0 
E. Sussex 1714 5-00-00 5-00-00 100.0 
E. Sussex 1718 13-01-08 6-00-00 46.4 
E. Sussex 1716 21-00-00 10-00-00 47.6 
E. Sussex 1721 18-19-00 15-16-10 83.6 
E. Sussex 1719 20-00-00 20-00-00 100.0 
E. Sussex 1713 1718-15-00 76-04-00 4.4 
E. Sussex 1720 100-00-00 100-00-00 100.0 
E. Sussex 1717 134-05-10 134-05-10 100.0 
E. Sussex 1722 5-10-06 5-10-06 100.0 
E. Sussex 1737 44-05-01 44-05-01 100.0 
E. Sussex 1731 220-19-09 89-04-06 40.4 
E. Sussex 1728 209-19-09 189-09-09 90.2 
E. Sussex 1730 253-04-02 253-04-02 100.0 
Table 5.3: Details of shop credit as a proportion of total credit. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Where information was available, trade credits accounted for a very high proportion. it' not 
all, of the money owing to the deceased. One cannot tell how many sales the credit 
accounted for, or the length of time over which they were accrued. However, the large 
sums which were often involved do suggest that the income derived from butchering, and 
therefore the economic importance of the craft to the butcher, was much greater than can be 
inferred from inventory valuations of trade goods. 
5.2: Examining the range of gross inventory valuations 


































































(c) East Sussex 
Fiý, ure 5.6: Changes in gross inventory valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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One can see that for the majority of butchers, the changes in wealth were not always as 
extreme as mean values suggest. For example, in Worcestershire although there was a large 
gap between the richest and the poorest in all periods; in general the large majority left 
goods valued at under £50. The results from the grouped frequency charts are consistent 
with the box plots, highlighting again that the differences in mean values can be attributed 
to a magnification of subtle changes in sample variation, which resulted in a growing 
disparity within the craft, but not in a dramatic change affecting the majority of men 
working as butchers. In the first two periods at the upper level both samples had similar 
proportions of inventories valued at over £ 100. However, in the earliest sample the highest 
values were greater by £200. a considerable sum which, as highlighted earlier, had a large 
impact on the mean value. The fall in mean wealth between the first two periods is 
magnified further by the different proportions in the three wealth bands under £ 100. These 
differences always favour the earlier period, with slightly more in the £ 10-£50 and the £50- 
£ 100 bands, with significantly no inventories valued at under £ 10. In the latter period, fifty 
percent of the inventories sampled were valued below £50; forty percent of these between 
£ 10 and £50. Although these figures are smaller than for the first two periods they still 
form a significant majority. The huge increase in mean wealth seen in the early eighteenth 
century is mainly attributable to an almost doubling of the proportion of inventories valued 
at over £ 100, and to the emergence of some very wealthy individuals, one leaving goods to 
the value of nearly £650. 
In Hertfordshire the majority of butchers were much better off than their contemporaries in 
Worcestershire. The seventeenth century saw a general increase in gross valuations, with a 
significant reduction in the proportion at the lower end of the wealth scale. Some higher 
valuations were also recorded, but these were much lower than the highest valuations in 
Worcestershire. The early eighteenth century saw an expansion of the lower wealth bands, 
but the majority were still much better off than they were in Worcester. 
In Sussex the majority were better off than in Worcester, and in this respect are more 
comparable with Hertfordshire. However, the Sussex sample differs in that the richest of 
the butchers were far wealthier than those recorded elsewhere. There were some 
exceptionally wealthy individuals especially in the early eighteenth century, the richest 
being John Rolfe, a rural butcher from Nexvick who on his death left personal assets valued 
at E62'36 l Os 8d. (£6000 worth of . hich were accounted for by credits). 
9 While such 
9 E. S. R. O. John Rolfe 7671716 
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examples should not be ignored, it must be remembered that they were very much 
representative of the minority. The majority of butchers in both periods left goods valued 
below the mean valuation at under £150. 
Over time, the main feature is a growing wealth disparity between individuals who all 
called themselves 'butcher'. This was most prominent in Sussex. In Worcestershire, the 
changes in wealth were not as dramatic as the mean levels suggest, and in all periods the 
majority of butchers remained at a similar wealth level. There were some exceptionally 
wealthy individuals, but in the main these formed a very small minority and must only be 
taken as indicators of the existence of much wealthier butchers at an early date. 
Nevertheless their existence does raise the question as to why some butchers seemed to 
prosper while others remained at wealth levels below any butcher sampled a century 
earlier? 
The richest butchers usually had more money invested in all wealth areas, although the 
increase was not proportional to the extra investment. 10 It was rare for valuations of 
domestic possessions to be significantly higher. The main channels for growing investment 
were agriculture and credits. There is no clear bi-polar distribution of values to suggest a 
definite division into cutting and carcass butchers. However, if the wealthier individuals 
show a direct link between agricultural and craft activities then it possible that what one is 
seeing here is the emergence of larger carcass butchers. The following sections examine 
this further by focusing in more detail on the range of trade and agricultural activity and the 
possible links between them. 
5.3: The butcher's trade 
Relative to other areas of household wealth butchers had very little money invested in their 
trade, never accounting for more than 1% of their gross inventoried wealth. As has already 
been discussed in section 5.1 this does not reflect the importance of the butcher's craft in 
the household economy, but rather the nature of the craft and the original method of 
recording. However, this does not mean that inventories can tell us nothing of the butcher's 
craft. The listed rooms allocated to the practice of the butchers' craft along with lists of 




tools, provide an insight both into the workings of the craft and its place within the 
household. 
5.3(u): Household space allocated to the practice of the craft 
Butchers had two types of space allocated to different stages in the practice of the craft: the 
slaughter house and the shop. This information is summarised in table 5.4, below. 










1600-1612 9 3 33.3 9 0 0 
1639-1668 14 11 78.6 13 1 7.7 
1700-1721 34 21 61.8 32 1 3.1 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 15 7 46.7 15 5 33.3 
1640-1669 5 2 40.0 5 1 20.0 
1670-1699 22 13 59.1 22 7 31.8 
1700-1721 10 5 50.0 10 3 30.0 
1722-1761 5 3 60.0 5 2 40.0 
E. Sussex 
1700-1721 22 17 77.3 21 7 33.3 
1722-1776 17 12 70.6 17 5 29.4 
Table 5.4: Specialised rooms for butchering activity 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
By the mid seventeenth century the majority of butchers had a shop in which they worked 
and traded. It was very rare to find a butchers inventory which listed butchering tools but 
no shop for the preparation and sale of meat. 11 In comparison slaughter houses were far 
less common, with approximately one third of all butchers in Hertfordshire and East 
Sussex having a slaughter house and considerably lower numbers in Worcestershire, at 
well under ten percent. This does not mean that butchers both slaughtered animals and 
prepared meat in one space; or that they did not slaughter their own animals as was more 
common amongst retail butchers in the late eighteenth century. It does, however, along 
with other evidence give an further indication of the attitudes towards slaughter, in that it 
was not as hidden as it is today. 
Public slaughter, including rituals such as bull baiting, was verb common until the 
nineteenth Century. While some of the larger butchers owned or leased slaughter houses, 
There were only four such examples in the sample. 
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many slaughtered their animals in a yard or even in the street. It was not until 1780 that an 
act was passed preventing the slaughter of animals on Worcester City Streets. '2 and even 
then the street called The Shambles' where most of the butchers were located, and the 
market place called 'The New Shambles' were exempt; thereby removing the immediate 
need for many butchers to provide a separate slaughtering space. 
It was also common for butchers to slaughter their animals immediately after purchasing 
them at the market. Figure 5.7 presents extracts from an account book for a late eighteenth 
century butcher in the Market Harborough area of Leicestershire. 
April 4th 1780 
Bought of Mr Hern Kelmarch 
In partnership with Mr Kilben 
2 cows at twenty pounds £20 
He had hides and tallow 
And I have paid eight pounds 
toward them 
Dec. 17th 1787 
Bought a cow of Mr Whiteman Farndon cost 
killed her at Farndon hide made 
3 stone tallow 
Small offold 
8: 0: 0 
9: 0: 0 
1: 7: 0 
1: 15: 0 
0: 5: 0 
2: 7: 0 
Figure 5.7: Examples of a butcher's livestock purchases. 
Sources Leicestershire Meat Trade 1779-1794 University of London 
Special collections: M5.526 
These extracts show a butcher buying cows for immediate slaughter, both by himself and 
in partnership with another man. Killing an animal straight after purchase made economic 
sense as the butcher would not have to spend money on its maintenance. It is also worth 
noting that in these cases the by-products, tallow and hides which formed the main raw 
material for other crafts within the deadstock network of provision, were sold immediately. 
This would explain why hides and tallow were rarely listed in butchers inventories. 
Changing sensibilities later in the eighteenth century, created a distaste for animal cruelty 
and killing. 13 This did not result in a movement away from meat eating, but rather in a 
mental and visual separation of meat and the animal from which it was derived. Slaughter 
'2 I -0 Geo 
Ill 1780 
111 See section 2.2' (b) 
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houses therefore became more common in the nineteenth century, not necessarily as a 
result of any advance in the butchering trade, but rather as a response to changing 
sensibilities which demanded that killing be removed from public view. 
5.3(b): Tools 
Examining lists of tools and their value gives an indication both of how much specialist 
equipment was needed and the amount of capital required to practice as a butcher. Figures 
5.8 (a-c) below, show the variation of tool valuations listed in butchers inventories for the 
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Figure 5.8: Changes in butcher's tool valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
The high number of butchers with no tools listed is very striking. There are many possible 
reasons for this. One is that the butcher had retired, or else had been ill for some time and 
had already given his tools away to family or an apprentice. Another possibility is that the 
deceased was a butcher but worked for another master either as an apprentice or a 
journeyman and therefore did not own any tools. Alternatively, it could be that jobbing 
butchers, i. e. those that travelled to slaughter animals for a particular individual, did not 
own their own tools. This would reinforce findings of yeomen with butchering implements, 
even when the slaughter of one's own animals was prohibited by law. 
While one cannot be certain of the exact reasons why a craftsman calling himself `butcher' 
would not own any butchering implements, using this information alongside other data on 
specialised rooms can increase confidence that some hypotheses are more likely than 
others. For example, given the prevalence of shops, if a butcher had a shop or slaughter 
house but no tools, then it is most likely that he had either retired or had given his tools 
away. If, however, the craftsman had no specialised room for the practice of his trade then 
it is more likely that he was working for someone else or mainly doing outside jobbing. 
IJ 




N No tools No shop, slaughter 
house or tools listed: 
jobber or apprentice 
Shop or slaughter 
house and no tools 
listed: retired 
Worcestershire 
1600-1612 13 6 6 0 
1639-1668 21 9 7 2 
1700-1721 40 23 19 4 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 19 3 1 2 
1640-1669 10 6 2 4 
1670-1699 22 7 5 2 
1700-1721 11 2 2 0 
1722-1761 5 1 1 0 
E. Sussex 
1700-1721 27 7 4 3 
1722-1776 19 5 5 0 
Table 5.5: Comparing inventories with no tools and no shop. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
From the high percentage of those with no tools and no shop it is likely that the sample 
included only a small number of retired butchers. For those who could be classified as 
journeymen or apprentices their wealth in other areas did not differ with any consistency 
from the main sample. 
For those inventories that do list tools, the majority of valuations in all periods fell between 
five shillings and one pound in Worcestershire, being slightly higher in Hertfordshire and 
Sussex at between £l and £2. Over time, there was a movement towards increased tool 
valuations, with a greater number of sampled inventories recording tools valued at over £1 
by the early eighteenth century. However, what is interesting is that, while there were 
growing numbers of inventories recording tools worth over £1, there were still butchers 
working with tools valued at less than five shillings. This leads to the question of what 
accounted for these differences? Was it different tools, more of the same tools, or higher 
quality or newer tools? While many inventories provided no more detail than 'implements 
for the trade' or 'goods in the shop', there were enough inventories with sufficient detail to 
give a good indication of the main tools used and why tool valuations might vary in this 
way 
Barley lists butcher's tools as 'a butcher's axe or felling axe. The animal to be slaughtered 
was tethered with 'meat ropes' and the carcass then hung on an iron 'cambrel 
ý,. or else on 
a wooden 'neat tree, 'beast tree' or 'meat tree'. Cleavers and knives, chopping blocks and 
15 Sometimes also listed as 'gambrel. 
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hooks, a beam and weights made up the rest of the gear. ' 16 In the inventory samples all of 
these implements were mentioned along with a few others, including: courser, stake. 
fetters, stock, beef box, holding box, and hare cloth. The full variety of tools owned were 
rarely listed. No one inventory listed the whole range of tools and in the main, the most 
frequently listed tools were: scales and weights, beam, cleavers, ropes, knives, and axe. 
The frequency with which tools were listed reflected their value as much if not more than 
their common ownership. Most of the butcher's tools were worth very little. Where 
separate valuations were given, it was rare for any one implement to be valued at over one 
shilling. The exception was weights and scales which vary in value from two shillings to 
£I -I Os-Od. Being the most valuable, they were often the only piece of butcher's equipment 
which is separately listed. 
From the wide range of valuations for weights and scales alone, one can see that the quality 
or age of tools could easily account for some of the valuation differences seen. For 
example, compare the tool valuations of two Sussex inventories. The first that of John 
Rabson at £2-16s-Od which lists weights and scales at £ 1- l Os-Od; ropes, trees, cleaver, 
block and other small things at £l -Os-0d; and nine pieces of shop linen at £O-6d-Od. 
17 The 
tools in John Luckelt's inventory are equally varied listed as, 1 courser; 2 cleavers, 3 
quartering knives; 3 iron gambrels; 6 hooks; a great beam and scale; a pair of brass scales; 
2 rails and hooks; other small hooks and some weights. 18 However, their value in 
comparison to Rabson's tools is much smaller coming to only twelve shillings. 
Ownership of a greater variety of tools was another reason for the variation in tool values. 
For example at the lower end there was John Mawdrick, a rural Worcestershire butcher. 
whose tools were valued in 1701 at only two shillings and consisted of one cleaver and two 
knives. 19 In contrast, Robert Allen, an urban butcher from the same county, who died in 
1667, left tools to a much greater value of £ 1-1 Os-Od. His trade goods were listed as: 'I 
beam and scales and lead weights. 1 wooden stock, 2 beef boxes 1 holding box, 2 cleavers 
with knives and hooks. In gambrels, fetters, nayles, 1 beef ax and pritch with other 
16 Barle\. L. B and Barley M. W. (1962) 
Centuries. Lincolnshire Historian 2 p. 19. 
1' E. S. R. O. John Rabson 925'1717. 
18 E. S. R. O. John Luckelt 174"171 I. 
19 W. C. R. O. John Mawdrick 1701. 
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trumpery. ' In this case the difference in valuation was made up both of the ownership of 
different tools and more of the same tools. 20 
Butcher's tools were specialised yet inexpensive, which meant that slight variations in 
value could account for large differences in the amount of equipment owned. Sometimes 
this was reflected in a greater variety of tools and sometimes in the ownership of more of 
the same tools. However, the difference in price was often accounted for by differences in 
the quality or age of equipment. Therefore without looking at the lists of tools, one cannot 
compare butcher's equipment from valuations alone. One can however, confidently say 
that the amount of money invested in tools was in no way related to gross wealth, and that 
the need for capital to purchase equipment would not have formed a significant barrier to 
entry into the trade. 
5.4: Subsidiary craft activity 
The main areas of subsidiary craft activity involved the processing of agricultural products; 
most commonly brewing, dairying and textiles. Table 5.6 use a very broad definition of 
brewing, dairying and textile interests, as those individuals owning any related equipment, 
however small in value. Even when such a broad definition is used, the extent of butcher's 
participation in subsidiary crafts is seen, with the exception of brewing in Sussex, to be 
minimal. 
Brewing Dairying Textiles 






















1700-1721 40 13 32.5 40 2 5.0 40 1 2.5 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 19 3 15.8 19 2 10.5 19 5 26.3 
1640-1669 10 2 20.0 10 0 0 10 1 10.0 
1670-1699 23 8 34.8 23 3 13.0 23 3 13.0 
1700-1721 11 1 9.1 11 0 0 11 0 0 
1722-1776 5 3 60.0 5 0 0 5 1 20.0 
E. Snssex 
1700-1721 27 20 74.1 27 8 29.6 27 5 18.5 
1722-1776 19 17 89.5 19 6 3 1.6 19 4 21.1 
I able 5.6: Butchers' involvement in subsidiary cratts 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
20 W. C. R. O. Robert Allen 1667. 
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Throughout the period in all regions dairying, including cheese and butter making was of 
little importance. The highest participation rates are in Sussex, but these are still at under a 
third of butcher's sampled. Textile production was also more common in Sussex, but again 
this was on a small scale, usually no more than a single spinning wheel. Brewing was the 
most common of the processing tasks, and it is here also that the greatest regional 
differences are seen, brewing being far more prevalent in East Sussex, than in either 
Hertfordshire or Worcestershire. 
The existence of specialised rooms devoted to a particular activity, highlight something of 
its importance within the household. It has already been seen that the majority of butchers 
had a room, usually a shop, which was specifically set aside for their craft activity. In 
comparison, it was very rare for butchers to have rooms within their home devoted to other 
craft activities (See table 5.7). One exception is the recording of brew houses in East 
Sussex, and during the latter period in Hertfordshire. However, in connection with this, it 
was unusual for large stocks of drink to be recorded. Drinking rooms and taverns, for the 
sale of alcohol, were also very rare. This would seem to point to brewing for domestic 
consumption only and should therefore not be seen as an economic or commercial interest 
in the same sense as butchering. 
Brew House Tavern or drinking 
rooms 
Dairy House 
N N with % 
with 
N N with °ö 
with 
N N with % 
with 
Worcestershire 
1600-1612 9 1 11.1 9 1 11.1 9 0 0 
1639-1668 13 0 0 13 0 0 13 0 0 
1700-1721 32 10 31.3 32 0 0 32 1 3.1 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 15 0 0 15 0 0 15 2 13.3 
1640-1669 
1670-1699 22 5 22.7 22 0 0 22 2 9.1 
1700-1721 10 I 10.0 10 0 0 10 0 0 
1722-1776 5 3 60.0 5 0 0 5 0 0 
E. Sussex 
1700-1721 21 19 90.5 21 0 0 21 8 38.1 
1722-1776 17 15 88.2 17 2 11.8 17 5 29.4 
Table 5.7: Specialised rooms for other craft or retail activities. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
That the economic activity of butchers was heavily concentrated in their own trade is borne 
out by limited participation in domestic activity including brewing, and textile preparation. 
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Butchers also showed limited involvement in other deadstock occupations. Dyer's study of 
Worcester in the sixteenth century presents butchers as candle makers as well as processors 
of meat . 
21 The later inventory sample used in this study does not show this to be the case. 
A few butchers did have stores of tallow, but only one listed candles, and none possessed 
candle making equipment. With regard to other deadstock trades, throughout the sample 
only one inventory recorded any connection with the leather trades, in the listing of a tan 
house. However, in this example there was no further evidence to suggest that this was 
operating. Therefore, whilst butchers had direct access to the main raw materials for all of 
the deadstock trades, they did not diversify into the processing of any of the by-products of 
their business. 
5.5: Agricultural wealth 
In all samples, a high proportion of gross inventoried wealth was invested in agricultural 
goods. This could reflect a dual-occupation of butcher and farmer, or an extension of the 
deadstock network of provision, with the resulting division within the trade into cutting 
and carcass butchers. This section examines the range and composition of agricultural 
wealth to determine the strength of the inter-relationship between farming and butchering, 
and hence the reliance of the butcher on the income derived from his craft. 
5.5 (a): Range of agricultural investment 
Figures 5.9 (a-c) below, show the grouped distributions of farm valuations throughout the 
sample. 

























































(c) East Sussex 
Figure 5.9: Changes in butchers' agricultural valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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The proportion of the sample with farm goods changed little over time. Over 80 percent of 
all the inventories sampled recorded some farming interest. The regional differences in 
mean valuation were therefore not caused primarily by differences in participation rates, 
but rather by the range and distribution of valuations throughout the samples. 
Worcestershire saw the greatest range of farm valuations, the difference in size between the 
highest and lowest becoming more prominent over time. During the seventeenth century 
mean farm valuations in Worcestershire were much lower than they were in Hertfordshire. 
This was caused not by differences in participation rates but rather by the size of 
investment. At the beginning of the seventeenth century the majority of butchers in both 
Worcestershire and Hertfordshire had small investments in farming at under L10. Over 
time there was a rise in the general level of investment. This increase was on a greater scale 
in Worcestershire, but the resulting growth was very uneven. By the early eighteenth 
century the Worcestershire sample saw a rise both in the number of large farming interests 
and in the proportion of butchers with no agricultural goods. A similar disparity between 
members of the craft, with some very large agricultural investments were also seen in 
eighteenth century Sussex. This division will be examined in more detail below for 
evidence of a more significant split within the craft into cutting and carcass butchers. 
The butchers with the largest amounts invested in agriculture were in general also those 
with the highest inventory totals. Similarly, those with no agricultural goods were 
invariably the poorest. 
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ý. (b): Composition of agricultural wealth 
Looking at the composition of agricultural wealth as summarised in table 5.8, it is seen that 
the high percentage involvement was linked to participation in several different areas. 
Livestock and arable farming were most prominent. Ownership of fodder crops or hay only 
to support the livestock, account for less than half of the arable interests. However, the 
relatively small number of butchers with agricultural tools suggests that in the majority of 
cases arable farming was not on a large enough scale to be of commercial importance. 
There were exceptions to this in Hertfordshire where some butchers could also be thought 
of as part-time farmers; yet even in these cases crops never took prominence over 
livestock. 
5.5 ((-). - Livestock farming. can it be linked to butchering activ'iti'? 
Butchers dealt in meat but they were also the first agents whereby animals became the raw 
material for other deadstock crafts. In section 5.4 it was seen to be very rare for butchers to 
diversify into the processing of deadstock products. However. reported evidence of carcass 
butchers suggests diversification and extension of trading in the opposite direction of the 
network of provision, into the rearing of livestock. In all samples over 60 percent of the 
inventories list some type of livestock. In this section the value and type of livestock 
owned are examined in more detail in order to determine to what extent their farming 
interest can be linked directly to the provision of raw materials for processing meat. 
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(c) East Sussex. 
Figure 5.10: Changes in livestock valuations: 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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It is seen that while the majority of butchers owned livestock, their value was low, at less 
than ten pounds. In these cases it is very unlikely that butchers would be holding livestock 
as raw material. It is more likely that their livestock would be associated with subsidiary 
processing tasks for household subsistence in milk, cheese and butter etc. (See Section 
5.4). The larger investments were a minority. However, where investments were far greater 
the experience of these butchers, especially in respect to reliance on the land must have 
differed significantly from those butchers owning a single cow or a couple of pigs. In such 
cases it is important to determine whether or not these butchers were primarily farmers 
who did part-time butchering, or whether the livestock holdings were a direct extension of 
their craft activity. 
The levels of livestock ownership are summarised in table 5.9 below. The high proportions 
with livestock are not repeated for any one of the livestock types. This reinforces the earlier 
assumption that the majority of butchers had small livestock interests of only a single pig 
or cow for the processing of products to be used within the household, and therefore were 
not directly connected to their butchering activity. At the opposite end of the scale, those 
with the highest livestock valuations, rather than specialising, were likely to own a variety 
of livestock types. For example. Robert Hamlen, a Sussex butcher, whose inventory was 
taken in 1713 listed £335 worth of livestock including 4 horses, 46 cattle, 156 sheep and 
five pigs. 22 A similar range, although lower in value was seen in the Hertfordshire 
inventory of William Forster taken in 1681, which recorded 4 horses, 22 cattle, 140 sheep 
and two pigs; valued together at £ 162.23 
2' E. S. R. O. Robert Hamlen 420'1713. 
H. C. R. O. William Forster 41 HW57/1681. 
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1600-12 13 15.4 1.5 13 46.2 3.0 13 38.5 22.0 13 46.2 2.4 13 7.7 
1640-69 20 30.0 2.2 10 30.0 10.8 20 25.0 19.0 20 30.0 1.8 20 5.0 
1700-21 41 53.7 2.0 41 39.0 15.6 41 40.0 61.6 41 43.9 4.4 41 2.4 
Herts. 
1600-39 19 68.4 1.8 19 26.3 4.4 18 33.3 12.8 19 57.9 2.3 19 26.3 
1640-69 10 60.0 1.3 10 40.0 5.0 10 20.0 2.0 10 60.0 2.6 10 20.0 
1670-99 23 69.6 2.0 23 39.1 4.1 23 34.8 34.0 23 52.2 2.7 23 13.0 
1700-21 11 81.8 2.3 11 54.5 1.3 11 45.5 42.8 11 27.3 2.7 11 0 
1722-61 5 100 2.6 5 20.0 1.0 5 80.0 42.2 5 40.0 11.5 5 40.0 
E. Sussex 
1700-21 27 59.3 3.6 27 51.9 15.1 27 48.2 31.7 27 44.4 3.8 27 0 
1722-79 19 57.9 2.1 19 52.6 5.0 19 36.8 14.0 19 26.3 4.0 19 0 
Table 5.9: Possession of livestock. 
Note: inventories with no livestock are not included in mean calculations. Box plots showing the range of 
herd sizes can be seen in appendix E. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
In general, it was more common for butchers in Worcestershire and Sussex to own larger 
numbers of cattle; sheep being the preferred choice in Hertfordshire. As sheep-corn 
husbandry was the general practice in the north of Hertfordshire amongst farmers, it is 
likely that butcher's farming activity, relying also on the quality of the soil, mirrored this 
pattern. The lower relative valuation of sheep to cattle along with the environmental 
influence of soil quality, are possible reasons why the highest livestock valuations recorded 
in Hertfordshire were still over one hundred pounds lower than the highest values recorded 
in Sussex. 
Between the seventeenth and early eighteenth century there was a general rise in herd sizes. 
The most significant increase was seen in Worcestershire. This find is consistent with 
Yelling's data for this area on the level of livestock numbers among farmers. 
24 Yelling 
found that the level of livestock numbers recorded in Worcestershire farming inventories 
during the period 1600-1680 was distinctly lower than that which prevailed before or after. 
the increase becoming more rapid after 1730. At the same time mean herd size fell slightly 
in both IIerttördshire and Sussex. If butchers in Worcestershire followed a similar trend to 
that seen in tarmer's inventories, then regional differences were becoming stronger. 
24 Yellin,,, I. A. (1970): Probate inventories and the geography of livestock farming: a study of East 
Worcestershire, 1540-1750. Transactions Institute of British Geographers, 51 (Nov) pp. 111-126. Yelling. 
J. A. (1982): Livestock numbers and agricultural development 1540-1750: a study of East Worcestershire. In 
Field and Forest: An Historical Geography of Warwickshire and Worcestershire. eds. Slater, T. R. and Jarvis 
P. J. Geo Abstracts Ltd: Norwich, pp. 281-299. 
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There was a huge variety in the farming activity of butchers throughout the sample. At the 
lower end of the scale, the small number of animals involved make it very unlikely that 
agricultural activity was directly linked to butchering. However, it remains to be seen 
whether the larger of these farming interests were evidence of dual occupations or an 
extension of the network of provision, with individuals becoming both butcher and grazier. 
To detect a direct link is difficult, because outside of the reliance one places on the 
occupational title given by appraisers, one cannot be certain that butchering was the main 
activity. One therefore has to speculate that this is the case based upon selected examples 
along with the relative balance of crops to livestock, and contemporary descriptions of the 
carcass butcher. 
The inventory of the Worcestershire butcher, Robert Pratt exemplifies a direct link between 
agricultural activity and the use of livestock as raw material. 25 Figure 5.11 below, lists 
Pratt's livestock as recorded in his inventory. From the extract one can see that several of 
his cows had already been killed, presumably to be sold as meat in his shop. 
2 mares £5-Os-Od I mare £2-Os-Od 
5 cows killed and 1 bull at £23-0s-Od 2 cows £9-Os-Od 
4 score sheep at 7a piece £28-Os-Od. 74 sheep £23-10-0 
3 score sheep at 5 s-6d a piece £ 16-1 Os-Od 
7 store pigs at 14s a piece £4-18s-Od 
26 beast 10 of the best at £5 a piece comes to £50 
3 cowes and calves at £4-4s-Od a piece comes to £ 13-10s-Od 
2 bullocks and 1 bull at £9-Os-Od 
7 cowes more at £3-4s-Od a piece comes to £24-1 Os-Od 
3 more killed at £ 11 
Figure 5.11: Extract from the inventory of Robert Pratt, 1710. 
Source: W. C. R. O. 
Pratt's inventory reveals man}' characteristics which could identify him as a carcass 
butcher. His gross inventory valuation at £474-3s-7.5d is well above average and he owned 
the land on which he kept his animals, described as both meadow and heath. His 
agricultural interests were purely livestock based, from which he had branched out on a 
small scale into the sale of wool. 
26 It is worth noting that Pratt's trade goods valued at one 
I, W. C. R. O. Robert Pratt 1710. 
26 Pratt's inventory' lists: 'A parcel of wool sold in the deceased lifetime but not yet delivered, waves 243 at 
6.5d the lb. £6-1 1 s-7.5d. ' 
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pound would not significantly distinguish him from many of his contemporaries. It is 
therefore essential when assessing the economic value of butchering in the household that 
both livestock and credit valuations be taken into consideration. 
5.6: Summary 
There was a division between butchers, based largely on agricultural activity, which was 
becoming more prominent over time. During the sample period this division was not so 
clear as to separate the craft into two distinct types. The majority of butchers still had a 
connection with the land and most kept some livestock. It was the range in the number of 
livestock kept that accounted for the major wealth differences seen in section 5.2. For most 
butchers, livestock numbers were small, and even if they were linked to craft activity, it is 
unlikely that the animals could be kept for long periods of time before slaughter. In 
contrast, the wealthiest butchers not only owned much larger numbers of livestock but also 
the land on which they were kept. This would allow them more control over slaughtering 
times and hence a greater ability to manipulate market conditions. Such butchers were in a 
minority yet are evidence of the emergence of the larger carcass butchers described by 




The Tallow Chandler 
`It is a nauseous greasy Business, but the Profits attone for that inconvenience' 
Campbell (1747)' 
Compared to the majority of craftsmen, tallow chandlers were a high status occupation, 
largely accounted for by the profits to be made from the business and their consequent level 
of wealth. This chapter takes a detailed look at different aspects of chandlers' wealth, along 
with the variation to be found between individuals following the same stated occupation. 
Before continuing with the analysis some important points need to be noted. The first is 
linked to sample size, which in the case of chandlers is smaller than for the other deadstock 
occupations. Reasons for the disappointing scarcity of chandler's inventories have been 
discussed in section 4.5(e). However, it is easy to place too much emphasis on the number 
of inventories in any one sample, rather than on the information they yield. This is 
particularly important in the case of chandlers. While the sample sizes may be smaller, the 
detail recorded in the majority of those inventories sampled is very striking, thus allowing a 
deeper insight into the workings of the chandler's household than has previously been 
attempted. 
The early part of the analysis concentrates on temporal changes in the inventoried wealth of 
Worcestershire chandlers. This information allows a direct comparison between the 
deadstock trades for at least one region. The remaining inventory data is used in the later, 
more detailed, studies of particular aspects of each wealth area. In addition to the inventory 
data, this chapter develops a deeper insight into the chandler's trade through several 
different sources, including both candle making and retail accounts of tallow chandlers 
working in the eighteenth century. 
Campbell, R (1747) The London Tradesman. First published by T. Gardner, London. Reprinted by David & 
Charles Limited, Newton Abbot: 1969. p. 271. 
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6.1: Changes in gross inventoried wealth and its composition: a summary. 
This section uses a combination of mean valuations and box plots as basic comparative 
tools for summarising temporal differences in the value and composition of gross wealth 
recorded in the inventories of Worcestershire chandlers. 2 Mean valuations are summarised 
in table 6.1. For general comparisons, this data has also been summarised in table 6.2, for 
individual cases sampled from other regions and time periods. 
Over the study period, mean gross valuations in Worcestershire more than trebled. This 
increase was reflected in the growth of all wealth areas; trade and household valuations 
more than doubling while the `farm' and `other' categories quadrupled. The box plots 
shown in figures 6.1-6.4 reinforce these results and hence raise one's confidence in using 
the mean as a summary measure. One can see that while there were some much richer 
individuals present in the latter period, there was also a significant increase in the general 
level of wealth. The range of valuations in the sample and their relation to other wealth 
areas will be discussed further in section 6.2. However, from these charts one can see that 
the greatest increases were not in agricultural investment, as suggested by mean values, but 
rather in domestic possessions and trade wealth. The increase in mean farm valuations was 
exaggerated by some very large farming interests, rather than being indicative of a general 
rise in the level of agricultural investment. In section 6.5 these individuals will be 
examined in more detail to determine to what extent, if any, agricultural investment was 
related to the production of tallow, the main raw material for candle making. 











1640-69 11 81-03-07 11 17-01-08 11 16-14-10 11 10-14-09 11 36-12-04 
1700-21 20 256-15-02 20 39-09-04 20 34-10-00 20 50-08-10 20 132-06-11 
Table 6.1: The distribution of wealth in the households of Worcestershire Chandlers 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
2 For details on the methods of analysis used see section 4.6. 
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Region year gross value trade household farm credits 
£-s-d £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d 
Worcestershire 1607 10-03-04 1-13-04 7-15-00 0 0 
Worcestershire 1610 137-07-03 11-02-11 75-06-08 1-17-08 25-00-00 
Worcestershire 1612 5-03-11 30-13-08 4-13-04 0 
Oxon. 1593 16-05-05 0 11-10-01 4-00-00 0 
Oxon. 1613 60-10-00 6-13-04 13-16-08 7-00-00 30-00-00 
Berkshire 1673 11-12-00 1-10-00 8-07-00 0 0 
Berkshire 1679 81-01-04 25-00-00 18-17-04 0 0 
Berkshire 1687 160-12-06 88-10-06 31-02-00 5-00-00 26-00-00 
Berkshire 1687 162-15-08 77-16-00 18-17-08 1-00-00 40-12-00 
Berkshire 1688 5-00-00 24-00-00 0 3-00-00 
Berkshire 1703 233-06-07 160-14-01 29-02-00 1-07-00 20-00-00 
Berkshire 1706 273-02-08 184-04-02 43-00-06 8-08-00 20-00-00 
Buckinghamshire 1686 394-04-03 106-18-10 30-10-09 109-15-00 120-00-00 
llertfordshire 1608 223-06-03 12-12-08 12-19-11 126-10-00 8-15-00 
Hertfordshire 1609 30-05-06 4-11-06 23-02-00 0-06-00 0 
I lertfordshire 1625 118-08-10 4-06-08 17-00-00 71-13-08 20-00-00 
Hertfordshire 1645 175-18-00 12-08-04 30-16-04 67-16-08 33-16-08 
Suffolk 1596 4-15-10 0-13-03 3-12-06 0-07-07 0 
Staffordshire 1648 58-05-08 21-13-00 30-15-02 0-11-08 0 
Lincolnshire 1662 150-04-00 55-17-06 51-04-06 11-01-00 17-10-00 
Lincolnshire 1664 151-01-06 69-7-10 13-05-04 17-03-04 46-00-00 
Lincolnshire 1668 352-16-02 69-04-06 39-05-00 22-00-00 100-00-00 
Lincolnshire 1669 50-08-08 2-00-00 8-19-08 35-07-00 3-02-00 
Lincolnshire 1673 74-01-06 29-16-06 12-05-00 2-00-00 10-00-00 
Lincolnshire 1676 19-06-08 5-00-00 3-00-00 0 
Lincolnshire 1676 132-03-04 40-00-00 20-00-00 40-13-04 27-10-00 
Lincolnshire 1678 161-10-08 22-00-00 28-19-00 72-11-08 20-00-00 
Lincolnshire 1678 41-01-00 1-13-04 11-02-04 26-05-04 0 
Lincolnshire 1696 463-01-06 95-00-00 34-06-06 102-18-02 208-16-08 
Lincolnshire 1702 354-07-03 237-14-01 36-18-08 7-10-00 42-15-04 
Lincolnshire 1688 54-10-04 35-03-02 6-05-02 7-02-00 4-00-00 
Oxon. 1589 51-06-04 9-13-04 24-00-00 11-00-00 0 
Yorkshire 1683 34-09-00 9-08-00 9-02-02 0-03-10 14-00-00 
Yorkshire 1705 256-13-00 177-06-06 53-16-06 0 20-00-00 
Table 6.2: The distribution of wealth in chandlers' households. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O., E. S. R. O., Lincolnshire 










Figure 6.1: Changes in gross valuations. 
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Figure 6.2: Changes in trade valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
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Figure 6.3: Changes in agricultural valuations. 














Figure 6.4: Changes in household valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
Unlike most of the other deadstock crafts, chandlers did not seem to have their wealth 
concentrated in any one of the three specified household areas. However, a large proportion 
of chandler's wealth was invested in the heterogeneous `other' category. One would expect 
this category to be large, but since it accounted for approximately half of the inventoried 
wealth it does therefore need to be looked at in more detail. What is important to discuss 
with reference to this category is not its overall size, but whether or not any of the 
individual components were on a scale comparable with any of the other three main wealth 
areas. Most of the elements comprising this category were small; the largest proportion 
being accounted for by credits. (See table 6.3 below. ) 
Mean N N % Mean for 
credit with with those with any 
credit 
£-s-d £ -s-d 
1640-1669 11-14-03 11 6 55 21-09-07 
1700-1721 63-02-04 20 17 85 74-05-02 
Table 6.3: Mean credit valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
Both the mean amount of money owing to the deceased, and the numbers involved in a 
crediting network increased significantly between the two time periods. The box plot in 
figure 6.5 shows that while the change in mean credit valuations might have overstated the 
degree of increase, by the appearance in the latter period of some very high credit values, 








Figure 6.5: Changes in credit valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
If credit was directly linked to trading activity then the rises seen could suggest a growth in 
production and/or changes in trading concerning payment for goods. To examine this 
further, where it was possible to identify money owed for trade goods and services as 
opposed to money owing having been lent out, this was taken as a proportion of total 
credits to see if there was any relationship between the two which could then be applied to 
the wider sample. The results are summarised in table 6.4 below. 
Region Date Total credit Shop credit 9, o Shop credit 
£-s-d £-s-d 
Worcs. 1644 2-03-06 2-03-06 100 
Worcs. 1667 40-00-00 40-00-00 100 
Worcs. 1719 67-07-11 60-07-11 87 
Worcs. 1721 2-00-00 2-00-00 100 
Lincs. 1664 46-00-00 46-00-00 100 
Lincs. 1668 100-00-00 100-00-00 100 
Lincs. 1673 10-00-00 10-00-00 100 
Lincs. 1677 27-10-00 27-10-00 100 
Lincs. 1688 4-00-00 4-00-00 100 
Lincs. 1702 42-15-04 42-15-04 100 
Herts. 1608 8-15-00 8-15-00 100 
Herts. 1625 20-00-00 20-00-00 100 
Berks. 1703 20-00-00 20-00-00 100 
Berks. 1705 20-00-00 20-00-00 100 
Berks. 1706 20-00-00 20-00-00 100 
Table 6.4: Details of shop credit as a proportion of total credit. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O., Lincolnshire Archives and 
Berkshire Record Office. 
There was a wide range in the size of credits, yet with only one exception trade credits 
accounted for all of the money owing to the deceased. This strongly links amounts owing 
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in credits to trading activity, and therefore suggests that the chandler's trade was of far 
greater economic importance to him than can be inferred from trade valuations alone. One 
cannot tell the composition of these sales, or the length of time over which they were 
accrued. However, the fact that credits were invariably valued at a much higher price than 
the chandlers' retail stock, suggests frequent custom and high turnover of at least some of 
the goods stocked. The contents of the chandler's shop and the relative economic 
importance of different goods are the subject of section 6.3(d). 
6.2: Examining the range of gross inventory valuations. 































Figure 6.6: Changes in gross inventory valuations: Worcestershire. 
Source: Data set derived frone probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
The valuations are widely spaced in both time periods with at least one significantly 
wealthier individual in each sample. Nevertheless, one can, confidently point to a general 
increase over time in gross wealth for the majority of chandlers, highlighted by an 
increased proportion in the higher wealth categories. For example, between 1640-69 over 
half of the inventories sampled were valued at under £50. By 1700-21 only one fifth of all 
those sampled were valued at under £50 and about half were valued at over £100. It is also 
interesting to note that the eighteenth century sample recorded no inventories valued at 




levels, but it also contrasts strongly with some of the other deadstock occupations where a 
significant proportion of craftsmen were remaining at very low levels of wealth, with a 
growing disparity between the richest and poorest. The richest of the chandlers in 1700-21. 
leaving goods valued at over £2106 does increase the gap considerably between the richest 
and poorest chandler. However, this is an exceptionally high valuation, and whilst it shows 
that the richest in the group were becoming increasingly more so, polarity of wealth levels 
was not becoming a prominent feature. 
The richest chandlers had above mean investment in all wealth areas. 3 However, the main 
channels for higher investment were trade and credits. The strong connection between 
credits and trade has already been shown in section 6.1. This suggests that the richest 
chandlers were those who concentrated their resources in their craft, yet also used some of 
the profits from candle-making to invest in other household areas. The next section 
examines how this increased investment was reflected in changes both to working practices 
and productivity. 
6.3: The tallow chandler's trade. 
In terms of overall inventory valuations, trade wealth does not stand out as being an area of 
significantly high or low investment. However. the economic importance of the tallow 
chandler's craft within the household was emphasised with the strong link between trade 
and credits. 
The range of trade valuations in the Worcestershire sample are shown in figure 6.7 below. 
The grouped frequencies reaffirm the conclusions obtained earlier from the mean and box 
plots, of a general increase in trade valuations over time with the emergence of some much 
higher values. However, from this chart, one can see that while a small but not insignificant 
proportion of tallow chandlers were leaving much larger investments in their trade, the 
majority stayed at a similar wealth level; valued at under £25. This raises the question as to 
how these differences in trade investment were reflected in the working experience of 
individual tallow chandlers? 
























Figure 6.7: Changes in trade valuations. 





Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
Higher trade valuations suggest expansion of production in some form. One way in which 
a tallow chandler's business could expand was to employ additional workers. From the 
emergence of much larger trade valuations in the latter period it is very likely that some 
enterprises were increasing in scale, with more workers employed for a wage rather than 
being master of their own craft. To determine the extent of this with any confidence is 
difficult. The number of chandlers with no recorded trade valuation form a small 
proportion of the sample, but cannot simply be accepted as apprentices or journeymen. 
Another reason why trade goods would not be listed, is if a chandler had retired or had 
been ill for some time and given his tools away to family or an apprentice. To determine 
how many of the chandlers sampled were retired and how many were working for another 
master, those with no trade were cross-tabulated with those with no specialised work space, 
(See table 6.5). If an inventory recorded a shop but did not list any trade goods then I have 
assumed that these chandlers were retired. If no trade goods or specialised workspace were 




Time period Shop Workhouse Number No shop. workhouse 
with no or tools listed: 
trade journeyman or 
goods apprentice 
N N % N N % 
with with with with 
1640-1669 7 6 85.7 7 6 85.7 2 2 
1700-1721 18 15 83.3 18 11 61.1 4 4 
Table 6.5: Comparing inventories with no trade goods with those with no trade goods and no shop. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
At least by the mid-seventeenth century the large majority of chandler's sampled had a 
workhouse in which they prepared candles and a separate shop in which they were sold. 
This highlights something of the importance of the craft activity within the household and 
suggests not only the separation of work and living space, but also a more advanced 
separation of manufacture and retailing. 
No inventories recorded trade goods without a specialised room for the chandler to practice 
his craft. The inventories with no listed trade goods have therefore been classified as 
apprentices or journeymen. There is insufficient detail to comment on the changing 
composition of masters and journeymen over the period and hence one cannot tell to what 
extent enterprises were growing through an increase in the number of wage earners. 
However, one can be confident in saying that those not fully in charge of their own labour 
were generally worse off in all areas of household wealth. All but one of the inventories 
within the apprentice/journeyman category had recorded gross inventoried wealth at below 
the sample mean; all areas of wealth being below the average for their contemporary tallow 
chandlers. This again suggests that some of the profits from craft activity in addition to 
being recycled back into the craft, were being used to invest in either farming or the 
purchase of consumer goods. 
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6.3(a): The composition of trade wealth. 
The distinction between master and journeyman or apprentice, accounted for some of the 
variation in trade investment. However, there was still much variation to be found between 
masters. This section examines the composition of trade wealth to see how any extra trade 
investment was distributed between various areas of the craft, and if this reflected a 
significant difference in work experience. 
The inventories for which detail on trade composition was available are shown in table 6.6. 
Here trade valuations are split into three components of the candle making process: the raw 
materials, tallow and wick yarn; tools; and finished stock, candles; the remaining section 
recording the value of other retail interests such as groceries sold in the shop. It was not 
always possible to provide separate valuations for goods representing different stages of 
the candle making process. However, where separate retail valuations were available these 
inventories have been included in the tables in order to assess the ratio of candle-making to 
retail investment. 
The amount invested in raw materials varied considerably. This could reflect the chandler's 
preference to buy in bulk, for example if tallow was not locally available, or it could be 
indicative of a personal supply through an extension of the network of provision into the 
breeding of sheep. Judging from mean farm valuations it is unlikely that many chandlers 
were breeding their own livestock. However, by the eighteenth century there were some 
much larger farm valuations, and their possible connection to craft activity is examined 
further in section 6.5. 
Between the mid and late seventeenth century there was a definite rise in tool valuations. 
However, this increase was not uniform but rather represented a growing number of tallow 
chandlers with much higher tool valuations. This raises the question as to what accounted 
for this variation, and how it affected the working experience of tallow chandlers? If 
different tools were listed this would point to technological improvements. However, if 
more of the same tools were being owned this would point to business expansion through 
scale increases most likely reflecting the employment of additional workers. Section 6.3(b), 
addresses these issues in detail through the examination of lists of tools and their value. 
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Region Date Trade 
Value 











Oxon. 1589 9-13-04 * * * * * * 2-00-00 20.7 
Suffolk 1596 0-13-03 0 0 0-01-08 12.6 0-03-07 27.0 0-02-10 21.4 
Herts. 1608 12-12-08 0-17-04 6.7 1-08-04 11.2 1-00-00 7.9 6-17-00 54 2 
Herts. 1609 4-11-06 0 0 2-16-06 61.7 0 0 0 0 
Worcs. 1610 11-02-11 1-07-00 12.1 4-03-04 37.4 * 3-17-03 34.7 
Worcs. 1612 4-00-01 * * 1-03-00 28.7 0-08-00 10.0 1-03-11 29.9 
Worcs. 1643 2-13-00 * * 2-01-00 77.4 * * * * 
Herts. 1645 12-08-04 * * * * * * 6-13-04 53.7 
Staffs 1648 21-13-00 14-17-00 68.6 1-19-04 9.1 4-16-08 22.33 0 0 
Worcs. 1655 3-16-06 2-02-06 55.6 1-03-06 30.7 0-12-06 16.3 0 0 
Lines. 1662 55-17-06 3-10-00 6.3 6-07-00 11.4 3-04-00 5.7 42-16-06 76.6 
Worcs. 1664 6-16-10 * * 3-08-04 49.9 * 3-01-00 44.6 
Lines. 1664 69-07-10 * * * * * * 66-07-10 95.7 
Worcs. 1667 73-05-08 33-10-00 45.8 7-17-02 10.7 4-00-00 5.5 26-14-06 36.5 
Lines. 1668 69-04-06 * * * * * * 27-12-06 39.9 
Lines. 1669 2-00-00 0 0 2-00-00 100.0 0 0 0 0 
Lines. 1673 29-16-06 * * * * * * 25-16-06 86.6 
Lines. 1676 8-19-12 * * 2-06-08 25.9 * 6-13-04 74.1 
Lines. 1678 22-00-00 * * 10-00-00 45.5 * 0 0 
Lines. 1678 1-13-04 * * 1-13-04 100.0 * * 0 0 
York 1683 9-08-00 5-05-04 56.0 3-09-08 37.1 0-12-00 6.4 0 0 
Bucks 1686 106-18-10 * * 8-00-00 7.5 * 77-08-10 72.4 
Berks. 1687 77-16-00 51-00-00 65.6 12-16-00 16.5 13-00-00 16.7 1-00-00 1.3 
Berks. 1687 88-10-06 4-00-00 4.5 * 49-07-06 55.8 
Berks. 1688 5-00-00 0 0 5-00-00 100.0 0 0 0 0 
Lines. 1688 35-03-02 1-10-00 4.3 3-14-10 10.6 * 25-04-08 71.8 
Lincs. 1702 237-14-01 23-10-00 9.9 14-14-00 6.2 15-14-00 6.6 196-12-07 82.7 
Berks. 1703 160-14-01 6-10-00 4.0 11-05-00 7.0 8-02-00 5.0 130-0-01 80.9 
York 1705 177-06-06 104-10-00 58.9 14-14-00 8.3 7-00-00 3.9 37-14-00 21.3 
Berks. 1706 184-04-02 13-10-00 7.3 124-06-02 67.5 
Worcs. 1706 32-03-00 8-15-00 27.2 4-08-00 13.7 * 16-10-00 51.3 
Worcs. 1709 176-05-00 77-07-08 44.2 12-00-00 6.8 87-18-04 49.9 
Worcs. 1709 25-00-00 15-00-00 60.0 * * * * 0 0 
Worcs. 1711 20-17-06 0 0 * 1-12-06 7.8 13-1 1-06 65.0 
Worcs. 1712 20-10-00 0 0 2-10-00 12.2 * 15-00-00 73.2 
Worcs. 1713 19-01-06 * * 4-12-06 24.2 * 5-12-00 29.4 
Worcs. 1714 15-09-00 1-00-00 6.5 7-09-06 48.4 2-10-06 16.3 2-07-04 15.3 
Worcs. 1718 253-03-00 144-00-00 56.9 6-07-00 2.5 * * 84-06-00 33.3 
Worcs. 1720 58-00-07 1-17-00 4.1 4-02-00 7.1 4-10-00 7.8 40-18-07 70.5 
Table 6.6: The composition of trade wealth. 
Note: any extra trade value is made up of shop furniture. 
* separate valuation cannot be distinguished. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories 
Archives, Berkshire Record Office, and published 
bibliography. 
held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O., E. S. R. O., Lincolnshire 
collections, details of which can be found in the 
Many chandlers developed into more general shopkeepers. 4 Half of those sampled in the 
first period listed wider retailing interests outside of selling candles, and this had risen to 
4 Mui found that in Norwich in 1783. almost half of the grocers were entered in the directory as tallow 
chandlers and grocers. Mui. H. & Mui. L. H. (1989): Shops and Shopkeepina in Eighteenth-Century England. 
Kingston: Mcýgill-Queen's University Press. 
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two thirds of the sample by the eighteenth century. With such large numbers involved, 
retailing must be thought of as integral rather than superfluous to the chandler's craft. 
Indeed, the large sums of money often invested in retail relative to amounts in candle- 
making, has led some to the conclusion that making candles formed only a small part of the 
business, with grocery, ironmongery and haberdashery wares being of more economic 
importance to the chandler. 5 This position suggests a movement away from candle making 
as other retail interests expand. However, from the inventory sample this does not appear to 
be the case, as it was often those with the highest investments in candle-making that also 
had the most money invested in groceries and other goods. The relative place of candle 
sales and other groceries within the chandler's trade are discussed further in section 6.3(d). 
6.3(b): Tools 
Tool valuations increased over the period, but there were still some chandler's operating 
with tools of relatively little value. Examining lists of tools gives an indication of how 
much specialist equipment was needed and if higher values meant more tools, how this 
further equipment was used to increase productivity. 
The Academy of Armori', published in 1688, lists 17 tools for making tallow candles. 6 
While the tallow was being prepared the wicks were cut on a cutting board. A matil'le was 
used to beat the tallow in a trough to ease cutting using knives and daggers. The tallow was 
then put through a cratchen press which separated the pure tallow into another tub, from 
the impurities they called cratchens. After this, the tallow was heated in a melting pan and 
stirred with a padle or mundle. The tallow from the melting pan was poured into a 
rendering tub, on top of which lay a ladder for the strainer to stand upon. Once the tallow 
was prepared, either candle rods were used to produce dipped candles, or candle moulds 
for the more expensive mould candles. Other tools listed were afire forke to stir up the fire 
and an iron scrape to clean the, furnace. In addition to these tools the inventory sample also 
listed tools used in the production of larger numbers of candles, i. e. talloit- rings, and 
candle, fi"cmes to allow more candles to be dipped at one time, and chopping trees and Yarn 
\Villan, T. S. (1976): The Inland Trade in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. Manchester Universit\ 
Press. p. 79. Barley, L. B and Barley M. W. (1962): Lincolnshire Shopkeepers in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries. Lincolnshire Historian, p. 10-1 1. 
6 Holme, R. (1688): The Academy of Armory: Or a Storehouse of Armory and Blazen, II (Chester) 
reproduced by the Roxburghe Club (London. 1904) 
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blades which were used to cut several cottons simultaneously. These tools however. were 
restricted to those inventories with higher tool valuations. 
None of the inventories listed all of these tools. However, all inclusive `etceteras' at the 
end of lists prevent one from assessing whether or not this was because they were not 
present and therefore possibly unnecessary for the basic production of candles. The most 
frequently mentioned tools were a furnace or copper, candle moulds. and scales and 
weights. Where tools are listed, all tallow chandlers are seen to be producing mould 
candles. The reported separation of tallow and wax chandlers is borne out by the inventory 
evidence. Although many tallow chandlers held stocks of wax in their shop they did not list 
any tools such as candle wheels or copeing dishes used in the making of wax candles. 
Variations in tool valuations were most prominent after the second half of the seventeenth 
century, with the emergence of some very large tools valuations. Unfortunately the smaller 
valuations are less detailed, most naming a few items before adding, and other things'. 
However, from the inventory evidence it seems unlikely that these differences in valuation 
were caused by the ownership of different tools. This is clearly exemplified in a 
comparison of two contrasting valuations from eighteenth century Worcestershire. The 
first, that of Samuel Sadler taken in 1712 lists a brass furnace and candle mould with rods, 
chopping trough and other tools, valued at £2- l Os-Od. 7 The tools recorded in the inventory 
of Thomas Knight taken in 1714, valued at a much higher £7-9s-6d, were: two furnaces 
and irons with ladle and skimmer, a mould and standard, ten score of firrow'd rods, a 
tallow ring; six chopping knives; a candle frame, a trough, ladder and sieve, two baskets; 
seventeen pewter candle moulds; nine old tubs; old lead weights; one large and one small 
beam and scales. 8 As one can see, Knight's list was far more detailed, but other than 
smaller tools which could easily be accounted for by Sadler's 'other tools', with the 
exception of a tallow ring and candle frame. Knight's inventory does not include a lot of 
different tools that could be indicative of business expansion through technological 
advance. However, Knight's tools do differ in that they include more of the same tools. 
most notable being the two furnaces. Where tool valuations are higher it is seen that they 
always include more than one furnace. This could be indicative of expanding production 
through the employment of more workers. However, it could also be related to the adoption 
W. C. R. O. Samuel Sadler. 1712. 
W. C. R. O. Thomas Knight. 1714. 
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of improved methods for rendering tallow, whereby the melted tallow. - would be passed 
before use into another copper where it was washed with boiling water 
Tool valuations also varied due to the quality or age of tools, highlighted by the variation 
in the value of individual items, which cannot be explained simply by inflation. The copper 
or furnace was the most expensive single item and could range considerably in cost; 
valuations being from £O-13 s-4d to £9. The more expensive furnaces were found later in 
the period, but this did not reflect a general rise in their price as many chandlers still 
worked with lower priced coppers. What this does suggest is that some chandlers were 
working with bigger furnaces which were perhaps of better quality, being made from more 
robust materials. 
After the furnace, weights and scales were the next most expensive item ranging in price 
from four shillings to one pound. Again, the highest values were recorded during the later 
period. Considering the cost of these items, one becomes more aware of the extent of the 
excise burden which also stipulated that chandlers purchase special weights at their own 
expense for the use of the excise officer. 9 
Differences in the value and number of furnaces, weights and scales were the main reasons 
for the wide range of tool valuations recorded in the sample. Other items were rarely 
valued separately, but where they were they were of relatively little value compared to the 
furnace or weights. Candle moulds ranged in price from six pence to Is-3 d. Candle rods 
were owned in large numbers, over 100, but individually were of little value at 7d to 7.5d 
each. Candle frames were valued at one shilling, and knives ranged in value from 4 pence 
to I s-4d. However, in contrast to the larger items, recorded values for these implements 
were highest in the early seventeenth century. The fall in cost of these tools over time 
could not outweigh the rise in the cost of furnaces, and therefore does not mean that an 
inventory in the eighteenth century would record more tools than an inventory of the same 
value in the earl}, seventeenth century. However, this fall in cost could reflect 
improvements in the production of tools, or changes in the materials used and their 
durabilitvv. 
There is no evidence to suggest that the variation in tool valuations was caused by the 
introduction of new technologies. However, the larger chandlers do appear to have adopted 
slightly advanced production methods, for example in their ownership of two coppers for 
9 For further details on the intrusions of the excise regulations on tallow chandlers see section 2.2 (e). 
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tallow rendering. Little importance has been attached to these changes by other authors. as 
they were not comparable with the mechanisation of work processes seen in factories 
during the late eighteenth century. The evidence from the inventory sample reveals that 
these small changes, far from being insignificant, were one of the main reasons behind the 
range of trade valuations seen in the sample. The higher tool valuations also reflected 
ownership of more of the same tools which would infer an expansion of production which 
probably involved the employment of more workers. 
6.3(c): Relative influences on the price of candles. 
Consumer demand for candles was high and relatively inelastic which is why they were an 
ideal good on which to place an excise tax. The price of candles was influenced only to a 
small degree by consumer demand, being determined to a much greater extent by the 
relative cost of inputs into the production process. This section uses the price series for 
candles complied by Beveridge, in conjunction with inventory and sales data, to determine 
the level of temporal and geographical stability in candles prices. 10 
Candles were usually priced per dozen pound. Inventory prices were remarkably consistent 
throughout the country at four shillings per dozen pound throughout the seventeenth 
century and rising to nearly six shillings per dozen pound in the eighteenth century. 
Beveridge's prices for candles purchased by the Navy, and the price paid for candles in the 
shop of John Kelsick at Ambleside, fluctuated more than the inventory prices over a 
shorter time period, ranging from three to six and a half shillings per dozen pound. ' 
However, there is nothing to suggest that different prices related to different qualities of 
candles. Also, the uniformity of price in the inventory sample points to a recognisable price 
level throughout the country. 
Beveridge's price series compiled from contracts made by the Navy, is useful because it 
also contains a price series for tallow; the main raw material used in the candle making 
process. When the two series are plotted together as in figure 6.8. one can see that 
throughout the seventeenth century the fluctuations in candle prices closely mirrored 
changes in the price of tallow. The situation changed slightly in the early eighteenth 
century when candle prices rose to a much greater extent than would be expected from the 
10 Bei crid,, c. V. H. (1969): Prices and Wages in England: from the t\\ elfth to the nineteenth century. vol I 
p. 670-680. 
11 Kendal Record Office: WD'RYbox382. For more details see section 6.3(d) 
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rise in tallow prices alone. This rise is seen to directly coincide with the six pence per 
dozen excise tax imposed on making tallow candles from May, 171012 and of the further 
tax of six pence per dozen from March 1711.13 This increase in cost was also evident from 
the inventory data with a two shilling per dozen rise in the price around the same period. 
That the other price fluctuations relating to raw material costs were evened out in the 
inventory sample, does not mean that in these cases tallow was of less importance in 
determining cost than the excise tax. Rather it reflects the method of recording the two 
different data sets. Inventories are estimations of costs made at fixed times and therefore do 
not reflect the same changes in price that would be seen from a daily or even yearly record 
of costs. The excise being a fixed cost imposed at the same time throughout the country 





















Figure 6.8: Prices of candles and tallow purchased by the Navy, 1640-1730. 
Source: Beveridge, W. H. (1969): Prices and Wages in England: from the twelfth to the 
nineteenth century. vol I p. 670-680. 
That the cost of tallow and the imposition of an excise tax were the main influence on 
candle prices is affirmed by evidence from the account book of Christopher Thomas, a 
candle maker in Bristol during the mid-eighteenth century. A study of Thomas' accounts 
allowed a breakdown of the relative inputs into the production process (See table 6.7). 
7 
` 8, Anne, c. 5 
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Date Tallow Wick Yarn Labour Excise 
1/5/1766 72.9% 6.2% 4.4% 16.5% 
1/9/1766 68.7% 7.9% 10.9% 12.4% 
1/5/1767 73.2% 6.2% 4.9% 15.8% 
-/5/ 1768 73.8% 5.1% 6.8% 14.5% 
Table 6.7: A proportionate breakdown of inputs into the candle making process 
Source: The manufacturing account book of Christopher Thomas. Bristol Record Office. 7955(5) 
Reaffirming what one has already seen from the close shadowing of Beveridge's two price 
series, one can see that the raw material, tallow was by far the most costly input. After the 
introduction of the excise, tallow remained the major influence on the price of candles, but 
the excise accounted for a significant proportion of total costs, which raised prices in 
excess of any increase in the cost of tallow. This again raises the importance of further 
studies into livestock breeding in relation to the use of animals as raw materials for the 
deadstock product trades. 
6.3(d): Retail 
In section 6.3(a), we saw that the majority of tallow chandlers had extended their retail 
interests beyond the sale of candles. Sometimes very large amounts of money were 
involved which has led some to conclude that candle-making was only a minor income. 
Barley even goes so far as to split the trade into an old and new type of tallow chandler; the 
old type concentrating merely on candle-making and the new type venturing out with much 
wider retail interests. '4 The evidence from this study disputes such a split within the tallow 
chandler's occupation. Although all tallow chandlers did not expand their interests into the 
sale of other groceries and household items, where this was the case it was not at the 
expense of candle-making. There is not a clear pattern to retail investment that would 
suggest some chandlers chose to concentrate on candle-making while others concentrated 
most of their energies in other areas. In direct contrast to Barley's suggestion it was often 
those who had the highest amounts invested in retail goods who also had the most money 
invested directly in the candle-making side of the business. 
Diversification into other retail areas was growing over time, as was the variety of goods 
stocked. Ninety different goods were recorded in the inventory sample. Between 1640 and 
1669 most chandler's stocked less than five different goods that would be purchased on a 
14 Barleu, L. B and Barley M. W. (1962): o/) cit. 
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regular basis such as the related product, soap l5; honey: pitch; currants: raisins. and 
tobacco. However, even at this time some chandler's were expanding their wares, one 
inventory recording 24 different goods. By the eighteenth century, the range of goods held 
by tallow chandlers increased enormously, providing a wide range of grocery. ironmongery 
and haberdashery, with one inventory recording over 44 different items. At this time some 
tallow chandlers held stocks probably as varied as any shop to be found in England. This is 
clearly seen from a late eighteenth century tallow chandler's advert, reproduced in figure 
6.9. In the range of tallow chandler's wares could be found clothing, fabrics and dress 
accessories; a variety of different soaps and oils; tobacco and pipes; a selection of 
medicinal remedies; various alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; vegetables: grains; 
sugar; candy; treacle; dried fruit and nuts; and as wide a variety of spices as could be found 
in the kitchen of the most adventurous cook today. 
Household goods were also available, including, brushes; nails; paper; pins; glue; starch, 
and even gunpowder. With such a selection of goods it is not surprising that one might 
assume candles to be of only minor economic importance to the tallow chandler. 
From his advertisement alone, one cannot tell the place of candles in Jones' business. vet 
the fact that he called himself `tallow chandler' indicates that they were of more 
importance than their valuation relative to his other goods would suggest. It is the turnover 
of goods, rather than their absolute value at any one time which is most indicative of the 
chandler's income, and this is information that cannot be gained from inventories alone. It 
is in this respect that the sales day accounts of John Kelsick, an Ambleside tallow chandler 
are so interesting. 
15 While none of the inventories listed specialised equipment for making soap, the majority listed soap of 
some kind in their shop. It is unclear whether or not this soap was produced by the tallow chandler or 
purchased from a soap boiler. Ho\s t\ er, since the processes were very similar it is likel\ . at 
least before the 
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Figure 6.9: An advert for a late eighteenth century tallow chandler. 




Kelsick's sales day book analysed in this study, records all purchases and credit from his 
shop for 160 named customers between 1700 and 1711. Each good is listed and valued 
separately so that one is given an insight both into the range of goods sold and their 
turnover. Kelsick sold a wide range of goods, very similar to the list in Jones' advert and 
far more diverse than any stock list recorded in the inventory sample. From the range of 
goods stocked one might therefore assume that candles were of minor economic 
importance to Kelsick's business as a whole. To examine this further the sales for each 























Figure 6.10: Total sales and candle sales as recorded in the sales day book of John Kelsick. 
Source: Kendal Record Office: WD/RYbox38/2. 
One is immediately struck both by the seasonality of candle sales and their influence on the 
overall pattern of sales. Many of the goods were of higher value, but the profit margin was 
greater and the turnover faster with the smaller value but frequently purchased candles. 
During the autumn and winter months candles accounted for a higher proportion of sales 
than any other single good, sometimes forming over fifty percent of total monthly sales. 
This is not the, result one would expect from a minor economic concern. Far from being a 
side line, candles were of central economic importance even to a tallow chandler with such 
varied retail interests as Kelsick. Frequent candle purchases placed the tallow chandler in 
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an ideal position to gain regular custom for the sale of other household goods. This leads 
one to conclude that retail grew out of the profits of candle-making, both to capitalise on 
the chandler's central position in the market, and to help even out large fluctuations in 
demand caused by seasonal changes in daylight hours. 
6.4: Subsidiary craft activity 
The main areas of subsidiary craft activity involved the processing of agricultural products: 
most commonly brewing, dairying and textiles. Table 6.8 below, uses a very broad 
definition of brewing, dairying and textiles, as those inventories with any related 
equipment, however small. Even when such a broad definition is used, the extent of 
chandlers' participation in other crafts is seen to be minimal. 
Brewing Dairving Textiles 
N N with % with N N with °% with N N with % with 
1639-1668 11 3 27.3 11 0 0 11 3 27.3 
1700-1721 20 8 40.0 20 3 15.0 20 5 ? 5.0 
Table 6.8: Chandlers' involvement in subsidiary crafts 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
In all periods dairying is seen to be of little importance to the majority of tallow chandlers. 
Approximately a quarter of the tallow chandlers sampled had some equipment for textile 
preparation. This might seem a significant figure, but looking closer at these inventories it 
is revealed that no chandler had more than two spinning wheels, wool cards or large stocks 
of wool or cloth. Ownership of textile equipment might therefore be more indicative of the 
female component of the household rather than of any economic interest in textile 
manufacture. More chandlers were involved in brewing than any other agricultural 
processing activity, yet this still represented a minority. 
The existence of specialised rooms devoted to a particular activity. highlight something of 
its importance within the household. It has already been seen that the majority of tallow 
chandlers had one. and often two rooms, specifically set aside for craft activity. In 
comparison it was very rare for chandlers to have rooms within their house devoted to 
other craft activities (See table 6.9). Brew houses, although a minority, recorded in under a 
third of inventories, were the most frequently mentioned. As some chandlers sold alcohol 
in their shops it is possible that this was an extension of their retail business. However, in 
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most of these cases it is more likely that beer was being brewed for domestic consumption 
only. 

















1640-1669 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 
1700-1721 18 5 27.8 18 1 5.9 18 0 0 18 2 11.1 
Table 6.9: Specialised rooms for other craft or retail activities 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
Malt houses and dairy or milk houses were still very rare by the early eighteenth century 
and were not listed in any of the inventories sampled in the earlier period. The emergence 
in the early eighteenth century of specialised rooms for subsidiary craft activity could relate 
to a growing economic importance of these craft activities within the household. 
Alternatively, and I think more likely, it is indicative of a general trend towards the 
differentiation of living spaces, especially at higher social levels. 
Involvement in other deadstock crafts was also very rare. Only three examples throughout 
the whole sample record any tools which could be linked to the practice of another 
deadstock craft. Each of these list butcher's implements. The first, Humphrey Web, whose 
inventory taken in 1612 listed one old cleever': John Hobday a chandler who died in 1662, 
also leaving a cleaver, and Thomas Knight, whose inventory in 1714 listed three chopping 
knives and two small cleavers. 16 Since tallow was by far the most expensive input into the 
candle making process it would not be surprising to find tallow chandlers breeding and 
slaughtering their own sheep. Chandlers' involvement in sheep breeding for the provision 
of raw materials is the subject of section 6.5(b) below. However, there is no evidence for 
this from the livestock interests listed in these particular inventories. Web kept only bees; 
Hobday had one pig and Knight listed no livestock at all. It is therefore unlikely that tallow 
chandlers were slaughtering their own animals, and where present, cleavers were probably 
used for cutting large joints of meat rather than for slaughter. 
6.5: Agricultural ivealth 
Mean farm valuations quadrupled between the mid-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
I lowever, the box plot shown in figure 6.3 showed that this was due more to the emergence 
16 W. C. R. O. Humphrey Web, 1612. W. C. R. O. John Hobda\, 1662. W. C. R. O. Thomas Knight, 1714. 
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of some very large farm valuations rather than to an increase in the general level of farming 
investment. This section examines the relationship between agricultural and other areas of 
household wealth, with a focus on the breeding of sheep for the supply of raw material. 
Figure 6.11 below, shows the grouped distribution of farm valuations throughout the 
sample. Over 70 percent of chandlers recorded some farming interest between 1640-69 and 
this proportion rose to over 80 percent during the early eighteenth century. While there 
were some individuals with very significant farming interests, these represented a small 























Figure 6.11: Changes in the range of Worcestershire chandlers' agricultural 
valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
To determine the place of agriculture within the tallow chandler's household it is important 
to consider how the productive resources of those with higher farming investments 
compared with chandlers who had fewer agricultural resources. 17 One might expect that as 
a craft business grew the chandler would reduce his reliance on the land. In general this is 
seen to be the case. For example in the first period those with the largest farm investments 
were also those with the highest valued trade goods. By the eighteenth century this was no 
longer the case. In this latter period those with the highest farming investments had below 
average trade investments and vice versa. However, one significant exception shows this 
relationship to be more complex than it first appears. 





The inventory of John Cresser, a rural chandler who died in 1664, is very exceptional but is 
informative on several different aspects of the chandler's household. is First, Cresser is 
exceptional because on his death he left goods valued at over C2 106, fir higher than any 
other chandler in the sample. He was also the only chandler involved in both arable and 
livestock farming on a commercial scale, leaving over 05 worth of agricultural tools. I lis 
crops were valued at £454. and his livestock included twenty horses, thirty-eight cattle, 
two-hundred and thirty-nine sheep and over fifteen pounds worth of pigs. In addition to 
making candles, he processed other agricultural products on a large enough scale to 
warrant both separate dairy and malt houses. From this list one might expect Cresser's 
chandlery business to be a minor concern. It is in this respect that Cresser's inventory is so 
interesting. Far from being small scale. Cresser's chandlery business like his other 
economic interests, was on a much larger scale than most of his contemporaries. Ilis tools 
had an above average value of £6-07s-00d, and his four tun stock of tallow. probably from 
his own sheep. was exceptionally large. More surprising even than the size of his candle 
making business, is Cresser's wider retail interest. Unfortunately the range of goods is not 
listed, but we can tell that they were worth over C84. one of the highest retail values in the 
sample. Cresser was very exceptional amongst his contemporary tallow chandlers and it is 
unlikely that he could have pursued all of these activities alone. Fithcr ('resser had a large 
family supplying labour or else he was employing other workers. This information cannot 
he gained from his inventory alone and it would be interesting in a further study to see 
what other records detailing his household exist. What one can say however, is that Cresser 
was an early entrepreneur who re-invested his money in all aspects of household wvealth. 
highlighting that successful craft and agricultural pursuits could he combined in one man. 
is W. C. R. U. John Crosser, 1718. 
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6.5(a): Composition of agricultural wealth 
Table 6.10 below, shows how agricultural wealth was distributed between different 
farming activities in terms of participation rates. The limited involvement in farming for 










Farm 11 8 72.7 20 17 85 
Tools 11 2 18.2 20 2 10 
Processing 
equipment 
11 6 54.5 20 14 70 
Livestock 11 6 54.5 20 7 35 
Crops 11 5 45.5 20 5 25 
Table 6.10: The distribution of inventoried farm wealth 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
The high and increasing participation rate highlighted earlier is seen to be mainly 
accounted for by the possession of agricultural processing equipment, such as brewing 
vessels (See section 6.4). The percentage ownership of agricultural tools, livestock and 
crops was falling. Just under 20% had any agricultural tools in the mid-seventeenth century 
and this fell to only 10% by 1700-21. The lack of agricultural tools strongly suggests that 
the majority of chandlers were not involved in farming on a commercial scale. In the mid- 
seventeenth century, over half of the chandlers sampled had some livestock; by the early 
eighteenth century this had fallen to just over one third. Similarly for crops, almost half of 
those sampled had some crops between 1640-69, but by 1700-21 crop ownership had fallen 
to a quarter of those sampled. 
6.5(h): Possession of livestock. - can it he linked to craft activity? 
From table 6.10 above, over half of the chandlers sampled were seen to own some 
livestock in the mid-seventeenth century, with ownership falling to just over a third by the 
early eighteenth century. Although not as high as one might expect from an occupation 
whose most costly production input was the animal derivative. tallow, these figures still 
appear significant. 
Table 6.11 below. looks at the types of livestock owned. Immediately one can see that 
ownership of an,, - particular livestock type was low and hence it was rare for any chandler 
to own a range of different livestock types. 
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Livestock ownership for chandlers is surprisingly low. Pigs are the highest possession rate. 
and this is still under a third ownership in any period. With the exception of pigs. 
percentage ownership of all other livestock types fell throughout the period. 
1640-1669 1700-1721 
N % with mean no N % with mean no 
Horses 11 27.3 1.7 20 10.0 10.5 
Cattle 11 9.1 3.0 20 5.0 38.0 
Sheep Il 18.2 7.0 20 10.0 126.0 
Pigs 11 27.3 2.0 20 30.0 2.6 
Table 6.11 - Possession rates and herd sizes for Worcestershire chandlers 
*inventories with no livestock are not included in mean calculations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. 
Percentage possession may be higher in 1640-69, but when one looks at those owning any 
livestock, herd sizes are seen to be larger in the latter period. It would seem that while as a 
whole chandlers were becoming less involved in livestock farming, those that were 
involved, were involved on a much larger scale. Again, because of small numbers mean 
valuations are distorting. The increase in herd sizes were not as dramatic as mean values 
suggest. On average, livestock numbers probably remained similar throughout the period 
for horses and pigs. Ownership of cattle and sheep was not as common and those who did 
own these animals would seem to have had a commercial interest in farming. 
19 
Although there was only minority ownership of sheep it is important to look at this in more 
detail as sheep were the main source of tallow, the raw material for the chandler's trade. In 
a very small number of cases, while there is no direct evidence, it is possible that sheep 
were being kept as a raw material source. For example, CresserIs inventory listing 239 
sheep and 4 tun stock of tallow. Since Cresser has no obvious involvement in textiles it is 
very likely that the tallow used for his candle making business was the product of his own 
sheep. Again, however, this is very much the exception. The majority of chandlers were 
not involved in livestock breeding for the production of raw materials or other purposes. 
6.6: Summary 
This data presented in this chapter has shown the trade of tallow chandler to be relatively 
coherent. While there were variations in all wealth areas, in general, gross valuations and 
inventoried trade wealth were increasing over time. For the large majority of tallow 
19 Box plots showing, the range of herd sizes can be seen in appendix E. 
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chandlers, productive activity was concentrated in their craft. Involvement in other crafts 
was rare, and where the case, often small-scale and unrelated to the candle-making 
business. The majority of tallow chandlers had some agricultural interests, but again these 
were very small and falling over time. This fall was seen most clearly in the reduction in 
livestock ownership, and was linked to a shift in productive resources to favour craft 
activity. Trade valuations were rising, and many tallow chandlers were developing wider 
retail interests. The sale of other groceries must be thought of as integral to the chandler's 
craft. In most cases, the other groceries were valued much higher than the chandler's stock 
of candles. However, Kelsick's accounts showed that this did not necessarily mean that 





As the manufacturers of leather, tanners were central to the network of provision for 
deadstock product trades. As individuals they were often much richer than their 
contemporaries working in other deadstock crafts. It is therefore surprising that as a group 
tanners had no guild organisation and consequently very little power to influence 
government policy concerning their work. ' The fact that tanners never reached the 
communal degree of organisation of a London Livery Company, can mainly be linked to 
their specific locational requirements. The offensive smells produced from the process of 
tanning2 along with the need for large water supplies3 ensured that tanneries were situated 
on the outskirts of most towns. To practise tanning also required more working space than 
was needed for many of the other deadstock trades. The average tannery consisted of 
several buildings: a beam shed, where the skins were unhaired and fleshed, a bark mill 
shed, where the oak bark was broken and ground, and a drying room, where the skins were 
hung up to dry. Additional space was needed for the tan yards, where several, often 
4 
covered pits, were located for the processes of liming and tanning. 
Tanning was a slow process which could take up to three years to complete. Although frost 
sometimes stopped work, tanning was not seasonal but rather intermittent work. Most 
tanners would have several hides at each stage of the tanning process, yet there would still 
be long periods when the hides did not require attention. This time provided opportunities 
for tanners to tend to farm work or to supplement their income by diversifying into other 
In 1703, Queen Anne granted a charter of incorporation to the `Masters, Wardens and Commonality of the 
Art and Mistery of Tanners of the Parish of St. Mary Magdalene, Bermondsey'. However, the scope of this 
`guild appears to be limited to this one area. This coupled with the fact that guild authority had greatly 
declined by this time means that it is best to think of this grant as interesting but comparatively unimportant 
in terms of a centralising organisation for tanning. ((Daniel Lysons, Environs of London, 1796. this charter is 
enrolled as Patent Roll 2. Anne, pt. 4 9C. 66 3441) (No. 8) Public Record Office. ) 
The smells produced from tanning clung to the workers' clothes. The smell was so unpleasant, that during 
the nineteenth century separate seats were reserved for tanners in the horse buses or trams serving the area 
where they worked. (Salaman, R. A. (1986): Dictionary of Leather-Working Tools, c. 1700-1950. George 
Allen & Unww in: London; p. 296) 
Two hundred and fifty gallons of water were required to tan one hide. Therefore, to ensure an adequate 
supply of ww ater tanneries were often built on the bank of a river. 
The pits would measure approximately 3.04m by 2. -t3m in area, being 1.82m to 2.43m deep. To experience 
the workings of an early modern tannery see the Rhaeadr Pow s tanner,, built in the late eighteenth century 
and re-erected at St Fagans in 1968. Museum of Welsh Life St Fagans, Cardiff. 
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areas. This chapter examines whether this time was used to develop other commercial 
economic interests outside of tanning, and hence to what extent the tanner specialised in 
his stated occupation and was economically reliant on his chosen craft? In doing so this 
chapter focuses on the various working experiences of tanners, through a detailed 
examination of their productive resources. 
7.1: Changes in gross inventoried wealth and its composition: a summary. 
This section uses mean valuations alongside box plots as a basic comparative tools for 
exploring temporal and regional differences in the value and composition of tanner's gross 
inventoried wealth. 5 Table 7.1 below summarises this information showing how gross 
inventoried wealth was distributed between different household activities. 
Gross Valuation Trade Household Farm Other 
N mean 
£ -s -d 
N mean 
£ -s -d 
N mean 
£ -s -d 
N mean 
£ -s -d 
N mean 
£ -s -d 
Worcs. 
1600-12 6 53-06-09 8 24-06-09 5 15-04-07 5 7-13-00 6 4-18-04 
1640-69 15 181-1 -06 15 73-16-08 13 26-04-09 14 48-10-11 14 44-00-01 
1700-21 12 261-01-09 12 108-02-01 12 28-16-08 12 15-06-02 12 109-16-10 
Herts. 
1600-39 11 236-14-09 10 103-06-09 10 39-16-09 10 20-07-09 11 18-1 -10 
1640-69 11 410-09-09 11 204-16-03 11 42-13-1 1 11 58-08-09 11 104-10-11 
1670-99 9 186-15-11 9 116-07-11 9 26-09-10 9 24-18-08 9 18-19-07 
Sussex 
1700-21 6 210-12-10 6 64-09-05 6 22-12-06 6 24-12-00 6 97-13-07 
1722-72 4 675-17-07 4 398-12-02 4 25-08-00 4 50-13-03 4 201-02-00 
Table 7.1: The composition of wealth, mean valuations for selected wealth areas. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Tanner's mean gross inventory valuations differed to varying degrees both over time and 
between regions. The lowest mean valuation by far was found for early seventeenth 
century Worcestershire. In Hertfordshire at the same time, mean gross valuations were over 
four times this figure. By the mid-seventeenth century mean valuations in Worcestershire 
had more than trebled, but this was matched by a doubling in Hertfordshire, which resulted 
in mean valuations here still being more than twice those found in Worcestershire. Later in 
the century. Hertfordshire's mean gross valuation fell by more than half to a level lower 
than at the start of the century, yet similar to that seen in mid-seventeenth century 
Worcestershire. The data for late seventeenth century Worcestershire is not available to see 
For details on the methods of analysis used in this study see section 4.6 
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whether or not this region also experienced a drop in the mean level of wealth. However. 
this seems unlikely as by the early eighteenth century. mean gross valuations in 
Worcestershire had risen again by nearly 50%; to a similar, but slightly higher level than 
that seen in Sussex at the same time. It is likely that Worcestershire tanners' gross 
valuations continued to grow into the eighteenth century, although one cannot say that this 
would have been as high as the three fold increase seen in Sussex. 
The box plots shown in figures 7.1 to 7.5, reinforce these results and hence raise one's 
confidence in using the mean for relative comparisons of gross inventoried wealth. The 
range of valuations in the sample and their relation to other wealth areas will be discussed 
further in section 7.2. 
Looking across the table at the components of gross inventoried wealth, one can see that 
while the mean gross valuations for tanners in the three regions sometimes differed 
significantly, the proportions of wealth invested in different household areas were very 
similar. Higher gross valuations were reflected in a greater investment in all the main areas 
of inventoried wealth. However, this increase was not proportional to rises in gross 
valuations; the greatest increases being seen in trade wealth, with household valuations 
becoming relatively lower. 
In all samples, trade investment formed the highest proportion of gross wealth, accounting 
for between 30 and 60 percent. As such, changes in mean trade wealth generally reflected 
the changes seen in mean gross valuations. The exception to this was Hertfordshire. Here, 
mean trade valuations did closely follow the rise and fall of gross valuations, yet if one 
looks at the box plot in figure 7.3 it is seen that while there were some much larger trade 
valuations later in the century, the general level of trade wealth fell before rising slightly in 
the latter period. Reasons for these changes and the expanding range of trade valuations 





























(c) East Sussex 
Figure 7.1: Changes in gross inventory valuations. 
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(c) East Sussex 
Figure 7.2: Changes in agricultural valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. R: E. S. R. O. 
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(c) East Sussex 
Figure 7.3: Changes in trade valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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(c) East Sussex 
Figure 7.4: Changes in household valuations. 



























(c) East Sussex 
Figure 7.5: Changes in credit valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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Agricultural goods formed a relatively small proportion of overall wealth, at never more 
than 27 percent of the mean gross valuation. The mean valuations for Hertfordshire were 
higher but showed a similar pattern to those for Worcestershire; more than doubling 
between the early and mid-seventeenth century, before falling sharply later in the period. 
However, in Hertfordshire the mean farm valuation for 1640-69 has been somewhat 
overstated by a couple of extreme valuations, (See figure 7.2); the general level of 
agricultural investment showing little change over time. In contrast, Worcestershire did see 
a significant increase in the general level of agricultural wealth in the mid-seventeenth 
century which reflected a shift in the distribution of resources not seen in Hertfordshire. By 
the eighteenth century this situation had again reversed, with a significant drop in farming 
investment alongside a further increase in trade wealth. 
During the eighteenth century farming accounted for approximately ten percent of Sussex 
tanner's gross wealth. This is almost twice the proportion found in Worcestershire at the 
same time and is reflected in higher mean valuations. However, it must be noted that whilst 
mean farm valuations in Sussex doubled over the eighteenth century their relative 
proportion of the gross valuation fell, again reflecting a growing concentration of resources 
in the tanner's trade. These differences are examined in more depth in section 7.5, which 
discusses the range and composition of farm wealth to determine to what extent, if at all, 
investment in this area can be related to craft activity. 
The `other' category strongly reflected the changes seen in the mean gross valuations, 
increasing most significantly in Worcestershire where its mean value exceeded that for 
trade in the early eighteenth century. That this category is large is not surprising, what is 
important, is not its overall size, but whether or not any of the individual components was 
on a scale comparable with one of the other three main wealth areas. Most of the elements 
comprising the category were very small. Over half of the wealth in this category was 





N N with % with Mean for those 
with any credit 
£-s-d 
Worcs. 
1600-12 1-14-10 6 1 16.7 10-09-02 
1640-69 16-18-06 14 6 42.9 39-09-10 
1700-21 34-09-02 12 6 50 68-18-04 
Herts. 
1600-39 11-04-00 11 5 45.5 24-12-00 
1640-69 30-07-09 11 5 45.5 66-17-00 
1670-99 1 1-14-05 9 5 55.6 21-02-00 
E. Sussex 
1700-21 74-06-08 6 4 66.7 112-00-00 
1722-72 181-18-03 4 3 75 243-00-00 
Table 7.2: Mean credit valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Leather craftsmen at Bodmin stated that their `Trades are generally carried on by credit, but 
the excessive duty on Leather, which is paid with ready money, obstructs the general credit 
with which their trades were formerly carried on. '6 The mean amount of money owing to 
the deceased in Worcestershire and Sussex increased significantly over time, the highest 
values being found in Sussex. Not only were greater amounts of money being lent out, but 
also the proportion of tanners involved in a crediting network was rising. The proportion of 
tanner's lending money was also rising in Hertfordshire, yet shadowing the movement of 
the mean gross valuations, the amounts involved fell at the end of the seventeenth century. 
If the excise did seriously disrupt the trade of tanners, why did both trade valuations and 
credits continue to increase after the introduction of the excise in 1697? It is possible that 
only the wealthier tanners could continue to trade in this way, which would account for the 
growing range of valuations in all wealth areas, but especially in trade valuations. 
Unfortunately, the link between increases in the amount of credit, and growth or changes in 
trading activity could not be examined further as it was rarely possible from the original 
recording to distinguish between money owed for trade goods and services as opposed to 
money owing having been lent out. This distinction was made in two examples, both from 
late eighteenth century Sussex. In each case trade credit accounted for less than forty 
percent of all credits. Such a small number of examples can not be representative of the 
whole trade, yet they do show that some tanners were using their wealth to diversify into 
other areas of money lending. 
`' Co111111on1S Journals. vol. XII, p. 61. 
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7.2: Examining the range of gross inventory valuations. 
Figures 7.6(a-c) below show the range of gross inventory valuations within the tanner's 
sample and how this changed over time. 
In Worcestershire, from the strong stepped pattern it is apparent that the growth in mean 
inventory valuations was linked to a general increase in tanner's wealth rather than to the 
emergence of a small minority of exceptionally rich individuals. The sample taken from the 
early seventeenth century shows the smallest range of values. Over the following two 
periods the range of values increases, but the general upward trend is still clear. The gap 
between the richest and the poorest of the tanners increased, but more tanners were still to 
be found in the higher wealth bands and considerably fewer tanners at the lower levels. For 
example, in the sample taken between 1600 and 1612, there were no tanners leaving goods 
valued at over £ 100. In contrast, by mid-century almost half of all tanners sampled left 
inventoried goods valued at over £100, and this figure had increased to two thirds by the 
early eighteenth century. Although the richest tanners were to be found in the mid-century, 
as a whole, the number of tanners with high inventory valuations of over £251. continued 
to rise into the eighteenth century. 
In the early seventeenth century, Hertfordshire tanners were seen to be on average over 
three times as wealthy as their contemporaries in Worcestershire. This is reinforced by the 
grouped frequency charts which show that while the Worcestershire sample had no 
inventories valued at over £ 100, approximately 80 percent of those inventories sampled in 
Hertfordshire were valued at over £100. By mid-century, these regional differences had 
begun to even out, despite mean valuations still being at over twice that for Worcestershire. 
Similar proportions in both samples were to be found at the lowest wealth level. Some 
higher valuations had begun to appear in Worcestershire, but in Hertfordshire the division 
between the highest and lowest valuations was much more distinct, with some tanners 
leaving goods valued at over £ 1000. The crash in mean wealth levels in Hertfordshire 
between the mid and late seventeenth century was due to changes in the wealth of the 
tipper half of the sample. The proportion of inventories valued at under £100 remained at 
similar levels between the two periods; the difference being caused by a fall of 
approximately forty percent in the proportion valued at over £500, which was linked to an 
increase in the range of wealth levels removing the distinct wealth division that was seen 
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Figure 7.6 : Changes in gross inventory valuations. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. R. E. S. R. O. 
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The mean gross valuation for Sussex tanners during the early eighteenth century was 
exaggerated by a small minority of much larger valuations, the majority (over 65%) being 
valued at under £100. The huge increase in mean wealth over the century is seen to be 
attributable to a massive increase, to 75%, in the number of inventories valued at over 
£500. As the samples are small one cannot place too much weight on the actual proportions 
involved. However, it is apparent that after the mid-seventeenth century. very wealthy 
tanners were not exceptional, and the general level of wealth in the occupation as a whole 
was rising. 
The richest tanners often had more money invested in all wealth areas, although this 
increase was not proportional to the extra investment in gross wealth. 7 Trade was the main 
channel for growing investment, and higher gross valuations were also often reflected in 
greater agricultural investment. The level of investment in domestic possessions and credit 
was not as simply related to gross valuations. It was rare for the value of domestic 
possessions to be significantly higher and where they were. this was not necessarily 
reflected in the highest gross valuations. Similarly, the amount of money as credits was 
very variable and it was common for those with the highest gross valuations to have no 
credits at all. Since the tanners with the highest gross valuations were usually also those 
with the most money invested in trade, it is very likely that credits were not as closely 
associated with trading activity, as they were for some of the other deadstock trades. 
The following sections look in more detail at how this variation in wealth was reflected in 
different areas of household investment, and hence how it impacted on the lifestyle and 
experience of the tanner. 
7.3: The tanner's trade. 
Analysis of mean valuations and box plot displays revealed the tanner's trade to be the 
most important single area of household investment, accounting for between 30 and 60 
percent of the gross wealth across all samples. This section looks more closely at the 
composition of trade wealth, and variation in the size of tanner's operations as determined 
by the amount of money devoted to their trade. The range of trade valuations for the three 
study areas are displayed as grouped frequencies in figures 7.7(a-c) below. 




A significant proportion of the sample did not record any trade goods, varying from ten 
percent in early seventeenth century Hertfordshire to two thirds of the sample in early 
eighteenth century Sussex. While this obviously affects the size of mean valuations used in 
section 7.1, removing zero values did not effect the relative position of the means for 
temporal and regional comparisons. There are several possible reasons why a tanner's 
inventory would not record any items associated with his trade. One is that the tanner was 
working for another master as a journeyman or apprentice. Another, is that the tanner had 
retired or had been ill for some time before his death and had already passed his business 
on to other family members or to an apprentice. From the data available in the inventories 
it is not possible to tell into which category these men fell. Tanners traded entirely by 
wholesale, and therefore no shops are mentioned in their inventories. Tanneries were often 
rented or separate from the dwelling house, so that when not in use they were seldom put to 
other purposes and therefore were not listed without the inclusion of trade goods, as shops 
often were. For this reason. one cannot comment on the changing composition of masters 
and journeymen over the period and hence must be hesitant in suggesting that the growth 
in trade valuations reflected an increase in productivity enabled through the employment of 
more workers. 
Over the period all regions saw a growth in trade valuations. While there were still tanners 
working in the eighteenth century with trade goods valued at less than £20, the proportions 
in the lower categories were falling. In Worcestershire, for example, the highest trade 
valuation recorded in the early seventeenth century was just below £60. By the early 
eighteenth century, trade valuations had risen considerably, with over 50 percent of 
valuations recorded at over £100; the highest being £360, six times as much as the highest 
recorded trade valuation a century earlier. A similar pattern was seen in both Hertfordshire 
and East Sussex, with values here being as high as £777. The fall in Hertfordshire trade 
valuations between the mid and late seventeenth century, highlighted in the mean 
valuations and box plots, was caused by changes in the highest wealth bands. The 
proportion with trade goods valued at over £250 fell by a third, the highest value also being 
considerably smaller (£413 compared with a high of £702 mid century). At the same time 
the proportions recorded at the lowest levels continued to fall, as they did in all regions. 
Therefore, although the total amount invested in trade for the region was lower, one can 
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Figure 7.7: Changes in inventoried trade wealth 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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The parallel survival into the eighteenth century of tanners working with craft goods 
valued at just under £20 alongside those with goods valued at over £700 raises the question 
as to how these differences in trade investment were reflected in the working experience of 
individual tanners. Below I look in more detail at the trade goods listed in tanner's probate 
inventories to see what accounted for these differences and where the extra money was 
being invested. 
7.3(a): The composition of trade wealth. 
The integration of the tanning process became apparent when I tried to distinguish between 
raw materials, and stocks of leather. In the main, untreated skins and hides were valued 
along with tanned leather. Other than skins and hides, bark was the most frequently noted 
raw material; lime possibly being too small in value to be separately listed. Listing of by- 
products such as horns, hair, and tails, illustrated the wide use made of all parts of an 
animal carcass. Individually, these products were worth very little, the average price being 
one pence per horn, and six pence for a bushel of hair. However, in the large amounts 
recorded, these by-products could be of considerable value to the tanner; sometimes being 
valued at more than ten pounds. 
Table 7.3 below, splits trade valuations for those inventories where sufficient detail was 
available, into hides and leather, bark, and tools. The listing of by-products was not 
consistent enough for detailed analysis and any information available has been grouped 
together in the `other' category. 
As one would expect from the wide range of trade valuations seen earlier, there is also a lot 
of variation to be found in the amount of money invested in different aspects of the trade. 
Howevver, despite these differences in actual amounts, some very clear patterns emerge in 
the proportionate division of investment. The most striking feature is the concentration of 
investment in hides and leather, with tools accounting for very little in relative terms. 
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Wang ick 1555 13-06-08 78.8 3-06-08 19.7 0-05-00 1.5 
Oxon. 1587 18-13-04 75.7 5-06-08 21.6 0-13-04 2.7 
Lincs. 1600 42-10-00 87.8 37-06-08 7.8 3-06-08 3.9 1-13-04 
Worcs. 1602 43-10-00 80.6 10-00-00 18.5 0-10-00 0.9 
Staffs. 1608 120-00-00 92.9 5-00-00 3.9 3-10-00 2.7 hair 0-13-04 
Mersevside 1611 125-10-00 96.1 120-13-00 3.6 4-10-00 4.7 0-17-00 
Herts. 1612 140-00-00 91.8 10-00-00 6.6 2-1 1-06 1.7 
Herts. 1625 0-12-00 3.1 16-03-04 82.5 2-16-08 14.5 
Herts. 1630 175-13-00 80.1 41-00-00 18.7 2-13-04 1.2 
Leics. 1633 80-00-00 94.4 75-10-00 5.0 4-00-00 0.8 0-13-04 
Herts. 1635 116-03-07 93.2 6-00-00 4.8 1-09-00 1.2 hair £l 
1-lerts. 1639 144-00-00 85.2 24-00-00 14.2 1-00-00 0.6 
lerts. 1643 678-00-00 96.6 7-00-00 1.0 7-00-00 1.0 hair etc. (10 
Worcs. 1645 31-10-00 92.6 1-10-00 4.4 1-00-00 2.9 
Worcs. 1646 240-00-00 85.3 40-00-00 14.2 1-10-00 0.5 
Herts. 1650 376-00-00 81.4 80-00-00 17.3 6-00-00 1.3 
Staffs. 1655 151-01-06 86.7 22-10-00 12.9 0-15-00 0.4 
Worcs. 1661 268-00-00 92.4 20-00-00 6.9 2-00-00 0.7 
London 1665 65-10-00 91.6 60-00-00 5-00-00 0.9 0-12-00 
11 erts. 1672 96-16-00 94.5 2-00-00 2.0 1-00-00 1.0 hair £1 & horns 11 
Lincs. 1674 71-00-00 94.4 0 0 1-00-00 1.3 elude stuff 3-05-00 
Staffs. 1680 173-11-06 84.4 30-00-00 14.6 2-00-00 1.0 
Worcs. 1684 103-16-08 88.1 13-06-08 11.3 0-13-04 0.6 
1 Ierts. 1684 5-12-00 67.8 2-06-08 28.2 0-06-09 4.1 
Staffs. 1689 100-00-00 81.3 20-00-00 16.3 3-00-00 2.4 
Worcs. 1700 39-01-00 81.3 8-00-00 16.6 0-10-00 1.0 tails. horns. hair 0-10-00 
Worcs. 1701 128-06-00 97.5 - 0-05-00 0.2 
Worcs. 1706 122-02-06 82.2 25-00-00 16.8 0-10-00 0.3 hair Cl 
Worcs. 1719 189-00-00 88.9 22-00-00 10.6 1-00-00 0.5 
Sussex 1719 277-04-00 81.7 15-14-00 16.7 1-00-00 0.3 hair. tails & horns 3-05-00 
Worcs. 1720 19-04-00 97.5 - 0-10-00 2.5 
Sussex 1720 24-18-04 94.6 0 0 1-08-08 5.4 hair 
Icrts. 1724 197-10-06 86.9 26-00-00 11.4 1-10-00 0.7 Horns & hair 2-01-00. 
Pates & tails 0-05-06 
Sussex 1725 267-05-00 92.1 20-00-00 6.9 2-16-00 1.0 hair 
Sussex 1763 216-00-06 41.0 56-08-00 10.7 -5-12-00 
1.1 hair 7-10-00 
Sussex 1772 769-13-00 99.0 0 0 0 0 hair £1 
Table 7.3: Summarising the composition of trade wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. Details of the 
published collections used in this study can be found in the bibliography. 
7.3(ai): Tools 
Tanner's tools consisted of pits, vats, troughs, beams, several types of knives and 
sometimes a bark mill for grinding oak bark. 8 There was no significant increase or decrease 
in the value of tools over time. In general, tanner's tools were seldom worth more than two 
pounds; the amount bearing little relation to the size of the investment in hides and leather. 
Where tool valuations were higher this was not reflective of any change in the basic tools, 
For further details on tanner's tools with accompanying illustrations see Salaman, R. A. (1986): op cit 
pp. 299-; 06. 
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but was linked to the ownership of water pumps, weights and scales. mill stones and oak 
grinding equipment. The inventory data does not record any major changes in the tools 
used and one can therefore conclude that any increases in productivity before the mid 
eighteenth century were not the result of technological advance. 
7.3(aii): Hides and Leather 
The main investment in tanning was in hides and leather. The inventory evidence showed 
that tanners would use a variety of different skins and hides, and there was no evidence of 
specialisation in one particular type of leather. Being able to make the initial investment in 
hides for a process which could take up to three years, would no doubt have formed the 
most significant financial barrier to entry into the trade. Not only was investment highly 
concentrated in hides, but hides were also the most costly input into the tanning process. In 
1627 a Shrewsbury tanner stated that he could buy a hide for ten shillings and sell the 
leather made from it for fourteen or fifteen shillings. 9 Before any profits could be reaped. 
costs of other inputs such as oak bark and lime in addition to operating costs and labour 
would have to be met from the four or five shillings difference. While I do not have exact 
figures for labour and other costs, one can be confident in saying that they were very small 
in relation to the cost of raw materials. This opens possibilities for economies of scale to be 
gained from the employment of more workers; yet to achieve this would require long term 
investments with much of the profits being recycled back into the business for further hide 
purchases. It was therefore a mixture of foresight and available capital which accounted for 
many of the larger trade investments and hence also for the wide range of trade valuations 
recorded in tanner's inventories. 
In terms of production costs, the main influence on the price of leather was the cost of 
hides. The price and availability of hides was not influenced by demand for leather, but 
was a direct response to changes in demand for other animal products, most specifically, 
meat. Many individual prices of skins, hides, and leather were compiled for this study from 
probate records. These revealed no strong regional differences in price. However, because 
valuations for skins, hides, and leather were often grouped together the results proved too 
fragmentary to construct price series for the various types of product. To determine long 
term trends in the price of leather, use was therefore made of a price series compiled by 
9 P. R. O.. Exchequer Depositions. E 134'5 car.!. Mich. 14. 
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Beveridge from contracts made by the Navy. 10 The navy bought tanned leather backs 11 
which were the most expensive kind of leather. It should also be noted, it is unlikely that 
the series reflects price fluctuations of less than one year, since contract prices tended to be 
fixed in the short-term. 
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Figure 7.8: The cost of leather backs purchased by the British Navy, 1600-1730. 
Source: Beveridge, W. H. (1969): Prices and Wages in England: from the twelfth to the 
nineteenth century, vol. 1. p. 677-679. 
Note: The two scales represent a change in the way in which leather was valued. Before 
1655 leather backs were valued individually, and were valued by weight after this date. 
The price of leather did not increase as much as tanners" inventoried trade valuations, 
which would suggest that many of the tanners sampled later in the period were working on 
a larger scale. Fluctuations in hide prices reflected the general patterns in the state of the 
economy. For example, the fall in prices during the second half of the seventeenth century 
was in part caused by the stagnation of the cloth industry during the 1660s, the plague, the 
fire of London and the Dutch war. However, Clarkson suggests that falls in hide prices 
may also have been caused by an over production of hides and skins. His evidence, taken 
from the 1680s, claimed that an increase in cattle rearing following the draining of the Fens 
had so depressed the price of hides that they were being buried instead of being 
1° Beveridge, \V. H (1969): Prices and Wages in England: from the twelfth to the nineteenth century, vol. I. 
p. 677-679. 
The excise instructions describe backs as leather 'made from small hides, as well as from large, which for 
convenience in tanning, and afterwards packing for exportation. are slit down the back in two parts. 
Instructions for Officers of the Duties of Hides in the Country. London: N1. DCC. XCVII p. 16 
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manufactured into leather. 12 In the main, the later seventeenth century saw more stable 
prices, the primary influence on price increases for hides during this period being the 
introduction of a fifteen percent excise duty on leather in 1697 for three years, and 
continued in 1710 and 1711, the impact of which is clearly evident in the series. From 
this price series one can see that most of the additional cost of an excise tax was placed 
directly onto the consumer through increases in leather prices. The fact that the 
consumption of leather and leather goods continued to increase confirmed the 
government's belief that leather was an inelastic good and therefore a reliable source of 
taxable income. If the customer bore the cost of the excise without it affecting demand, 
then it is difficult to see why the cost of the tax alone should have had a serious impact on 
the tanner's business. It was the form in which the excise was paid that disrupted some 
businesses. The excise was paid in cash which in turn affected the credit structure on which 
many businesses operated. Such conditions probably favoured the larger tanners whose 
turnover and income was perhaps more regular and who could possibly cope easier with 
slight delays in receiving payment. This would help to explain why the number of smaller 
tanners was considerably reduced by the eighteenth century. 
7.4: Subsidiary craft activity 
Tanning was a slow process, with long periods when the hides did not require attention. 
This time provided opportunity for tanners to diversify into other areas. One possible area 
of diversification was the processing of agricultural products; most commonly brewing, 
dairying and textiles. Table 7.4 uses a very broad definition of brewing, dairying and 
textile interests, as those individuals owning any related equipment, however small in 
value. Table 7.5, adds further detail by identifying specialised rooms within the tanner's 
household devoted to agricultural processing. 
Clarkson, L; 1 (1960): The English Leather Industry in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. 
Unpublished Ph. D thesis: Nottingham Universit\. p. 34. 
1' For a more detailed discussion of the extent of excise intrusion into the tanning process see section 2.2(e). 
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Brewing Dairying Textiles 
N N with % with N N with "0 with N N with % with 
Worcestershire 
1600-1612 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 1 16.7 
1640-1669 15 3 20.0 15 2 13.3 15 3 20.0 
1700-1721 12 2 16.7 12 2 16.7 12 1 8.3 
Hertfordshire 
1600-16-339 10 1 10.0 10 1 10.0 10 0 0 
1640-1669 11 3 27.3 11 0 0 11 2 18.2 
1670-1699 9 3 33.3 9 0 0 9 2 22.2 
E. Sussex 
1700-1721 6 5 83.3 6 2 33.3 6 0 0 
1722-1772 4 4 100.0 4 4 100.0 4 1 25.0 
Table 7.4: Tanners' involvement in subsidiary crafts. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Brew House Dairy House 
N N with % 
with 
N N with % with 
Worcestershire 
1600-1612 3 0 0 3 0 0 
1639-1668 11 0 0 11 0 0 
1700-1721 8 2 25.0 8 2 25.0 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 10 0 0 10 0 0 
1640-1669 7 1 14.3 7 0 0 
1670-1699 7 1 14.3 7 0 0 
E. Sussex 
1700-1721 6 5 83.3 6 2 33.3 
1722-1776 4 3 75.0 4 4 100.0 
Table 7.5: Specialised rooms for other craft or retail activities. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Even when such a broad definition is used, the extent of tanners' participation in 
agricultural processing crafts is seen to be minimal. In Hertfordshire and Worcestershire it 
was rare for tanners to have rooms in their houses devoted to other craft activities. The 
emergence in the later periods of specialised rooms for subsidiary craft activity could relate 
to a growing economic importance of these craft activities within the household. 
Alternatively, and I think more likely, it is indicative of a more general social trend 
towards the differentiation of living spaces, especially at higher social levels. 
Brewing was the most common of the agricultural processing tasks, but only in Sussex did 
participation rates exceed one third of those sampled. and even here no tanners listed large 
stocks of beer or cider to suggest that brewing for the tanner had a commercial importance 
outside of household subsistence. Throughout the period. dairying. including cheese and 
butter making, was of little importance. Although all the tanner's sampled in Sussex during 
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the latter period owned some dairying equipment, their involvement never exceeded 
subsistence levels. 
Textiles showed the lowest participation rates, at never more than a quarter of any sample. 
This is surprising considering tanners' access to wool and reports from other authors of 
tanners supplementing their income through dealing in wool. '4 Only two of the inventories 
sampled from the three study areas, could be said to show any evidence of dealing in wool. 
The first, that of Henry Laugher taken from Worcestershire in 1646, lists £9 worth of wool, 
which is probably linked to his flock of seventy-seven sheep, rather than to his tanning 
business; the other, the inventory of Daniel Shipton taken from Hertfordshire in 1672, lists 
a smaller £4 worth of wool. 1 Neither of the inventories list any textile equipment, and 
hence it is likely that the wool was to be sold and not for use within their own household. 
However, the amounts involved do not suggest that wool dealing was of any further 
importance to these two men, than was the sale of any of the other by-products from the 
tanning process; Shipton's stock of horns being valued at over two pounds more than his 
wool. An example taken from Lincolnshire in the late seventeenth century listed large 
stocks of various types of wool, valued in total at £290. I Os Od. In this particular example 
the tanner can definitely be thought of as dealing in wool. 16 However, this is only one 
example and while it highlights that wool dealing was a possible area of diversification, it 
is not true to say that it was common for tanners to supplement their income in this way. 
Tanners also showed limited involvement in other deadstock occupations. Only two 
examples throughout the sample recorded any tools which could be linked to the practice 
of another deadstock craft. The inventory of John Johnsons, a Worcestershire tanner who 
died in 1608, recorded one candle mould. At this time it was still legal, although rare for 
people other than tallow chandlers to manufacture their own candles. Johnson's inventory 
does not list any other candle making equipment or stocks of tallow, so one must assume 
that either the candle mould was old and unused, or that Johnson was making a small 
number of candles for use within his own household. '7 
The other inventory with any listed equipment associated with another deadstock trade is 
that of Thomas Havne a Sussex tanner who died in 1763, leaving one cleaver in his brew 
14 See Clarkson, LA (1960): op cit. p. 34. and V1'oodward, DM (1968): The Chester Leather Industry, 1558- 
1625. Transactions of the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire 119,65-1 11. 
1' W. C. R. O. Henry Laugher, 1646. H. C. R. O. Daniel Shipton, 1 19HW73,167-1 
16 Richard Lockitt, 1674. INV 176 44. 
17 W. C. R. O. John Johnsons, 1608. 
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house. ' Hayne's livestock holding of one horse, three cows and three pigs would provide 
little more than household subsistence in any derived products and therefore does not 
suggest involvement in livestock breeding to provide raw materials for the tanning process. 
If Hayne was slaughtering his animals then this was certainly only to provide meat for his 
own family and does not suggest any further involvement in butchering. One can therefore 
conclude that tanners very rarely diversified into other deadstock trades, and when they did 
it was on a small scale which would provide no more than household subsistence. 
7.5: Agricultural wealth 
Agricultural processing crafts were only one area in which tanners could diversify their 
activities during quieter periods in the tannery. Other agricultural pursuits such as arable 
farming and livestock rearing have also been highlighted as important by-employments to 
steady the often intermittent income earned from tanning. This section looks in more detail 
at the economic importance of farming to the tanner. The focus is on the relationship 
between trade and agriculture, to identify whether the two activities were linked through a 
need to supply raw materials, as a division of working time. perhaps forming a dual 
occupation, or whether farming was simply a means of subsistence in frequently used dairy 
products for the tanners' family. 
Mean agricultural wealth was seen in section 7.1 to be the most variable of the three main 
household wealth areas. After an initial rise between the early and mid-seventeenth 
century, agricultural interests began to fall in both Hertfordshire and Worcestershire. Mean 
agricultural wealth doubled in Sussex during the eighteenth century, but in proportionate 
terms tanners' investment in agriculture had almost halved. 
The mean amounts invested in agricultural pursuits never rivalled the mean investments in 
trade. If agriculture Evas a by-employment when the tannery was quiet, then one might 
expect trade and agricultural valuations to be inversely related. However, scatter plots 
showed that there was no simple relationship between the two wealth areas (See figures 
7.9(a-c) below). 
E. S. R. O. Thomas Ha\ ne. 3136' 1361763. 
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Fiýlure 7.9: Comparing tanners' trade and agricultural wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. R. E. S. R. O. 
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While there were exceptions, 19 in general, the tanners with the largest amounts invested in 
agriculture were also those with the highest trade valuations. At the opposite extreme those 
with the little or no agricultural investment were also often those with little or no money 
invested in their trade. One might expect that those with no trade goods would be more 
likely to experience intermittent phases of work for the master tanners during more labour 
intensive processes. Therefore they would have more spare time to devote to other pursuits 
such as farming. That this was rarely the case could indicate that journeymen did not have 
the financial capital needed to make the initial agricultural investment. However, it could 
also mean that their time between work was not as long or consistent as one might first 
assume. Tanning work was spasmodic, yet one tannery could be busy while a neighbouring 
tannery was quiet. While there is no direct evidence, there is no reason why journeymen 
could not be employed for more than one master; a fact which would greatly reduce their 
time available to engage in other economic pursuits. That said, the majority of tanners in 
Worcestershire and Hertfordshire showed a slightly inverse relationship between craft and 
farming interests, which would suggest that involvement in agriculture was linked in part, 
to the time available to pursue other activities, but also more likely to supplement the 
income obtained from tanning. 
5(a): Range of agricultural investment 
Figures 7.10(a-c) below show the grouped distributions of farm valuations throughout the 
samples. 
19 A small number of in\ entories recorded high agricultural values and no trade goods. These cases represent 
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Figure 7.10: Changes in inventoried farm wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. R. E. S. R. O. 
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All of the tanners sampled from the Sussex region were involved to some degree in 
agriculture. In comparison, participation rates amongst tanners in Worcestershire and 
Hertfordshire were more variable, but still represented the majority in all periods. Changes 
in participation rates could have accounted in part for rises and falls in mean valuations, yet 
the difference would not be significant enough to affect relative comparisons whether over 
time or between regions. 
For the majority of tanners, agricultural interests were small at under £10. Changes in the 
mean valuations therefore were more reflective of the size of the larger agricultural 
interests than they were of any major changes in tanners' agricultural habits. For example, 
the huge increase in mean agricultural values seen in Worcestershire between the early and 
mid-seventeenth century was concurrent with a decrease in the proportion of tanners with 
agricultural goods. This was linked to a reduction in the number with smaller farming 
interests alongside a growth in investment for those who did choose to diversify into 
agriculture. The fall in mean valuations seen in the eighteenth century was linked to a fall 
in the number of much higher investors and not to changes for the majority of tanners. 
Similarly, in Hertfordshire the main changes in mean valuations were caused by 
differences at the extreme ends of the sample. Only in Sussex can one see a definite 
increase in the size of agricultural investment for the majority of tanners, but here the 
largest investments were not as high as those in either Worcestershire or Hertfordshire 
where the range of valuations lack any definite pattern. 
Looking at the composition of agricultural wealth as summarised in table 7.6, it is seen that 
the high participation rates were linked to involvement in several different farming areas. 
Livestock and arable interests were the most prominent with at least 50 percent 
involvement in all the samples. 
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7.5(h): Livestock firming.: can it he linked to croft activity? 
The majority of tanners in all samples owned some livestock. This section examines the 
numbers and types of livestock owned to determine whether or not their ownership was 
linked to an extension of the network of provision into livestock breeding for the 
production of raw materials. 
During the study period, demand for meat was high and growing. Since the availability of 
hides was directly related to the demand for meat there was no shortage of hides. It is 
therefore unlikely that tanners would feel the need to ensure their own supplies through 
livestock breeding. Indeed section 7.4 showed that there was no evidence for tanners 
slaughtering their own animals, and so if livestock breeding was related to the tanning 
process the animals would still have to be first delivered to either a butcher or 
slaughterman. 
Table 7.7 looks at the type of livestock owned. The proportion of tanners owning different 
livestock types fluctuated over time. In Worcestershire and Sussex this reflected changes in 
the general proportions owning any livestock. In Hertfordshire the proportion vti ith any 
livestock continued to rise over time. However, if one looks at the proportions owning any 
particular livestock type, one can see that this continued increase was only seen in horses 
and pigs, and therefore does not represent a significant rise in farming activity amongst 
I Icrtfordshire tanners. 






















1600-12 6 5)ftO 1.0 6 66.7 4.5 6 16.7 1.0 6 33.3 1.5 6 U 
1640-69 IS 46.7 2.9 15 46.7 10 2 15 20.0 3 4.0 15 40.0 2.5 15 ? O. O 
1700-' 1 12 41.7 1.8 12 25.0 7.7 12 25.0 2.5 12 3 3.3 2.3 12 U 
Herts. 
1600-39 10 50.0 2.0 10 20.0 4.0 8 62.5 19.5 10 20.0 7.0 10 20.0 
1640-69 Il 54.6 2. ' 11 54.6 2.0 9 44.4 20.0 11 36.4 3.5 11 0 
1670-99 8 62.5 1.6 11 18.2 1.3 8 12.3 * 8 37.5 2.0 8 12.5 
F. Sussex 
1700-21 6 50.0 4.0 6 50.0 7.0 6 16.7 71.0 6 33.3 3.0 6 16.7 
17 2-79 4 100.0 15 4 100.0 3.0 4 25.0 16.0 4 75.0 3.7 4 0 
able 7.7: Posscssion of livestock 
Note: inventories NN ith no livestock are not included in mean calculations. 
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Figure 7.11: Changing herd sizes: Worcestershire tanners 























Figure 7.12: Changing herd sizes: Hertfordshire tanners. 






































Figure 7.13: Changing herd sizes: East Sussex tanners 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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From the box plots in figures 7.11 to 7.13. one can see that herd sizes were very variable 
and ranged from a single cow or pig, representing the majority of tanners, to much larger 
scale interests where livestock were of greater economic importance to the tanner than 
mere household subsistence. Where livestock interests exceeded household subsistence 
there was no evidence of specialisation, with a variety of different livestock types being 
owned. For tanners with the highest livestock valuations in all regions, sheep were the 
most numerous of livestock types; a fact which probably reflects their relative cost as well 
as the amount of time needed to attend to a flock of sheep as opposed to a herd of cattle. 
Herds of cattle very rarely consisted of more than ten cattle. The highest recorded herd size 
was 29 in mid-seventeenth century Worcestershire, and belonged to Henry Laugher whose 
other livestock included one horse, seventy-seven sheep. five pigs and poultry. 20 With 
arable interests including crops both growing and in storage, valued at £92.11 s. Od.. 
Laugher's interests in agriculture were mixed and did not show any evidence of livestock 
breeding for their skins. However, his agricultural goods are more suggestive of a part-time 
farmer than of a tanner whose involvement in farming is merely for household subsistence. 
This raises the question as to whether Laugher can be thought of as having a dual 
occupation. Only one tanner in the sample is listed as yeoman and tanner. 21 Unfortunately 
his inventory does not list any trade or agricultural goods and therefore one cannot tell how 
a tanner with this stated dual occupation would differ from a tanner like Laugher who had 
considerable farming interests in addition to a successful tanning business. Laugher's trade 
goods were also valued at an above average £281.10s. 0d. It would seem that profits from 
Laugher's tanning business had allowed him to invest more in all productive areas of his 
household. Combining arable and livestock farming would have brought in a further 
income. Therefore, Laugher's tanning and farming were mutually supportive in financial 
terms, but there was no direct connection between them. 
In summary there was no pattern to tanners' ownership of livestock. However, while the 
size of livestock interests varied considerably, the common factor across all samples was 
that were tanners kept livestock they did so for the milk, meat, or wool they yielded and 
not for their skins. 
I `) W. C. R. O. Henry Laugher, 1646. 




The working experience of the tanner did not differ significantly between the three study 
regions. Valuations of productive resources often varied considerably between individual 
tanners within the sample. However. these differences did not create any definite divisions 
outside of the distinction between masters, journeymen and apprentices. In general, master 
tanners' productive resources were concentrated in their trade. While the tanning process 
allowed time for tanners to pursue other interests, very few inventories showed commercial 
economic interests outside of the tanning business. Where tanners did diversify into other 
areas, these pursuits were rarely directly linked to their tanning business and hence showed 
no commonality across the sample. The exception to this was the majority involvement in 
some form of agriculture. However, while some of the tanners could be described as part- 
time farmers, the majority of agricultural interests were small scale, for domestic 
subsistence in milk, meat or wool. No examples revealed an interest in livestock connected 
to the provision of raw materials. 
The initial investment in hides proved to be the most significant barrier to entry into the 
tanning trade. Over time tanners' inventoried trade valuations increased far more than the 
cost of leather. This suggests that many of the tanners sampled later in the period were 
working on a larger scale. The fall in the number of small scale tanners over time could be 
related to changes in economic conditions partly effected by the excise tax, but was also 
likely to be reflective of productivity increases. Examination of tanners' tools revealed that 
any increases in productivity were not the result of technological advance. It is possible 
that some of the growth in trade valuations was linked to the shifting of productive 
resources away from other economic pursuits, to further favour trade. However, it is likely 
that the main increases in productivity were made possible through the development of 





According to one of the popular legends of the sixteenth century, Edward IV, in 
disguise, once drank with a gathering of shoemakers, and gave them a toast: 
You shall no more be called shoemakers 
But you and yours to the world's end 
Shall be called the trade of the gentle craft. 
Shoemakers or cordwainersI, are frequently found as the subject of folklore. Most of the 
stories have an aristocratic flavour to them. Their ancestral saints. St. Crispin, the patron 
Saint of shoemakers, and St Hugh, remembered in St. Hugh's bones 2, were both men of 
noble birth who renounced their status and took to shoemaking in order to support 
themselves whilst teaching the Gospel. In literature, shoemakers were often portrayed as 
men of wit3 and the shoes they made became symbols of good luck in many societies. 
4 
The Company of Cordwainers was one of the biggest and most influential of the 
London Companies, successfully lobbying government to win control of the trade in 
leather for its workers, shoemaking using over one half of all vegetable tanned leather 
during the period. One might therefore be surprised to find that while shoemakers as a 
group could be a powerful force, shoemaking was a low status trade, and individual 
shoemakers were often men of little means. Perhaps these legends, mixed with talks of 
Kings and nobility, provided some compensation for the shoemaker's lowly position in 
society, and gave a feeling of pride to a body of men who were forced to live on very 
low wages. This chapter examines the experience of the individual shoemaker in more 
The term cordwainer dates from about AD 1100. Originally it referred to a person working or dealing in 
leather of the type imported at that time from Cordova in Spain. Later in the early modern period in 
England the term Cordwainer was used as a general term to describe boot and shoemakers. 
2 See section 8.3(c). 
Dekker, T. (1600): The Shoemaker's Holiday. Smallwood, R. L. and Wells. S. ed. Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1979. 
4 Man% societies have old customs in which shoes are used as symbols of good luck. For example, for 
several centuries the custom of throwing an old shoe at the departing couple after a wedding has served 
as a symbol of good luck. Another custom was to conceal old shoes in the wall, floor, or roof of a new 
house. Examples, dating from the fourteenth century onwards, have been found in many parts of Europe, 
including Britain. It is thought that this custom may have served originally as a substitute for the human 
or animal sacrifices made in ancient times, perhaps to propitiate the spirits of the forest from whom the 
timber for constructing the house had been taken. 
See section 2.2(e). For shoemakers' associations with radicalism see Hobsbawn. E. H. and Scott, J. W. 
(1980): Political shoemakers Past and Present 89 pp. 86-114. 
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depth, looking at how this experience might have differed both over time and between 
regions. 
8.1: Changes in gross inventoried wealth and its composition: a summary 
This section uses mean valuations together with box plots as basic comparative tools for 
exploring temporal and regional differences in the value and composition of 
shoemaker's wealth. 6 
Table 8.1 below summarises this information showing how gross inventoried wealth 
was distributed between different household activities. The mean gross inventory 
valuations for shoemakers in all regions were low relative to their contemporaries 
following other deadstock crafts. 
Gross Valuation Trade Household Farm Other 










1600-1612 7 27-14-04 7 1-19-05 7 13-17-10 7 4-02-05 7 7-14-07 
1640-1669 32 64-05-06 32 4-02-07 31 18-08-10 32 16-13-02 32 25-18-04 
1700-1721 55 63-06-03 56 5-07-01 54 13-06-08 55 8-01-05 56 35-15-11 
Hertfordsh ire 
1600-1639 18 32-10-03 18 5-07-01 18 16-01-07 18 2-08-1 1 18 8-08-10 
1640-1669 6 45-00-09 6 4-13-11 6 17-05-07 6 3-16-06 6 19-04-10 
1670-1699 20 52-12-1 I 20 4-06-06 20 16-07-11 20 7-09-94 20 24-1 -06 
1700-1721 6 63-02-01 6 4-03-01 6 30-13-07 6 7-05-03 6 21-00-03 
1722-1743 3 75-14-01 3 14-09-01 3 12-04-03 3 3-16-09 3 45-03-05 
E. Sussex 
1700-1721 22 47-03-10 22 3-02-05 22 11-12-11 22 4-17-09 22 27-14-00 
1722-1779 20 49-12-05 20 6-04-02 20 14-09-04 19 3-17-05 20 25-07-01 
Table 8.1: The composition of wealth: mean valuations for selected wealth areas 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
During the period mean gross valuations increased, but with pronounced regional 
differences in scale. Shoemakers living in East Sussex were by far the poorest. 
Throughout the early eighteenth century, although the mean gross valuation rose 
slightly, it was still less than that seen in either Worcestershire or Hertfordshire over 
half a century earlier. The biggest increases were seen in seventeenth century 
Worcestershire where valuations more than doubled. At the same time in Hertfordshire. 
mean valuations continued to rise steadily, but were not to reach the levels seen in 
Worcestershire until the early eighteenth century. By this time, the highest mean 
valuations were still to be found in Worcestershire, but only just. The earlier growth did 
not continue, so that while shoemakers in Worcestershire were still slightly better off in 
6 For full details on the methods of analysis used in this study see section 4.6 
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monetary terms than their contemporaries in either Hertfordshire or Sussex, they were 
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Figure 8.1: Changes in gross inventory valuations 
































(c) East Sussex 
Figure 8.2: Changes in trade valuations 
























(c) East Sussex 
Figure 8.3: Changes in agricultural valuations 























Figure 8.4: Changes in credit valuations 
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Figure 8.5: Changes in household valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. &: E. S. R. O. 
The box plots shown in figures 8.1 to 8.5. reinforce these results. While there were 
examples of much higher values in many of the samples. the median values moved in 
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the same direction as the mean, thus raising one's confidence in using the mean for 
relative comparisons of gross inventoried wealth. The range of values in the sample will 
be discussed further in section 8.2. 
While the mean gross valuations for shoemakers in the three regions sometimes differed 
significantly, the proportions of wealth invested in different household areas were very 
similar. In all samples, of the three main wealth categories, trade, household and farm, 
on aggregate most of the wealth (c. 20-c. 50%) was concentrated in domestic possessions. 
The higher valuations in Worcestershire reflected a greater investment in all areas of 
household wealth, but particularly farming which grew fourfold between the early and 
mid-seventeenth century. For most of the period, in all regions investment in farming 
was slightly higher than investment in the shoemaker's craft. However. because it is 
difficult to determine from inventory data, the rate of capital turnover in a shoemaker's 
business, it is not possible from this information to say that agricultural pursuits were of 
greater economic importance. Throughout the sample, farming investment formed a 
very variable contribution to gross inventoried wealth, being highest during the mid to 
late seventeenth century. The eighteenth century saw mean agricultural valuations fall in 
each of the regions. In Hertfordshire and Sussex this fall continued into the second 
quarter of the century, and it is likely that the drop also continued in Worcestershire. 
The fall in Sussex was smaller than that seen in the other regions. However, it was 
significant, as farm valuations fell at a time when all other areas of household 
investment were increasing; making agricultural investment by far the smallest area of 
household wealth. 
The box plots in figures 8.3(a-c), show that the changes in mean agricultural valuations 
were caused, in the main, by a minority of much larger valuations. For the majority of 
shoemakers, investment in agriculture was small and differed little over time or between 
regions. The box plots in figures 8.2(a-c), show the same general pattern for trade 
investment, with relatively little change over time or between regions. However, in 
contrast to the larger agricultural investments, higher investments in trade were getting 
more, rather than less common over time. These changes only involved a minority of 
shoemakers, but did affect aggregate investment to favour trade in the eighteenth 
century. Section 8.5. looks in more depth at this change in agricultural investment, to 
see to what extent. if at all, investment in this area can be related to craft activity, either 
directly through the production of raw materials. or indirectly through the movement of 
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productive resources between different household activities. The range of trade 
valuations and their effect on the practise of the craft are discussed in section 8.3. 
It was in the heterogeneous `other' category that the highest increases were seen. One 
would expect this category to be large, but since it accounted for a rapidly expanding 
proportion of inventoried wealth, to over 40%, it needs to be looked at in more detail. 
Although this category contains several different elements, most of these were very 
small. What is important to discuss with reference to this category, is not its overall size, 
but whether or not any of the individual components were on a scale comparable with 
one of the other three main wealth areas. 
In all samples over half of the wealth in this category was accounted for by credits, the 
mean value of which were often higher than either mean trade or farm valuations (See 








Mean for those 
with any credit 
£-s-d 
Worcestershire 
1600-1612 0-1 1-05 7 1 14.3 4-00-00 
1640-1669 13-04-07 32 15 46.9 28-04-06 
1700-1721 14-13-01 55 25 45.5 32-16-05 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 5-08-1 1 18 7 
-38.9 
14-00-01 
1640-1669 10-03-05 6 3 50.0 20-06-11 
1670-1699 15-02-08 19 11 57.9 26-02-09 
1700-1721 18-18-04 6 3 50.0 37-16-08 
1722-1743 31-18-1 1 3 2 66.6 47-18-04 
E. Sussex 
1700-1721 19-18-11 22 13 59.1 33-15-01 
1722-1779 19-01-02 20 13 65.0 29-06-05 
Table 8.2: Mean Credit Valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
The box plots in figures 8.4(a-c), show that there was no pattern to the amount of money 
held as credits. However, one can see some much larger credit valuations over time, and 
with this evidence along with rises in the mean values, one can confidently say that not 
only were greater amounts of money being lent out, but also the number of shoemaker's 
lending money was rising. One possible explanation for this, is that shoemaker's were 
increasing their work productivity and hence shop-book credits were rising. To examine 
this further, where it was possible to identify money owed for trade goods and services 
as opposed to money owing having been lent out, this was taken as a proportion of total 
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credits to see if there was any relationship between the two which could then be applied 
to the wider sample. The results are summarised in table 8.3 below. 




% Shop credit 
Herts. 1624 £73-00-00 £26-00-00 35.6 
Herts. 1642 £30-00-00 £2-02-00 16.7 
Herts. 1682 £7-00-00 £7-00-00 100.0 
Herts. 1687 £30-00-00 £5-00-00 16.7 
Herts. 1735 £90-00-00 £40-00-00 44.4 
E. Sussex 1711 £ 141-01-08 £36-05-07 25.7 
E. Sussex 1712 £39-00-00 £5-00-00 12.8 
E. Sussex 1713 £7-00-00 £5-00-00 71.4 
E. Sussex 1713 £5-00-00 £3-00-00 60.0 
E. Sussex 1714 £25-10-00 £00-10-00 2.0 
E. Sussex 1717 £61-1 1-02 £7-1 1-02 12.3 
E. Sussex 1717 £41-00-00 £6-00-00 14.6 
E. Sussex 1719 £21-10-00 £21-10-00 100.0 
E. Sussex 1720 £51-03-00 £33-02-08 64.8 
E. Sussex 1721 £0-18-00 £0-18-00 100.0 
E. Sussex 1725 £36-00-00 06-00-00 100.0 
E. Sussex 1731 £ 1-10-00 fl-10-00 100.0 
Table 8.3: Details of shop credit as a proportion of total credit 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at H. C. R. O. &: E. S. R. O. 
There is no correlation between size of total credit and shop or trade credit. Therefore 
one cannot say with any certainty that the increase in credits was linked to rises in 
productivity. However, although the amounts involved are difficult to determine, I 
would think that it is very likely most of the shoemakers with credits had some 
proportion of this owing to them for trade related activities. Even if this debt was other 
than trade related, given shoemakers' relatively low gross valuations, this points to a 
more complex credit structure than simply the lending of money from those who had 
excess to those who had very little. 
8.2: Examining the range of gross inventory valuations 
Figures 8.6(a-e) below show the sample variation in shoemakers' gross inventory 
valuations and how this changed over time. Throughout the sample the majority of 
shoemakers on their death left goods valued at less than £50. During the seventeenth 
century the increase in mean valuations seen in Worcestershire and to a lesser extent in 
Hertfordshire, was caused by the emergence of some richer shoemakers who were much 
better off than the wealthiest recorded in the earlier periods. In addition to this there was 
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also a general increase in wealth which was visible in the box plots and can be seen 
clearly from the shrinking proportions of shoemakers in the lower wealth bands. In the 
Worcestershire sample, it is noticeable at the lowest level, that there were no recorded 
inventories at under £5 in the first period, yet there are in the second period when mean 
valuations experienced a significant rise. Since estates of so little value were not 
required by law to be inventoried, their changing proportions in the sample cannot be 
given particular significance. What is significant, however, is that shoemaker"s 
inventories of such low value exist at all; as this shows that some members of the group 
were very poor indeed. 
By the eighteenth century this general increase in wealth levels seems to have been 
reversed, even in Hertfordshire and Sussex where mean levels were still rising. One can 
see that the majority of shoemakers were not experiencing a general increase in wealth. 
Rather the increase in mean levels was caused by changes at the highest and lowest 
levels. For example, in 1770 the richest shoemaker recorded in Sussex left goods valued 
at £304-06s-03d, almost £100 more than the wealthiest shoemaker in the earlier period. 
Over time the gap between the richest and poorest shoemakers was widening. While the 
richest of the shoemakers were getting wealthier. by the eighteenth century the 
proportion of shoemakers at the other end of the wealth scale Evas also increasing. The 
following sections look at how this variation in wealth was reflected in investment in 
different household areas and hence how it was reflected in the lifestyle and experience 
of the shoemaker. 7 
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F i`gure 8.6: Changes in range of gross inventor} valuations 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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8.3: The shoemaker's trade 
Trade values on the whole were rising and in exceptional cases reached over £40. The 
money invested in trade goods was growing, but seldom accounted for more than 10% 
of gross inventory valuations. The largest increases in valuations occurred during the 
eighteenth century, with a doubling of mean trade valuations in both Hertfordshire and 
East Sussex. This section looks more closely at the composition of that wealth and the 
variation in the size of shoemakers' operations as determined by the amount of money 
devoted to their trade. 
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Figure 8.7: Changes in the distribution of shoemakers' trade wealth 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
The exact composition of valuations vary between the different samples. However, there 
are some strong similarities with most shoemakers leaving trade goods valued at less 
than five pounds. For the majority, there was little change over time or difference 
between the regions. That said. while the majority stayed at a similar level, a smaller. 
but not insignificant percentage of shoemakers were leaving much larger investments in 
their trade. Reflecting the general trend seen in gross valuations, the range of trade 
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valuations, especially the difference between the lowest and the highest widened. This 
raises questions as to how these differences were reflected in the practice of the craft? 
One way in which a shoemaker's business could expand would be to employ more 
hands. From the emergence of much larger trade valuations in the latter periods, it is 
very likely that some enterprises were increasing in scale, with more workers employed 
for a wage rather than being master of their own craft. To determine the extent of this 
with any confidence is difficult. The number of shoemakers with no recorded trade 
valuation form a significant proportion of the sample, but cannot simply be accepted as 
apprentices or journeymen. Variation in this figure is probably more a reflection of the 
sample than of any change within the industry, and can be linked to a number of 
different factors. The most obvious alternative is that the shoemaker was retired, or else 
had been ill for some time and had already given his tools away to family or an 
apprentice. 
To determine how many of these workers with no trade valuation were retired and how 
many were working for another master those with no tools were cross-tabulated with 
those with no specialised work space, in this case a shop (see table 8.4). 
Time Period Listed Shops Number 
with no 
trade goods 
Number with no shop 
and no trade goods: 
apprentice/journeyman 
Number with a 







1600-1612 6 3 50 3 3 0 
1639-1668 23 18 78 12 3 9 
1700-1721 32 23 72 17 7 10 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 16 10 62.5 4 3 1 
1640-1669 6 6 100.0 0 0 0 
1670-1699 19 12 63.2 6 1 5 
1700-1721 3 1 33.3 3 2 1 
1722-1743 2 1 50.0 0 0 0 
East Sussex 
1700-1721 18 17 94.4 6 5 1 
1722-1779 16 10 62.5 6 3 3 
Table 8.4: Comparing inventories with no trade goods with those with no trade goods and no shop. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
The majority of shoemakers had a shop in which to work. It was very rare to find a 
shoemaker's inventory that recorded trade goods but no specialised room for him to 
practise his craft. If an inventory recorded a shop but did not list any trade goods then I 
have assumed that these particular shoemakers were retired. If there were no trade goods 
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or shop listed then the shoemaker was assumed to be either an apprentice or a 
journeyman. 
There is insufficient detail to comment on the changing composition of masters and 
journeymen over the period and hence one cannot tell whether in general enterprises 
were growing through an increase in the number of wage earners. However, one can be 
confident in saying that those not fully in charge of their own labour were generally 
worse off in all areas of household wealth. Most of the inventories within the 
apprentice/journeyman category had recorded gross inventoried wealth at below the 
sample mean; all areas of wealth being below the average for their contemporary 
shoemakers. Since trade values account for only a small proportion of gross inventoried 
wealth there is no reason why one should immediately presume that the inventories of 
these men would be much lower. This therefore points to the turnover of capital in a 
shoemaker's business which provided money for modest investment in both farming 
and domestic possessions. Working for a wage, the apprentice shoemakers and 
journeymen had less money to invest in their household and this was reflected in below 
average investment in all wealth areas. 
8.3(a): The composition of trade ii'ealth 
The distinction between master and journeyman or apprentice accounted for some of the 
variation in trade investment. However, variations in values between masters were 
equally significant. I was interested in how these differences in shoemaker's trade 
wealth were reflected in the actual practise of the craft. One way to look at this in more 
detail was to focus on the areas where most of the money was being channelled. For 
example was the extra money coming from an investment in more tools, stock, raw 
materials or a general increase in all areas? 
For many of the inventories, the detail on trade amounted to little more than, `tools for 
the trade' or `goods in the shop'. Even where equipment and stocks were listed, separate 
valuations were very rare. The detailed sample was therefore much smaller than I had 
originally hoped, yet was advantageous in that it provided examples from a range of 
trade values, not just the exceptionally wealthy, and therefore allowed a greater insight 
into the workings of a typical shoemaker's business. The inventories for which detail on 
trade composition was available are shown in tables 8.5(a) and 8.5(b) below-. 
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Region Date Trade 
Value 










Herts. 1609 3-07-01 1-04-00 35.8 0-07-07 11.3 0-15-00 22.4 11 
Herts. 1610 4-13-08 2-00-05 43.1 0-19-05 20.7 1-14-00 36.3 17 
Herts. 1613 15-14-08 2-00-00 14.2 1-08-00 10.0 9-1 1-08 68.1 118 
Herts. 1621 23-12-08 16-06-08 69.1 1-00-00 4.2 6-00-00 25.4 
Herts. 1625 5-06-00 * * 0-16-00 15.1 
Herts. 1638 12-00-00 0-16-00 6.7 0-15-00 6.3 10-09-00 87.1 137 
Herts. 1642 6-10-00 * * 0-08-00 6.2 
Herts. 1667 0-03-00 0 0 0-03-00 100.0 0 0 0 
Herts. 1683 5-14-06 * * 0-10-00 8.7 
Herts. 1687 28-13-04 9-00-00 31.4 0 0 19-13-04 68.6 228 
Herts. 1694 1-06-06 1-00-00 75.5 0-06-06 24.5 0 0 0 
Herts. 1695 5-08-00 1-08-00 25.9 0-08-00 7.4 3-12-00 66.7 27 
Herts. 1698 6-10-00 * * 1-00-00 15.4 * * 0 
Herts. 1702 0-10-00 0-10-00 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 
Herts. 1721 23-15-00 23-15-00 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 
Herts. 1735 40-12-03 25-08-03 62.6 3-00-00 7.4 12-04-00 30 
Herts. 1741 1-03-00 1-03-00 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 
Herts. 1743 1-13-09 0 0 0-19-03 57.0 0-14-06 43.0 11 
Worcs. 1608 2-02-06 0-02-06 5.9 0-10-00 23.5 1-10-00 70.6 20 
Worcs. 1643 15-13-04 6-00-00 38.3 0-13-04 4.3 9-00-00 86.2 90 
Worcs. 1668 28-1-08 3-12-00 12.6 0-06-08 1.2 24-12-00 57.4 236 
Worcs. 1677 7-14-09 4-05-00 54.9 0-15-00 9.7 2-14-09 35.3 24 
Worcs. 1709 7-1 1-00 1-12-06 21.5 0-12-06 8.3 5-06-00 70.2 - 
Worcs. 1710 65-10-06 32-19-00 50.2 0-14-08 1.9 2-17-06 47.8 290 
Worcs. 1716 10-19-08 7-07-06 67.1 1-05-00 6.7 31-06-06 26.2 20 
E. Sussex 1711 3-00-00 3-00-00 100 0 0 0 0 0 
E. Sussex 1713 1-15-00 0 0 0-05-00 14.1 1-10-00 85.7 
E. Sussex 1717 3-08-01 1-07-10 39.7 * * * * 15 
E. Sussex 1719 12-02-08 8-08-06 67.2 2-01-00 16.4 1-13-02 13.2 5 
E. Sussex 1720 2-12-00 0-06-00 11.5 0 0 2-06-00 88.5 15 
E. Sussex 1720 10-13-00 4-10-00 42.3 1-00-00 9.4 5-03-00 48.4 28 
E. Sussex 1725 23-16-00 * * 3-00-00 12.6 
E. Sussex 1730 7-18-06 4-15-00 59.9 0-05-00 3.2 3-18-00 49.2 44 
E. Sussex 1737 0-10-00 0 0 0-10-00 100 0 0 0 
Table 8.5(a): Summarising the composition of trade wealth 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. &: E. S. R. O. 
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Region Date Trade 
Value 









Oxon. 1575 15-03-00 3-00-00 19.8 1-00-00 6.6 11-03-04 73.7 194 
Oxon. 1578 51-01-09 31-16-00 62.2 0-16-08 1.6 18-09-01 36.1 326 
Oxon. 1588 5-38-08 4-17-04 70.2 0-08-00 5.8 1-13-04 70.2 60 
Oxon. 1598 0-12-10 0 0 0-05-04 41.6 0-07-06 58.4 8 
Oxon. 1613 8-19-08 2-18-00 32.3 0-09-00 5.0 5-12-08 62.7 89 
Oxon. 1617 11 
Oxon. 1619 22-00-08 6-06-08 28.7 2-00-00 9.1 13-14-00 62.2 - 
Oxon. 1625 26-18-00 6-02-00 22.7 1-06-00 4.8 19-10-00 75.3 236 
Oxon. 1628 9-06-00 1-11-06 16.9 1-10-06 16.4 6-04-00 66.7 65 
Oxon. 1635 6-12-04 0-03-00 2.3 0-16-08 12.6 5-12-08 85.1 99 
Oxon. 1637 31-1 1-02 9-01-00 28.7 3-01-02 9.7 19-09-00 61.6 184 
Durham 1603 - - - - - - - 36 
Durham 1603 1-06-08 - - - - - - 20 
Devon 1590 8-00-04 3-05-00 40.5 0-02-00 2.3 4-1 1-04 57.0 85 
Suffolk 1605 24-19-06 9-07-10 37.6 0-16-00 4.9 15-07-00 61.5 256 
Lincs. 1712 20-00-06 3-13-06 18.4 1-04-00 6.0 16-03-00 80.6 125 
Staffs. 1642 5-03-00 2-03-04 42.1 1-06-08 25.9 1-13-00 32.0 23 
Suffolk 1675 22-07-00 4-18-00 21.9 0-15-00 3.4 16-14-00 74.7 85 
Shropshire 1680 7-02-04 5-02-04 71.9 - - - - - 
Shropshire 1694 0-15-06 - - - - 0-10-06 67.7 5 
Shropshire 1695 4-17-10 1-17-00 37.8 0-06-00 6.1 2-14-10 56.0 - 
Shropshire 1714 4-16-00 1-7-00 38.5 2-19-00 61.5 0 0 0 
Shropshire 1728 4-04-00 0-10-00 11.9 0-03-00 3.6 3-1 1-00 84.5 30 
Shropshire 1742 - - - - - 2-02-00 - 18 
Gloucester 1741 13-01-00 10-16-00 82.8 0-10-00 3.8 1-15-00 13.4 - 
Table 8.5(b): Summarising the composition of trade wealth 
Source: Data set derived from published probate inventories, for details see bibliography. 
If one looks at the percentage of wealth devoted to the different areas a similar pattern 
of distribution is visible between shoemakers from very different wealth bands. Tool 
valuations were the least variable, and unless trade valuations were very low, accounted 
for the smallest proportion of trade wealth. In general, higher trade investment was 
reflected in more raw materials or larger stocks of unfinished goods, and not in more 
tools. 
8.3(h). - Raw nw/erials 
A large proportion of shoemaker"s trade wealth was often accounted for by stocks of 
leather. However. there is insufficient detail in the inventory data to comment on 
supplies. and whether or not some shoemakers with smaller quantities of leather were 
working on a putting-out basis, similar to the proto-industrial worker. Shoemakers 
worked with `heavy' tanned leather, and this was differentiated further into upper and 
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sole types. Despite the cost of leather being one of the largest financial inputs into 
shoemaking, there was no evidence for shoemakers tanning their own skins. The 
relatively high cost of raw materials has been highlighted for all the deadstock 
processing crafts examined in this study. This raises the importance of further studies 
into livestock breeding in relation to the use of animals as raw materials for the 
deadstock product trades. 
8.3(c). - Tools 
Tool valuations, although growing slightly over the period, remained low and did not 
increase significantly with rising trade wealth. As with all other wealth areas, the 
increase in valuations was uneven. The eighteenth century saw tool valuations for some 
shoemakers as high as three pounds, yet in the same regions other shoemakers were still 
working with as little as five shillings worth of equipment. This section examines the 
tools listed in shoemaker's inventories to see how these differences were reflected in the 
practice of the craft. 
The best contemporary list of tools for the English shoemaker comes from Thomas 
Deloney's poem, The Gentle Craft', published in 1637 (See Figure 8.8). 8 
From this list of sixteen tools, eleven were listed in the inventory sample. 9 Most did not 
list, or separately value tools, and where they did the list was often minimal with 
ambiguous etceteras at the end. However, while being disappointing, this lack of detail 
leads to questions in itself. For example, were lots of the tools listed in Deloney's poem 
unnecessary, or were they of such small value so as not to be worth a separate mention? 
The most frequently mentioned tools were lasts, boot trees, hammers, cutting boards, 
seats and blocks. From this one could infer that these, although still of little value, were 
the most valuable of all the shoemaker's implements. 
8 For a full explanation of the uses of these tools see Salaman. R. A. (1986): Dictionary of Leather- 
Working Tools c. 1700-19 0. George Allen & Umvin: London; pp. 18-183. 
y 1'he tools listed in the inventory sample \\ ere: lasts; hammer: pincers; anvils; seats; scales and weights: 
block; boot and shoe trees; lead to punch on, knives and something to lace shoes. 
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'My friends, I pray you list to me, 
And marke what S. Hughes10 bones shall be. 
First a Drawer and a Dresser 
two Wedges, a more and a lesser: 
A pretty blocke three inches high, 
in fashion squared like a Die, 
Which shall be called by proper name, 
A Heele blocke the very same. 
A hand-leather and a Thumb leather like wise 
to pull out shoo-threed we must despise; 
the Needle and the Thimble, 
shall not be left alone 
The Pincers and the pricking Awle 
and the rubbing stone. 
The Awle steele and Tackes, 
the Sow-haires beside, 
The stirrop holding fast, 
while we Bowe the cow-hide. 
The whetstone, the stopping stricke. 
and the Paring knife 
All this doth belong, 
To a Journeyman's life 
Our Apron is the Shrine, 
to wrap these bones in: 
Thus shrowd we Saint Hugh, 
in gentle lambe's skinne. 
Content, content, and then after many merry 
songs they departed 
And never after did they travell without these 
tooles on their backes: 
which ever since were called Saint Hughes 
bones. 
Figure 8.8: The Gentle Craft by Thomas Deloney, printed in London 
by Robert Bird, 1637. 
10 St Hugh was a prince of Britain, son of Arviragus, the King of Powisland. He fell in love with 
Winifred, daughter of the King of Flintshire. She became a Christian, and St Hugh adopted her faith. 
The\ ww ere both put to death for their beliefs in about AD 300. St Hugh had learnt the trade of a 
shoemaker to support himself after losing his wealth in a shipwreck. He preached the gospel by day and 
made shoes at night. Thomas Deloney relates that when St Hugh was in prison, awaiting death, his fellow 
journeymen shoemakers 'ne\ er left him, but y ielded him great relief, so that he wanted nothing that was 
necessar\ to him; in requital of which kindness he called them 'Gentlemen of the Gentle Craft'. After his 
death, his brother shoemakers took his bones from the gibbet and made them into tools, and from that 
time, shoemaker's tools \\ere called 'St. Hugh's Bones. ' 
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Where tool values were high, evidence suggests that this was often a greater indication 
of the number of workers rather than the possession of a wider range of implements. In 
the East Sussex sample, two separate examples with very different tool valuations gave 
equal valuations for the tools of one worker. Benjamin Kite was an urban shoemaker 
who worked alone. " On his death in 1730 he left trade goods valued at an average £7- 
18s-06d, including working tools, seat and cutting board, separately valued at 3s 6d. In 
comparison another urban shoemaker Henry Hayward, left trade goods inventoried in 
1719 above the mean at £ 12-01 s-08d including a high investment in tools at £2-01 s- 
00d. 12 However, his inventory also valued separately `the working tools for one seat' at 
3s 6d. There were four seats in all, which strongly suggests four shoemakers were 
working in Hayward's shop. It is interesting that Hayward only owned the tools for one 
seat, as this would seem to indicate that while he kept lasts, cutting boards, and boot 
trees, each worker owned a basic shoemaker's kit of knife, hammer, awl and pincers. 
Since these tools were of so little value it is unlikely that they would be listed separately 
in a journeyman's inventory. This would account for the rare occurrence of shoemakers 
owning tools but having no shop in which to work. 13 In this respect, the journeyman or 
apprentice, by owning their own tools were different from a factory or proto-industrial 
worker and although they were men of little means, were still able to exert some control 
over their work. 
Slight increases in the money invested in tools could actually coincide with rather large 
increases in tool ownership since prices of tools were very low. This does not 
necessarily mean that different tools were being bought and owned. This we can not tell. 
However, judging by the similarities in tool listing it is most likely that the increased 
tool valuations reflect ownership of more but not necessarily different tools. This 
suggests expanding activity, not because of new technology or tools, but through 
changes in work organisation which could be linked to larger operations, with additional 
workers. 
11 E. S. R. O. Benjamin Kite Prob. inv. 2243/1730. 
'`' E. S. R. O. Henry Hayward Prob. inv. 1040/1730. 
13 See table 8.4. 
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8.3(d): Advanced production 
It is clear from the stocks of shoes listed in shoemaker's probate inventories that many 
shoemakers were manufacturing ahead of demand. Inconsistency in the original 
recording meant that it was not always possible to detect stocks of shoes, yet one can 
tell that a significant proportion of shoemakers were involved in advanced production. 
Table 8.6 below summarises the percentage of inventories that unequivocally recorded 
stocks of shoes. 
% with finished goods 
Herts. Worcs. E. Sussex 
1600-1639 84.6 43.0 n. a. 
1640-1669 80.0 57.0 n. a 
1670-1699 57.1 n. a. n. a. 
1700-1721 16.7 23.0 36.0 
1722-1743 66.7 n. a. 35.0 
Table 8.6: Percent of inventories listing stocks of shoes 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
The size of the stocks recorded in the inventory sample are shown in table 8.7 below. 
Pairs shoes Herts. Worcs. E. Sussex 
Mean Min Max. Mean Min Max. Mean Min Max. 
1600-1639 71 11 137 48 20 76 n. a n. a n. a 
1640-1669 24 24 24 98 6 236 n. a n. a n. a 
1670-1699 63 6 228 n. a n. a n. a n. a n. a n. a 
1700-1721 1 1 1 210 20 420 14 5 28 
1722-1743 11 11 11 n. a n. a n. a 31 24 44 
Table 8.7: Numbers of pairs of shoes listed in probate inventories 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Note: Mean figures were only calculated for those listing pairs of shoes. The valuations for Hertfordshire 
in the eighteenth century should be treated with care as only one inventory provided the necessary 
information. 
Reflecting the general rise in trade wealth, where numbers permit we can see the range 
of stock sizes increasing, with some shoemakers manufacturing on a much larger scale. 
In Worcestershire, this change was striking over time. For example, in 1600-1612. the 
biggest stock of shoes listed was 76. By mid-century some inventories recorded stocks 
over three times this size, the largest being 236 pairs of shoes. The early eighteenth 
century saw the scale of production increase even more. with one shoemaker leaving a 
stock of 420 shoes and others leaving stocks of well over 100 pairs. 
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Rees writing in 1813 on the practice of shoemaking supposed that each shoemaker made 
an average of seven pairs of shoes a week. 14 Since there were no significant advances in 
the technology of shoemaking before the early nineteenth century, there is no 
mechanical reason why output per worker would differ between the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. One could therefore link this growth in stock size to a greater 
number of workers, however, a closer examination shows that the relationship is not this 
simple. Where detail was available, the number of seats and hence the number of 
workers did not necessarily correlate with overall trade values, or stock levels. For 
example, Benjamin Kite had one seat and 44 pairs of shoes, an accumulation in Rees 
estimate of over six weeks work. 15 In contrast, John Blaker, in the same region, had 
`four seates to work on' and a stock of only two dozen shoes, and Henry Hayward had 4 
seats but only 5 pairs of shoes. 16 The highest number of seats recorded in Hertfordshire 
was 8, the same inventory listing 17 pairs of shoes. '7 Increased productivity identified 
through growing stock sizes was therefore not linked solely to the number of workers 
employed. It seems implausible that some shoemakers were working at a rate far 
exceeding that suggested by Rees and therefore many of these inventories must reflect 
advanced production over some weeks. It seems logical that such very large stocks 
could not all be individualised and awaiting collection. This points to some level of 
product standardisation, something one would not usually associate with small-scale 
craft-workers. 
Products can be standardised at many levels in terms of the materials used, styles, and 
sizes. The degree of standardisation attained is important because it has implications for 
many aspects of processing and trading. The crucial factor is a greater division between 
the producer and the consumer. The use of shoe sizes removes the direct need for 
individual fitting. At the national level this has implications for industrial location, 
because when manufacture no longer requires personal contact, markets do not need to 
be localised. This then allows for the emergence of regional centres based on 
comparative advantage. It was seen in chapter three, that by the mid-nineteenth century, 
while there was some concentration of the shoe industry in certain areas, the industry 
remained very localised. The concentration in Northamptonshire was linked to a much 
14 Rees, J. F. (1813): The Art and NIN sterv of a Cordwainer or An Essay on the Principles and Practice of 
Boot and Shoenmakin(. London: printed for Gale, Curtis, and Fenner. Paternoster-row. 
Is E. S. R. O. Benjamin Kite Prob. inv. 2-14311730. 
16 E. S. R. O. John Blaker Prob. inN. 1891/1726. E. S. R. O. Henry Hayward Prob. inv. 1040'1730. 
17 H. C. R. O. Tobias Gorste A25 161 1610. 
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earlier period, being related to its strategic positioning during the civil war. There is no 
doubt that the large orders to supply boots and shoes for Cromwell's New Model Army 
did encourage standardisation on a unprecedented scale, yet for this to have been 
possible there must have been some standards, however localised, already present in the 
industry. 
One way to examine the development of standardisation in more detail was to look at 
how stocks of shoes were categorised within inventories. Many inventories 
differentiated shoes by type: men's, women's, boy's. maid's and children's. Varied shoe 
styles and quality were not fashion luxuries reserved for the aristocracy, as is apparent 
in reference to high and low shoes, different types of heels and variations in the number 
of soles. ' 8 Where shoe type is listed, most shoemakers made and sold a variety of 
different types. This differs from the view presented in Campbell's London Tradesman 
where he states that it is much more ingenious to make a Woman's Shoe than a Man's: 
Few are good at both, they are frequently two distinct Branches. ' The results from this 
study do not suggest a separation of the craft in this way. It is likely therefore. that the 
division commented on by Campbell was either restricted to the London area, or else 
was a later eighteenth century development. 19 
8.3(e). Standard shoe sizes 
The emergence of standard shoe sizes was one area of the shoe industry that I had hoped 
to examine in more detail. Very few inventories give details of the sizes of shoes 
stocked. The most detailed example was found in Banbury and has been reproduced in 
figure 8.9. 
What one will notice immediately is the striking similarity with the English shoe scale 
today. One cannot tell how the gradations were formed, but the principle is the same, 
with two scales, one for children and another for adults, ranging from size one to size 
twwelvve. Newman obviously was using some form of standardisation, but one cannot tell 
if these size divisions were unique to him or whether they represented a regional or even 
a national standard. Comparisons with other examples show a strong degree of 
i` For an introductory discussion to shoe styles throughout the period see S\ýann, J. (198_2): Shoes 
B. T. Batsford Ltd. London. 
19 Campbell, R (1747) The London Tradesman. First published b% T. Gardner, London. Reprinted by, 
David & Charles Limited, Newton Abbot: 1969. p. 218. 
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similarity in their method of recording sizes which strongly suggests that there was 
some recognised degree of standardisation. Similar examples of sizes have been found 
in Banbury as well as in other parts of the country. For example. in Chester the 
inventory of Ralph Morgan taken in 1623, records 231 pairs of shoes ranging from 
children's, then from size three to size twelve. 20 Earlier still in Hertfordshire, the 
inventory of Thomas Camfield taken in 1613, lists 118 pairs of shoes including 
children's and then ranging from size five to size eleven. 21 
In the shop, £ sd 
For three sold shooes, 10,11,12, to dozen 3 40 
For three sold, 8,9, three dozen 4 10 0 
For three sold, 6,7, to dozen 2 80 
For three sold, 2,3,4,5, for to dozen 2 20 
For to sold, 8,9,10,11,12, for one dozen 1 60 
For to sold, 6,7, for on dozen 1 10 
For to sold, 1,2,3,4,5, one dozen and a halfe 1 56 
For cheelderns' shooes, for on dozen and a halfe 0 18 0 
For the lest sort, one dozen and a halfe 0 12 0 
For three paire of shooes 0 46 
For seuen paire of bootes and wooden heeles 2 00 
All the sole lether 2 00 
All the ouer lether 5 00 
For ten dozen of lestes 1 00 
For sheelues, seater, railes, poles and a coffer 0 10 0 
One frier, to shop hommers, fore cutting kniues, to 
cutting bords with other things 0 56 
For boote trees and a shop tub with other impliments 0 50 
Working Beare for a Beate 0 20 
For ston of tollo, the led and iorns with other things I 10 
For stoll Beere with one cutting table with all thinges 
else behind in the shop 0 12 0 
Figure 8.9: Extract from the probate inventory of John Newman, 1637. 
Source: Brinkworth, E. R. C. & Gibson, J. S. W. (eds) (1976): Banbury Wills and Inventories, 
Pan-2,1621-1650. p. 356. 
The small number of examples makes it impossible to determine exactly when shoe 
sizes first appeared and their uniformity. However, one can be certain that some 
shoemakers were standardising their manufacturing process at least by the early 
seventeenth centurv. This means that even if standards were not consistent on a national 
scale there was an early acceptance that shoe size was not unique to the individual. In 
20 Cheshire Record Office, Ralph Morgan WS 1635. 
H. C. R. O. Thomas Camfield A25 2257 1613. 
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today's society to question such a concept seems almost absurd. However. the 
difference between visiting a shoemaker and being individually fitted for a pair of shoes. 
and asking for a particular size involves a change in consciousness, and an alteration of 
the way one views oneself in relation to others. 22 
It is worth noting that none of the examples stating sizes differentiate between men's 
and women's shoes, although they do differentiate between shoes of different designs or 
quality. This would lead one to believe that there were more shoemakers using shoe 
sizes than the inventory evidence would immediately suggest. The difference one is 
seeing has more to do with the recording choice of the appraisers than of the use or 
otherwise of shoe sizes. Perhaps sizing was too time consuming to list when price «-as 
unaffected. It is very likely that men and women's shoes were thought sufficient 
distinguishing features. From Newman's example one can see that each size of shoe was 
not priced differently, but rather groups of sizes. probably representing children's, 
men's and women's shoes, were priced together, as they are today, with further price 
differentials linked to quality and style, determined here by the number of soles. 
8.3(1): Shoe prices 
Table 8.8 summarises the price information listed in the inventory sample both before 
and after the civil war. The chronological distinction was chosen because by the middle 
of the seventeenth century prices reached a level that they then maintained until the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century. The table also lists Roger's data collected from a 
selection of private accounts 21 
'I This idea ties in vv ith the notion of an extended nem ork of provision as discussed in chapter two. 
Rogers, J. E. T. (1888): History of Agriculture and Prices. V, Clarendon Press: Oxford. pp. 733-4 
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Type Pre-civil war Post-civil war 
N Mean Min. Max. N Mean Min. Max. 
Roger'sdata £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d £-s-d 
Boots 12 0-08-10 0-03-04 0-11-00 11 0-15-05 n. a n. a 
Shoes 20 0-01-11 0-01-06 0-02-08 18 0-04-04 n. a n. a 
Inventory sample 
Boots 11 0-03-08 0-01-00 0-05-00 6 0-08-06 0-04-00 0-16-00 
Shoes* 11 0-01-02 0-00-03 0-01-09 12 0-02-06 0-00-08 0-05-00 
Children's shoes 6 0-00-08 0-00-06 0-01-00 3 0-01-02 0-00-11 0-01-06 
Women's shoes 3 0-01-04 0-01-00 0-01-07 4 0-02-02 0-02-00 0-02-06 
Men's shoes 3 0-01-06 0-01-03 0-01-08 4 0-03-03 0-03-00 0-03-08 
* shoe type not stated 
Table 8.8: Shoe prices in England, pre and post-civil war. 
Source: Rogers, J. E. T. (1888): History of Agriculture and Prices, V, Clarendon Press: Oxford. pp. 733-4. 
For the inventory sample the data set was derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. 
& E. S. R. O. For details of the published probate inventories used in this study see the bibliography. 
Roger's prices were at the upper level if not higher than the prices recorded in the 
inventory sample. In both sets of data the price of shoes rose considerably after the civil 
war. Men's, women's and children's shoes were all priced differently, which gives 
greater strength to the argument that shoe sizes were not always listed if they did not 
affect price. This was true for all areas of the country. Regional differentials were not 
significant. Prices varied more between shoes of different quality sold by the same 
shoemaker than between shoemakers in different regions. For example, in the post civil 
war period, shoes in one shop ranged in price from two to five shillings. Quality was 
seen in Newman's inventory to affect price in terms of the number of soles. This would 
explain why differences in prices might be greater within one shop than between 
regions. The price paid for a pair of shoes was therefore relatively standard across the 
country. The range of shoe prices in each of the periods reflected more the quality and 
style of the shoe than the region where it was produced. 
8.3(g): Standardising production 
Data from the inventory sample revealed a higher degree of standardisation in both the 
size and cost of shoes than one might have expected at this time. Productivity was 
increasing, not through increased technological advances or necessarily by the 
employment of more workers. It is possible therefore that productivity was increasing 
through standardisation of work practices. At the level of the individual shoemaker. 
standardisation would reduce the time spent with customers both in the detailed 
measurement of feet, and in making and adjusting lasts at an individual level. 
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Productivity could therefore be increased though an extension of the number of hours 
devoted to working more directly on making shoes. Producing to a standard would also 
mean that manufacturing could continue when orders were low, therefore allowing 
stocks to build up, which would enable the shoemaker to cope with periods of greater 
demand. 
8.4: Subsidiary craft activity 
The main areas of subsidiary craft activity involved the processing of agricultural 
products; most commonly brewing, dairying and textiles. Table 8.9 uses a very broad 
definition of brewing, dairying and textile interests, as those individuals owning any 
related equipment, however small in value. Even when such a broad definition is used. 
the extent of shoemakers' participation in other crafts, with the exception of brewing in 
east Sussex, is seen to be minimal. 












1600-1612 7 0 0 7 1 7 2 28.6 
1639-1668 32 7 21.9 32 1 3.1 32 7 21.9 
1700-1721 56 8 14.3 56 6 10.7 56 9 16.1 
Hertfordshire 
1600-1639 18 0 0 18 0 0 18 3 16.7 
1640-1669 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 1 16.7 
1670-1699 20 3 15.0 20 2 10.0 20 2 10.0 
1700-1721 5 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 0 
1722-1743 3 0 0 3 1 33.3 3 0 0 
East Sussex 
1700-1721 22 15 68.2 22 2 9.1 22 3 13.6 
1722-1779 20 13 65.0 20 2 10.0 20 4 20.0 
Table 8.9: Shoemakers' involvement in subsidiary crafts 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Throughout the period in all regions, dairying, including cheese and butter making was 
of little importance. Textile production was more common. but was still on a small 
scale, where listed usually being no more than a single spinning wheel. Regional 
differences in brewing are most notable, brewing being far more prevalent in East 
Sussex, than in either Hertfordshire or Worcestershire. This was a regional feature of 
subsidiary craft activity seen across all the selected deadstock trades. 
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The existence of specialised rooms devoted to the a particular activity, highlight 
something of its importance within the household. It has already been seen that the 
majority of shoemakers had a room, usually a shop, which was specifically set aside for 
their craft activity. Shops can be used as evidence of direct retailing and show a 
separation of work and living space. Looking at the number of specialised rooms 
devoted to other craft activities as shown in table 8.10 below, one can immediately see 
that specialised rooms for other craft activities were very rare, especially in comparison 
to the number of shoemakers with shops. 
One exception is the recording of brew houses in East Sussex. However, it was unusual 
for large stocks of drink to be recorded, and drinking rooms and taverns were very rare. 
This would seem to point to brewing for domestic consumption only and should 
therefore not be seen as an economic interest in the same sense as the shoemaking 
business. 
Brew House Tavern or drinking 
rooms 
Dairy House 







1600-1612 6 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 
1639-1668 23 1 4.3 23 2 8.7 23 0 0 
1700-1721 32 5 15.6 32 1 3.1 32 2 6.3 
Hertfordsh ire 
1600-1639 14 0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 
1640-1669 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
1670-1699 19 1 5.3 19 0 0 19 2 10.5 
1700-1721 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 
1722-1743 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 
East Sussex 
1700-1721 17 13 76.5 17 1 5.9 17 2 11.8 
1722-1779 16 13 81.3 16 1 6.25 16 1 6.25 
Table 8.10: Specialised rooms for other craft activities 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
Shoemakers also showed limited involvement in other deadstock occupations. Only 
three examples throughout the sample recorded any tools used in the practise of another 
deadstock processing task. Two in the first decade of the seventeenth century recorded 
candle making equipment, but neither listed any stocks of tallow. candles, or wick yarn. 
to suggest a commercial interest. Another eighteenth century shoemakers inventory 
lists a cleaver, but as the inventory lists no livestock, it has been presumed that this tool 
x vas only used occasionally for cutting meat and not for regular slaughter. One 
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shoemaker listed 12 lb. of tobacco in his shop which could have been for sale to his 
customers. However, outside of this there was no further evidence for economic 
diversification into other areas. One can therefore conclude that shoemakers' economic 
activity was concentrated in their own trades. In the rare cases where shoemakers did 
diversify into other areas, these activities were not necessarily related to their craft and 
were often small scale and not for commercial purposes. 
8.5: Agriculture 
In section 8.1, it was seen that while there were regional differences in mean farm 
valuations, these were caused by the presence of some much larger agricultural 
valuations in the samples, and on the whole, shoemakers in all regions showed little 
involvement in farming. This section looks in more detail at the range and composition 
of agricultural investment, to consider how the productive resources of those with 
higher farming investments compared with shoemakers with fewer agricultural 
resources, and whether or not any of the larger interests showed evidence of extending 
the network of provision into livestock breeding for raw material supplies. 
8.5(a): Range of agricultural investment 
Figures 8.10(a-c) below show the grouped distributions of farm valuations throughout 
the sample. The large majority (over 60%) of all the inventories sampled, recorded some 
farming interest. The regional differences in mean agricultural valuations were therefore 
not caused by differences in participation rates. Indeed Sussex, which recorded the 
lowest mean valuation, had the highest participation rates, with approximately 80% of 
shoemakers involved in some form of farming activity during both periods. 
In all samples the majority of shoemakers had some farming interest, but in most cases 
this was very small amounting to no more than £5 in value. The mean valuation for the 
Worcestershire sample was influenced by some larger farming interests, which although 
still in a minority, were more common than they were in either of the other regions. 
One might expect that as a craft business grew the shoemaker would move further away 
from the land. However, a simple inverse relationship between shoemakers' agricultural 
and trade valuations was not found. There were many examples of shoemakers with 
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relatively high agricultural investments and below average investment in their trade and 
vice versa; although the high trade valuations were becoming more common over time 
and the high farm values less so. However, there were also exceptional examples of 
shoemakers who combined both above average farm and craft interests. For example, 
the Hertfordshire shoemaker. John Morgan, left on his death in 1682 goods to the value 
of £94-16s-Od including crops worth £25, livestock valued at E9-1 Os-Od, and trade 
goods valued at well above the mean at f20-6s-Od. 24 
8.5(b): Composition of agricultural wealth 
The differences in mean farm valuations between regions were linked not only to a 
minority of higher investments, as shown in the box plots and grouped frequencies, but 
also to the type of investment. In Sussex, although a large majority had some farming 
wealth, the limited involvement of most shoemakers is clearly shown in table 8.11 
below. It is most striking, that the high percentage involvement previously highlighted 
was mainly accounted for by the possession of agricultural processing equipment such 
as butter churns and brewing vessels (See section 8.4). Ownership of husbandry tools. 
livestock and crops was very low and falling by an amount large enough to suggest a 
general fall in the agricultural interests of Sussex shoemakers and not simply caused by 
a small sampling difference. There were no arable interests at all by 1722-79. At this 
time only one shoemaker has any crops recorded and this consisted only of hay. 
In both Hertfordshire and Worcestershire a larger proportion of shoemakers had either 
some crop or livestock interest. Crop ownership was highest in Hertfordshire and the 
proportions involved tended to increase over time. Livestock ownership was also 
highest in this area. In contrast, the proportions in Worcestershire owning crops and 
livestock \\ ere lower and less variable. However, it must be stressed again that these 
regional differences were caused by greater or lesser involvement by a minority of 
shoemakers rather than by a sudden change in general agricultural activity across the 
whole sector. On the whole agricultural activity amongst shoemakers was falling. and 
was most apparent in the fall in livestock ownership across all regions. 
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(c) East Sussex 
Figure 8.10: Changes in the distribution of shoemakers' agricultural wealth 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
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In all regions, the very low proportion owning any agricultural tools suggests that in the 
majority of cases both arable and livestock farming was small scale and most likely to 
be for domestic subsistence. In the main, farm valuations do not suggest any 
commercial interest outside of providing for the family. 
8.5(c): Livestock farming: can it be linked to the craft? 
In section 8.4 there was no evidence for shoemakers tanning their own leather and 
therefore it seems unlikely that they would have been breeding their own animals for 
raw material purposes. The levels of livestock ownership. summarised in table 8.12 
show this to be the case. 25 






















1600-12 7 0 0 7 28.6 2.5 7 14.3 10.0 7 28.6 2.5 7 14.3 
1640-69 30 16.7 1.8 30 20.0 7.8 30 10.0 11.0 30 26.7 3.6 30 13.3 
1700-21 56 12.5 2.3 56 16.1 3.8 56 12.5 20.25 56 26.8 2.3 56 1.8 
Herts. 
1600-39 18 11.1 1.5 18 11.1 4.5 18 0 0 18 22? 1.5 18 16.7 
1640-69 6 0 0 6 16.7 1.0 6 16.7 * 6 3 3.3 2.0 6 0 
1670-99 20 20.0 1.0 20 20.0 2.0 20 20.0 6.0 20 30.0 2.0 20 15.0 
1700-21 4 * * 4 50.0 1.5 4 * * 4 25.0 2.0 4 25.0 
1722-43 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 33.3 1.0 3 33.3 
Sussex 
1700-21 22 18.2 1.0 22 13.6 1.0 22 4.6 1.0 22 18.2 1.0 22 0 
1722-79 20 5.0 1.0 20 5.0 3.0 20 0 0 20 5.0 1.0 20 5.0 
Table 8.12: Possession of livestock 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O.. H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. 
note: inventories with no livestock are not included in mean calculations 
One can see that while it was common for shoemakers to own some livestock. 
ownership of any particular livestock type was low and hence it was rare for any 
shoemaker to own a range of different animals. Pigs were most common, but these were 
easy and cheap to keep, being largely fed on the waste products from other agricultural 
processing tasks. Cattle were kept more frequently than sheep. This was probably linked 
to the products these animals provided; milk and butter etc. from the cow being of more 
Box plots showing, the range of herd sizes can be seen in appendix E. However, as will be seen herd 
sizes were very small and have therefore not been given a separate commentary in the text. 
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use to the shoemaker's family than the sale of wool from the sheep. However. for all 
livestock types where owned, mean herd sizes were small. rarely being more than a 
single horse and a couple of pigs. This reinforces the earlier assumption that any 
livestock holding was mainly, if not solely for domestic subsistence. 
8.6: Summary 
The working experience of the shoemaker did not differ significantly between regions. 
There was a recognised price for shoes across the country, and where prices differed, 
this was linked more to quality and style, than to regional price differentials. The 
economic activity of the shoemaker was concentrated in his own craft. Shoemakers 
rarely showed a commercial interest in other craft areas, and where they did these 
interests were often unrelated to shoemaking or any of the other deadstock crafts. The 
majority of shoemakers had small farming interests, but this was falling over time, 
being apparent in a reduction of livestock ownership across all regions. The fall in 
agricultural interests occurred alongside a growth in trading activity and signalled a 
general shift in productive resources, to favour marketed output. Advanced production 
of shoes became more common, and was helped not by technological improvements, 
but by changes in productive priorities which resulted in more time being devoted to 
shoemaking, and increasing standardisation of shoes, along with a degree of 




Examining the comparative experience of deadstock processors. 
In section 4.3 it was argued that in order to gain a richer understanding of the artisan sector 
there is a need to explore the variety of working experiences found both within and 
between trades. The individual trade chapters showed that, while there was much variety to 
be found within occupational groups, the majority of craft workers following any one trade 
displayed strong similarities and did not differ fundamentally between regions. These 
results pointed to a more coherent occupational experience than one might have expected 
to find in this period. For this reason, to aid a general comparison between trades, the 
chronological divisions in the samples have remained the same, but the regional data has 
been amalgamated along with inventories from published collections. Grouping the data in 
this way did not affect the relative differences identified between trades, and hence did not 
produce any distinctions that were not apparent from regional comparisons. 
The chapter begins by using mean valuations along with box plot analysis to examine 
differences in gross inventoried valuations. However, as was seen in the previous chapters 
gross inventoried wealth is only a crude indicator of the relative prosperity of different 
trades, and as such provides no indication of how this affluence was reflected in everyday 
living, that is, in terms of lifestyle, and material wealth as expressed through productive 
priorities, leisure activity and domestic possessions. The lifestyle and experience of those 
within similar wealth groupings could be quite different depending upon how they chose to 
invest their money. Therefore, taking a similar approach to that adopted in the individual 
trade chapters, the remainder of the chapter focuses in more detail on the distribution of 
wealth between selected areas of investment, including, credits, trade and agriculture. 
Extending the analysis of productive resources, this chapter also examines the role of the 
artisan as consumer, through a comparison of household wealth and the ownership of 
selected domestic possessions. Some trades were distinctly wealthier than others in terms 
of gross wealth, yet if this money was largely tied up in craft or agricultural activities, the 
disposable income available might not be too dissimilar from trades who in terms of gross 
inventoried wealth appeared much poorer. This is important because it is disposable 
income which allows households to participate in a consumer market, and hence is a very 
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necessary factor in the movement away from a subsistence to a more industrial oriented 
society. 
9.1: Comparing gross inventoried wealth 
Table 9.1 below, of the mean gross inventoried wealth for each trade. shows that some 
trades were distinctly more prosperous than others. 
1600-1639 1640-1669 1670-1699 1700-1721 1722+ 
N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d 
Tanners 27 141-17-08 32 255-09-03 14 262-04-02 22 225-18-07 5 602-10-01 
Tallow 
chandlers 
5 82-06-06 16 103-09-09 15 122-07-04 23 260-13-10 0 n. a 
Butchers 53 56-02-05 35 86-14-00 30 122-07-09 83 217-17-00 28 171-19-02 
Shoemakers 53 34-08-03 42 59-17-11 28 58-02-04 90 56-12-11 30 51-10-07 
Table 9.1: Comparing the mean gross inventoried valuations of deadstock processors. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the 
published collections used in this study see the bibliography. 
Over the study period one can see some clear long-term real increases in gross valuations. 
However, the relative positions of the trades, with regard to gross wealth remained very 
stable. Tanners were the richest of the four occupations, beginning the period with an 
average gross valuation of almost twice that of any other craft. Over the seventeenth 
century this gap widened, before narrowing in the early eighteenth century when mean 
valuations for tallow chandlers and butchers more than doubled. In contrast to the other 
crafts, shoemakers were seen to be by far the poorest. Between the early and mid- 
seventeenth century, their average gross inventoried wealth nearly doubled, but this 
increase was not sufficient to keep pace with the rate of growth in the other occupations. 
Later in the seventeenth century, shoemakers' mean gross valuation fell slightly while that 
of the other occupations continued to rise. As a result, while the wealth differences were 
narrowing between the other deadstock occupations, the shoemakers were isolated as the 
poorest of these related trades, leaving estates valued on average at less than one tenth of 
that of the average tanner. 
The box plots in figures 9.1(a-e), confirm this result, showing tanners and tallow chandlers 
to be consistently richer than either butchers or shoemakers. The tanners' samples 
produced the greatest range of valuations, yet even so, the wealth of the average shoemaker 
was still less than that of the poorest tanner. The box plots also reveal that the majority of 
butchers were poorer than mean valuations suggest; the marked increase in mean gross 
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valuations being caused by the appearance of some exceptionally wealthy individuals. A 
growing wealth disparity amongst butchers. which probably reflected the emergence of the 
division into cutting and carcass butchers reported in the late eighteenth century. Evas 
discussed in chapter 5. The richest of these 'carcass' butchers compared favourably in 
terms of gross inventoried wealth with the wealthiest tanners. However, it was more 
exceptional for butchers than tanners to reach these higher wealth levels, and in general the 
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Figure 9.1: A box plot comparison of deadstock processors' gross inventoried 
wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & 





Throughout the study period all trades saw a marked increase both in the number of craft 
workers involved in a crediting network and in the amount of money left owing to the 
deceased. By the eighteenth century, well over half of the deadstock workers sampled had 
some money left owing to them on their death. However, as was seen in the previous 
chapters, there was no pattern to the level of investment in this area. It was also difficult to 
tell whether or not the money owing was for trade goods and services, or money lent out 
for other purposes. It was seen to be very likely in most cases that at least some of the 
money was related to their trade activity, and in the case of tallow chandlers trade credit 
accounted for all credits, with only one exception. 
An increase in the amount and proportion of inventoried wealth accounted for by credits 
has been commented on by other authors. ' It has been used to imply that some proportion 
of their means above subsistence was used for purposes other than to maximise 
consumption. Garrard goes further to suggest that increasing credits indicate the desired 
lifestyle had been reached and thus that money was surplus to that required for keeping up 
appearances of an accepted social position. " Considering that sometimes credits accounted 
for over 40 per cent of shoemakers' gross inventoried wealth, one must question the notion 
of credits being viewed as surplus wealth, in terms of the individual lender. 
Holderness suggested that `village society was divided between lenders and borrowers, the 
latter dependent upon the former to ease their problems of illiquidity. '3 However, this 
information cannot be gained from inventory data alone, as money owed by the deceased 
was not required by law to be included in the inventory. Therefore, one cannot tell that 
those artisans who were owed money, did not themselves have outstanding debts on their 
death. The evidence from this study suggests that there was not such a simple division 
between creditors and debtors, but rather that crediting involved an interactive network 
which allowed business activity to continue without the need for immediate cash payment. 
Sudden changes to this network, (for example through the introduction of cash payments of 
For example see, Holderness, B. A. (1976): Credit in a rural society before the nineteenth centur\, with 
special reference to the period 1650-1720 Agricultural History Review, 24 pp. 97-109. and Garrard, R. 
(1980): English probate inventories and their use in studying the significance of the domestic interior, 1570- 
1700. A. A. G. Bijdra, en 223 pp. 
55-81. 
2 Garrard, R. Ih id p. 50 
Holderness, B. A. op cit p. 102. 
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excise taxation), could have a disruptive effect on trade, especially for the smaller 
4 
producers. 
Crediting was becoming more common amongst deadstock processors, and was more 
complex than simply the lending of money from those with excess to those with less than 
their means. The diffusion of a crediting network, especially with regard to trading activity, 
played an important part in the process of economic development. Credit could allow the 
production process to continue without the need for immediate repayment; continuous 
production being one possible means of increasing overall productivity. The exact part 
played by credit in restructuring the productive activity of deadstock processors is an area 
that could be examined further through the study of detailed trade accounts. ' 
9.3 Comparing the occupational activity of deadstock processors 
A comparison of trade wealth, summarised as mean valuations in table 9.2 and box plots in 
figures 9.2(a-e), clearly shows that although the selected trades were related, in that they all 
used animal derivatives as their main raw material, they varied considerably in the amount 
and proportion of their wealth devoted to their occupational activities. 
1600-1639 16401669 1670-1699 1700-1721 1722+ 
N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d 
Tanners 27 52-07-1 1 32 128-04-09 14 108-19-10 22 80-12-03 5 364-07-10 
Tallow 
chandlers 
5 7-14-08 16 25-07-07 15 36-09-01 23 65-12-1 1 0 n. a. 
Butchers 53 0-12-04 34 1-14-08 30 1-14-09 82 1-02-04 27 1-02-02 
Shoemakers 53 5-14-09 42 4-01-08 28 4-00-08 91 4-15-06 30 6-17-00 
Table 9.2: Comparison the mean trade wealth of deadstock processors 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the 
published collections used in this study see bibliography. 
4 See Section 7.1 
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Figure 9.2: A box plot comparison of deadstock processors' trade wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., 
H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the published collections used in this 
study see the bibliography. 
While trade valuations varied over the period, the ranking of the trades in this wealth area 
remained unchanged. The tanner was distinct in that trade goods formed by far the largest 
proportion of gross inventoried wealth; mean trade goods for this occupation being valued 
much higher than for any other trade. At the opposite extreme, butchers were equally 
notable for having negligible amounts of money invested in their craft. 
This type of data is useful as an indicator of financial barriers to entry into particular trades. 
From these results one can see that there were obviously greater financial barriers to entry 
into the tanning trade, than there were in either shoemaking or butchering. Howe,. ver, this 
must not be confused with inferences about the relative economic importance of trading 
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activities to the craftsman. Inventories provide very little information on the income 
derived from a trade. Exact details of capital turnover are very difficult to obtain, other than 
on an individual basis through the study of rare examples of trade accounts. 6 The variation 
in trade investment between different trades can often be explained with reference to the 
processes involved. Butchers, for example, worked with few tools of little value and their 
finished product, being perishable, was not recorded in inventory valuations. Tanning, on 
the other hand, was a slow process which could take up to three years. In these 
circumstances, to secure a steady income required a large investment in hides, and hence 
the high capital expenditure in this area. 
Despite these differences in investment, the detailed trade chapters revealed many 
similarities in the productive priorities of deadstock processors. In all trades, economic 
activity was concentrated in their stated occupation. Other subsidiary occupations were 
rare, but where listed were too varied to make any generalisations on the economic 
diversification of any particular craft. Overlap with other deadstock occupations was also 
very rare, and one can be certain in saying that economic diversification, where it did occur 
was often unrelated to the stated occupation. 
The focus in the previous trade chapters on production processes and technologies, 
revealed some degree of productivity increase in all trades, without any major 
technological advances. The exact methods used to achieve greater productivity differed 
between trades, but included, small changes in production techniques; some standardisation 
of work processes; taking advantage of economies of scale; and re-structuring productive 
priorities to allow more working hours to be spent on the stated occupation. Evidence for 
all the trades showed that adaptation and extension of existing methods could account for 
significant aggregate increases in production. Therefore, paradoxically, tradition and 
innovation could be effectively and successfully combined. 
9.4: Comparing the agricultural involvement of deadstock processors 
One might expect that those working primarily with deadstock products would still have 
strong agricultural links, perhaps ev en providing direct access to their raw materials 
through stock breeding. Howevver, the previous chapters revealed a more distinct network 
of provision than one had expected. the average deadstock worker having very little 
6 See appendix A for a list of a\ ailable trade accounts for deadstock processors. 
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connection to the land. Table 9.3 below, summarises for each trade the mean amount of 
money invested in agricultural goods, including. livestock. crops. agricultural processing 
equipment and farming tools. 
1600-1639 1640-1669 1670-1699 1700-1721 1722- 
N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d 
Tanners 27 14-17-05 31 43-15-07 14 54-00-08 22 17-08-09 5 41-16-02 
Tallow 
chandlers 
5 2-14-02 16 12-15-04 15 25-08-11 23 42-08-04 0 n. a 
Butchers 53 13-08-11 34 31-11-11 30 33-11-10 79 51-18-10 28 38-19-09 
Shoemakers 53 4-19-03 42 14-03-01 28 11-19-10 90 7-01-02 29 4-10-08 
Table 9.3: Comparing the mean agricultural wealth of deadstock processors 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the 
published collections used in this study see the bibliography. 
On average, tanners and butchers had much larger farming investments than either tallow 
chandlers or shoemakers. However, if one looks at the box plots in figures 9.3 (a-e), one 
can see that for the majority of workers across all trades, agricultural investment was small 
at under £10, representing the ownership of a single cow or pig for household subsistence 
in milk, cheese and butter, rather than for commercial purposes. 
The box plots show that the mean agricultural value for tallow chandlers between 1700 and 
1721, has been largely overstated by one large farming interest. The much larger mean 
farm valuations for butchers and tanners were also due to some extreme valuations in the 
sample. However, although still in a minority, it was far more common for butchers and 
tanners to have large farming interests than it was for either shoemakers or tallow 
chandlers. This was linked in part to the practice of their different crafts. Tanning was a 
slow process which could take up to three years, in which there were long periods when the 
hides did not require attention. Butchers too had times when for legal reasons they were 
unable to work; the slaughter and sale of flesh being suspended during Lent and on 
Sundays. The butcher and tanner therefore had more spare time to engage in agricultural 
pursuits. Some tanners could be thought of as part-time farmers, but there was no evidence 
to suggest a direct link between livestock breeding and the provision of skins for tanning. 
In contrast, some butchers could be thought of as extending their interests along the 
network of provision into livestock breeding specifically to control their own meat 
supplies. The growth of this activity led to a division among the butchering occupation in 
the late eighteenth century into carcass and cutting butchers. 
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Figure 9.3: A box plot comparison of deadstock processors' agricultural 
wealth. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., 
H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the published collections used in this 
study see the bibliography. 
One might expect that as trade activity grew, craft workers would become increasingly 
separated from the land. It is therefore surprising that during the seventeenth century, while 
trade valuations were rising, all occupations saw an increase in both mean farm valuations 
and in the percentages of inventories listing particular livestock types (See table 9.4). In 
this case, rather than industrial activity being connected with a separation of the artisan 
from his agricultural roots, profits from trade activity were being used to invest in small 
scale farming. This increase in agricultural investment, with the exception of butchers, was 
not related to craft activity. 
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By the eighteenth century the productive priorities of deadstock processors had changed. 
and agricultural interests were falling, for all except butchers. Study of the production 
processes pointed to increases in productivity, which could have been caused in part by 
focusing more hours on the craft and less hours in agricultural work. Since tallow 
chandlers and shoemakers did not have the same breaks imposed on their work. 
concentration on their craft would mean less time to attend to farm work and hence these 
crafts saw the biggest fall in livestock ownership. In all the selected occupations, resources 
were becoming more concentrated in their craft. This was signified not only by greater 
investment in trade goods, but also by a reduction in agricultural goods which placed the 
artisan into the market place for many frequently consumed goods such as milk and cheese, 
that were previously produced within the household. 
HORSES CATTLE SHEEP PIGS OTHERS 
(poultry & bees) 
N % with °% with 0o with % with % with 
Tanners 
1600-1639 29 41.4 41.4 20.7 27.6 10.3 
1640-1669 32 46.9 43.8 15.6 31.3 9.4 
1670-1699 15 73.3 56.3 26.7 53.3 13.3 
1700-1721 22 45.5 36.4 18.2 31.8 13.6 
Butchers 
1600-1639 54 40.7 33.3 34.0 50.0 18 
1640-1669 34 44.1 35.3 29.4 47.1 8.8 
1670-1699 32 62.5 37.5 37.5 46.9 12.5 
1700-1721 85 60.0 44.7 41.2 41.2 1.2 
1722+ 27 70.4 40.7 44.4 29.6 7.4 
Tallow chandlers 
1600-1639 5 0 0 0 0 20.0 
1640-1669 16 43.8 25.0 18.8 37.5 12.5 
1670-1699 14 57.1 35.7 14.3 35.7 7.1 
1700-1721 23 8.7 8.7 8.7 21.7 0 
Shoemakers 
1600-1639 53 9.4 13.2 7.6 15.1 9.4 
1640-1669 40 12.5 12.5 12.5 15.0 15.0 
1670-1699 31 16.1 29.0 22.6 22.6 12.9 
1700-1721 89 13.5 15.7 2.3 12.4 12.4 
1722+ 30 6.7 6.7 0 13.3 6.7 
Table 9.4: Possession of Livestock 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the 
published collections used in this study see the bibliography. 
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9.5: Comparing the investment in domestic possessions between deadstock processing 
crafts 
The previous sections highlighted a shift in the allocation of productive resources to 
differing extents across the four selected crafts. In all cases this shift involved a move away 
from relative self-sufficiency through a reduction of domestically produced goods. towards 
greater market-oriented production, with a concentration of economic resources in the 
stated occupation. De Vries found a similar redeployment of household labour in many 
socio-economic groups across Europe. 8 This change, which De Vries refers to as an 
industrious revolution', was to a large degree fuelled by the desire to increase monetary 
income with which to purchase marketed goods. 9 Such an explanation raises the need to 
look in more detail at the consumption habits of the deadstock craftsmen, to see whether 
changes in production priorities can be related in any way to their behaviour as consumers. 
The mean valuation of household possessions for each of the four crafts is summarised in 
table 9.5 below. 
1600-1639 1640-1669 1670-1699 1700-1721 1722+ 
N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d N £-s-d 
Tanners 27 25-14-03 30 30-09-09 14 31-07-10 22 23-04-09 5 26-15-02 
Tallow 
chandlers 
5 35-13-06 16 20-09-06 15 17-05-00 23 35-1 1-08 0 n. a 
Butchers 53 15-09-03 34 16-17-01 30 29-06-09 82 23-13-05 27 28-12-02 
Shoemakers 53 13-08-05 41 17-19-09 28 17-14-04 89 13-17-01 30 12-17-11 
Table 9.5: Mean investment in household possessions 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the 
published collections used in this study see the bibliography. 
From the increase in market-oriented production to maximise cash income, one might 
expect that the amount of money invested in domestic possessions would also increase 
significantly. However, the samples do not show a clear increase in household investment, 
and in many cases one can see a fall in the mean value of domestic possessions. Shammas 
has commented on the fall in the value of household goods over time. it Therefore the 
ownership of more goods would not necessarily show up as greater household wealth. 
s De Vries, J. (1994): The industrial revolution and the industrious revoulution, Journal of Economic History 
54 pp.? 49-270. De Vries, J. (1993): Between purchasing power and the world of goods: understanding the 
household economy in early modern Europe, pp. 85-132 in Brewer, J. & Porter, R (eds) Consumption and the 
World of Goods, London: Routledge. 
These desires were complex and driven by international trade, colonial experiences and urban growth. For a 
brief introduction to these ideas see Zahediah, N. (1994): London and the colonial consumer in the late 
seventeenth century, Economic History Review, 47 pp. 239-261. 
10 The box plots produced from this data can be seen in appendix F. 
11 Shammas, C. (1990): The Pre-industrial Consumer in England and America, Clarendon Press: Oxford. 
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While this explains why the ownership of goods increased at the same time as household 
wealth fell both in its actual and proportionate contribution to inventoried wealth. it does 
not fully explain why craft workers felt a strong need to increase monetary income. I 
suggest that the desire to consume was a contributory factor to the shift in productive 
purpose. Yet this change was not necessarily linked to immediate material gains, but was 
linked to a longer-term and more complex series of economic and social changes, possibly 
driven by a desire to maximise choice. In turn this led to a more diverse and occupationally 
specialised industrial society. 
A focus on monetary income also suggests a strong relationship between gross inventoried 
wealth and the value of household possessions. If this is the case, then any occupational 
differences can be attributed mainly to wealth, thus removing occupation as a significant 
variable in consumption studies. As Shammas' comments, in almost all time periods and 
places, wealth was the most important determinant of the value of the various categories of 
goods. ' 12 The findings for this study are consistent with Shammas' view to some extent in 
that the most prosperous trades did have the highest mean valuations of household goods. 
However, while there were differences between trades, this was the area of inventoried 
wealth which varied the least. Therefore, if one looks at the proportionate contribution of 
household wealth to gross valuation, one will find that investment priorities differed, often 
considerably, between trades and were thus influenced by a more complex set of factors 
than simply gross wealth. 
Scatter plots of gross inventoried wealth and household wealth revealed some relationship 
between the two (see figures 9.4 (a-e)). However, as mean valuations suggest, this was in 
no sense proportionate. The early seventeenth century showed the strongest links between 
gross inventoried wealth and the amount of money invested in household possessions. 
Over time, as gross valuations increased, the relationship between the two became more 
random. One could therefore conclude that up to a certain point wealth was the main 
influence on the inventoried value of household possessions. However, beyond a certain 
level of household investment, occupational differences became apparent. For example. 
tanners were less likely than the other crafts to express increases in gross wealth in terms of 
more household possessions. More prosperous shoemakers, on the other hand, were far 
more likely to use their extra wealth to purchase more domestic possessions. 
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Figure 9.4: Comparing gross and household inventory valuations of 
deadstock processors. 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., 
H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the published collections used in this 
study see the bibliography. 
9.5 (a): Ownership of goods and occupation 
Gross wealth was an important variable, but was not the only contributory factor to 
influence the amount of money invested in domestic possessions. This section looks at the 
ownership of a select number of goods as recorded in probate inventories, to examine 
whether gross wealth was the main determinant of innovative consumption amongst 
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deadstock product workers, as displayed through the ownership of new novelty goods. The 
choice of goods used in this study was discussed in chapter 4. In brief, the goods chosen 
were selected because they were consistently recorded in probate inventories and were 
representative of changes in domestic behaviour. ' The results are summarised in table 9.6. 
In studying the changing ownership of household possessions over time, one cannot give 
exact dates for the appearance of particular goods, as it is not possible to measure the time- 
lags between people acquiring items and their appearance in inventories. Although there 
are some factors such as age that one cannot account for in studies of this type, I have 
assumed that the consumer behaviour of the deceased, did not differ significantly from the 
rest of the population. Using this assumption it is seen that across all the selected trades the 
ownership of domestic goods increased over time, the greatest expansion being seen 
between the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. '4 
By the seventeenth century, the majority of deadstock workers owned beds, tables, and 
chairs. These were goods associated with what Weatherill terms, `backstage' or `private' 
activities, ownership of which differed little across the trades., The most rapid change was 
seen in the ownership of `frontstage' goods, that is, in items associated with the 
construction of image, which can be used by an individual or household as an expressive 
tool, to present themselves to the outside world. These goods were either decorative or 
associated with new types of behaviour or activities such as tea drinking. Some of these 
goods including, pictures, silver, gold, earthenware, window curtains, and looking glasses, 
were already in use in the early seventeenth century, but they were not common. 
Ownership of these goods often doubled between the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
century. Other goods, such as, knives and forks, and tea and coffee pots, associated with 
new meal time behaviour, were rarely recorded and did not appear in the sample until the 
eighteenth century. The other group of goods in the selection were those indicative of an 
interest in a wider world outside of the immediate household, such as books and clocks. 
I' For a discussion of the selected goods see section 4.4(e). 
14 The rapid expansion in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries is consistent with Weatherill's 
findings for the countr), as a whole. 
Goffman and later, Portnoy, distinguished between the use of space in different parts of the living area. 
Weatherill brought this vocabulary into historical studies of material goods. Goffman E. (1969): The 
Presentation of the self in every. Allen Lane, London. Portnoy A. W. A micro-archaeological view of 
human settlement space and functions, in R. A. Gould & M. B. Schiffer (eds) (1981). Modern Material 
Culture: The Archaeology of Us, Routledge, London and New York. \'eatherill, L. (1988): Consumer 
Behaviour and Material Culture in Britain, 1660-1760, Routledge: London. 
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The ownership of books did not show either a consistent increase or decrease over time. 
There was also no pattern to the difference in book ownership between trades. By the 
eighteenth century tallow chandlers were the only group where a majority owned books. 
However, all trades displayed some degree of literacy. In contrast, changes in clock 
ownership were much more distinct, increasing most rapidly during the eighteenth century. 
After 1722, tanners showed the highest possession rate at 60%. This could reflect the 
greater gross inventoried wealth of tanners, but it could also reflect their location on the 
outskirts of towns, where they would not necessarily have easy access to a central town 
clock or to a town crier. 
As well as the most rapid change over time, the greatest occupational differences were also 
seen in the ownership of `frontstage' goods used for new or decorative purposes. By the 
eighteenth century, ownership of these goods was still very rare, but the frequency. of 
ownership did not show any direct connection to gross inventoried wealth. During the 
eighteenth century, the wealthiest occupational group. the tanners, unlike the other 
occupations, did not record any pictures or knives and forks. Their sample did record tea 
and coffee pots in the latter period, but the frequency of ownership was not significantly 
different from the other crafts, given their growing differences in gross inventoried wealth. 
One might also be surprised to find that those owning these new goods were not always the 
richest in each occupation. Indeed it was equally likely that those owning these goods 
would have both gross inventory, and household valuations below as well as above the 
mean. 
The evidence from this study strongly reinforces Weatherill's comments that consumption 
patterns differed between social groups and occupations, based on more than variations in 
«ealth. It was not through a lack a disposable income that tanners chose not to invest in 
these newly available goods. Indeed the mean value of tanners' domestic possessions was 
often higher than for the other trades. Tanners differed from the other crafts, not so much in 
the value of their household goods, as in their choice of goods. This raises the question as 
to what extent these differences were the result of availability? 
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Unlike the other occupations which were concentrated in urban areas, tanners were often 
found on the outskirts of towns. Weatherill rejected the idea that consumer behaviour 
differed fundamentally between town and country, stating that occupation and wealth 
explained more than location. 16 More recent work on the influence of towns has placed 
major changes in consumption patterns and processes in the context of changes in urban 
society and regional variations in supply conditions: with an emphasis on practical 
knowledges of consumption gained through observation and interaction. '7 The evidence 
here suggests that some occupational differences could be linked to the artisan's experience 
in his immediate environment. Therefore, whilst major regional differences were not 
apparent, more localised variations, such as the difference between town and country, 
could have a large impact on both production and consumption choices. This would be an 
important consideration in any further study into the coherence of occupational labels in 
this period. Yet, that said, one must also consider that the location of individuals and their 
level of wealth, was largely determined by their productive experience, which in the case 
of deadstock processors was concentrated mainly in their stated occupation. 
9.6: Summary' 
The evidence produced in this study has shown a shift in the productive priorities of 
deadstock processors which increased their supply of marketed goods, by concentrating 
resources in their stated occupation. The means by which this was achieved varied between 
trades and was largely connected to differences in the production processes. To some 
degree in all trades, increasing marketed output meant a reduction in consumables usually 
provided within the household. In this sense, the decisions to increase both the supply of 
marketed output and the demand for market bought products cannot be separated. 
Therefore these results reinforce De Vries" *industrious revolution' argument that a 
household's production decisions must be integrally related to their consumption decisions. 
As the economic activities of deadstock processors became more concentrated in their 
craft, occupational differences in gross inventoried valuations became more pronounced. 
16 Weatherill, L. Ibid. 
17 For examples see, Glennie, P. D. and Thrift, N. J. (1996): Consumers, identities, and consumption spaces in 
early modern England, Environment and Planning A, vol. 28 no. I pp. 25-45. Corfield, P. J. (1987): Small 
towns, large implications: social and cultural roles of small towns in eighteenth century England and Wales, 
British Journal of Eighteenth Centurý' Studies, 10 pp. l25-138. Corfield, P. J. (1990): Walking the cit\ streets: 




Wealth varied both actually and proportionately between trades. If one compares areas of 
investment in terms of actual wealth. then wealth can be seen as the most important 
variable, tanners having the highest mean investment in almost all areas of household 
wealth. However, if one looks at the proportionate distribution of wealth. distinctions 
between trades become more than just the level of investment. Butchers, for example had 
most of their money invested in farm goods, which was later shown to be linked to their 
trade. Tanners had the largest proportion of their wealth invested in trade goods. 
shoemakers in household possessions, and tallow chandlers in contrast to the other trades. 
had no one central area of investment. 
Choice of investment was linked to the nature of the production process; possibilities for 
increasing marketed output; time available for other past-times such as agriculture, and the 
experiences gained from interactions in the artisan's immediate environment. While 
regional differences did not prove significant, more localised variations between town and 
country were highlighted for further study, as possibly important variables determining 
production and consumption choices. However, these locational variables were again seen 
to be linked closely to occupation through situation requirements of the production or 
marketing process. 
There were many similarities between the deadstock processing crafts, in terms of their 
greater involvement in a crediting network, and their increasing concentration of resources 
in their craft. However, it was these similarities in wider economic changes that also 
paradoxically produced a set of more distinct occupations, more differentiated in terms of 





This thesis has presented some of the richness and variety of craft experience in pre- 
industrial and early industrial England, by providing new insights into the workings of a 
selection of deadstock processing industries. This final chapter returns to some of the wider 
key issues raised throughout the thesis, in particular the use of a network of provision 
framework for the study of early industrial societies, the value of an occupational approach 
to studies of English industrial development, and the place of geography in early modem 
deadstock trades. The chapter concludes with a reflection on the main contributions of this 
research to current academic discussions and in this context points to possible areas for 
future study. 
10.1: Evaluating commodity networks as a research framework 
The theoretical framework of a `network of provision' used in this study was adapted from 
Ben Fine's `system of provision' theory. The main premise of this argument is that 
products and processes are part of a wider network of provision and therefore cannot be 
examined appropriately in isolation from other factors making up the network. This thesis 
addressed practical issues in the use of this theoretical framework for long-term empirical 
research. It is concluded that while this theory can be usefully applied at a very basic level, 
it is more of a hindrance than a help as a research tool as its blanket approach fails to 
recognise the value of detailed research driven by specific interests in particular questions. 
Beyond a general critique of contemporary approaches to consumption studies, Fine's 
model is of little use in effectively integrating studies of production with those of 
consumption. This is linked both to the elusive nature of the network concept and to the 
failure both of Fine and his critiques to recognise that an inter-disciplinary approach will 
still have to be driven by a focus on particular issues and will not move forward simply by 
a superficial integration of `horizontal' concerns. 
Ideas encouraging multiple perspectives are to be welcomed, as is any development of 
unprejudiced thought. There is a lot of value in viewing a broader picture, in so far as a 
more open-ended and inclusive analysis can help to prevent a fossilisation of ideas by 
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encouraging fresh perspectives on complex issues. However, I do not think that research 
within networks of provision is a satisfactory means of achieving this. Even if complete 
network coverage were possible, the outcome still would not adequately address 
'horizontal' issues unconnected to any one product type. I agree that one must move away 
from general theories of consuming, but I struggle to see how single product system 
analysis or inter-related product network analysis can be of significant use outside of 
market research for particular manufacturers. 
Tracing network linkages is a time consuming and not a necessarily rewarding process. The 
fluidity and potentially all-inclusive nature of any network means that beyond a bare 
skeleton, product networks cannot be diagramatically represented. Unlike other 
applications of Fine's `system of provision' theory, in this study the extent of the deadstock 
network of provision was mapped out in a skeletal form. This diagrammatic representation 
of product movements highlighted the possibility of far reaching impacts of changes in 
these products on areas that at first sight might seem unrelated. In this respect using a 
network of provision framework proved fruitful in offering new insights into the relevance 
of a much neglected industrial sector for a wide range of diverse research topics, from 
livestock breeding to changing ideas about diet and clothing. However, one could argue 
that the same points could have been adequately researched and presented without the use 
of an elaborate network theory. Indeed none of the main findings of this research can be 
attributed to the application of a network theory. 
Beyond a superficial recognition of a two-way influence between processes of production 
and those of consumption, network theory has very little to offer as a practical means of 
integrating the two areas of research. The building of commodity networks will not 
necessarily move large research questions forward. Detailed research is still required and 
this means a focus on particular issues, and almost inevitably a separation of the two study 
areas. Rather than try to artificially join these two areas of study, it would be better to 
encourage question led as opposed to source or topic led research. This would allow a 
degree of movement across traditional disciplinary concerns in search of possible 
explanations. It is through inquisitive open-minded research and not through the 
construction of product networks, that knowledge is advanced and new questions arise. To 
approach more general issues with greater confidence requires detailed micro-level 
research, and this is not possible with the broad coverage of a network theory. 
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In this study, question led analysis proved most successful in integrating studies of 
production with those of consumption, and was far more economical than a network 
approach in terms of research time and effort. Work by previous authors had highlighted a 
contradiction in the production and consumption habits of artisan craftsmen. Weatherill 
revealed a degree of consumer innovation amongst craftsmen that strongly contrasted with 
their image as archaic producers. Detailed micro-level studies in this thesis of all levels of 
household production uncovered a series of small intra-household changes which had 
previously been overlooked by a concentration on larger economic indicators of advanced 
production. Across all trades productive resources were becoming more concentrated in the 
stated craft, reflecting a shift in the productive priorities of deadstock processors towards 
an increase in their supply of marketed goods. This inevitably meant a reduction in some 
agricultural pursuits and a need to purchase goods that had previously been produced 
within the household. This finding revealed a household's production decisions to be 
integrally related to its consumption decisions. The results have therefore joined production 
and consumption studies in a series of related development questions, in so far as anyone 
who wants to understand processes of productivity change within artisan societies must 
consider changes in and implications for their consumption habits and vice versa. Unlike 
network theory, these findings are not necessarily linked to any specific products and do 
not undermine the importance of other research questions which are more appropriately 
concerned only with aspects of the production or consumption process. 
10.2: The importance of occupational labels in early modern England 
One of the main aims of this thesis was to determine the extent to which one can rely on 
occupational labels as recorded in early modern documents and as a related concern, to 
examine the value of occupation as an explanatory variable in studies of long-run social 
and economic change. 
The results revealed that outside of specified deadstock occupations only a small minority 
of the population were involved in the processing of meat, tallow and skins. This increased 
the confidence with which one can use occupational labels to refer to the main processors 
of these products. Further micro-level research into a select number of deadstock crafts 
showed that not only were these production processes restricted to designated occupations, 
but also that these processes were the craft workers' main economic pursuit and were 
becoming increasingly so over time. The full details of the results have already been 
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discussed in the previous chapters, however, in short they revealed a more coherent 
occupational experience than one had anticipated at such an early date. This find has 
important implications for the relevance of occupation as a variable in future studies of 
early modern economic and social development. 
Wealth and location are two commonly used variables in studies of economic and social 
change. Both of these variables were shown to be closely associated with an individual's 
productive experience and hence to their occupation. Despite this, studies which use 
occupation as the main selective variable are very rare, and most often amalgamate the 
artisan sector into one or two large craftsmen categories. This study of a small number of 
these frequently grouped trades revealed a set of increasingly distinct occupations which 
over time were becoming more differentiated from one another in terms of both wealth and 
lifestyle. Significant differences were identified between the selected crafts. This 
emphasised the problems raised in chapter four of using an all encompassing craftsmen 
category to examine the direction and cause of change within the artisan sector. 
This study concludes that an occupational based analysis can provide a unique insight into 
the development of the artisan sector unavailable to researchers who divide their sample by 
either location or wealth alone. A focus on individual crafts not only dispelled the myth of 
a static artisan sector, but also clarified some of the finer issues concerning the actual 
methods of productivity increase. The lack of technological development in this sector, 
rather than simply being assumed, was demonstrated for the selected crafts to be the case 
through a detailed study of their tools and work processes. Examination of the various 
production processes showed how it was possible for productivity to increase without 
major changes in the technologies used. These smaller-scale transformations included 
adaptation and extension of existing production methods, and intra-household 
specialisation which increased the time spent in craft-related pursuits. It would not have 
been possible to determine these small scale yet crucial changes within the artisan sector 
without the use of an occupation based analysis. 
10.3: The place of geography in early modern deadstock trades 
The results of this study found that the majority of craft workers following any one trade 
displayed strong similarities and did not differ fundamentally between regions. This degree 
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of uniformity was surprising considering that it was not linked to a nationally coherent and 
interactive market for deadstock products. 
It was only possible to determine that regional differences were not significant through 
very detailed study at the county level. It is not thought that the choice of study areas 
significantly affected the results obtained. The study areas chosen represented three 
contrasting regional types in terms of location within England, proximity to the capital, 
agriculture and topography. Given these differences, there is no reason to suggest why the 
occupational experience of deadstock product workers should be more similar in these 
three counties than in any of the other English counties. This conclusion is further 
supported by the detailed study of published inventories from around the country. While 
this study was not on the same scale as the regional analysis, the detail from the published 
inventories did not contain any information to suggest a significant difference in the 
productive experience of deadstock workers living in other regions. 
It would have been interesting to look in more detail at counties which in the nineteenth 
century censuses revealed a concentration of certain crafts, such as Northamptonshire for 
shoemaking. However, while it is likely that more shoemaker's inventories would have 
been found, it is very unlikely that they would have revealed a different productive 
experience to that seen in the three chosen study areas. One might have found much larger 
producers but it is very possible that they would represent proto-industrial or small factory 
production processes and therefore would not be directly comparable with the artisan 
workers studied elsewhere. 
The lack of geographical difference can in part be attributed to situation requirements of 
the production or marketing process. Several interacting factors determined the location of 
the deadstock industries. Nearness to markets was the primary influence on location, and 
hence the distribution of these industries was closely linked to population. Other location 
factors such as the availability of raw materials and closeness to water supplies were also 
universal in the sense that they were not exclusive to particular counties. This fact was 
clearly shown in the census analysis which revealed, with the exception of gloving, a lack 
of national centres for these industries at the county and registration district level, at least 
until the mid-nineteenth century. Where geographical clustering did occur, as was the case 




That one did not find a geographically differentiated occupational experience at the county 
level does not necessarily mean that from the seventeenth through to the nineteenth century 
geography was irrelevant to the deadstock processing industries. Evidence on the 
consumption habits of deadstock processors suggested that some occupational differences 
could be linked to the artisan's experience in his immediate environment, and therefore that 
more localised geographical differences such as those between urban and rural areas might 
be significant. 
Weatherill rejected the idea that consumer behaviour differed fundamentally between town 
and country, yet variation between the deadstock trades found in this study suggested that 
localised geographical differences might explain consumer preferences more than regional 
location. This study has also shown a strong relationship between the production and 
consumption decisions of deadstock processors. If the influence of town life was causing 
variation in consumption patterns and processes then one can assume a strong likelihood 
that the production experience would also be affected. 
The decision to locate in a town was not simply related to personal choice. There were 
locational factors determined by the production and marketing processes which made it 
more likely for example that shoemakers and butchers would locate within a town and that 
tanners would be found on the outskirts. Therefore, although geography is of greater 
importance at this smaller scale it is still strongly inter-related with occupation. This again 
reinforces the importance of recognising occupation as a significant variable in studies of 
early modern social and economic change. 
10.4: Main contributions of the thesis and pointers to future research 
The main aim of this thesis was to examine the degree of transformation and the extent of 
restructuring in selected artisan trades, with a focus on changes in the work and lifestyle of 
the individual craft worker. In line with Berg and De Vries, this study argued for the 
recognition of smaller-scale intra-household transitions, identified through micro-level 
studies of the individual deadstock processor. This view returned the focus of the period 
back on to change. albeit of a different kind, and away from theories of continuity and 
limits to growth before the nineteenth century as advocated by Wrigley and Crafts. 
It was a focus on macro-economic indicators such as national income, industrial output, 
capital formation, GDP per head and productivity, that helped to maintain the view of a 
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static artisan sector for so long. In Wrigley's opinion artisan's were passive beneficiaries of 
industrialisation elsewhere in the economy, rather than contributors to it. The results of this 
study have strongly challenged this view. The artisan sector was seen to have been 
undergoing restructuring of a different type, which while it did not show up immediately in 
macro-economic indicators of industrial growth, did create a set of more distinct 
occupations with an increasing reliance on the market for goods which had previously been 
produced within the household. This increasing distinction of occupations and the move 
away from household self-sufficiency, were important pre-requisites for the development 
of an industrial economy. 
The artisan sector was shown to be numerically very significant, at least until the mid- 
nineteenth century. The census analysis strongly challenged the simplistic dichotomy 
between artisan and factory forms of production. The artisan sector continued to grow 
alongside factory production with no necessary progression between one industrial form 
and another. Rather than being a passive beneficiary of industrialisation, artisan production 
sometimes encouraged and was in turn supported by other, more industrialised production 
methods. For example, during the nineteenth century the tanning industry was seen to have 
positively benefited from the high demand for leather generated by increased 
mechanisation in the growing industrial towns of the north. 
The detailed micro-level studies in chapters five to eight focused on four inter-related 
crafts: butchering, tanning, shoemaking, and candle-making. Use was made of a variety of 
primary sources, but particularly probate inventories, to highlight the social realities behind 
changes in productivity, with a further emphasis on what exactly it meant to be referred to 
as a `butcher' or `shoemaker' in early modern England. Although the main analytical 
structure was the same, each trade chapter was deliberately oriented towards specific 
features of the trade. Chapter five examined the documented split amongst butchers in late 
eighteenth century London into cutting and carcass butchers. The results revealed an 
increasing division in the butchering trade based largely on agricultural activity, which 
strongly indicates the emergence of the larger carcass butchers. Chapter six explored the 
importance of retail trade to the tallow chandler. It was concluded that the sale of groceries 
must be thought of as integral to the chandler's trade. However, even when the other 
groceries were valued in the inventory at much higher than the chandler's stock of candles. 
candles were often still the main economic concern. The length of the tanning process with 
extended periods when hides did not require attention was of particular interest in chapter 
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seven. Examining whether this time was used to develop other commercial interests 
showed that it was very rare for tanners to develop economic interests outside of the 
tanning business. Chapter eight looked in detail at methods of product standardisation, 
specifically through shoe sizes and types. The results highlighted a greater degree of 
standardisation in both the size and cost of shoes than one might have expected at this time. 
The main conclusions from these micro-studies have already been discussed in chapter 
nine. In brief, the results revealed a more coherent-occupational experience than one might 
have expected at such an early date. Geographical differences did not prove significant at 
the county level, but this was only possible to determine through very detailed study of 
contrasting regions. Across all trades productive resources were becoming more 
concentrated in the stated craft, reflecting a shift in the productive priorities of deadstock 
processors towards an increase in their supply of marketed goods. Over time therefore, 
occupations were becoming increasingly distinguished with regard to productive activity. 
One would expect to find a similar result for the other deadstock processing crafts, such as 
saddlers and glovers, not studied in detail in this thesis. However, without similar micro- 
level studies one cannot generalise too far. Significant differences were identified between 
the selected crafts and it was only through a concentration on individual occupations that 
the process of industrial change became visible. This change was not technologically 
driven, but rather was induced by a series of smaller-scale transformations including the 
adaptation and extension of existing production methods, and intra-household 
specialisation which increased the time spent in craft related pursuits. 
In addition to comparing the main results from the four trade chapters, chapter nine also 
examined the role of the artisan as a consumer, through a comparison of household wealth 
and the ownership of selected domestic possessions. The aim here was not only to compare 
consumer behaviour between trades, but also to see whether changes in productive 
priorities could be related in any way to artisan's behaviour as consumers. Consumer 
choice was found to be related to occupation and hence to productive priorities. This find 
along with the those of intra-household labour transitions identify the deadstock processing 
trades as part of an `industrious revolution' as presented by De Vries. This has further 
implications for research into the artisan sector as it demonstrates a household's 
consumption decisions to be integrally related to their production decisions and vice versa. 
In order to gain a richer understanding of the artisan sector there is a need to explore the 
variety of working experiences found both within and between trades. This thesis has 
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demonstrated the possibilities for increased understanding of the process of development 
through micro-level occupation based studies. It is through detailed study of this type that 
one can become more confident in the use of larger occupational groupings and in 
generalisations across the artisan sector as a whole. This study has provided a solid base of 
information on a set of industries about which previously very little was known. Future 
research could add to this base by examining more detailed but much rarer source materials 
such as trade accounts. Other artisan trades could also be examined in a similar way to see 
if the wider changes taking place in terms of intra-household specialisation were occurring 
across the artisan sector as a whole, or whether these changes were restricted to particular 
crafts. Increased knowledge on the actual processes of change will greatly improve our 
understanding of why some artisan crafts were destroyed while others prospered with the 
emergence of factory production. In any future study there is also a need to look in more 
detail at the possible differences in occupational experience between individuals living in 
towns and those in the surrounding countryside. Since regional variation was shown in this 
study to be of little significance, adequately sized occupation based probate inventory 
samples divided into urban and rural areas could be obtained by amalgamating data from 
several different counties. 
Most historians agree that the industrialisation of England was not simply the product of a 
century of revolutionary change, but neither did an industrial nation evolve from 
continuity. There were many changes taking place, and it is on these transitions that one 
needs to focus in order to gain a fuller understanding of England's industrial development. 
The results from this study present a new view of the place of artisan trades in the early 
industrial economy. This thesis has demonstrated the widespread impact and dynamic 
possibilities of what have previously been considered static industries. This places the 
artisan sector firmly within the developmental history of industrialisation. 
There is still a wealth of early industrial experience to be uncovered. It is hoped that this 
study will encourage further research, both into the deadstock trades and other neglected 
traditional crafts. Changes in these trades helped to prepare the way for the more rapid and 
notable transformations usually associated with the classic `industrial revolution. ' Ideas of 
industrial revolution' may well have been abandoned, but there is still much to learn about 




Trade Accounts of Deadstock Processors Stored in National Archives 
HATTERS 
Christy & Co. Ltd, Hat Manufacturers 
17Th. _20Th. century minutes, correspondence, financial, production, stock, cost + staff 
records, sales + order books, valuations etc. 
Stockport Archive Service, 
Central Library, 
Wellington Road South, 
Stockport. SK1 3RS 
NRA: 22838 Christy (Christy Collection) see also: HMC Records of British Business + 
Industry 1760-1914 textiles + leather, 1990. 
B/P/2/ 1 
Folder 1A Misc. business + some personal correspondence; some costing + 
accounts ; notes on qualifications for county + borough notes 
1831-2 
Folder 1AA Business correspondence + memoranda 1830 
Folder 1B Correspondence relating to land offered by Joule + Thornhill, 1830 
+ 1832; other letters re land, +3536; factory memoranda, 1830; 
Stockport advertiser, Aug. 28 , 1835. 
Folder 1C Documents relating to turnout of hatters, spring, 1830. Mainly 
claims for damages by workmen + their settlement. 
Folder ID Correspondence relating to the strike in London, March-April, 
1831 + obtaining men from Stockport. 
B/P/2/2 
Folder 1E Correspondence + accounts relating to silk, mainly with or 
concerning J. C. Hyde of Gorton, but several others. 1834. 
Folder lEE Business + Correspondence mainly Nov., 1833, + Nov + Dec 
1834. 
B/P/2/3 
Folder 1F Letters from London from J. Christy + T. C. J., the latter 
complaining of the low quantity + quality of output from 
Stockport, Jan to March 1835; documents on formation of Master 
Hatters Association, March, 1835; detailed account from solicitors, 
1834-5; correspondence about conveyance of land in or near Green 
lane from trustees of the late Edward Greaves, 1835. 
Folder 1G General correspondence + notes, April to Dec, 1835; case as to the 
anchor lists of nutria skins, 1835; case as to the magistrates 
Jurisdiction under George 4th over outdoor hatters, for the opinion 
of Mr. Clarkson Sept., 1835. 
B/P/2/4 
Folder 1H Business correspondence + memoranda, 1836; anchor sales of 
nutria skins, 1836; Osbaldeston + Murrays (solicitors) statements 




Folder lI Agreements with work people, with apprenticeship + loans, rules 
etc. 1829-1838; Egerton Mill, Turnton, Hy + Edmund Ashworth, 






Documents relating to the turnout of hatters. Feb. 1834 
Business correspondence + memoranda, Jan- March 1834 
Folder 1L Parts of 4 issues of the Times, Aug. 13th + 14th 1834, containing 
reports of the trial of Joseph + William Mosley, + James Garside 
for the murder of Thomas Ashton of Apthorne mills; Nov 1 st + 
4th, 1834, containing report + correspondence on the conviction + 










Business correspondence + memoranda, Sept. -Dec 1833 
Correspondence, memoranda + agreement relating to the 
invention of a machine for ruffing hats, by William Rhodes of 
Rochdale, 1831-39 
(1) An act to prevent the exportation of hats out of any of his 
majesty's colonies or plantations in America + to restrain the 
number of apprentices taken by the hat makers in the said colonies 
or plantations, + for the better encouraging the market of hats in 
GB, (5Geo. II., 1732) (2) the hatmakers case, a broadsheet giving 
the reasons for such a act. 
Business correspondence + memoranda, April- Sept., 1834. 
Folder 1S Documents relating to the turnout of journeymen hatters, Oct., 
1834, in Stockport, London, + Gloucestershire. Includes printed 
broadsheets + pictorial engraved letter heading of the hatters union 
of GB + Ireland. 
B/P/2/ 15 
Folder 2AD Business correspondence Aug. - Dec 1842. 
Folder 2ADA Misc. correspondence, 1842, partnership disagreements, distress + 




Accounts of Samuel Christy, high Constable of Nether Knutsford, of county rate 
for 1st 1 /4 of 1842. includes a charge for Hyde riots. 
B/P/2/ 18 
Folder 2AI Documents, including some printed handbills concerning makers + 




Folder 2AL Misc. Correspondence, 1845-46, mainly materials for the trade, 
hares' fur, silk, silk plush- but some mention of unions + the 
economic situation. 
B/P/2/22 
Folder 20 Correspondence + invoices from William Mason, wholesale hat 
manufacturer, Newcastle, Staffordshire, 1847-50; also several from 
Ralph Rand, also of Newcastle 1847-48. 
B/P/2/24 
Folder 2R Correspondence + memoranda, mainly about, relating to 
manufacturing matters, 1839. Includes a plan of alterations to the 
warehouse in canal street. 
Folder 25 Business correspondence + memoranda Oct. - Dec, 1839. 
B/P/2/25 
Folder 2T Letters + memoranda, mainly about materials, with several 
samples of plush, 1840. 
B/P/2/26 
Folder 2U documents + correspondence concerning the hat manufacturing at 
Frampton Cotterall, near Bristol, 1822-45; inventory, 1855; brief 
history, done about 1918; 30th report of Frampton Cotterall 
national School, 1873. 
P3/1 (C) 
Folder 3W Misc. B. 
1763 Feb. 16th: Indenture of apprenticeship of Miller Christie to 
William Miller, hatter of Edinburgh. 
1773 April 6th: Admission of Miller Christy, of London, feltmaker, 
to the freedom of. 
Stamp Office Documents 
P3/l (F) 
Receipts for hat stamps, Messrs. Christys, 10th July 1809. Permit to sell hats 
within cities of London + Westminster. Thomas Christy + Co, Oct. 1st 1810. 
Thomas Davies & Co., hatters 
1756-96: partnership deeds (1773-85) + indentures, letter books, in-letters, deeds etc. 
PRO, Chancery Lane 
Chancery Lane 
London. WC2A 1LR. 
REF: HMC Records of British business & industry 1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990 
(C 107/104) 
Thomas Fisher. hatter 
1673-94: sales book 
Guildhall Library, 
Aldermanbury 
London. EC2P 2EJ. 
NRA: 4597 Guildhall L misc. (Ms 24201) 
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James Lock & Co Ltd, hatters 
18th -20th cent.: daybooks, ledgers, bank pass books etc. 
Greater London Record Office & History Library, 
40 Northampton Road, 
London. EC 1R OHB 
NRA: 10811 Lock (B/LK) see also: HMC Records of British business & industry 1760- 
1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
Robert Davies, hatter + hosier, established a business in St. James St, Picadilly, in 1676 = 
was succeeded by his son Charles. In 1759 Charles' son-in-law James Lock inherited the 
business 7 it has continued under his name ever since. In 1764 the firm moved into new 
premises to 6 St. James St. 
Description. Ref. Nos. 
Admin. Records 
Day Books 1-45 
Order Books 46-167 
Customer Lists 168-169 
Financial Records 
Ledgers 170-194 
Cash Books 195-220 
General Account Books 221-225 
Customer Account Books 226-231 
Bills 232-235 
Bank Pass Books 236-253 
Misc. 
Executors' Accounts 254 
B/LK/001 1786 Jan-1786 Dec. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) Unfit for Production. 
BILK/002 1788 Jan-1788 Nov. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) Unfit for Production. 
B/LK/003 1789 Jan-1789 Dec Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/004 1791 Jan-1792 Jan Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/005 1795 Apr. -1796 Apr. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details. Typed list of customers. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/006 1796 Apr. -1797 Mar Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/007 1797 Mar-1797 Nov Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/008 1797 Nov-1798 Aug. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/009 1798 Aug. -1799 Aug. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details (1 vol. ) 
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B/LK/010 1799 Aug. -1800 July Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details. Includes typed list of customers. (1 
vol. ) 
B/LK/O11 1801 Oct. -1803 Apr. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/012 1809 July-1811 Jan Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/013 1811 Jan-1812 Apr. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, cost & delivery details. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/014 1812 Apr. -1813 Sept. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, & cost. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/015 1815 May-1816 Oct. Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, & cost. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/016 1816 Oct. -1818 Mar Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, & cost. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/017 1819 Dec-1821 Dec Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order, & cost. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/018 1822 Jan-1825 June Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/019 1830 Feb. -1834 June Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order. (1 Vol. ) 
B/LK/020 1834 June-1839 Mar Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order. (1 vol. ) 
B/LK/021 1847 Apr. -1851 Dec Day book: customers name & address, description of 
order. (1 Vol. ) 
[Daybooks up to 1940] 
B/LK/046 1805 Dec-1811 Apr. Order book: customers name + address, type + size of 
hat ordered (1 vol) 
Order Books up to B/LK/142 1940-1942 
B/LK1046 1805 Dec-1811 Apr. AND B/LK/047 1806 Jan-1806 Oct. Unfit for Production 
B/LK/143 1798 Feb. - 1798 Aug. Waste Book? customers name + address, description 
& cost of hat ordered (1 vol) 
Waste Books to B/LK/159 1818 Aug. -1819 Aug. 
B/LK/170 1796? - 1808? Ledger No 8 (1 vol) 
B/LK/171 1808 - 1809 Ledger No 4 (1 vol) 
B/LK/172 1810-1813 Ledger `B' (1 vol) Unfit for Production. 
B/LK/173 1813 - 1817 Ledger `C' (1 vol) Unfit for Production 
B/LK/174 1819 Jan - 1819 Nov Ledger `A' (1 vol). 
B/LK/175 1819 Dec- 1829? Ledger 'A' (I Vol) 
B/LK/176 1823 - 183 8? Ledger 'F (I Vol) 
B/LK/177 1830 - 1849? Ledger `K' (1 vol) 
B/LK/178 1838 - 1855? Ledger No 3 (1 Vol) 
B/LK/179 1839 - 1852? Ledger `C' with index (I Vol) 
Ledgers up to B/LKJ 187 1899-1914? 
B/LK/188 1796 Jan-1796 July Tradesmen's ledger (1 vol) Unfit for Production. 
B/LK/189 1819-1820 Tradesmen's ledger (1 vol) 
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B/LK/190 1820-1855? Tradesmen's ledger (1 vol) Includes newspaper cuttings 
1844- 1871 concerning buildings in St. James' St. 
B/LK/191 1809 index to ledgers 4-9 (1 vol) 
B/LK/192 1848? index to ledger No 3& non-deposited ledgers `D' & `E' (1 vol) Unfit 
for Production. 
B/LK/193 n. d. index to ledgers `B' `C' `D' `E' (1 vol) 
B/LK/194 n. d. index to ledger No 9 (Ledger not deposited)? Very few entries (1 vol) 
Cash Books from 1809 -1942 B/LK/201-B/LK/220 
B/LK/221 1796-1797 Accounts letter book (1 vol) Unfit for Production. 
B/LK/222 1826 Dec-1931 ? Account book: includes debts owing (1 vol) 
B/LK/223 1932 Dec-1936 Dec Account book: includes debts owing (1 vol) 
B/LK/224 183-? -184-? Account book (lvol) 
B/LK/225 1872 - 1877 Account book: includes list of debtors. (1 vol) 
B/LK/226 1786-1799 Customer Account Book: includes list of Queens livery 
servants & account for same (1 vol) Unfit for Production. 












Customer Account Book (1 vol) 
Customer Account Book (1 vol) 
Customer Account Book (1 vol) 
Customer Account Book (1 vol) 
B/LK/235 
1800 Bill Book (1 vol) 
1801 `Bills sent in the country' (1 vol) 
1803 - 1811 Bills delivered (lvol) 
1819 - 1820 Bills payable & receivable (1 vol) 
John Phillips, hatter 
1757-75: sales cash book. 
Hertfordshire Record Office, 
County Hall 
Hertford. SG13 8DE. 
NRA: 7214 Woodham (71246) see also: HMC Records of British business & industry 
1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
Day Book of sales. Giving date of sale, name of purchaser, often with his occupation & for 
whom the hat was purchased, its description & the price. Reference to Barber, Dr. 
Johnson's negro. 
Wager Tayler, hatter 
1791-95: memorandum & account book 
City of Westminster Archives Centre 
10 St Ann's Street, 
London. SW1P? XR. 
REF: Accessions to Repositories 1988. 
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T-Tat M ikPr 
1800-08 journal, ledger & memorandum book. 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. EH I 3YY. 
REF: CS96/1615-18 
Hatter & Wigmaker 
1763-1803: account book 
Essex Record Office, 
PO Box 11, 
County Hall' 
Chelmsford. CM I ILK 
NRA: 8152 Gepp (D/DGE B4) Shelf 
Account book (day book) of money due for wigs made 1763-94, +( at reverse end) for hats 
sold, 1764-84, giving names of customers but rarely their abodes; (in middle) Household 
and family disbursements (fairly detailed, especially wines + liquors). 1796-1803; also a 
few commonplace notes. [Probably the accounts of a Chelmsford hatter & wigmaker, with 
business mostly in E. Essex, but apparently not of Maldon as the family disbursements 
include journeys to Maldon. 
Milliner, Westminster, Middlesex. 
1775-78: inventories & papers 
PRO, Chancery Lane 
Chancery Lane 





Dent, Allcroft & Co Ltd., glove manufacturers 
Worcester, Hereford & Worcester; Greater London. 
1781-1853: accounts, correspondence & papers 
Gloucester Record Office 
Clarence Row, - 
off Alvin Street, 
Gloucester. GL1 3DW. 
NRA: 6429 Brocklehurst (D2579) 
Only available by prior written application + by appointment. 
CPria1 Nn 
65 Probate wills of John Dent, 1811; Mrs Eliz. Dent, 1820; Mrs Eliz. Jones, 1819; 
Thomas Davies, 1830, copy will Thomas Dent, 1823. (1 bundle) 
66 Rev. Benj. Dent. Bills & accounts, with will, probate executorship papers, 1845-53. 
(8 bundles) 
receipts, share certificates, legacy duty receipts, Dent family, 1817-67. 
probate inventories of William Dent's possessions in Sudeley & Worcester, 1854 
(2vols) 
52 Probate wills & related documents of Martin Dent, 1855 (1 bundle) 
74 1781-1811 `No 26': cash account book, 1781-94, stock accounts, 1803-06; with 
copy will & executorship accounts of John dent, Esq., senior 1811 (1 parcel) 
75 1839-1853 business correspondence, accounts & papers, with inventory of fixtures, 
effects, etc. 1846 (1 bundle) 
Donn family, glovers & mercers 
Yeovil, Somerset; Exeter, Devon. 
1752-1808: account & papers. 
Somerset Archive & Record Service, 
Obridge Road, 
Taunton. TA2 7PU. 
NRA: 12405 Donn (DD/PR/34-38,44-45) see also: HMC Record of British business & 
industry 1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990 
29 William Donn of Yeovil 2 documents. 1730,1756. 
Bond to William Donn relating to delivery of gloves to a London leather seller, 
1730; legal expenses incurred for `uncle' William Donn by John Newman, jun. 
34 Robert Donn of Exeter 1 file 1766-1787 
File of letters to Robert Donn of Exeter, glover, from 1776, but including some to 
Mrs Martha marsh at her house in Close Hall, Wells, 1766-67. The letters mainly relate 
to business or financial matters & their are some references to the glove trade, 
including a list of prices. 
-35 Robert 
Donn of Exeter 17 documents 1795-1805 
Papers as an executor of Hannah Donn, including certificates, etc., relating to 
payment of legacies, 1803-5.3 earlier papers of Hannah Donn, as an executrix to her 
late husband, including payments made & debts received after his death, 1795-97. 
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36 Robert Donn of Exeter 3 vols. 59 documents 1788-1809 
misc. loose papers & correspondence, etc. The correspondence is largely of a 
personal nature & there are also copies of his letters (loose & in the form of a letter 
book), bill book, 1792-1809, (printed) verses upon Admiral Duncan's victory over the 
Dutch, 1797; insurance policy, 1804, on his house & furniture in Yeovil; receipt book for 
his payments as Treasurer for the Corporation of the Poor in Exeter, 1788-89. 
38 Robert Donn of Exeter 1 bundle 1799-1808 
Papers as executor of Edmund Stooke- correspondence, accounts etc. bill for gloves 
bought of J. Phillips (successor to Mr Donn), wholesale & retail glover, nearly 
opposite the Guildhall, Exeter, 1801. 
44 5 pocket books 1752-1762 
4 books of orders, probably kept by William and Henry Donn of Yeovil for goods 
[mainly gloves? ] supplied to customers. The addresses of the latter are sometimes, 
but not invariably given, and the entries are heavily abbreviated. Sample of 
? dowlas under 1757. The earliest volume has a section of cash received [payments 
for orders] `for father', `for aunt cheeseman', 1752-54, and there is a separate 
section of similar accounts for 1755-57. 
45 3 vols. & loose papers 1761-1808 
2 vols. of accounts 71 letter book, all probably the property of Robert Donn of 
Exeter: the letter book runs from 1761 to 1808 and most of the letters are written from 
Exeter; the letters deal mainly with business matters and financial aspects thereof and there 
are frequent references, particularly in the early years, to the supply of gloves; the account 
books are dated, 1768-1774 & 1798-1799, entries are single line & generally 
uninformative-'goods', but there are occasional references to gloves; etc., there are indexes 
to clients [giving names & addresses] at the front of each volume. There are a number of 
loose letters, accounts and orders in the front of the earlier volume, 1735-99, some of 
which relate to Robert's kinsmen in Yeovil, William and Henry Donn; included are two 
small samples [of dowlas? ] in a section from an order book, 1757, similar to that in DD/PR 
44 above. 
William Fraser, merchant and glover 
Inverness, Inverness-shire 
1772-84: accounts 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
REF: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
(CS96/1162-63,1443-48) 
Waste books (3) 1772-84: 
1772-84 (no. 1443), 70pp. 
1773-82 (no. 1444) 64pp. 
1782-4 (no. 1445) 40pp. 
Account books (3) 1773-84: 
1773-84 (no. 1446) 28pp. 
1773-84 (no. 1447) 3Opp. 
1777-83 (no. 1162) 18pp. 
Cash book 1781-3: (no. 1448) 21 pp. 
Notebooks (2) 1779-80 (no. 1163/1) 42pp. 
1782 (no. 1163/2) 51pp. 
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Dealing mainly in skins, dyestuffs, snuff and tobacco; skins include goat. fox, otter and 
badger. 
Ex CS. 230/Misc. 17/6 & 31/6 
Process: CS. 230/F. 3/14 
Roderick Richard + Roderick Rees, glovers 
Llanbadarn Fawr, Cardiganshire 
1748-1756: account book 
National Library of Wales, 
Department of Manuscripts and records; Aberystwyth. 
SY23 3BU. 
REF: Annual Report 1991-92 p. 60 
Thomas Yardley, glover 
Worcester 
1693-1711: account book 





NRA: 3524 Worcs. RO misc. (BA 8541, b899: 720) 
CURRYING & TANNING 
Joseph Beaumont, currier 
Beverly, Yorkshire 
1772-1812: business Records 
Humberside County Archives Service' 
County Hall' 
Beverly. 
HU 17 9BA. 
NRA: 15299 Bird (DDBD) 
DDBD/87-1 Account Book of Joseph Beaumont of Beverly, currier 1772-1812 
DDBD/87-2 Likewise c. 1788-1800 
3. Likewise for wool 1789-1798 
4. Likewise for tanning stock 1793-1810 
5. Likewise with Joseph Jackson- partnership account etc. 1793-1823 
6. Journal of Joseph Beaumont, as 1 1796-1797 
7. Cash Book of J. B., as 1 1796 
8. Ledger of J. B., as 1 1796 
9. Waste book of J. B., as 1 1796 
10. Ledger and Cash Book of J. B. of Beverly, currier 1797 
11. Journal and waste book of J. B. as 10 1797 
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12. Account book of Messrs. Medd & Beaumont, Hull, curriers, 1808-1825 
Also includes list of names (in St. order for St. Martins, Beverly Poor rate. 
13. An original bundle of accounts, vouchers, correspondence and orders in connection 
with business of Messrs. Medd and Beaumont of Hull, curriers (c. 150) see also 91/45 
1808-1810 
Also includes: 
(a) Apprenticeship indenture: Thos son of J. B. of Beverly fellmonger and tanner, 
apprenticed to John Poppleton of Pontefract currier. 13 Sept. 1802 
(b) Bill for indemnifying persons who have incurred penalties for regrating and engrossing 
oaken bark; and for repealing previous Act prohibiting the same 1807 
(c) Account book (parts missing) of a shoemaker 1808-1814 
(d) Copy of act for further regulation of the trades of tanners and curriers. 1816 
(e) Letters and accounts relating to money owed to Thos. Beaumont by Wm. Kerry on 
mortgage (17900 of a house in Bridlington to Joseph, father of Thos. B. (9) 1820-1828. 
(f) Certificate of substitution in militia for Thos. Beaumont of Kelgate Ward, Beverley. 
25th May 1822 
14. account book of Thos. B. 1808 
15. Account book: travelling expenses (mainly E. Riding) 1810-1816 
16. account book: " Edward Barman Account with T. B. for hides and calf skins. " 1816- 
1818 
Buchanan & Carrick, tanners 
Glasgow, Lanarkshire 
1783-86: ledgers, cash & hide book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
REF: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
(CS96/3965-67) 
Ledgers (2): 1784-6 no. 3966; 46pp 
Cash & hide book: 1783-6 no. 3965; 43pp. 
Process: CS. 234/F. 7/1 
Cox, tanners, Gorgie Mill 
Georgie, Midlothian 
1516-1820: records 
Scottish Record Office, 






J. Croggon, & Son Ltd, tanners 
Grampound, Cornwall 
1792-1942: correspondence, stock book, cost book, building accounts, deeds. 
Private, Marazion Town Museum, Marazion 
NRA: 4200 Croggon & Son (X129) see also: HMC Records of British Business & Industry 
1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
Good condition. Need application for use. 
Tannery Stock book 1862-1901 
Cost Book of hides, kips, etc. 1897-1942 
Tannery building and improvement 
account book 1885 to date- also used as Newton Clay Co ledgers 1855-60 
Bundle of letters to J. T. Croggon re hides etc. 1804-17 
Deeds and family papers c. 1720-1893 
David Henderson, tanner 
Newburghshore, Fife 
1790-96: waste books (2) 1790-3 (no. 1998) 54pp.; 1793-4 (no. 1999) l4pp. 
hide book 1792-6 (no. 2000) 64pp. 
ledger 1794-5 (no. 2001) 29pp. 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH 1 3YY. 
REF: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
(CS96/1998-2001) 
J. Hewit & Sons, leather dressers, 
Edinburgh, Midlothian. 
Richard Jolliff & Paul Moon, curriers 
Bristol, Gloucestershire. 
173 6-3 9: tanyard accounts 
Gloucestershire Record Office, 
Clarence Row, 
Off Alvin Street 
Gloucester. 
GL1 3DW. 
NRA: 29469 Glos parishes (P. 74/M/l/2) 
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John Jordan, tanner 
Kelso, Roxburghshire 
1768-75: account books, inc. supply of leather & ale through Thomas Wilson, innkeeper. 
1768-74 (no. 3835) 18pp.; 1768-75 (no. 3836) 25pp. 
Wilson gets leather from Jordan, also from curriers & tanners in Selkirk, Peebles, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow; supplies Jordan with ale. 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH1 3YY. 
REF: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
(CS96/3835-36) 
Process: CS. 228/W. 4/27 
William Lund, currier 
York 
1791-1818: day books- Acc 104: M/6 1791-1798; Acc 104: M/6a 1798-1804 [Binding 
Wanting] 
sales ledger- 1791-1818 (described as day book) of Mr. Lund mainly sales of hides, calf 
legs & seal skins. Index to customers, mainly in Yorks., but also at Worksop & Nottingham 
(between pp. 21 &22) 
Acc 104: M6/b. 
1802-1804 Shoemakers sales ledger & cash book with index to customers (? belonging to 
David Mitchell, named on p. 25 & in several loose bills. ) Acc 104: M/8 
York City archives Department, 




NRA: 7141 York Archives misc. (Acc 104: M/6) 
Thomas Man, tanner & maister 
1710-57: account books 
Nottinghamshire Archives 
County house, 
Castle Meadow road 
Nottingham, 
NG2 I AG. 
NRA: 6870 Edge (DD. E (118)) 
[See also bound report series 3 vols. ] 
118/1 account book of Thos. Man: receipts and payments. Wages paid, rents received. 
Purchases and sale of hides, hair, horn, malt. Customers named. Price and amounts given. 
Places mentioned include. Birmingham, Stratford on Avon and Chipping Norton fair. 
Occasional loan noted. Entries cancelled after settlement. Chiefly related to Man's trade as 
a tanner. Small volume bound in vellum with metal clasp. c. 1710-1728. 
118/2 Account book: originally kept by John Haywood, of Birmingham, clothier, and later 
by Thomas Man malster. Chiefly sales and delivery of tammy and various stuffs, malt, 
barley, hides, meat, timber, etc. Names of customers. Index. c. 1720-1725 1733-1755. 
118/3 Account and memoranda book of Thomas Man. Receipts and payments. Chiefly sale 
and delivery of livestock, hides and skins. Weight and value noted. Customer names given. 
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Places include Banbury, Broughton, Coventry, Wantage, Tewkesbury. Birmingham, etc. 
1728-1741. 
118/4 Account and memoranda book of Thos. Man: Chiefly sales and deliveries (some 
purchases) of calf, bull and ox hides. Weight and volume of hides given, names of 
customers (shoemaker sometimes specified) and place- mostly Warwickshire, 
Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire: Farnborough, Henley, Stratford, Coventry, Broughton, 
Cirencester, Wellsbourne, Banbury, Cubbington, Warwick, London, Abingdon, Wantage, 
Southam, Fairford, etc. Memos of money loaned etc. c. 1735-1742 
118/5 Account book ( Thos Man ? ): Chiefly sales and deliveries of cow and bull hides, 
malt etc. The hides are delivered to Cirencester, London, Abingdon, Coventry and 
Northampton (shoemaker)- 30 cowhides (1009 lb. at 8d per 1 lb. ) £37 4s 5d. The weight of 
the hides and value are given. 1741-6. 
117/164 Bill for £12 18s 3d (£3 16s 10 1/2d paid, balance £9 is 4 1/2d) of John Webb for 
supplying candles soap etc. to John Gardener; items paid for, totalling £3 16s 10.5d listed 
on dorse. 12 Dec. 1760 - 28 Dec. 1762 
117/165-171 Receipts for tallow by John Gardener of Welsborn, chandler, of Mr John 
Webb 1761-1762 
McFarlane, Marshall & Co., Tanners 
Glasgow 
1778-80: business correspondence. 





NRA: 22009 Glasgow: Dreghorn (TD 465/27) 
correspondence from various sources including fragments & misc. items. The main 
business concerns the capture of the Nancy, Capt. David Hunter, in the Gulf of St 
Lawrence by 3 American privateers (no. 6) John Mcfarlane had an interest in her cargo. The 
first letter from Messrs. Todd & McGill of Glasgow, seeks to obtain insurance of their 
imports of rum and molasses (no. 3) Jas Forbes of Peterhead complains of leather received 
without invoice (no. 7) Several letters from Monteith to John McFarlane suggest close 
business association. He also had business with John Strettel in London (no. 9) John Burns 
of Glasgow borrowed money from him (no. s 12,13,16,21) 
John & James Mitchell, tanners 
Kirriemuir, Angus 
1787-98: records 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I3 YY. 
REF: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
(CS96/244-53,1510) 
Ledger 1786-98 (no. 1-44), 230pp. index 
Bill and receipt book 1787-97 (no. 245), 64pp. 
Journals 1789-96 (no. 246), 254pp; 1791-4 (no. 247), 39pp. 
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Wages books 1789-94 (no. 248) 61 pp; 1794-6 (no. 249), 20pp, index. 
Memorandum books 1789-90 (no. 250), 36pp; 1795-6 (no. 251), 1) Opp. 
Waste book 1792-8 (no. 1510), 84pp. 
Letter book 1796-8 (no. 252), 37pp. 
Hide book 1797-8 (no. 253), 109pp. 
Shipments to London 
Notes on particular volumes: 
247 and 249 concern repair only 
252 Correspondence to Messrs Lyon and Jobson, leather merchants, London, discusses 
sales, insurance and shipments of shoes. 
Ex CS. 232/Misc. 20/4 and 20/8 
Pentre Candle Factory & tannery, tanners 
Caerwys, Flintshire. 
Randall & Porter Ltd, tanners 
Ulverston, Lancashire 
1721-1972: partnership agreements, minutes, register of members, balance sheets, 
consignment & guide books, deeds etc. 
Cumbria Record Office Barrow, 
140 Duke Street, 
Barrow-in-Furness, 
LA14 1XW. 
REF: Report of County Archivist, April 1985, p. 10. 
Edward & James Richardson Ltd, leather dressers, 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
1788-1958: minutes, financial records, stock records, correspondence, wages records, 
tanning books, photos deeds & family papers. 




NE 1 4JA. 
NRA: 16343 Richardson (161/1/1-74) see also HMC Records of British Business and 
Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
161/30-645 Business records of Edward and James Richardson, leather dressers of Shumac 
St., Elswick, 1788-1958 
William Richardson originated from Great Ayton, N. Yorkshire combining farming 
operations with the tanning of skins and hides. In 1707 his son Isaac moved to the seaport 
of Whitby, where he worked with his son john tanning hides, calfskins and sealskins 
brought in by local whalers. John's sons, Isaac and William moved the Whitby works in 
1760 to N. Shields and finally, in 1780, to its Newcastle location in Shumac street. The 
Elswick business was carried on by eight generations of the Richardson family until its 
final closure in 1972. 
161/323-326 Private journals 1817-1935 
161/327-334 Private ledgers, 1795-1940 
161/335-338 Cash Books, 1802-1834 
161/339-347 Stock 1788-1893 
161/339-347 Valuation books 1788-1893 
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161/364 Tanners journey book, 28 July 1814-1 May 1829 (1 vol. ) Includes details of 
journeymens' wages and expenses. 
The Richardsons were pioneers in the development of new and improved tanning processes 
and products. In addition to the making of the highest quality leathers for use in shoe 
manufacturing, the firm produced a variety of bookbinding leathers together with 
supplementary products such as glue. 
161/397-640 Tanning and dyeing 1805-1936 
161/397-412 Tanning 1805-1936 
161/397 Ledger (or Isaac Richardson) 1 Oct. 
tanning preparations. ] 
161/398 Tanning book, 19 Dec 1822-14 Apr 
1805-1809 (1 vol. ) [includes details of 
1835 [Includes details of hides purchased] (1 
vol. ) 
161/399 yard book (of Edward Richardson) 4 Feb. 1853- 27 July 1858 [Includes details of 
tanning duties] 1 booklet 
161/406 note concerning hide weights c1805 (1 paper) 
161/1/36 Ledger 1802-1808 
161/1/37 Memoranda on tanning 1805-1809 
161/1/39 Ledger 1807-1814 (loose sheet in front: "Rules for keeping Isaac Richardson's 
Books. 
161/1/40 Richardson & Priestman's tanners' journey book 1814-1827 
161/1/41 Technical notes. 
161/1/42 Dye book 1842 
161/1/56 Cash book of Isaac Richardson 1785-1790 
161/1/57 Accounts 1790-1802 
161/1/58 Cash Book 1802-1808 
161/1/59 Richardson & Priestman's cashbook 1810-1814 
Agreement with journeymen 1811-1815 
161/1/60 Richardson & Priestman's cashbook 1814-1817 
161/1/61 Cash Book 1817-1821 
161/1/62 Cash Book 1821-1825 
161/l/65 John and Edward Richardson's cash book 1835-1842 
161/1/68 Annual account of stock by John Richardson 1788-1846 
161/1/69 Richardson & Priestman's stock accounts 1812-1820 
161/1/70 Richardson & Priestman's skinners, stockbook 1813-1819 
161/1/71 Annual stock and accounts 1820-1826 
William & Isaac Sparks, brewers, malsters, & tanners 
Dorchester, Dorset 
1788-1830: account book, misc. malthouse papers 
Dorset Record office, 




NRA: 11162 Sparks D 15 
Bundle no. F16 1788-1806 Account Book of William & Isaac Sparks, tanners & brewers (? 
glovemakers as well) some estate & private expenses in later years. 
F 17 1799-1822 Accounts of Isaac Sparks with his mother, Miriam, 1799-1800. William 
Sparks' letter to Mrs Mary Sparks, his sister-in-law concerning remittance of £5,1822 






Hereford Record Office, 




NRA: 27117 Ballard (K 13/1) 
K13/6 Excise license (issued by collector of excise) March 16th 1805 to Thomas Baylis of 
Ledbury, for his business as tanner in Ledbury for year March 1805-1806. 
W. J. Turney & Co. Ltd., leather manufactures, 
Stourbridge, Worcs. 
1890-63 
1667-1897: title deeds & papers (122 items) 
Dudley Archives & Local History Service, 
Mount Pleasant St., 
Coseley, 
Dudley. 
WV 14 9JR. 
REF: 8680. 
Webb & Son (Combs) Ltd, fellmongers & tanners 
Combs, Suffolk 
1774-1971: partnership records, letter books, financial, stock & production records, wages 
books etc. 
Private: Webb & Sons (Combs) Ltd, 
Combs Tannery, 
Showmarket. 
NRA: 32010 Webb (HMC). see also HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760- 
1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
All enquiries to NW Portway Esq. 
86 'Outline of procedure for every day of the year' (works diary by a clerk 1834-38- in 
study) 
87-112 ledgers from 1848 
113-120 Journals 1776-1944 113 1176-1810 114 1837-51 
121-145 Day books 1839-1936 
146-187 cash books 1849-1971 
188-193 Account books 1818-1935 
272-291 Stock ledgers 1832-1947 
292-294 Stock books 1817-1927 
311 Account book of piece work at beam and tawers' leather dressed 1829-47 (Jacob 
Gosling and James Ares) 
325-329 Account books c. 1833-47 including shed work and yard men's work 
418 Leather tax papers (mainly printed) 1774-1818 (in study) 




John Gosling, fellmonger 
Newick, Sussex 
1763-1824: memorandum book (1801-1823) 




BN7 1 YT. 
NRA: 7797 E. Sussex RO misc (AMS 5774) 
A2655 2. The book is chiefly agricultural in content 7 shows that Gosling carried on 
general arable & sheep farming as well as his trade. 
H& JC Hird Ltd., fellmongers & wool merchants 
Yarm, Yorkshire 
1800-39: financial records, but mainly relating to grain milling. 
Cleveland Archives, 
Exchange House, 
6 Marton Road, 
Middelsborough, 
TS Il DB. 
NRA: 32393 Hird (U/HD) see also: letter 26/5/89 
Gillyat Sumner, fellmonger 
Beverly, Yorkshire 
1785-1816: letters from Emnet family relate to wool purchases. 





NRA: 19412 Leeds AD misc (GA/E/12) see also: HMC Records of British Business and 
Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
Letters addressed to Mr Gillyatt Sumner, fellmonger, Beverly, from John & William 
Emmet (18. Nov 1785 to 7 July 1799), from William Emmet (24 Sept. 1779 to 8 march 




LEATHER GOODS MANUFACTURERS 
James Bellamy, wheelwright & harness maker 
Winwick, Huntingdonshire 
1773: accounts 
Cambridgeshire County Record Office, Huntingdon, 
Grammar School Walk, 
Huntingdon. 
PE18 6LF. 
NRA: 9006 Cambs RO, Hunts (528/11) See Huntingdonshire RO file. 
G. Blowers, saddler 
St. Osyth, Essex 
1799-1806: account book 
Essex Record Office, 





NRA: 29466 Essex Parishes ( St. Osyth (noted in the report although not part of the 
collection )). Filed in the parish series. 
J. H. Rogers and Co. were found in 1790 and before moving to their present premises in the 
haymarket, were for many years in George St., Edinburgh. Their customers during their 
early existence came from as far distance as Dumfries and Shetland and they had dealings 
not only with individuals but also with Volunteer and Cavalry groups. 
1/1 1795-1800 Daybook- estimates and orders for named customers with arrangements 
for carriage and some copy letters. Also includes accounts with various saddlers. 
1 /2 1816-1822 Daybook estimates and orders for named customers with arrangements 
for carriage and some copy letters. Also includes accounts with various saddlers. Also 
includes 2 recipes for making dye and blackening for harnesses. 
RB Cheverton, saddler, 
Newport, Isle of Wight. 
19th cent.: ledgers 




REF: Accessions to Repositories 1986 
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John Jones, saddler 
Atcham, Shropshire 
1791-1797: ledger with 38 enclosures 




NRA: 29490 Salop parishes (2000/237-75) 
William Peach, saddler 
Atcham, Shropshire 
ledger: his customers include Upton Forge Company. 




NRA: 29490 Salop parishes (2000/276) 
James Ralston, leather goods manufacturer, 
Edinburgh 
1795-96: waste book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
Ref: CS 96/1305 
J. H. Rogers & Co., saddlers & harness makers, 
Edinburgh, 
1795-1822: daybooks. 
Private: Enquires to National register of Archives (Scot) 




NRA: 19459 NRA Scot (NRA(S)2003) see also HMC Records of British Business and 
Industry 1760-1914 textiles and leather 1990. 
filed in special series misc. 
Saddler 1700-09: account book 
PRO, Chancery Lane, 
Chancery Lane, 
London WC2A 1 LR 
Ref: C 114/60 
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LEATHER MERCHANTS & DEALERS 
Thomas Bolitho & Sons, tin miners & smelters, tin, fish, & leather merchants 
Penzance, Cornwall 
1718-1906: financial & production records, leather & hide accounts, contracts etc. 




NRA 627 Bolitho (DD. RG) see also HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760- 
1914 metal processing & engineering, 1994. 
1808-1924: ledgers , accounts, sales, purchase & wages records 




NRA: 35850 Bolitho (BL 1-11) 
Great Grimsby Hide, Skin. & Fat Market Co. Ltd, hide & skin merchants 
Grimsby, Humberside 
1964-1982: minutes, share records, annual returns, deeds. 
Private: enquiries to Business Archives Council, 
The Clove Building, 
4 Maguire Street, 
Butler's Wharf. 
London SEI 2NQ. 
NRA: 28631 BAC Co survey (272) see also HMC Records of British Business and 
Industry 1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
See bounded numbered report series. 
Records only from 1877 when made a limited company. Deeds are from an earlier date. 
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BOOTS, SHOES & COMPONENTS 
John Baker, clothier & shoemaker 
Bisley, Gloucestershire 
c. 1784-1858: account book c. 1784-1858 (photocopy) 
Northampton Central Museum & Art Gallery, 
Guildhall Road, Northampton. 
NN1 1DP. 
NRA: 9196 Northampton Museum 
Business records in the shoe collection 
Bakers Mill, cloth manufacturers & flour millers. Bisley, Glos. 
1808-1826: ledgers (2) 1808-26, weavers output record 1 volume 1811-20 
Gloucestershire Record Office, 
Clarence Row, 
Off Alvin street, 
Gloucester GL1 3DW. 
REF: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
(D5685) 
C. &. J. Clark Ltd, shoe manufacturers 
Street, Somerset. 
19th -20th cent.: minutes, financial & publicity records, historical material etc. 
Private: C&J Clark, 
40 High St., 
Street BA16 OYA. 
NRA: 29605 Clark see also: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 
textiles & leather, 1990. 
Flores family, shoemakers 
Standlake, Oxfordshire 





Oxford. OX 11 ND. 
REF: Summary Catalogue p. 49 
Catalogue: Misc. Go. Acc. no. 345 
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John C. Gotch & Sons, bankers & shoe manufacturers 
Kettering, Northamptonshire 
1778-1857: partnership records, balances, stock records & misc. papers. 
Northamptonshire Record Office, 
Wootton Hall Park, 
Northampton NN4 9BQ. 
NRA: 18845 Gotch (GK 691-928,2001-2366) see also: HMC Records of British Business 
and Industry 1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
G. K. 12a-b letters 
G. F. Lenz, Birmingham to Thomas Gotch 
tanning Process- has proved new case 
Mr Roby 
Sig 19 Aug. & 15 Sept. 1799 
G. K. 13-14 letters 
John Cresswell, Navy Slop Office to J. C. Gotch: Regrets that G's supply of shoes to Navy 
has decreased. Difficulties in the "manufactory". 
Sig. no seal. 6th and 23rd July 1803. 
Letters 15-40 trade / army contracts / comments on tanning etc. 
John Hughes, boot & shoe maker 
Manchester, Lancashire 
1756-75 ledger Manchester Central Library, 
Local Studies Unit, 
St. Peters square, 
Manchester M2 5PD 
REF: Accessions to Repositories 1958 
James Lind, shoemaker 
Edinburgh 
1777-82: account book & day book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 




Parker, Hunter & Smith & Co., shoe manufacturers 
Kilmarnock, Ayrshire 
1780-86: letter book & journal 
Private: enquiries to National Register of Archives (Scot) 
W. Register House, 
Charlotte Sq., 
Edinburgh. EH2 4DF. 
NRA: 17389 Pollok-Morris (NRA(S)0905) see also: HMC Records of British Business and 
Industry 1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
No. 1 "Journal Parker, Hunter and Smith and Company, No. 4, commencing 11 March 1785 
to 22nd Aug. 1785. This volume appears to be a journal of a shoemaking firm in 
Kilmarnock. Much of the firm's trade is with America. 
No. 7 Letter book of Parker, Hunter & Smith & Co., Kilmarnock, concerning their shoe 
business, 1780-1786. 
Harry Powell, clogger 
Abermydon parish of Llandingat, Co. Carmarthenshire. 
1765-76: account book 
National Library of Wales, 
Department of Manuscripts & Records, 
Aberystwyth. 
SY23 3BU. 
REF: Annual Report 1969-70 p. 51 
Relating mainly to his craft of clogmaking. also included are various financial & 
agricultural memoranda concerning the payment of debts, rents, wages & tithes, 
beekeeping, the planting of fruit trees, & the sale and purchase of butter, oxen, pigs, lime, 
etc. 
Hugh Seed, cobbler 
Houghton, Durham 
1780: copy accounts 
Lancashire Record Office, 
Bow Lane, 
Preston. PR1 2RE 
REF: Guide to the Lancashire Record Office, 1992 (p. 85) 
James Smith & Son shoemakers, 
Brechin, Angus 
1786-89: work book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 




Short Smith, cobbler 
Wattisfield, Suffolk 
1791-1821: day book 
Suffolk Record Office, 
Bury St Edmunds, 
IP33 2AR 
NRA: 29493 Suffolk parishes (Wattisfield parish, FL 688/13/1) in the parish series 
John Spore, shoemaker 
Chediston, Suffolk 
1768-78: accounts 
Suffolk Record Office, 
Ipswich branch, 
Gatacre Road, 
Ipswich IP 1 2LQ. 
NRA: 7822 Suffolk RO misc. (P616) (Acc no. 8566) 
Photocopy deposited 13th May 1988 
This account book also contains genealogical material relating to the Spore & Ball families 
from 1768-1855 7a family tree showing their descendants. 
J. Tyler & Sons Ltd., shoe retailers 
Leicester 
19th -20th cent: records 
Leicester Record Office, 
Long street, 
Wigston Magna, 
REF: Annual Report 1986 (DE3094) 
Cobbler 
1736: account book 
Oxford University: Bodleian Library, 
department of Western manuscripts, 
Broad street, 
Oxford OX1 3BG. 
REF: MS Eng. misc b 39 
Account book begun by a cobbler 1736, & continued by a tailor (perhaps Humphries of 
N. Weston, Thames, Oxon. ) 1763-1778. 
The Earl of Abingdon & other members of the Berate family are amongst the tailor's 
customers. 44 leaves. 
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Shoemaker 
Kinross-shire 
1752-61,1804-16: account book 
National library of Scotland, 
department of Manuscripts 
George IV Bridge 
Edinburgh EH 11 EW 
REF: Annual Report 1976-77, p. 47 (Acc 6784) 
Shoemaker 
Llantarnam, Monmouthshire 
1793-1819: account book 








Brunswick & Co., furriers 
London 






REF: HMC Records of British Business and Industry 1760-1914 textiles & leather, 1990. 
(MSS 11552-62) 
monthly accounts with Charles Brunswick 1824-31 
Stock books (2) 1813 
Bus. & personal correspondence. (2 files) 1788-1830. 
BUTCHERS & POULTERERS 
James Beasney, butcher 
Hatfield, Hertfordshire c. 1777-87: accounts 




NRA: 3507 Herts RO misc (79904-06) 
Accession 760 [Notes, including some biographical details, prepared by Hatfield Local 
History group, loose inside cover. ] 
Gilbert Clerk & Co., butchers 
Edinburgh 
1744-47: day books & ledgers 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
REF: CS96/3846-3852 
James Darroch. butcher 
Edinburgh 
1789-96: account book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 




Richard Edkins, butcher & grazier, 
Alcester, Warwickshire 
1768-1845: business & personal papers 




CV34 4JS NRA: 23235 Slatter (Boxes 126-7) CR 1596/ 
Benjamin Fountain, flesher 
Edinburgh 
1800-05: account books 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
CS96/3241-43 
Gleed family, butchers 
Ashton Keynes, Wiltshire 
1768-93: account books 
Wiltshire Record Office, 
County hall, 
Trowbridge. BA 14 8JG. 
NRA: 20411 Gleed (946) 
Ser No Date 
2 1768-69 Butcher's account book belonging to Thos. Gleed 
3 1776-80 Butcher's account book belonging to Thos. Gleed 
4 1779-1781 weekly receipts & expenditures account book, entitled Calf 
Book, belonging to Thos. Gleed. 
5 c. 1770-1812 general account book of Thos. Gleed, butcher, c. 1770-1793 . Subsequently used by his son, John Gleed the elder, butcher 
& butter & cheese maker. 
6 1777-1795 rough pocket account book recording tithes paid to Joseph 
Keen for land at Minety by Thos. Gleed and subsequently 
by his son John. 
8 1781 agreement between the trustees of the estate of Henry 
Whorwood and Thos. Gleed for the lease of grassland in the 
parish of Ashton Keynes. 
1768-74: account books. Wiltshire RO. 
NRA: 1335 Wilt Soc. (765) 
W. C. R. O. 765 Ser No 1 




William Grieve, butcher 
Haddington, E. Lothian 
1754-67: account book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
REF: CS96/3283 
Mercer Holland, butcher 
Kent 
1743-64: account book 




NRA: 4541 Roberts (A67) U410 
Account book of a butcher (1 vol. ) [Possibly belonged to Mercer Holland; contains an 
account of cattle killed and sold, moneys received; at back reversed a misc. account. ] 
Hollida fly, farmers & butchers 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire 
19th-20th cent.: family & business records 
Gloucestershire Record Office, 
Clarence row 
off Alvin St. 
Gloucester 
GL1 3DW 
NRA: 3541 Glos RO misc (D5435) 
James Kilpatrick, flesher 
Glasgow, Lanarkshire 
1772-75: trust account book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
REF: CS96/4360 
Kniveton & Newbold families, butchers & farmers 
Ashton on Trent, Derbyshire 
1710-1846: accounts 






NRA: 13274 Kniveton (ref. not known: several locations) see also Accessions to 
repositories 1980. 
Account and memorandum book of Kniverton family: 1710-18 10 
Butcher's receipts 1710-1731 
receipts for skins, tupping and bulling dates, notes on harvest, payment of rent 1710-1742 
bulling notes 1748-1746 
notes on sheep, tupping dates and yield, names etc. 1789-1810 
daybook of Kniverton of Newbold families 1801-1841 
Milbank family, butchers 
High Easter, Essex 
1785-1851: accounts etc., supplying London market 
Essex Record Office, 




NRA: 3505 Essex RO misc (D/DU 392) 
Acc 3118 
D/DU 
3 92/ 1-44 1794-1851 Butcher's account books 
There are 4 types of volume: - (i) Meat books; (ii) Day books; (iii) London books for meat 
[give destination and means of transport e. g. 'to Smithfield by own Cart. '; Names of dealers 
also given]; (iv) skin books 
The volume for 1794-99 (at end, rev). A volume for 1816-30 is endorsed 'The account of 
beef from Mr. Knights high Easter. ' (D/DU 392/21) 
George Palmer, butcher 
Meldreth, Cambridgeshire 
1771-88: daybooks (1771-88) & ledgers (1771-87) 
Cambridgeshire County Record office, 
Camb. Shire Hall, 
Cambridge, 
CB3 OAP 
NRA: 25927 Cambs business (R80/38: 273) 
Andrews [? of Fowlmere], butcher and dealer: account book 1823-35 (R83/29) 
William, butcher 
Twickenham, Middlesex 








R. Williams, butcher 
Wynbunbury, Cheshire 
1764-1803: day books & memoranda 
Cheshire Record Office, 
Duke St. 
Chester CHI 1 RL. 
NRA: 5236 Cheshire (DDX 352) 
Day books and memoranda of Ralph Williams of Wybunbury, butcher. 2 vols.. 16 
documents 1 bundle 1764-1803 
day books 2 vols. 1764-1803 
DDX 352/1 1764-1794 
Folio vol. bound in calf with stubs of sheets cut out at either end. The butcher is possibly 
Ralph Williams of Wybunbury, whose name appears in the loose papers. 
ff. 1-4 Lists of names with monthly payments, amounts or receipts, 1764,1765,1775, and 
memoranda including payment of 'calf money. ' 
ff. 5-169 journal of meat sold, stating customer, joint and amounts, Sept. 1786 - Aug. 1794 
In Reverse: 
f. 1 Agreement, by Joseph Bickerton of Wybunbury about the keeping of the Club 
Box, 29 Sept. 1764; receipt by Eliz. Brereton of Wybunbury for the 'old man's 
club box'. 25 Oct. 1766 
ff. 2-8 money paid into the Box and payment to the sick, 1766-75 
ff. 9-11 Memoranda of payments and deliveries for animals and meat, 1788-9 1. 
DDX 352/2 Aug. 1796 - Jun. 1803 
Large narrow volume ff. 220, pages badly damaged by mould, repaired and 
rebound in buckram. 
Butcher Leicestershire 
1779-94: account book 





WC 1E 7HU. 
REF: MS 526 
Butcher 
Newton Burgoland, Leicestershire 
1788-93: account books 




LE 18 2AH 
REF: Leicester Museum Annual Report 1956-57 (5D56) 
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Roberts family, farmers & drovers 
Pentir, Caernarvonshire 
1821-57: account books 
University College of N. Wales Library, 
Department of Manuscripts, 
Bangor, 
LL57 2DG. 
NRA: 8487 UCNW Bangor (Castell MSS) 
Account books and diaries relating to the farm & droving business. there are also 2 account 
books (c. 1839) which appear to have belonged either to the Pont-y-twr shop kept by Robert 
Roberts or to that kept by Cornelius Jones of Llanbabo 
Speedie brothers Ltd, auctioneers & livestock agents 
Stirling Central 
19th-20th cent. records 
Perth & Kinross district archive 
Sandman Library, 
16 Kinnoull St, 
Perth PHI 5ET REF: Accessions to repositories 1989 
Unidentified drover/farmer/grazier 
Hoddeston, Hertfordshire 
c. 1765-91 daybook 
Hertfordshire record Office County Hall, 
Hertford SG13 8DE 
NRA: 13778 St. Albans Arch Soc. (D/ESa/Misc/Trade/190) 
1 vol. 
Sheep dealer 
Hertfordshire 1785-1811: accounts 
Hertfordshire RO, 
REF: Accessions to Repositories 1960 
Thomas Bell, candlemaker 
1786-1805: cash book 
National library of Scotland, Department of manuscripts, 
George IV Bridge, 
Edinburgh. EH1 IEW. 
NRA: 2922121 Chalmers (8695) 
Acc 8695/XX/129 Cash account book of Thos. Bell, candlemaker. [ECB's paternal great 




John Christie, soap and candle business 
1791: account of stock 
Private: Enquiries to National Register of archives (Scotland) 
W. Register House, 
Charlotte Square, 
Edinburgh. EH2 4DH. 
NRA: 10749 Christie (NRA(S) 0215) 
William Cotesworth, tallow chandler 
Gateshead Durham 
1690-1726: business papers 
Gateshead Central Library, 
Local studies collection, 
Prince Consort road, 
Gateshead. 
NE8 4LN. 
NRA: 15275 Cotesworth (1916) 
CM/2 Business papers of Wm. C., 1690-1726, including Sutton and Cotesworth, tallow 
chandlers, 1690-1711; charter-parties, 1699-1703; correspondence and accounts with 
London merchants on tallow, hops, etc., 1704-1724; the Shotley Bridge Sword Blade 
Company, 1703-1714; accounts of Robert Hodshon with William Cotesworth, for salt, 
tallow, etc., 1713-1726; Marrick small mills, 1711-1716. 
Andrew Crichton, soap-maker 
Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire 
1780-83: bank book 
Scottish Record Office, 
HM General Register House, 
Edinburgh. 
EH I 3YY. 
REF: CS 96/51 
Joseph Crosfield & Sons Ltd, soap manufacturers 
Warrington, Lancashire records 
Warrington library, 
Museum Street, Warrington. WA I1 JB. 
REF: Dictionary of Business Biography 1 p. 844 
John Crosfield (1832-1901) soap manufacturer 
8th of 10 children of Joseph Crosfield (1792 -1844) founder of the family soap and candle 
making firm. 
Joseph set up the family business at Bank Quay, Warrington in 1814 
Repeal of the soap duty in 1853 gave an impetus to all British soap manufacturers. 
Sources: 
Joseph Crosfield & Sons Ltd, Warrington, company archives. 
Unilever ltd, Port sunlight, papers of Joseph Crosfield and Sons Ltd. 
Warrington Library, papers of Joseph Crosfield & Sons Ltd. 
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PrC-(Probate calendar in principal registry of the family division, Somerset house, Strand. 
London. WC2R 1 LP) 
Published: 
A. E. Musson Enterprise in Soap and Chemicals (Manchester: Manchester university press. 
1965) 
The illustrated London news 13 Nov. 1886 
Warrington Examiner 28 Dec 1901 
Warrington Guardian 28 Dec 1901 
Charles Wilson, The History of Unilever (2 vols, Cassell, 1954) 
Fox Family, soap makers 




DE4 3AG. REF: Accessions to repositories 1964 
John Sewell, oilman and provision merchant London 
1683-1706: receipt book , ledger 
National Library of Wales, 
Department of manuscripts and records, 
Aberystwyth. 
SY23 3BU 
NRA: 20151 Herbert. see also: Powys Castle Deeds and documents, vol. 2 pp. 267,274 
Christopher Thomas Brothers, soap manufacturers 
Bristol, Gloucestershire 
1771-1860: partnership papers, cash books, ledger papers 
Bristol RO, 
'B' Bond Warehouse, 
Smeaton Road, Bristol. 
BSI 6XN 
NRA 15587 Thomas Bros. (7955) 
7955 
1.1771 Inventory of goods, utensils, belonging to Farrell, Vaughan & co. 
2.1771 - 1787 Sheets from ledger of Farrell, Vaughan 7 co. 
3.1783 Balance taken from books of Fry, Fripp & Co. 
4.1785 Balance taken from books of Fry, Fripp & Co. 
5.1766 - 1767 Manufacturing account of Farrell, Vaughan & Co. 
6.1842 Cash Book Rough entries 
7.1846-60 General Cash Book 
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Stephen Williams, grocer and tallow chandler 
Dover, Kent 
30th April 1798- 10th August 1799: daybook 
City of Westminster Archives Centre, 
10 St. Ann's Street, 
London. SW 1P 2XR. 
exhibited under a commission in bankruptcy on 10 Aug. 1799 
REF: Booth 36/121 
Grocer, candlemaker and mason 
Bridgend, Glamorgan 
1790-1887: accounts 
Glamorgan Archive Service, 
County Hall, 
Cathays Park, 
Cardiff CFI 3NE 
REF: Accessions to repositories 1967 
Abraham Dent, shopkeeper, brewer, hosier 
Kirkby Stephen, Westmoreland 
c. 1757-89: letter books, ledgers 
Cumbria RO, Kendal 
County Offices, 
Kendal LA9 4RQ 
REF: County Archivist's Report December 1975 
Records of Abraham Dent, shopkeeper, wine merchant, brewer and hosier of Kirkby 
Stephen including ledger of purchases c. 1757-1777, ledger of credit sales 1762 - c. 1765, 
sales ledger1767 - c. 1780, letter books 1780-1789, letters from John Walker 1770 - 1783, 
correspondence & other papers re- estate of Abraham Dent's widow of Sedbusk, Hawes, N. 
Yorkshire 1807 - 1810. 
Charles Payne, shopkeeper, London 
1694-98: cash books relating to tobacco, sugar, spirits etc. 
Guildhall Library, 
Aldermanbury, 
London. EC2P 2EJ 
REF: Handlist of business house histories 1964. 
Shopkeeper 
Greens Norton, Northamptonshire 
1797-98: ledger 
Northamptonshire RO 
Wootton Hall Park 
Northampton. NN4 9BQ 







Wootton Hall Park 
Northampton. NN4 9BQ 





Other Occupations with Deadstock Processing Tools 
gent 129 
Stated Occupation Number glazier 6 
alderman 10 goldsmith 2 
ale house keeper 1 grazier 14 
apothecary 6 grocer 3 
baker 13 groom 1 
barber 3 grubber 1 
bargeman 1 gunsmith 3 
baron 1 haberdasher 4 
baronet 1 hat-maker 1 
blacksmith 39 horse-driver 1 
bodice maker 3 hosier 1 
bookseller 2 householder 1 
brazier 1 husbandman 111 
brewer 2 innholder 36 
bricklayer 6 innkeeper 2 
brick-maker 2 ironmonger 1 
brick-striker 1 joiner 7 
cappier 1 keeper 2 
card-maker 1 kidger 1 
carpenter 37 kiln-master 1 
carrier 1 knight 1 
chapman 3 labourer 102 
clergyman 2 laceman 2 
clerk 28 lighterman 1 
clothier 9 limeburner 3 
cloth-worker 2 limeman 1 
coal miner 10 linen weaver 2 
cocer 1 linen draper 3 
collier 14 linen webster 2 
common seaman 1 locksmith 1 
confectioner 1 looking glass maker 1 
cook 1 lord 1 
cooper 5 maidservant 1 
curate 1 malster 16 
cuttler 3 malt miller 1 
daughter 2 mariner 25 
Dr of Divinity 2 married man 1 
Dr of Physic 2 married woman 7 
draper 4 mason 13 
driver 1 mathematician 1 
dyer 9 mercer 20 
esquire 18 merchant 2 
farmer 63 miller 24 
farrier 1 milliner 1 
felt-maker 30 minister 1 
fisherman 9 nailor 16 
foreigner 1 paper-maker 1 
framework knitter 7 petty chapman 1 
freemason 2 pewterer and bellfounder 1 




pipe-maker 1 tobacconist 1 
planter 1 tucker 1 
plumber 1 turner 1 
poldavis weaver 2 unknown 561 
potter 1 Vicar 7 
quarrier 2 victualler 10 
rector 5 vitner 1 
rope-maker 1 waggoner 1 
rough mason 3 waterman 2 
sailor 7 weaver 37 
sawyer 2 webster 7 
school master 6 wheelwright 8 
servingman 3 whitesmith 4 
shearman 2 widow 332 
shepherd 3 widower 1 
ship carpenter 1 woollen draper 2 
shipwright 1 wood collier 1 
shot maker 1 wool merchant 1 
singleman 4 woolcomber 1 
smith 3 woollen draper 1 
spinster 42 woollen weaver 1 
steward of choristers 1 woollen webster 1 
stonecutter 1 wright 2 
surgeon 2 yeoman 513 
sythesmith 2 Total 2596 
sythgrinder 1 Inventories of other occupations consulted in this 
tailor 41 study 
thatcher 1 Source: Probate inventories held at W. C. R. O. and 
tile-maker 3 published collections as listed in the bibliography. 
Number with butcher's tools Number with tallow Number with chandler's tools 
alderman 1 esquire 1 gent 
blacksmith 4 farmer 1 mercer 
carpenter 1 widow 4 
esquire 2 yeoman 6 
farmer 2 vitner 1 
gent 6 mercer 1 
innkeeper 1 husbandman 1 






Other occupations recording deadstock processing tools. 




Location Quotients for Deadstock Processors in Each of the English Counties 





Butchers Curriers Glovers Shoemakers Saddlers Tanners 
Bedford 0.13 0.00 1.08 0.48 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.54 
Berkshire 0.57 0.00 0.93 0.77 0.85 0.92 0.84 0.66 
Buckingham 0.27 0.00 1.13 0.48 0.67 0.88 0.39 0.68 
Cambridge 0.51 0.00 1.11 0.46 0.88 0.80 0.50 0.24 
Cheshire 0.74 2.16 1.01 0.83 1.11 1.15 1.16 1.51 
Cornwall 0.74 0.00 0.68 1.04 0.19 0.74 1.02 1.12 
Cumberland 1.02 0.00 0.70 1.07 0.11 0.91 1.45 1.46 
Derby 0.64 0.00 1.12 0.83 0.23 0.97 0.87 0.82 
Devon 1.16 0.00 0.94 0.99 0.33 1.08 1.14 1.71 
Dorset 0.85 0.00 0.98 0.86 1.78 1.12 0.60 1.15 
Durham 1.06 0.00 1.16 1.55 0.69 1.03 1.00 1.21 
Essex 0.66 0.00 1.05 0.72 1.65 0.85 0.43 0.71 
Gloucester 1.14 0.00 1.20 1.43 0.33 1.13 1.11 . 0.86 
Hereford 0.58 0.00 0.88 0.82 5.51 0.98 0.96 1.32 
Hertford 0.49 0.00 1.06 0.44 1.54 0.77 0.82 0.53 
Huntingdon 0.23 0.00 1.28 1.08 1.90 0.95 0.69 0.55 
Kent 0.72 4.38 0.82 0.58 0.65 0.65 0.56 0.63 
Lancashire 0.85 0.00 0.70 0.80 0.12 0.80 0.95 0.66 
Leicester 0.83 3.42 1.41 0.81 0.77 0.94 0.69 0.30 
Lincoln 0.43 4.29 1.11 0.82 0.51 1.02 1.43 0.87 
Middlesex inc. Lon. 2.68 2.38 1.18 1.39 1.74 1.25 1.38 0.11 
Monmouth 0.93 0.00 0.67 0.64 0.08 0.80 1.04 0.77 
Norfolk 0.63 1.82 0.91 0.78 2.62 1.14 0.37 0.93 
Northampton 0.87 3.89 1.28 1.51 0.72 2.50 0.72 0.70 
Northumberland 0.85 0.00 1.09 1.34 2.62 1.15 1.57 2.22 
Nottingham 0.55 0.00 1.23 0.95 0.08 1.01 0.57 0.89 
Oxford 0.57 0.00 0.96 0.65 2.13 0.84 0.84 0.20 
Rutland 0.20 0.00 1.50 0.64 2.27 0.99 1.45 0.72 
Shropshire 0.61 0.00 1.03 1.01 3.42 1.04 1.70 0.91 
Somerset 1.19 0.00 1.30 0.93 1.32 1.01 0.92 0.93 
Southampton 0.78 0.00 0.85 0.63 0.42 0.96 0.89 0.82 
Staffordshire 0.51 0.00 0.93 0.86 0.24 0.98 0.85 0.44 
Suffolk 0.52 0.00 0.91 0.70 3.05 1.08 0.59 0.76 
Surrey 1.63 0.00 0.98 2.26 1.05 0.97 0.73 5.47 
Sussex 0.70 0.00 1.02 0.77 1.27 0.92 0.92 1.09 
Warwick 0.71 0.00 1.15 1.11 0.43 1.02 2.15 1.01 
Westmorland 0-72 0.00 0.76 1.14 0.32 0.98 1.15 2.15 
Wiltshire 0.83 0.00 0.75 0.55 0.97 0.76 0.79 0.48 
Worcester 0.70 0.00 0.92 0.93 1.36 1.00 0.98 1.04 
Yorks. ER 1.07 0.00 1.15 1.10 0.44 1.18 1.19 1.81 
County of York 1.15 0.00 1.53 4.30 6.18 1.82 2.60 1.89 
Yorks. NR 1.00 0.00 1.15 1.01 0.62 1.12 1.62 ' 1.30 
Yorks WR 0.61 2.94 0.97 0.97 0.13 0.89 0.93 0.96 
Location quotients for English counties, 1831 




County tanners saddlers shoemakers glovers curriers butchers ; soap boilers tallow chandlers f 
London 1.40 1.181 1.131 0.59 1.98 1.10 2.24 2.29 
Surrey 1.03 1.251 0.72; 0.38 0.76 0.97 0.00 1 1.28 
Kent 0.87' 0.9711 0.831 0.35 1 0.53 0.981 0.191 0.87 
Sussex 0.88 1.17 0.891 0.48 1 0.51 1 1.021 0.43 1 0.77J 
Hampshire 0.91 0.95' 0.831 0 0.51 1 0.78 1 0.38 . 0.86; 
Berkshire 1.04' 1.301 0.891 0.22 1 0.52 1 0.79 1 0.31 0.92 
Middx 0.551 1.191 0.761 0.16 0.55 1.14 5.321 1.57 
Herts 0.66 1.31' 0.711 0.37 0.32 1 1.01 0.281 0.65 
Bucks 0.74; 1.201 0.93 i 0.24 0.37 1.28 0.001 0.35 
Oxon 0.22 1.16 0.861 4.25 0.78 1.04 0.181 0.54 
Nthants 0.56; 1.17 1 3.4611 0.20 2.65 1.201 0.151 0.73 
Hunts 0.44 1.271 0.871 0.17 0.86 1 1.35 0.001 0.76 
Beds 1 0.361 1.041 0.84. 0.77 0.38 1.27 0.001 0.41 
Carobs 0.03; 1.141 0.841 0.36 1 0.421 1.11 0.081 0.51 
Essex 
-- -j 
0.8811 1.201 0.801 0.63 0.52 0.94 ). 37! 0.82 
Suff. 0.67 1.331 1.031 1.01 0.70 0.80 0.431 0.80 
Norf. 0.7011 1.11 1.32; 1.20 0.77 0.87 0.301 0.71 
Wilts. 0.87' 1.181 0.85 0.56 0.67 0.74 0.201 0.83 
Dorset 
... -.... _.. -. _.. _. Devon _. 
0.77' 
............ ....... 2.26 _: 
1.17' 
. _....... ___... -_ _.. _..: __ . 0.97' 
1.091 




- ._........ 0.851 
1 0.90 
+ 0.89 -- 
0.19! 
_ ... - ý 0.811 
0.73 
- -..... -------.. _.... --... -_. 1.131 
Cornwall 1.25: 0.771 0.921 0.17 0.80 0.71 0.001 0.781 
Somerset 1.92 ! 1.16 1.051 8.23 0.931 1.32 0.481 0.93 
Glos. 0.66 1.031 1.081 0.21 1.131 1.11 2.771 1.19 
Heref. 1.7311 0.961 1.001 1.23 0.79 0.93 0.001 0.67 
Shrops. 0.991 1.301 1.071 0.25 0.65 1.16 0.001 0.63 
Staffs. 0.391 1.361 1.091 0.15 0.71 1.04 0.47; 0.60 
Worcs. 2.11 0.851 0.93 ! 8.44 1.50 0.99 1.291 0.81 
Warwicks 0.67' 1.781 1.011 0.12 1.05 1.09 0.29 0.79 
Leices. 0.441 0.891 1.001 2.14 0.82 1.45 0.141 0.66 
Rut. 0.311 1.46 0.821 0.00 0.57 1.471 0.001 1.06 
Lincs. 0.63! 1.27 0.891 0.13 0.54 1.08 0.241 0.55 
Notts 0.72; 0.881 0.99 13.32 0.91 1.181 0.051 0.62 
Derbys 0.86 ' 0.791 0.971 3.29 0.851 1.11 0.121 0.44 
Ches. 0.83 0.741 1.111 0.10 0.631 1.00 4.221 0.56 



















ýNR 0.98'; 1.361 1.21 0.10 1.501 1.101 0.001 1.01 
Durham 0.761 0.6111 0.871 0.12 0.98 1.141 1.051 0.89 
Nthbld 1.73 0.821 0.981 0.56 1.01 1.021 0.47 0.81 
Cumb 1.391 0.921 0.861 0.02 1.18 0.62 0.08 1 0.95 
Westm. 1.6& 0.781 0.861 0.161 1.091 0.761 0.00 1 0.82 
Location quotients for English counties, 1851 
Source: Census of Great Britain, 1851. Part II ages, civil condition, occupations, and birth place of the 
people. 
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Changing herd sizes: East Sussex butchers 
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Changing herd sizes: East Sussex shoemakers 
































Changing herd sizes: Worcestershire chandlers. 





























































Butchers Shoemakers Tanner 
(e) 1722+ 
Source: Data set derived from probate inventories held at W. C. R. O., 
H. C. R. O. & E. S. R. O. For details of the published collections used in this 





Sources held in national and regional archives: manuscript and printed. 
Inventories: 
Worcestershire (Worcester County Record Office) 
Hertfordshire (Herford County Record Office) 
East Sussex (East Sussex Record Office) J 
Lincolnshire (Lincolnshire Archive Office) 
Berkshire (Berkshire Record Office) 
Other sources: 
Bristol City Record Office. - 
Accounts of Christopher Thomas, Christopher Thomas 7955(5). 
Bristol Record Society's Publications vo1X The Company of Soapmakers 1562-1642. 
British Museum: 
Lansdowne manuscripts 
Brit. Mus., Lansd. MS. 20 fo. 19. 
Hertfordshire County Record Office: 
Advert for John Jones, tallow chandler. Late eighteenth century. D/Ex 279 BI 
Kendal Record Office: 
Sales Day book of John Kelsick. WD/RYbox38/2. 
Public Record Office. 
Exchequer: K. R. Depositions (E 134) 
Exchequer Depositions, E134/5 car. 1, Mich. 14. 
Chancery: Patent Rolls (C66) ((Daniel Lysons, Environs of London, 1796. this charter is 
enrolled as Patent Roll 2, Anne, pt. 4 9C. 66 3441) (No. 8) Public Record Office. ) 
University of London Special Collections: 
Instructions to officers who survey makers of candles in the country. London: 
M. DCC. LXXXVI 
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Journals of the House of Commons. Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons. 
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Journals of the House of Lords Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons. London. 
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Parliamentary History. Gloucester: Alan Sutton, 1982. Published for the parliamentary 
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Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, 1829-1830 Second Series, London, Hansard. 
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